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What you will find in this book – and hardly anywhere else:

Why project size must be limited to a team of max. 10 persons, a length of max. 9 months, and a
max. budget of 1 million EUR/$ – and what you can do if your project is (initially) too big. Data
shows that the success rate of large projects drops exponentially: smaller projects (less than $1M)
have a success rate of over 75%, whereas in really large projects (over $10M) the success rate drops
to 10% (see section 12.3).

Ordering the data model works like a charm: you will immediately detect errors which were
previously hidden (loops, awkward multiple paths). It will enable you to prioritize work packages
properly (yes, based on the ordered data model!). And you will get a good idea of the complexity
of the user interfaces for various parts of the program (see chapter 30).

A project lead (PL) who cannot program is blind. The PL should spend a considerable amout of
time on the construction site. If the PL cannot program, she/he cannot go to the construction site
(can’t see the code), the PL is therefore practically blind, must listen to people talking about the
construction site (more about this in chapter 14).

... plus a set of topics backed by actual data from real projects – not from academic exercises:

• Story Splitting and Story Mapping as tools for proper prioritizing and for the big picture
• The four types of technical debt and their (hidden) impact on project success
• How to do automated integration checking of the database with a kind of ’unit tests’
• What to do when management prescribes a waterfall approach and you are doing Scrum
• Case studies for reviews and software metrics (actual data from large projects)
• Why Gantt charts in Scrum are different (not outright useless, just different)
• How to visualize progress – so that managers can understand
• Why automated integration tests are so useful, usually way more informative than unit tests
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... except where otherwise noted, in particular some diagrams and graphics from other sources.
In these cases the captions under the pictures will refer to the original creators of the dia-
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... and except for the LaTeX book template ’The Legrand Orange Book’ which was adapted by
Daniel Keller to blue instead of orange, plus some minor changes in appearance. Source and license
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1. Introduction

This book is the result of 30 years of experience in software development plus ten years of teaching
Software Engineering at the Swiss University of Applied Sciences HSR. 1 2

The lecture notes and handouts of ’Software Engineering 1’, ’Software Engineering 2’ and ’Engi-
neering Project’ from the years 2010 to 2020 served as a basis for this book.

1.1 The German Term ’Informatik’

In the german and french speaking world there exists the term ’Informatik’ or ’informatique’, it
usually covers the fields Computer Science (more on the theoretical side) and Software Engineering
(generally the practicalities of programming). I would like to make a distinction between those two
facets of software creation:

Computer Science: Programming in C++, Java, etc., algorithms and data structures, abstract
machines (Turing), compiler construction, BNF Syntax, Design Patterns,
Language Theory (regular constructs, context free languages, ...), numer-
ical algebra, theorem proving, predicate calculus, data modelling in 3rd
normal form, neural networks, Artificial Intelligence (AI), machine/deep
learning, parallel computing, exception handling strategies, infomation
theory (Shannon) ...

Software Engineering: "the rest", i.e. mostly how to use methods and tools appropriately:
project management, Clean Code principles, guides to software archi-
tecture (layers/partitions/tiers/components, single responsibility, Don’t
Repeat Yourself (DRY), meaningful splitting of computational work into
parallel processes plus communication with Message Queues, etc.), tools
und guidelines for working in larger teams (code versioning, Continuous
Integration, Continuous Deployment, reviews, etc.), UML for a minimum
of standardized diagrams, why development in a small, co-located group
is the most effective, GitHub workflow, integration testing, how to best
visualize ideas, concepts, and software architecture ...

1HSR: Hochschule für Technik Rapperswil www.hsr.ch
2As of September 2020 HSR has become part of the Fachhochschule Ost: www.ost.ch



12 Chapter 1. Introduction

For the rest of this book I consider the facts and theories of Computer Science to be a given – widely
(and expertly) treated in numerous books. Therefore I will not write about these topics. This text
concentrates on many of the pragmatic aspects of Software Engineering.

Professional software development is more than just programming. �

1.2 Software Engineering: Three Perspectives

Individual Programming
Clean Code, (unit) tests, metrics, Code Smells, refactoring, design pat-
terns, UML modelling, abstraction (diagrams, architecture, code structur-
ing), software (SW) quality: security, safety, performance, robustness,
ease of use, ...
Object-oriented programming, algorithms & data structures, computa-
tional theories and their application to practical examples.

Software Development in Teams
Cooperation and communication: Code repository (git, SVN),
Scrum, JIRA/Redmine, Continuous Integration, testing, re-
views, pair programming, Definition of Done, gitHub Pull
Requests, UML, patterns, documentation of SW, Wiki.
Division and assignment: SW architecture, backlogs, git
branching strategies, Assignment of Responsibilities (sepa-
ration of concerns).

Software Project Management
Definition of an adequate development process, Scrum with a
good Product Owner (PO), Continuous Integration, testing, re-
quirements, Story Splitting & Mapping, Definition of Done.
Project management must keep track of various things, should
make invisible things visible, must communicate often, the project
lead is the "Keeper of the Scope"/scope creep, effort estimates and
process metrics, SW metrics.

1.2.1 Three Levels of Programming Know-How

The three above perspectives correspond to three levels of expertise in programming needed to
understand and act successfully in one of the three roles/perspectives.

Programming Experts (first perspective) individual programmers: to understand the topics and
to fullfill this role, one has to have a profound understanding of programming.
Some Coding Skills (second perspective) the programming team: in order to successfully con-
tribute to the team effort, every team member needs extensive programming knowledge, but since
this perspective focuses on team collaboration, a lesser degree of programming skills may suffice to
make a team successful.
Zero Programming (third perspective) project lead: in this role one cannot assume any program-
ming knowledge, on the contrary: it is safe to assume here absolutely zero coding skills.
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This book focuses on the second and third perspectives, i.e. with the assumption of limited or no
programming knowledge (see ’Target Audience’ below). The first perspective of the individual
programmer is already well covered by the current literature, mainly under the heading ’Computer
Science’.

My personal definition of Software Engineering: All methods, tools, and best practices
which help a team to successfully develop larger pieces of software. �

It should be noted that in software engineering (according to my definition) the human factor plays a
very important role. Therefore, scientists will have a hard time with such a definition. Successfully
carrying out a software project with a larger team is more like producing a profitable Hollywood
movie than solving mathematical problems.

Of course, this definition of software engineering is very subjective and only tenable as a coun-
terpart to computer science. This would then imply that software engineering is not science.
However:

1. Every software engineer should master a good part of the topics in Computer Science, for
example ’Algorithms and Data Structures’, ’object-oriented programming’, ’unit testing’,
and ’Design Patterns’.

2. Other engineering disciplines like electrical or civil engineering also contain a large body
of empirical knowledge, e.g. "per mm2 cross section of a power wire a current of max.
10 Ampere is recommended", or the rules for structural design in civil engineering, e.g. the
type, dimensions, and quality of steel in reinforced concrete. This kind of rules and design
guidelines evolved through (hard) experience, taught by failure. This is also not Science, this
is experience.

3. Some of today’s software development problems go back to human factors. That implies that
there is no rational modeling of a solution for these kinds of problems, no scientific approach
possible. Only few science-based rules and tools can be established. The rest of the software
engineering knowledge is observations, empirical values, hands-on knowledge, experience,
and even anecdotes – which does not lessen their value, it’s for many parts all we have.

1.3 Target Audience

The first parts of this book up until chapter 15 should be readable and useful also for non-
programmers. That does not mean that programmers should not read them, I consider it useful
material also for seasoned programmers.

From chapter 16 on the reader should have a decent knowledge in a modern programming lan-
guage.

1.3.1 Money

At the time of translating this book from German to English (first half of 2021) the exchange rates
for US Dollars, Swiss Francs, and Euros were approximately as follows:

USD - CHF - EUR

0.9 - 1.0 - 1.1

For the rest of this book I assume a 1:1:1 equivalence of these three currencies – in all my examples
it’s the order of magnitude that counts.
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1.3.2 Paper Sizes

Paper sizes are important when you want to print a diagram: how much of it fits on a standard sheet
of paper – and therefore how easy is it to review a larger diagram. The resolution of a 24" screen is
only about a third of sheet of paper. Therefore printing a diagram in oder to be able to talk about it
could be a good idea.

This book uses the DIN (Deutsche Industrie-Norm) paper size designations, especially ’A4’ and
’A3’ are mentioned a few times in this text. A4 is the european equivalent of a US standard legal
paper size: the A4 dimensions are 300x210mm, or 11.8 by 8.3 inches. A3 designates a sheet of
paper twice the size of A4, and can therefore show about as much information as a three 24" inch
screens. A3 printers are widely available and affordable.

1.3.3 Publishing Schedule

This book is and will be ’under construction’. A first (German) version appeared in the fall of 2020.
The first english version was put online in July 2021. You may always download the latest version
from www.danielkeller.info (if you are on the english pages, if not, use the EN - DE switch at the
top of the page): scroll down a bit and click the link "Download free PDF". The version number of
the PDF is noted near the link on the web site and also on the PDF title page, so that you will know
when you already have the latest version.

1.3.4 Behind the Scenes & Thanks

Special thanks to Prof. em. Hans Rudin who has shaped the software engineering courses at
HSR. Some of the material we taught together. He also read the German book drafts carefully and
provided useful insights.

Thanks to Jim Haungs for proofreading the english version of this book. He read (so far) the first
half of the book and sent back 389 (!) comments. A big thank you, Jim! His suggestions were
invaluable, and his comments made me laugh quite a few times – he purposely wrote some of the
comments to make the reader smile.

This book was composed with LaTeX, namely the free tools MiKTeX (Windows), MacTeX (Mac)
and TeXMaker (both platforms). Excellent tools.

I modified the delightful template ’The Legrand Orange Book’, changed its main color to blue,
added my own background chapter heading pictures and tweaked some aspects of appearance.
https://www.latextemplates.com/template/the-legrand-orange-book

For the graphics I used: Gimp and Krita for painting and multi-layer graphics; astah community for
UML diagrams; LibreOffice for spreadsheets and simple line graphics; IrfanView as viewer and for
cropping, scaling, and converting (JPEG/PNG). A few graphics have been drawn on the Mac with
Keynote.

The initial translation from German to English was done with the DeepL Translator (www.deepl.com),
the best machine translator one can find in 2021. This excellent tool saved me a lot of pain and
money.

A heartfelt thank you to everybody for these great tools!



I Value for the Customer



2. Minimum Viable Product, MVP

In software projects it is very helpful to deliver the software in partial steps. This is one of the
principles of agile development. Once the team has created something that has a minimum level of
usefulness, it is made available to the customers and they can try it out. This way, feedback from
the customers is obtained quickly and the software can be better aligned with the needs of the end
users.

This chapter introduces two basic concepts: Value for the Customer and Minimum Viable Product
MVP.

2.1 Value for the Customer

The most important guideline in agile development is the value which we generate for our customer
with the new software.

With each partial delivery, the total value for the customer should increase. �

The assessment of value succeeds only in very close contact with the customer. Neither the members
of the development team nor the project management should presume to know the value for the
customer, unless the end users of the product are also developers - the main reason why open source
works so well for developer tools (Linux, git, IDEs, JUnit, findbugs, Emacs, redmine, ...), and
otherwise has little impact in the non-programmer environment, e.g. in the areas of open source
CAD, ERP, CRM there is little.

For exactly this purpose (to define the customer value, to prioritize the features) Scrum defines
the role of the Product Owner (see chapter 8). The main task for a product owner – in addition
to prioritizing the desired features – is to communicate the benefits of the created software to the
development team.
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2.1.1 Agile/iterative Always Means: Partial Deliveries

Figure 2.1: Delivering a motorcycle in stages in this way is of no use to the customer for a very
long time. The Value for the Customer criterion is not met in this way

The iron rule in agile development is: Always deliver something useful, even in the very early
iterations of the project – see also the topic of Story Splitting in Chapter 9. If the customer can hold
a product in her hands and try it out early on, even if it is far from complete, then the development
team will certainly receive much more and more genuine feedback than if a prototype and a few
PowerPoint slides are shown at a demo.

"After all, we don’t all want the same thing. And in by far the majority of cases, we couldn’t say
exactly what we want, so at the very least we need someone to make a suggestion".
– Mani Matter, Swiss singer-songwriter (1936-1972)

2.2 MVP: Minimum Viable Product MVP

The strategy to achieve the goal of a useful MVP is simple: First of all, leave out all options,
everything ’nice to have’. You create something basically working, but there isn’t any more than
the basic functionality. Later, more is delivered incrementally.

Figure 2.2: This is the better way to make a customer happy: put something usable there quickly,
wait for customer feedback, and then improve incrementally.
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An MVP provides double proof of the usefulness of the new software:
a) will it succeed marketing-wise, will it inspire the users?
b) is it technically a convincing solution?

Often it is possible to create something useful and functional with a fraction of the final effort. Only
later are the emerging wishes fulfilled with second priority.

2.2.1 Criteria for a Minimum Viable Product

V Useful: important functions implemented, usable by customer, not prototype, not proof of
concept

V Minimal: easy to develop, quickly ready for use)

Main motivation for a Minimum Viable Product:

• Get feedback from users, plus experience gained, both for users and developers

Definition Minimum Viable Product (MVP): I can use it in my everyday life,
in my daily work – and will gain experience with it, give feedback to developers,
i.e. it is software with usable features, already quite robust, quite secure. �

Section 11.8 discusses what happens when you can’t define a reasonable (small) MVP, because the
MVP must necessarily be really large.

2.3 Differentiation: MVP vs. Prototype

In this section we try to contrast the concept of a Minimum Viable Product with the concept of a
prototype.

Imagine: You have an uncle who has never had a navigation system in his car. Now he wants to
buy a new car and is thinking about ordering just the most expensive system options with all the
bells and whistles. It would be preferable for him to gain some experience with a cheap navigation
system in his current car, so that he knows better what he really needs.

The purpose of the basic version (MVP) is to gain experience in real usage scenarios before
spending a lot of money. Maybe one is even satisfied with the most simple version and wishes only
a few, small changes.

A usable basic version can have a ten times lower price than the full version and is ready much faster
than the target system. If an MVP can be delivered quickly, it is good for us software developers
because we can quickly deliver something useful that will help us get important feedback.
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However, a quickly delivered MVP could turn out to be be dangerous, because sometimes the
customers do not understand why they should pay ten times more for the ’small’ upgrade later.

2.3.1 A prototype is not a Minimum Viable Product (MVP)

Pay close attention that the software you deliver early in your project has real value for the customer,
and that the customer actually uses the software (if possible in her daily life) – so she can give
feedback to the developers.

Figure 2.3: A cardboard mockup as a navigator is not an MVP, it’s just a prototype.

A cardboard mockup is a good (and very early) way to test user interaction: e.g. which user
interface elements fit on the screen? Are all symbols understandable? Are the colors right? Does it
feel usable? All well, but it’s not an MVP, you can’t use it in a car as a navigation aid.

Even the cheapest navigation system is an MVP: it can actually be used, just with limitations, e.g.:
Maps are only pre-installed for Sweden, Norway and Denmark (which is OK if you live there;
after all, the device is the "Scandinavian budget edition"), there are no traffic jam warnings, no
speed display in tunnels, no display of buildings in 3D, the maps may not be completely up-to-date.
Despite these limitations, the knowledge gained from daily use in real scenarios will be much
higher than with a short demo of a prototype.

The knowledge gain from using an actual working – albeit minimalist – product is generally much
higher than the knowledge gain from testing with a prototype.



3. Understanding the End Users

Ultimately, a software project is only successful when the end users are satisfied. Therefore
it is extremely important to involve the users again and again and to use their feedback for
improvements.

Please don’t get me wrong: I am not advocating a long, detailed requirements phase at the beginning
of a project. But it is worth investing some energy in staking out the functionalities and clearing up
possible ambiguities as soon as possible.

With a little practice, a domain model can be created within hours or a few days at most. The same
goes for the use cases: a useful draft for defining the scope can be created in a few days. And that
with only one or two people. So if you invest a few person-days to understand the customers and
at least roughly define the scope of the project, there will be fewer in-depth changes later due to
additional customer requests. That’s money well spent.

Even if you spend only 3% of the project total on clarifying the requirements, the payback is great.
Assumption: The budget for a project is USD 500,000. This means that about seven people will
work on it during half a year. If we take only 3% of that, then that is more than one person-month.
You can do a lot with that. In this time, you can define the basic requirements and thus the direction
of the project before you start marching off in the wrong direction with a lot of effort - or just
start marching off in an agile way and only realize much later that you have misunderstood the
customer.

The requirements of a software project are best defined with the following four items:

1. Use cases (or personas with scenarios) as a description of the desired functionality
2. Data and Domain models show persistence and clarify the business terms
3. User interface designs, because these are quite easy for customers to understand
4. Non-functional requirements, because they have a big impact on the overall architecture

3.1 Understanding What the Customer Wants

If you want to build a house and you tell the architect what kind of house you want, you may be in
for a surprise: the architect may have a very different picture of a house in his brain than you have
(see next picture). Do not assume that the other person’s understanding is 100% the same as yours,
especially if you use only words to convey your ideas.
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Figure 3.1: Everyone has images in their head that are difficult to describe in words.

As a programming team we need to understand the customer well, because we build software with
benefits for the customer, not for us.

Optimal: The customer sits in the development team.
Good: A ’customer proxy’, i.e. customer representative is in the team. (’proxy’ see below)
Bad: The customer has no time.

You really need to understand the customer - that’s the only way to succeed. How do you show a
customer that you understand them? Get feedback!

You can show the customer’s understanding with comprehensible written requirements, at a mini-
mum: use cases, non-functional requirements, domain model/glossary, plus prototypes and graphi-
cal designs of the user interactions. The best way to find out if you have understood the customer is
to give her some software to try out (this can also be a clickable prototype), then you can quickly
see if the customer’s ideas match yours.

Most important: early "scoping", i.e. rough definition of the scope.

Tip: also describe what will not be done.

3.1.1 Customer Proxy

Often in larger projects you have to deal with an intermediary person (’proxy’) and don’t get good
access to the end users. Example: for a hospital information system, the contracting entity has hired
a specialist (let’s call him engineer Huber) to manage the project as product manager. Engineer
Huber knows a lot about hospital information systems, so you gather the requirements together
with him.

You can certainly rely on engineer Huber, but you should not miss the opportunity to look over the
shoulders of the end users in their daily work from time to time. In a hospital, this includes nurses,
doctors, lab staff, receptionists, and even caretakers and librarians.

Ask the end users, not a proxy. �

In later phases of the project, you should also do usability testing with the end users (not the proxy).
If you fail to elicit end-user needs directly, you’re bound to get surprises. If you take the end users
seriously, then you will have satisfied users of the system later.
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If you are designing new software to control and
visualize a Computer Tomography (CT) machine
in a hospital, be sure to ask the end users: Medical
Technologists, Physicians, Schedulers, and not just
the CEO or Engineer of the company ordering the
system from you.

Ideally, you should also stand next to the people who
will be operating the device for a day (assuming
permission, of course). This way you will see the
real deployment scenarios, not just the descriptions
of them.

but:

"The dog food is not bought by the dog"

... in that case something flashy must be built for the management ;-)

3.2 Example Use Cases Campsite Management

Figure 3.2: Campsite - Example for use cases

Let’s assume we are to design a computerized campsite management system. Together with the
operator of the campsite we define the requirements with the help of use cases.
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3.2.1 Use Cases and their Formats

There are use cases of varying detail: ’brief’ = two to three sentences; ’casual’ = about half a page,
actors and motivation specified; ’fully dressed’ = two to three pages, including: stakeholders and
interests, normal case plus all alternative and failure scenarios, pre/postconditions, non-functionals
(related to this UC), references to business cases, technology, assumptions, frequency of occur-
rence.

1. "Arrival and registration of new customers" (input of address and personal data, number of
children/adults, dog?, tent/car/motorhome/motorcycle, planned length of stay, which pitch1

assigned)
2. "Customer pays and leaves" (number of nights, extras e.g. electricity, tourist tax; in the

system the pitch is released again)
3. "View occupancy of the camp site" (especially: where is some free space now/next week/from

July 14 on?)
4. "Reserve pitch for later" Reservation for specific pitch and time (if still free in the requested

time; request typically by phone or email)
5. "Enter/change current rates" (is only changed by the site management, about twice a year)

The above list shows five use cases in ’brief’ format. The first two use cases are described below in
the more detailed ’casual’ format.

The use cases in ’brief’ format serve as an overview. With these brief descriptions, it is possible
after a short period of time for collaboration between users and developers to produce a (hopefully)
complete list of desired functionality, and thus jointly delineate the scope of the project (along with
the non-functional requirements). This allows you to estimate the size of the project very early on;
the ’scope’ of the project is staked out: what belongs, what doesn’t.

If you want to know more about use cases, pick up the book "Writing Effective Use Cases" by
Alistair Cockburn. If you just want an overview, read this chapter.

1A ’pitch’ is the (british) camping term for a "piece of ground on which you can put up a tent, park a caravan, etc."
according to the Cambridge Dictionary. In the US the terms ’site’, ’slot’, or ’location’ are probably more common.
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Figure 3.3: Campsite Use Case Diagram

The use case diagram serves as an overview of the whole system (system boundary drawn as a
rectangle). In our example, compared to the textual listing, it shows the following two special
features: a) a campsite customer never interacts with the system, all information goes through the
receptionist, who exclusively operates the system in daily operations, and b) there is a secondary
system, the credit card billing system, to which an interface must be built.

In the course of the project, the use cases are specified in more detail, mostly in the so-called
’casual’ format, i.e. about half a page of text. The following sections show two example use cases
for the campsite system in ’casual’ format.

3.2.2 Use Case 1: "Arrival and Registration of New Customers"

A couple arrives at the campsite with their motorcycle and tent and wants to stay for a few days.
At the reception, the two register, give their personal details, state their wishes, can choose a pitch
and receive a confirmation of stay with a preliminary price calculation. Either a deposit will be
charged or a pass will be withheld so they don’t leave without paying.

Procedure:

1. The receptionist asks for the desired length of stay, number of people, type and number of
vehicles (car, caravan, moto, camper), desired extras (electricity, sun/shade) and can now
have the system search for suitable free spaces.

2. Together with the customer an available pitch is selected.
3. The system now prints a confirmation of stay with a provisional price calculation and a site

plan.
4. The computer system takes the personal data of at least one person (name, address). If the

person is already in the system, there is no need to enter anything more about the person.
5. The personal data is linked to the data of their stay.
6. An identity card is collected as a security.
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7. The system stores the data and notes the selected place as occupied.
8. Customers receive the printed details and thus begin their stay.

Alternatives:

3a. The customers do not like what is offered and they look for another campsite.

2a. It is possible that no suitable place can be found (e.g. because of big camper, high season)
and therefore the customers leave.

6a. If the customers do not want to leave an ID card, a deposit will be charged based on the
intended length of stay. A receipt for the deposit will be printed.

3.2.3 Use Case 2: "Customer pays and leaves"

A customer comes to the reception and says they want to leave tomorrow, and she wants to pay
the bill today. The system compiles an invoice, the details are verified, the customer pays and gets
a receipt.

Sequence:

1. Ask customer for name or pitch number and search in the system.
2. Enter tomorrow’s date as departure date
3. System compiles invoice (pitch, number of people, extras, taxes) and displays it on the

screen. Any deposit must be included.
4. The receptionist reads the invoice items to the customer, the customer confirms them.
5. The invoice/receipt is printed.
6. The customer pays in cash
7. The payment is recorded in the system.
8. The receptionist confirms payment on the invoice by signing it.
9. The system notes the pitch as "free again tomorrow".

Alternatives:

4a. The customer does not agree with the calculation because one person left two days earlier:
the invoice is corrected.

6a. The customer pays by credit card.
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3.3 The Right Level of Detail

At the beginning, many people find it difficult to hit the right level of detail in the use cases. Most
of the time, the use cases are written too briefly (they contain too little useful information), the
motivation of the actors is often missing (why do you execute the use case?), and sometimes too
many details are listed (which are superfluous or even disturbing in an agile process).

Figure 3.4: The right degree of abstraction of use cases is in the middle: neither too hazy (vision,
ideas, at the top) nor too small-scale (individual functions at the bottom; example online store).

If you have maneuvered yourself into a corner with use cases that are too small, then it might
help to design one or two personas2. The personas then provide the context and motivation for the
individual functions contained in the use cases that are too small (see Section 3.5).

2"Personas are fictional characters, which you create based upon your research in order to represent the differ-
ent user types that might use your service, product, site, or brand in a similar way." see https://www.interaction-
design.org/literature/topics/personas
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3.4 «Login» is not a Use Case

First: the "Login" function is too
small a function to be considered
a standalone use case; it does too
little. Use cases should always be a
somewhat longer process (a business
case) where user and system interact
in a longer sequence.

The function «Login» could at most
be a sub use case, which is used by
several other use cases via «include».
(see example on the right, Login in
red). This can be OK, but is usually
not nice, since it generates many de-
pendencies, does not actually make
any important statement, and makes
the use case diagram much less clear
in the process.

Second: «Login» is actually a non-functional requirement in the area of security and thus does
not belong to the (functional) use cases. Security/authorization could also be implemented using
fingerprint, facial recognition, KeyCard, iris scanner, etc.

But you can well take the position "I need the use cases as
an outline criterion (like epics in Scrum), I want to assign
the resulting smaller user stories hierarchically to the use
cases". And then it can make sense to have a Use Case
called ’Authorization’, for example. Then all user stories
dealing with security, authorizations and login/logout can be
assigned to this use case. It also makes sense to do ’Use Case
Driven Development’, then the security requirements are not
forgotten.

3.5 Alternative to Use Cases: Personas and Scenarios

If you do ’User Centered Design’, as Kim Goodwin propagates in her excellent book "Designing
for the Digital Age", then you have probably also designed personas and come up with one or more
scenarios for each persona. This puts you at the same level of abstraction as working with use
cases.
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Figure 3.5: Example persona, in the context of diabetes, new blood glucose meters, and software.

Such a persona description makes it clear under what circumstances the software will be used:
What information is most important? Frequency of use? How much computer experience do users
have? Are they possibly stressed when using it? What are the most frequent activities and queries?
What needs to be particularly easy and fast?

It is often the case that several different personas are created, because there are different people,
roles and needs. Personas and scenarios – if they are well done – let the developers feel very directly
what the users need. Likewise, they do a good job of conveying the context, the environment, that
is important for use.

3.5.1 Differences between Use Cases and Personas/Scenarios

Use Cases focus on the flow steps and thus the functionality. Therefore, use cases usually give
a good impression of the implementation effort to be expended for the functionality. Use cases,
especially in the ’fully dressed’ format, also mention the actors and their motivation. Thus, use
cases are a useful parenthesis for user stories because they provide the larger context.

Personas are primarily descriptions of typical users, so this approach tends to focus on person-
centric UX design. Scenarios then describe the interactions of the described persona with the
system in different contexts and with different objectives. The occasional disadvantage of personas
is the lack of precision in describing interactions with the system (variants? prerequisites? failure
scenarios? implementation effort?) – but this can also be an advantage, because the most important
thing is and remains the motivation and goal achievement for the persona.
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3.6 Use Cases vs. Epics vs. User Stories

The Scrum process differentiates between large stories (Epics), which can take several sprints to
develop, and the small stories (User Stories), which are typically completed within one sprint3. For
the sake of simplicity we can equate Use Cases and Epics here. Both can be seen as superordinate
outline units. This chapter provides an initial explanation; you can learn more about the hierarchical
arrangement of work packages in Chapter 9 Story Splitting. There, the relationships between use
cases, epics and user stories are explained in more detail.

Use cases have a higher degree of abstraction than user stories. It is a good idea to split each use
case into several user stories. The assignment of use cases to user stories is actually n:m, because a
user story can also appear as a work package for another use case. However, most work package
management tools (such as JIRA and Redmine) only allow n:1 mapping, e.g. with User Stories
and Epics. The simple way out of this is to assign each User Story to exactly one Use Case (Epic)
only, i.e. to enforce an n:1 assignment. This is easily manageable and does not cause any further
difficulties.

As a rule of thumb you can assume: 1 Use Case splits into about 10 User Stories.

What happens if you introduce a more than two-level hierarchy, e.g. work with the following three
levels of abstraction: Epics – User Stories – Tasks, you will see at the end of Chapter 9 Story
Splitting.

3.7 Use Cases: Functions in Context

Suppose you are sent shopping, with a shopping list. Now you’re standing in the store and can’t
find all the ingredients on the list.

Suppose the list looks like this:

(a) it does not specify the amount of potatoes.
Well, you just buy a really large bag,
rather too much than too little.
Problem (a) solved.

But now ...
... problem (b) you don’t find any limes.

What do you do now?

Of course, you try calling home. No one answers. It’s a hard decision to make. Does it matter if I
buy lemons instead of limes? How can I find out if substituting lemons for limes is OK?

If I know the menu, then maybe I can decide if limes can be substituted for lemons in this case. So,
here’s the menu: Asian buffet for eight, with Sri Lankan lentils, cauliflower/potatoes/peas roasted
with coconut flakes, lamb Rogan Josh, papadums, chicken on Thai green curry sauce. Where do
the limes go in?

3Sprint is a time-boxed iteration in Scrum, typically two or three weeks; a User Story is a description of a piece of
work to be assigned to someone in the programming team. For more explanations please see the two later chapters on
Scrum.
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If I know the recipes, then I can decide while shopping, for example, that lemons are OK as a
substitute for the limes in the Thai green curry – as opposed to a mojito, which tastes different with
lemons than with limes.

Even better, if I know the menu, the recipes, and what is in stock at home, I may notice that coconut
milk is missing from the list.

The recipe and the menu provide me with the context I need to make meaningful decisions. The use
cases are the context; the smaller functions in the form of user stories (hopefully detailed, precise,
and actionable) are like the shopping list.

parent = context: Menu: Asian Buffet Use Cases
Recipes

child = item on list: Shopping List Individual functions
Work packages or user stories

Table 3.1: Context hierarchy: Example recipe/shopping list (left) and use cases/functions (right)

Just as the recipe provides an advantage (namely context) over the shopping list, use cases are the
brackets that provide context for individual functions or user stories.

3.8 Other Areas of Application for Use Cases

Use cases can also be used as a starting point for user guides and tutorials. If the use cases
correspond to real application scenarios (they should!), then it is very easy to generate a tutorial
from the use cases.

Don’t have any idea how to manually test during an acceptance test? Take use cases and add the
flows with expected results on user interaction and you have an acceptance test: Check off if it
worked, if not, log deviations.

Use cases are sometimes not applicable, e.g.:

• as description of (network) protocols
• for games, simulations (use cases for chess?) Substitute: game rules.
• System-System-Interactions (then you make so-called System Cases, just without user

interaction)

And another thing: Use Cases are not object oriented. ("this is not a bug, it’s a feature")

3.9 Summary: Use Cases

Use cases have the following characteristics or contents:

• Short story from the user’s point of view (story, scenario)
• Actors and roles
• Triggers
• Interaction ("trading", flow of information)
• Functional requirements
• Goals, intentions (intentions, goals)
• Profit for participants (benefits)
• Ideally occur at one place at one time
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The benefits of use cases are:

• Use cases can be prioritized by the user ("This is very important to me").
• Use cases delineate the functional scope of the new system ("We do this, we don’t do that").
• Work packages can be created from the use cases in the course of the project (in Scrum: user

stories or tasks = work packages). Thus, sometimes a dozen or more work packages are
created from one use case.



4. Domain and Data Modelling

4.1 Object-oriented Domain Modeling

Domain modeling attempts to formally capture the domain of the customer. The words used by
the customer are converted into a diagram, the domain model. Domain modeling is the heart of
object-oriented analysis. Here one thinks in an early stage of the project, which could be the acting
objects, how they are called and which functions they can execute and/or which data they should
store.

4.2 Domain modeling: simple example

Let’s use a fictitious lending library to introduce the topic of domain modeling.

Figure 4.1: Domain model for a lending library
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The trained eye will notice a few things about this diagram:

• This model does not contain any functions, it consists of pure data objects with no specified
methods (a detailed explanation on this point follows later).

• ’Customer’ and ’ItemDescription’ (both colored green) form the master data. They exist
even without a customer ever having made a loan.

• It was obviously determined that each book, CD etc. gets its own identity, defined by a unique
barcode (attribute ’barcode’). For example, if there are three copies of the book "Harry Potter
and the Chamber of Secrets", then these three copies have different barcodes. This can be
seen by the blue object ’LoanItem’, which references the unique item description and which
can occur multiple times (relation 1..*:1).

• Because the relation between loan item and item description is marked with ’1..*’ at the
upper end (and not ’0..*’), it also means that there must be at least one loan item for each
item description. This means that if all three Harry Potter copies are deleted (to stay with the
example above), the corresponding ItemDescription object must also be deleted.

• It seems that no modeling of the item type has been done, either as an attribute in ItemDe-
scription (e.g. enumeration <book, audiobook, CD, DVD, game>) or at most as a standalone
entity, *:1 referenced by ItemDescription. To be improved?

• The three objects highlighted in the colors green and blue describe the library collection. The
other objects (in light yellow) are the transaction data: every time someone makes a checkout
or when someone reserves a book/item that has already been checked out, that is recorded in
the yellow objects.

Can you now imagine the requirement text (the use cases) for this library example?

Which do you think is easier: a) Given a set of use cases, search for a matching domain model, or
b) Given a domain model, search for the possible use cases for it?

4.2.1 Emerging Questions when Modeling a Domain

The diagram as it stands essentially describes the data management of this lending library. Not
decided by the diagram are the issues of backup and archiving. Does one keep all records of all
loans for all eternity? Are reservations deleted after a certain period of time? Are unredeemed
reservations deleted (someone reserves a book but never borrows it later, even if it is back on the
shelf)? Do we want to know how much it cost to borrow the Harry Potter book in 2003 (today it is
0.50 per day, but how was it 17 years ago)?

A domain model formally specifies certain things, and thus also generates a new set of questions.
That’s the big advantage of a formal domain model: early in the project, with little effort, you
can collaborate with the customer to clarify important or unclear points – before you’ve written
software for it that you’ll have to change again later.

What can you do with this library domain model?

? Can you trace every loan, even years later? (Yes, if you don’t delete the transaction data)
? Do you know how many times the book "Winnie the Pooh" was borrowed last year? (Yes, is

a simple database query)
? If you have borrowed two books, can you return one of them while keeping the second one

for a while? (Yes, because each ’LoanPosition’ has a field ’returnDate’; only when all loan
items of a loan are back, the loan is closed)

? Do you know the person with the highest annual turnover in borrowing charges? (Yes, as
long as the fees have not changed during the observation period)

? Is there a limit to how many books can be borrowed at a time? (No, this is not visible in the
domain model)
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? Do you know which DVD has been waited for the longest (via reservations) in total? (only
possible if the item type ’DVD’ was modeled; then it is complex, but feasible, because you
have to compare reservations with loans per DVD)

4.3 Usefulness of Domain Modeling

Original quote from an student software engineering project:

"In this project I realized above all how important a domain model is in reality. During my
apprenticeship as a computer programmer and at the beginning of my studies I underestimated
this diagram very much, it seemed to be unnecessary, because until this project I never needed
such diagrams. Here it turned out to be the most important tool. People do talk about the overall
functional scope, how the software should look and function. Still, every single one of us had
different ideas that came out with this diagram."

A domain model can be created quickly, taking a few hours for a simple model or a few days for a
complex model in a large project. These few hours used can save a lot of work later.

4.3.1 The Domain Model Leads to the Glossary

The domain model helps to clarify the terms (what is a ’loan item’ in the library example) and
thus customer and developer can agree on terminology very early. A glossary is usually kept for
the definition of terms. With a well done domain model you already have the core of the glossary.
Usually only a few terms or abbreviations are missing for a fully developed glossary, otherwise the
domain model can be the primary source of definitions.

4.4 Analysis Saves Time, Money and Nerves

Thanks to formalization of the requirements (e.g. "is this now 1:n or n:m?"), a more precise
specification results. This leads to fewer conflicts and less effort later on. In the analysis, i.e.
in the time, in which one converts the seized requirements into Use Cases, domain model and
non-functional requirements, one can save a lot of time and nerves. The object-oriented analysis
with the central domain model helps to find inconsistencies and errors ("do we model the item type
’DVD’ now? as attribute or entity? how many item types are there today anyway? will there be
maybe new ones later (eBook)?"). And because the errors are found earlier than during or even
after programming (during testing), you save yourself time, money and nerves. The time invested
in the object-oriented analysis can often be recovered several times later.

The (not so rare) exception to this rule is the error "Death by Analysis", where – mostly in large
companies – the analysis is extended for a very long time out of a need for security. Then the
analysis becomes almost useless, because the environment and the wishes of the users have already
changed a lot in the meantime. And you have collected and described far too many details anyway,
which would be overturned during implementation anyway.

In most projects a domain model proves to be very useful. Data management is always a central
point of every software development, which can be clarified very early with a domain model.

The domain model also helps to define the scope of the project ("we do this, we don’t do
that").
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4.5 Domain Model vs. Data Model

There are a lot of good books about object-oriented domain modeling, so I will not discuss this
topic here. However, I find it extremely important to develop a data model early in a project.
In contrast to the domain model, the data model is a design of an implementation, usually as a
relational database. The data model can emerge almost simultaneously with the domain model,
the conversion from a domain model to a data model is usually straightforward. One can then
even have the structure of the database ("CREATE TABLE ’articles’ ...") generated from the data
model.

Differences between domain model and data model:

Domain Model: arises during requirements and analysis, primarily attempts to model the cus-
tomer’s conceptual world. According to Craig Larman (and also in my experience)
no operations are specified, only data. Is part of the requirements, is a log of the
discussion with customers, contains all customer ideas.

Data Model: commonly evolves later as a template for the data to be stored, usually as a normalized
model (in the Third Normal Form 3NF) for database tables. The data model derives
from the domain model, shows what will be implemented (there are usually some
customer requests dropped, inheritance is resolved, 1:1 relationships are merged,
etc.).

Normally domain model and data model are very similar. If you find a big difference between
the two, I would consider this a warning sign: i.e. take a closer look why the difference is so
big, and possibly do something about it, mostly talk to the customers and find out the ’true’
requirements.

Put another way: Domain modeling mainly helps to define the terminology. The domain model can
often serve as the core of the glossary. Similarly, a domain model can usually be easily converted
into a data model. Then, in simple cases, one can use the data model as a layer in the architecture
(see Chapter 27).

For me, the domain modeling and data modeling activities mix: I tend to omit the pure domain
model and go straight for the data model – but that’s just a personal preference. The advantage is
that this creates a usable database very early in the project.



5. Quality of Requirements

Functional requirements are commonly viewed as being easy to formulate (see use cases, user
stories, and personas with scenarios). The non-functional requirements – in the core the quality
requirements – are much harder to capture.

The pun in the title of this chapter is intentional: we should not only speak about quality require-
ments, but also about the quality of requirements. How much requirement description is necessary,
when is it ’good enough’? One can easily put too much into the requirements (death by analysis),
but you can also do too little, only to be unpleasantly surprised later (customer: "...but that’s
not what I wanted. Wasn’t that exactly what we discussed?"). How can we do the requirements
"right?"

5.1 Non-functional Requirements

Non-functional requirements cover the things that cannot be well formulated in the use cases
(functionality) or in the domain model (stored data). It is mainly about quality characteristics (the
...ilities) and constraints.

The software architecture of a system is strongly influenced by non-functional requirements.
Therefore it is important to know these requirements at an early stage. Often, the customer is not
even aware that he has a whole set of demands on the system (e.g. reliability, ease of use, robustness
in case of errors, security and protection against attacks from the Internet) – quality characteristics
that are best formulated as non-functional requirements.

Non-functional requirements have a great influence on the architecture. Therefore, they must be
captured and considered early on. �

Be prepared that for most customers you will have to actively solicit the non-functional require-
ments, sometimes even pry them out of the customer. Customers commonly take quality features
(reliability, ease of use, etc.) for granted and are then surprised when these (for them ’self-evident!’)
expectations are not met.

Most customers are not used to formulating non-functional requirements, they make (implicit)
assumptions and have (unspoken) expectations. Sometimes these requirements really have to be
wormed out of the customers. �
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5.1.1 Non-functional Requirements and Software Quality

The ISO standard 9126 1 defines "Software Quality". Apart from the category ’functionality’,
the ISO standard can be used as a support for the definition of non-functional requirements. The
standard defines the following categories:

Functionality (covered by the functional requirements)

Reliability can the software maintain a certain level of performance under certain conditions over
a certain period of time?

Usability what effort does the use of the software require from users and how is it judged by users?
(by a defined or assumed user group).

Efficiency What is the relationship between the performance level of the software and the resources
used? (under specified conditions).

Maintainability What effort is required to make specified changes to the software?

Portability How easily can the software be transferred to another environment? (Environment can
be organizational environment, hardware or software environment).

The complete system of quality criteria for software according to ISO 9126 is described in more
detail in section 17.18. There all quality characteristics with reference to software are enumerated
and described, how one could assess and possibly also quantify individual characteristics.

5.1.2 Efficiency: Performance, Quantitative Key Figures

In the non-functional requirements, you will practically always find information about the expected
performance and the amounts of data which the new ystem is expected to handle. The quality
criterion Efficiency has two sub-criteria: Time behaviour (performance) and Consumption behaviour
(Resource utilization).

Examples:

"The average response time of a REST call to search for any article using the article number must
not exceed 0.2 seconds with a close connection (Apache and Busineses servers in the same data
center, in the same rack) on an Intel Xeon E3 server with 32 GB RAM and DB on SSD, for a
database of 20,000 articles (first call, without caching)."

"The product information system must be designed for a maximum database of 100,000 arti-
cles"

"A page change from the category view must take a maximum of 0.7 seconds, even with a peak
load of 100 users accessing at the same time (70% browsing only at 3 seconds per page, 20%
searching with request every 2 seconds, 10% with active shopping cart, plus 1 item every 10
seconds."

"Imagesmust be retrievable in at least four resolution levels: 72dpi, 150dpi, 300dpi, 600dpi."

"It must be possible for at least 20 parallel accessing insurance agents to be active on the system
at the same time without causing delays >100ms."

5.1.3 Security

Security means protection against hackers and malware: security against attacks aimed at stealing
data or sabotaging functionality. This can start with simple measures: wired LAN instead of WiFi,
secure encryption of communication and data, authentication of all users, etc.

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO/IEC_9126
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Safety means functional reliability: the software should work exactly as intended and it should
not be able to cause damage under any circumstances (medical devices, such as insulin pumps;
control of passenger planes). An important part of this is to have a "fail gracefully" strategy in error
situations.

5.1.4 Usability

Understandability, learnability, usability: these criteria are always in the foreground when something
is operated by many people: Ticket machine, smartphone, online store, touch screen in the
car.

Usability, Ease of Use are strongly dependent on the target audience. The best way to describe this
target audience is with the help of personas or as actors in use cases. Usability is relatively easy to
determine by performing usability tests.

Unfortunately, usability criteria are difficult to objectify, i.e., they are hard to formulate in a
measurable way. The best that can be done, for example, is a formulation like "Out of five insurance
agents without prior training, four should be able to execute a simple scenario (e.g. ’record a
claim’) without errors after 30 minutes of instruction", or: "The operation of the software should be
self-explanatory. An average user should be able to complete the use case ’Ticket from location to
Zurich’ in less than 30 seconds without errors."

5.1.5 Other Criteria

This leaves the remaining "...ilities" Reliability, Maintainability, Portability:

Reliability and safety are important, particularly where human life is involved, e.g. medical devices
or a space station.

Maintainability and portability are important for software that lives for a long time. Example:
The power plant control software ABB Becos 32 has been on the market since 1984 (still active
in 2017) and has been maintained continuously for over 30 years because the power plants and
power grids they manage have a long lifespan. During this period, the underlying hardware has
changed several times (from DEC VAX/VMS to Alpha, to Sun Sparc.... and the operating system
was changed twice).

5.1.6 Boundary Conditions

Sometimes the environment (company, country-specific laws, operational environment ’Antarctic
expedition’) sets boundary conditions that must be met.

These boundary conditions include: legal restrictions ("Regulation on data processing in motor
vehicles, in particular the storage of certain vehicle data for liability purposes"), operational
boundary conditions ("Secured, acknowledged receipt of data is only granted Mon-Fri in the
time from 0600 to 1900 UTC"; "All devices must also be operable with thick gloves") or also the
reference to legacy systems used ("we use Oracle 11g").

5.2 Requirements that can be Checked with Yes/No

As with all requirements, the following also (and especially) applies to non-functional requirements:
they must be easily and objectively verifiable.
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Requirements must be checkable (yes/no) and objectively verifiable. Vague formulations such
as "must be as easy to use as possible" are of no use. �

Make a table for the non-functional requirements where you list all points and where you can put a
check mark in the last column "Yes/OK".

5.3 As Formal as Possible as Early as Possible

Imagine you want to build your dream house. You go to an architect and tell him what you want.
What happens: in the architect’s mind, a completely different picture may emerge than the one you
have in your head.

It is better to work with 3D models (are expensive to create) or at least with standardized drawings
for the different views (elevation, floor plan, side plan).

In order to eliminate misunderstandings as quickly as possible, it is best to discuss the idea of the
dream house over the drawn plans and views of the house.

Requirements are often fuzzy at the beginning, they are ideas, conceptions that are difficult to
put down on paper. The resulting software is completely different, it is 100% exact, formal. It
therefore helps immensely if you can formalize the requirements early on: Questions arise and
ambiguities are eliminated. The earlier questionable points can be clarified, the more cost-effective
it is. In the end you will have a completely formal product, software usually has no room for
interpretation.

5.4 State diagrams, Workflows

Statecharts are described here because they a) fit requirements well, b) can be defined early, and c)
are an easy introduction to formal requirements.

State diagrams are very formal diagrams, they specify states, triggers, state transitions and actions
to be executed. The range of application of statecharts is not as large as e.g. class diagrams. Two
scenarios where state diagrams are valuable are: a) hardware-oriented programming (up to IBM
Rational Rhapsody, an expensive tool to generate code from state diagrams), and b) modeling the
states of important entities, e.g. an ’article’ in an online store.
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5.4.1 State Diagram for Hardware

Figure 5.1: State diagram for an automatic retractable awning

Example of hardware-oriented programming: An automatic awning (sun blind, see figure above)
has a control panel for extending and retracting the awning with end stop sensors. The extension and
retraction can be stopped in between. The system also includes an anemometer that automatically
gives the signal to retract if the wind becomes too strong.

5.4.2 State Diagrams for Software Entities

Figure 5.2: State diagram of a product in an online store (PIM = Product Information Management
System; ERP = Enterprise Resource Planning System, e.g. SAP)

Another important use case for statecharts is modeling the lifecycle of important entities, e.g., items
in online store (see image above); a damage event and claims handling in insurance; tickets in a
bug tracking system (see image below). State diagrams are well suited to modeling the behavior of
entities in a software system.
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Figure 5.3: Bugzilla Lifecycle; see https://www.bugzilla.org/docs/2.18/html/lifecycle.html

Statecharts are also an excellent basis for workflows. Recommendation: when tackling a task with
workflows or a workflow engine, it is best to model the states of the most important entities first,
e.g. a damage report form. Then, based on the state diagram, you can model the workflows (who
needs to do what with it and when).
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6. Incremental Delivery

In software projects, it is very helpful to deliver the software in partial steps. This is one of the
principles of agile development. Once the team has created something that has a minimal level of
usefulness, it is made available to the customers and they can try it out. This way, feedback from
the customers is received quickly and the software can be better aligned with the needs of the end
customers.

Figure 6.1: Deliver incrementally by splitting up chunks that are too big to be handled effectively

If a project is too big right from the start, it is a good idea to split the project up and deliver it
incrementally: first a Minimum Viable Product (MVP) with which customers can already work,
then successively more functions are added.

The two basic concepts of Value for the Customer and Minimum Viable Product MVP were
introduced in a previous chapter.

6.1 Projects that Are Too Big

Everyday horror stories:

"The new computer platform of the Federal Roads Office is further delayed and will cost another 6
million francs more. Development costs: 8 million francs, introduction year: 2013. That was the
original framework [ ... ] As it now turns out, even the 32 million are not enough." (Tagesanzeiger
Zürich 17.3.2015)

"The Army Command and Control Information System (FIS), launched in 2006 as a prestige project
of the army, will definitely never function as intended. Therefore [ ... ] an estimated 125 million
will be written off." (Tagesanzeiger Zürich 11.01.2017)
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6.1.1 How Big Should a Project Be?

In the software engineering lectures at HSR, I always presented the three rules of thumb for the
size of software projects:

No project over one million CHF (or $ or EUR)
No project longer than 9 months
No team larger than 10 people �

There are several – also related – reasons for these three maximum sizes:

1. The maximum team size is practically set if you want to proceed in an agile way. Scrum
recommends team sizes up to 7 developers. Depending on the talent of the people involved,
I think you can go up to about 10 people. Above that, the danger grows that you get lost,
thematically and leadership-wise, as well as in social interactions. For reasons not to split a
team or not to work with several teams, see 10.4 and 14.6-14.8 (’Distance is Expensive’, and
’Handovers are Expensive’).

2. If you work with a team of 10 for about nine months, you generate costs of about one million
Swiss francs (or euros, or US dollars), without apparent price reduction due to outsourcing
or near-shoring. The round million dollars is about the size limit up to which one can be
successful in a software project. Larger projects fail much more often – see the two colored
graphs about project success in Section 12.3.

3. In the agile approach, it is a must to have an MVP quickly (see Chapter 2). You certainly
don’t do long planning or development without feedback, and you don’t do late big bang
integration. So there is a limited time in which to deliver something useful. If you look at
the numbers of project sizes measured in ’lines of code’, you quickly move into the order
of 40,000 lines of code (see chapter Size Matters, section 12.6)). This order of magnitude
cannot be carried out in three or four months, even with a good team of 10, but rather in
eight to ten months (see the productivity figures in section 13.11.1). Hence the (only slightly
arbitrary) figure of nine months as the maximum project duration.
3a. There is a second reason for limiting the project duration: scope creep (= creeping
expansion of the desired functional scope, see Section 10.9 in chapter Project Planning).
Experience shows a hardly avoidable feature growth of about 2% per month. Therefore, it is
worthwhile not to wait too long with a partial delivery for this reason as well.

For a further list of negative size effects, see also Section 12.7.1.

6.1.2 Delivery as Partial Projects

In the list highlighted above (max. 1 million, max. 9 months, max. 10 people), the target sizes
are set to which manageable size a software project should be broken down. Then you can decide
which part should be implemented first. Then this first part is tackled, implemented and delivered.
After that, one starts the next project with the next part.

In my opinion, this is the only viable way to deliver something usable on time and to the customer’s
satisfaction with a high degree of reliability. Projects which are too large must be divided into
sub-projects and delivered in stages.

In desperate cases, several of the parts are tackled in parallel – not the most brilliant idea, but
doable, see the section on ’Scalable Agile’ at the end of the chapter Scrum+.

In the following, we will outline some ways to split software projects.
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6.2 Splitting According to Customer Divisions

The first suggestion is to take a close look at the customer’s sub-domains to see if some cuts could
be made based on the customer’s different divisions (departments, booking units). Example domain
of an insurance company (simplified):

• Life insurance
• Non-life insurance:

– Legal protection
– Travel
– Liability
– Property insurance:

∗ Buildings
∗ Vehicles
∗ Household and personal effects
∗ other property

Start with one sub-sector, e.g., vehicle insurance, get that up and running if possible, and then tackle
the next sub-sector, e.g., building insurance. In short, do a classic subproject rollout by company
division.

6.3 Breakdown by Business Processes

Activities/processes in the building insurance example:

• Estimate house value
• Create policy
• Assess damage by experts
• Record damage report in the system
• Change customer address
• etc.

This is roughly what you define in a project with use cases. And these can often be delivered well
one after the other, usually as a group of several use cases.
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6.3.1 Order of Delivery with Use Cases

The following example will show how to identify the most important use cases that should be
implemented first.

Figure 6.2: Example Use Cases for Group ToDo List (the abbreviation CRUD stands for ’Create
Read Update Delete’, i.e., the basic operations for maintaining basic data).

In order to be able to explain prioritization with the help of use cases, let’s take the (fictitious)
example of ’ToDo for groups’: An application is to be developed that provides a ToDo list for
entire groups. In the picture above you can see the corresponding use cases. The customer wants
all 14 UseCases to be implemented "as soon as possible."

Question: In which order do we tackle the Use Cases?
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We can make a first cut by saying that the CRUD Use Cases are not that important because they
do not bring any new, surprising insights to the end user either, but only provide functionality that
is expected, namely a form with all fields of the record and the possibility to change, delete or
create a new record. For the operation of the software in daily use, the CRUD operations are of
course important because they are often needed. However, for deciding what to implement first, the
criterion of possible new insights (feedback from users) counts much more.

Figure 6.3: Example use cases for group ToDo, prioritized here.

Sorting by importance:

1. CRUD (gray) defer to later
2. Standard functionality (purple) to be implemented later (probably does not get us major

insights)
3. The rest (yellow and green) represents the important functionality "without these functions

the software does not make much sense".
4. From this set (yellow, green) now identify the core functionality (green) and do them first.
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By the way, the example of Figure 6.3 is a good example of prioritizing functionality based on use
cases, but it is a poor example of the size of use cases - unfortunately, some of the use cases are
arguably small.

6.3.2 Two More Reasons for De-Prioritizing CRUD

Many systems allow the programmers to generate CRUD operations from data. For instance Rails
Admin, which is a Rails engine that uses both DBMS schema and Ruby reflection, allows you
to generate CRUD screens on the fly. Another example is the tool swagger.io for RESTful API
design: it can generate code for tables and UIs for the specified API. Java Spring Boot is yet another
example for a framework which helps to automate the repetitive tasks like CRUD operations.

If no suitable framework is available to generate CRUD operations, a CRUD operation can be
simulated very well by composing an example application, with sample data already created. Now
you can operate the program without having to create a new data set. Most of the time it is enough
to see "oh, this is the whole list, now I want to sort by importance" or you want to scroll, filter, look
at the details, etc. All this works fine without implementing CRUD operations.

6.4 Breakdown by Language

Especially in Switzerland we know the problem that the software – if you want to sell in the whole
country – should be delivered in at least three language variants: German, French, Italian. In
Canada it’s English and French.

In order to program a multi-lingual online store one has to be aware of the inherent difficulties of
presenting in more than one language. Localization – or internationalization as this process is also
known – is a complex and demanding topic. Writing about all aspects of localization could easily
fill a whole chapter or even a whole book, but I’ll assume that the reader is already familiar with the
challenges of localization (Unicode/UTF8, localized date and time formats, right-to-left languages,
sorting order with non-English characters like ñ, ä, or ø, and even cultural differences in the use of
numbers, colors, and icons).

It may make sense to implement only one language at first and to deliver the other languages
after you have received feedback from the market with the first part. In the example of an online
store, you can thus deliver a lot of work later, because the implementation of all languages is not
only programming work for the store interface (which is complex and expensive but doable), but
also a potentially huge effort of translating the article descriptions and other texts that have to be
delivered by the product management of the store operator. Digitec/Galaxus (biggest online shop in
Switzerland) had in 2019 a product portfolio of 3.2 million articles. That leads to a lot of translation
work to do – which is not programming work but still a consideration in terms of project time and
costs.

So, in concrete terms, in the online store example, you could

1. First implement the store for German-speaking Switzerland and put it into operation
2. Pause, evaluate customer feedback, consolidate
3. Implement/continue internationalization, test it
4. Make translations to French and put into operation
5. Then start operation for the Italian-speaking part
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6.5 Breakdown by Roles

Let’s stay with the example of e-commerce and online store. Here, as an example, we can define
eight roles, which are gradually served with functions:

The functions for these eight groups of people/roles can be delivered nicely one after the other. As
soon as the first three roles (product management, admin, individual customer) can work reasonably
with the system, sales can be made via the online store.

For the remaining five groups of people, the functionality can be delivered a little later, so you are
flexible with this division.
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6.6 Breakdown Based on the Domain/Data Model

Figure 6.4: Data model PopPins: software for people who share an apartment/flat (a student project
in software engineering at HSR; four students, one day a week, 14 weeks)

The picture above shows a data model that has been carefully structured, arranged and colored. The
five parts of the data can be implemented one after the other – from bottom to top, because the
upper parts depend on the lower ones. This example PopPins is explained in even more detail (in
Section 30.11) to illustrate ordering and partitioning a data model.

So, if one has such an ordered domain/data model, it is easy to set the priorities and thus the
implementation order. This way you get a software version early on that works – limited as it is –
and that can be used practically. This gives the best feedback from users.

A further advantage of developing the data model first, is that you have a tested, reliable base
on which to build the user-facing parts of the app. Once you have working model code, and a
database seeded with sample (or real) data, testing the business logic and front-end views is much
easier.
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6.7 Partial Delivery Based on Geography

"In Germany, the introduction of a uniform software for the collection of taxes [... for] all federal
states failed grandly. FISCUS (Föderales Integriertes Standardisiertes Computer-Unterstütztes
Steuersystem - Federal Integrated Standardized Computer-Assisted Tax System) is a software
for the public sector that was never finished. It was intended to be a uniform software for the
approximately 650 tax offices of the states of the Federal Republic of Germany. By the beginning
of 2006, the development costs amounted to about 400 million euros with a development time of
thirteen years and without delivering a usable result."
– https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fiscus_(Software)

It would certainly not have been wrong to introduce the software in one federal state first. Then
in a second federal state, and so on. Since I know the situation in Switzerland much better
than in Germany, I will map the example ’tax software’ to Switzerland with its 26 cantons (sub-
states):

• First implement for the canton of Uri (relatively small and simple).
• Then for the canton of Thurgau (larger, few special regulations)
• Then for the canton of Bern (many special regulations because of the position of the city of

Bern as the capital of Switzerland and the federal administration located there)
• Then for the cantons of Zug and Schwyz (with many special tax regulations for international

companies)
• Then the rest of Switzerland (remaining 21 cantons)

Geographically staggered rollout worked this way for MIGROS (largest retailer in Switzerland)
cash register software, for the introduction of the Twint mobile payment system, and for software
for BMW dealerships, to name just a few (swiss) examples.

6.8 The Easiest First or the Hardest Parts First?

The staggered delivery shown in the tax software example above went according to the rule "Do the
easiest first", then later the difficulties can be tackled one by one in turn. This is certainly a sensible
and practical approach. However, one could just as well argue for the opposite: "Tackle the most
difficult first". With this approach, the biggest problems are cleared away first – this is the smarter
approach when it comes to software architecture issues, for example, where potential stumbling
blocks usually have to be cleared out of the way as early as possible.

I personally believe that it is usually best to tackle the hardest things first. The most difficult
challenges generally contain the most unknowns, and it is a good rule to uncover the unknowns as
fast as possible.

However, if your primary goal is to produce an MVP quickly to demonstrate the feasibility of your
architecture, tools, and ideas, it might be favorable to implement something simple first, like in the
above example of the tax software. Perhaps this ’easiest first’ approach can then be complemented
by lots of fast prototyping for the complex parts in order to get a grasp on the hidden challenges.
Still: ’do the hardest parts first’ is my personal favorite – a result of 40 years of experience.
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This chapter provides a bit of history as an introduction. After that, the IBM Unified Process is
outlined, and the two most important characteristics of it are highlighted: a) the division into phases,
especially the Elaboration phase at the beginning, and b) the ’End of Elaboration’ checklist, which
helps the project in several ways. There is not much more to know about the Unified Process, as
a whole it is too unwieldy – but these two most important tools can be immensely valuable in a
software project.

7.0.1 The Waterfall Model

Now a bit of history, the so-called waterfall as a process model: The usual procedure in larger
projects (be it in the development of software or in construction with bricks and concrete) has been
the following since time immemorial until about 1990: First draw plans, make calculations, e.g.
structural analysis, then organize the material and a large construction team – and after months or
years the construction is finished. This is followed by tests and acceptance by the customer.

Figure 7.1: The "Waterfall" process model

As in a waterfall, the result of the first activity flows as input into the second activity, one step after
the other. If the first is not yet finished, the second cannot begin. A very orderly, predictable flow,
inspired by engineering disciplines such as machine construction or road building. This is how the
engineers envisioned the software construction process.
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They wanted to build software just as predictably as they built roads. At that time there was IBM
and Oracle, computer science in large companies and in the military and nothing else. But countless
large-scale software projects went wrong even then. Fred P. Brooks, a project manager at IBM in
his time, wrote his bestseller "The Mythical Man-month" as early as 1975 in which he described
several reasons for the failure of software projects.

Figure 7.2: Bridge as a symbol of an engineering achievement: planned, calculated, built.

The term Software Engineering became well-known in 1968 by a NATO conference. At that time,
people wondered "Why does engineering work for building a bridge or designing an airplane, but
not for building software?".

Many seriously thought that building software should be approached much like building bridges.
Just hire enough engineers and workers, then it works with good planning: survey the site, investi-
gate the stability of the subsoil, clarify needs (how many cars per day, also pedestrians and cyclists?
...), draw plans, calculate statics, and then order materials, hire workers, first build scaffolding, then
build the structure, ...

The three main reasons why building software is so much different from building with concrete
are:

• During construction, almost nothing can be seen, software is invisible except to those who
know how to program. This makes it hard for customers, management, and non-programming
project management (see Chapter 14 The Project Lead is Blind?!).

• The human factor plays a crucial role in software development with a larger team. On
concrete construction sites, people are more interchangeable (especially because you are
dealing with visible entities, it is much easier).

• Software engineering is still too young a subject. Not so many best practices have been
established yet.
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7.0.2 The V-Model

The Waterfall Model has survived into the present day in the form of the V model. Federal
administrations and the military in Switzerland usually prescribe this model.

Figure 7.3: V-model, a ’folded’ waterfall, with a few improvements

For large companies, the rule is: always fixed budget and fixed deadlines. This is typical for banks,
insurances, military, pharmaceuticals, administrations. Large organizations prefer predictability.
For everyone else, it’s the iron triangle: Good, Fast, Cheap. Pick any two.

Expansive upfront planning and predictability are OK, if you’ve done something like this before,
for example if you’re implementing the twelfth online store, then you more or less know how it’s
going to go and can plan ahead a lot. Then you can make all these specifications and proceed
according to plan.

Disadvantages: with a waterfall-like approach, it’s like with a lumbering tanker: changing direction
takes an eternity, and slowing down has to be planned well in advance. When you’re on this tanker,
you quickly have the illusion of being able to plan – but real life always has surprises in store.

If you follow a waterfall approach to software development, then you have the problem of big bang
integration: only towards the end, when all the parts are assembled, do you discover the errors that
arise in the interaction of the parts. Then you have a long period of consolidation ahead of you and
may have to start all over again with fundamental architectural changes (for example, for security
or performance reasons).

7.1 Brief Description of Rational/IBM Unified Process

The IBM Unified Process (UP) arose in the years around 1997-2002 from the attempt to be better
than the waterfall model (first named the Rational Unified Process). The UP defines a partly
structured, partly agile approach. UP defines:

• 4 successive phases
• Always iteratively deliver time-limited increments of the software
• Disciplines, Activities defined in detail
• Roles (for the acting persons)
• Work Products (in the beginning they were called ’Artifacts’, later renamed)
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The Unified Process is very large and comprehensive, designed to handle projects in a range of
sizes. It’s meant to be tailored to your particular project size. So an important part of using UP is to
have a good idea of how big your project will be.

7.1.1 The Four Phases

Figure 7.4: The Unified Process defines four phases and many short iterations (here 17 iterations).
Each iteration finishes with a presentable product.

The four phases have different activity focuses:

: In Inception, the project cornerstones are defined (often given by management): Time frame,
cost ceiling, rough functional scope and vision.

: During Elaboration you try to understand the customer and you attempt to select appropriate
implementation strategies (programming languages, libraries, tool chain, architecture). It is
also important to minimize project risks in this early stage. In Elaboration, you employ a few,
but creative and above-average people: this is the advance team that does the "scouting" (the
exploration of the largely unknown terrain). During Elaboration it can be chaotic, you try a
lot until you have found a good solution, be it on the customer side, e.g. the user interface,
be it internal technical structure considerations (software architecture, performance, security,
database type and access etc.).

: In Construction, significantly more personnel can be deployed, more machinery is set in
motion. The focus is on the implementation of features and the delivery. From the beginning
of Construction, the direction of travel should be clear, from here on, one would prefer no
more chaos and no more open risks, the procedure should be goal-oriented and the team
proceeds with professional calm.

: In Transition, the following will be done (in more waterfall-like projects): Data migration,
system testing, writing user manuals and training customers, user acceptance testing, deploy-
ment and marketing roll-out. If, thanks to the agile approach, the software has already been
deployed to the customer at an early stage (e.g. from mid-construction), then the transition
will be very short, because there won’t be so many of the – otherwise typical – final work
items left.

It is important in the Unified Process to always proceed iteratively (in the picture above: 17
iterations). Many studies have shown that iterative teams are significantly more successful.

The Unified Process recommends keeping the iterations the same length throughout the project (2-4
weeks each), but is more tolerant in this point than Scrum, which always wants sprints of the same
length (Scrum Sprint = UP Iteration).
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7.1.2 Disciplines in the Unified Process

Figure 7.5: Disciplines (activity categories) in the Unified Process

The Unified Process defines activity categories, so-called ’Disciplines’. In the picture above you
can see how much the effort in each discipline varies over time: for example, at the beginning a lot
of requirements and business modeling, but later the effort for testing and deployment (you can
already see here how the Unified Process tends towards a waterfall – if you do not take a more
rigorous agile approach, which is also possible in the Unified Process).

7.1.3 Roles and Activities in the Unified Process

Figure 7.6: Well-defined roles, activities and deliverables in the Unified Process

There are 40 different roles defined for driving the Unified Process, here are some of the most
important as an example:

• Analyst
• Designer
• Architect
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• Developer
• Tester
• Project Manager
• . . .

The UP defines 150 Activities, 40 Roles, 80 Major Work Products. e.g. the Analyst role is further
subdivided if desired. The UP sub-divides Analyst:

• System analyst
• Business-process analyst
• Business designer
• Business-model reviewer
• Requirements specifier
• Requirements reviewer
• Test analyst
• User-interface designer

In my opinion, the UP goes too deep into the details. As a defense it can be said that the UP has
been defined from the beginning as too large a process. For smaller non-waterfall projects the UP
has to be heavily adapted, even the inventors of the UP say so: for each project and organization
the UP has to be adapted, they call this "To Taylor the Process."

7.2 What is important in the UP ...

The Unified Process must be tailored to the circumstances at the beginning. The UP is not a
waterfall process model. UP can be used like a waterfall, but that is not its intent. Used correctly,
UP is a kind of waterfall only at the beginning (but iterative even there), after End of Elaboration
the process can be fully agile.

7.2.1 Usable Software at the End of Each Iteration

• Each iteration aims at an executable product: always deliver a piece of software that can
be used and tested by the customer. Don’t just make a demo of the program, but push the
software into the customer’s hand and let them try it out; ideally they are already putting the
software into service in daily use and can give you feedback from real life.

• Customer feedback is enormously important, this is one of the main components of the agile
approach.

• The second positive effect of usable software is that tangible progress gives the team a
sense of joy and achievement, which is highly motivating. Likewise, the team can generate
feedback during use.

• After each iteration, new plans/alignments can be made.
• The customer sees early on if something is not proceeding as desired.

7.2.2 Always Proceed Iteratively

Agile methodologies (Scrum, Extreme Programming XP, UP agile deployed, and others) have
proven successful because:

• Customers always see results and can provide feedback
• The team achieves intermediate results that give a sense of "we’ve done something!".
• It is easier to build and expand a system incrementally (with refactoring) than to do a big

bang integration towards the end.
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• Errors and misconceptions ("that’s what the customer wants") are discovered earlier.
• Requirements can also be captured iteratively, e.g. with incrementally extended requirements

workshops and object-oriented analysis (OOA) in between.

Research shows that an agile, step-by-step approach is significantly more successful and cost-
effective than a waterfall-like project methodology.

Figure 7.7: Dr. Dobb’s Journal, December 02, 2008, http://www.ddj.com/ Software Development
Success Rates by Paradigm and Distribution

The figure above shows the success rates of agile versus non-agile approaches. Here ’Iterative’
(Unified Process) and ’Agile’ (Scrum and XP) perform best. ’Traditional’ means waterfall, ’Ad
Hoc’ means that no methodology was used at all for the development process, in other words:
haphazard approach.

7.2.3 4 Phases, Because the Reality Today is Almost Always Like This

: Inception very short ( < 5% of the time), only vision + key values
: Elaboration about 20-30% of the time, rather chaotic
: Construction hopefully without surprises; expensive, lots of personnel.
: Transition strongly project dependent, but almost always present.

The individual phases can also be of different lengths relative to each other in different projects,
e.g. in highly innovative projects, the elaboration will probably take much longer. In the case of
known topics, the elaboration can be shorter, because one already knows more about the topic and
the technology, and thus the project can be completed in less time – with less trial and error.

If the transition phase is long, this is a sign of a non-agile approach, because with an agile approach,
the software would be deployed quickly at the customer’s site, there would be no lengthy data
migrations, no long ’user manual writing’ and customer training, and no complex user acceptance
testing.
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On the other hand, when replacing an existing system, it is almost impossible to get by without a
transition phase: Practically always at least one data migration from the old system to the new one
has to be done.

7.3 Simplified Approach

For those who are not familiar with the terms ’Unified Process’ and ’End of Elaboration’, the
following simplified representation (the light blue arrows) might be useful:

This simplified model of the project flow also nicely depicts reality: most of the time, you first have
to figure out what to do and how to do it. This is the concept phase – which, by the way, can also
be sold separately, at a fixed price and fixed date. At the end of the concept phase, you deliver a
concept paper (see End of Elaboration checklist below), which would enable the customer to go to
another vendor for the construction of the software. In any case, customers can still exit relatively
cheaply at this point if they do not like the result.

7.4 End of Elaboration Checklist

Achievement of the important End of Elaboration milestone can be checked quite easily with the
following checklist:

O We have understood the customer (requirements as completely as possible, but not in the
smallest detail). Rough functional scope has been agreed upon.

O We have all tools under control (IDE, version control, build server, deployment, unit
testing, workflow tools, wiki, ...).

O We know what the architecture will look like (architecture sketched, big interfaces defined,
architecture prototypes made).

O For the user interface there is a first draft (graphics, wireframes, clickable prototype) and
the customer likes it.

O We have defined the initial project direction (like setting the compass) in the form of
rough milestones for the next two iterations, defined a few dozen work packages (i.e.
we started filling the backlog, see 8.2), and we have provided the customer with a more
precise time estimate.

O All the big risks, all the big question marks are gone (at least for now – at least we tried
hard to uncover the biggest challenges).

�
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7.4.1 End of Elaboration, an Important Milestone

+ End of Elaboration is easy to determine thanks to the checklist.
+ End of Elaboration is early in the project, does not cost much yet (relative to the total cost of

the project), and is very meaningful and important: if you do not reach it, you should not
continue (or at least have an open discussion: what went wrong here?)

+ At End of Elaboration, you can make accurate time and effort estimates: with some experi-
ence, deadlines and cost target can be estimated to less than +/- 20% accuracy.

+ End of Elaboration is an important turning point: from scouting, to producing and delivering.
+ A project termination is still possible at the End of Elaboration at relatively low cost (and

also quite easy to decide: one knows the risks and the expected costs.

If any of the items on the checklist are not met, then End of Elaboration has not yet been reached.
This is a strong indication that the project as a whole will be late, because if you don’t reach End
of Elaboration on time, there’s a good chance that the rest of the project will slip behind as well.
Thinking "Oh, we can still catch up" is usually unwarranted optimism. Always keep in mind that
naive, optimistic project leads are not a species in danger of extinction.

7.4.2 Harmful Recommendation for Early Detailed Use Cases

The recommendation of the unified process (detailed e.g. in Craig Larman’s book) "80% of use
cases are ’fully dressed’ at the time of End of Elaboration" moves the approach dangerously close
to a waterfall. Sure, you should have understood the customer exactly until the end of Elaboration.
But: a use case ’fully dressed’ describes the exact processes in the normal case (’happy path’), the
alternative scenarios and the error scenarios in detail – plus a lot more. If you describe these flows
very precisely, then you have already gone far into a ’Detailed Technical Specification’, and that is
exactly what you don’t want to do in agile processes. One of the elegant aspects of agile processes
is that the technical specification with all the details only emerges as the project progresses with the
growing user stories.

It is important that the functional scope is defined as well as possible by the end of the collaboration.
Details can still be specified later.

7.5 Summary

Proceeding with a waterfall model is rarely successful. Today, agile approaches have clearly gained
acceptance (more on this in the chapter ’Scrum’).

In the Unified Process, you always make short iterations so that you get feedback (this is already
the main thing of ’agile’). This is also set up correctly in the Unified Process.

The Unified Process has 4 phases with different characteristics. Especially the transition from ’trying
things out’ in the Elaboration phase to actual, goal-oriented ’constructing’ is interesting.

Very helpful: Checkpoint ’End of Elaboration’, because it helps enormously to discover problems
early on. If you can check off the checklist, then you have already done a lot right.

The Unified Process can very well be reduced to a few elements, and then it is lean and agile. In
this case, you will continue highly agile after ’End of Elaboration’, from here on it is practically
like Scrum – just with some advance planning.



8. Scrum

Scrum has become widely accepted as the agile process framework. It is impressively simple,
though not easy to implement correctly.

"Scrum: A framework within which people can address complex adaptive problems, while produc-
tively and creatively delivering products of the highest possible value. Scrum is:

- Lightweight
- Simple to understand
- Difficult to master

Scrum is a process framework that has been used to manage complex product development since
the early 1990s. [ . . ] The Scrum framework consists of Scrum Teams and their associated roles,
events, artifacts, and rules."
– from the Scrum Guide

Figure 8.1: The Scrum Guide, see: www.scrum.org
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8.1 User Stories

In Scrum, requirements are defined as user stories. From the customer’s perspective, they describe
what features the customer wants, along with a few details and any acceptance criteria. User Stories
should usually be very short, they should only describe a limited – if possible, isolated – piece of
functionality.

Figure 8.2: Minimum components of a user story: ID, title, description and acceptance criteria

A user story should always represent a functionality request from the end user’s perspective. The
programmers should then implement this story.

Formally, a user story always contains a unique ID, a title and short description, a short (or
sometimes long) story with the functionality request, an estimate about the effort and possibly
acceptance criteria, i.e. points that have to be fulfilled for the user to be satisfied.

Sizes: Often a short text is sufficient (in the past – in the paper age – user stories were written
down on so-called story cards), but a story can also become almost as big as a "fully dressed use
case," depending on how much you already know and how precisely you can or want to describe
the feature.

User stories are quite often formalized:

Figure 8.3: Example of a formalized user story with a predefined structure.
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Sometimes the formalized user stories are supplemented with boundary conditions, explanations,
error situations and detailed acceptance criteria. Supplemental information can include: PDFs,
tables, screenshots, etc.

8.2 Product Backlog

The Product Backlog contains all user stories that are still open, thus the entire worklist for the
project. These are software features that are desired by the Product Owner, but also messages
about bugs that should be fixed, as well as administrative or infrastructure work (sometimes called
’chores’). The Product Backlog should also note things that are fuzzy and far in the future, such
as "we should address this problem sometime". In short, the Product Backlog contains all work
packages that could one day take up the time and attention of the development team.

At the beginning of the Scrum era, requirements were often written down on PostIt notes.

Figure 8.4: Visualization of what a Scrum Board with PostIt notes could look like.

The Product Backlog contains all currently known and as yet unprocessed User Stories. The Sprint
Backlog contains those User Stories that will be processed in the current Sprint (more explanation on
the two backlogs below). The work packages in both backlogs are the user stories with: description,
acceptance criteria, effort estimate, and priority.

In the picture above, it seems that we are in the middle of a Sprint, because some User Stories are
in process and one is even finished.

The Scrum Board mainly contains the yellow User Stories, which represent features requested by
the customer. The reported bugs (red notes) are also included, as well as housekeeping "chores"
(blue notes), which do not contribute features to the final product, for example, infrastructure tasks
like setting up and checking backups.
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8.2.1 Scrum Board in the course of a Sprint

Figure 8.5: At the beginning of a Sprint, the Product Backlog is filled with User Stories and the rest
is empty.

Figure 8.6: At the Sprint Planning Meeting, User Stories are moved from the Product Backlog to
the Sprint Backlog. This involves taking a number of user stories from the Product Backlog and
putting them into the Sprint Backlog. This is the sum of the work you want to do in this Sprint.
Details on "how many User Stories fit into the Sprint?" and "which User Stories should we take?"
follow later.

Figure 8.7: During a Sprint, the User Stories from the Sprint Backlog are processed. Each member
of the team takes a user story and starts working on it.

Figure 8.8: At the end of a Sprint, the Sprint Backlog should be empty and all User Stories should
be completed. In the meantime, the Product Backlog has been filled up with new User Stories.
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8.2.2 Stack as Abstraction of the Backlog

In the rest of this document a blue stack is shown often as a representation of a Backlog. The stack
consists of work packages (user stories), typified as: Programming Tasks (Features), Reported
Errors (Bugs), or Infrastructure and Housekeeping Work (Chores).

Imagine a very long to-do list. The highest priority work
packages are on top.

The entries are work packages (= user stories) with:
- Task description
- Acceptance criteria
- Effort estimation
- Priority

Figure: A Scrum Product Backlog, symbolically repre-
sented as a stack of tasks (User Stories).

8.2.3 Digital Scrum Backlog

Nowadays, Product Backlog and Sprint Backlog are kept as an electronic list. Everyone can access
them via a browser and insert, add, and change stories.

Figure 8.9: Example of a Scrum Board (Tool: www.pivotaltracker.com) on the far right the
Product Backlog, in the middle the Sprint Backlog, and on the left the User Stories in progress
(PivotalTracker does it the other way round like the Scrum Board with the PostIt notes on the
previous page, i.e. works from right to left, so you have to get used to it - maybe because the most
important part, the Sprint Backlog, is always visible first at every window size without having to
scroll sideways).
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8.3 Sprint

All agile methods work with time-limited iterations, in which a predefined amount of work is done.
In Scrum, these time slots are called ’sprints’. Usually sprints are two or three weeks long. (the
official recommendation is 1-4 weeks). Sprints always have the same length.

Figure 8.10: Scrum Sprints should always be the same length (two or three weeks).

At the end of each Sprint there should be a "Potentially Shippable Product" which is handed over to
the Product Owner (PO, see below) for acceptance. Attention: the Potentially Shippable Product
is not the same as a ’Prototype at the end of each Sprint’, see the discussion of Minimum Viable
Product (MVP) and prototypes in Section 2.3.

Sprints are timeboxed, i.e. the Sprint is completed at the predetermined time, regardless of what
User Stories have been completed and whether any User Stories are not yet fully completed. User
Stories are either "100% done and accepted" or "not done". There is no such thing as "95% done."
What is not completely done comes back in the next sprint.

8.4 Roles

The official Scrum Guide defines exactly three roles: Product Owner, Scrum Master and the
members of the development team.

Figure 8.11: The three roles in a Scrum project are clearly defined.

8.4.1 Members of the Development Team

The development team should, if possible, cover all skills needed during software development.
There is no hierarchy within the team, the team should always organize itself, often with changing
functions.

Skills and abilities needed for software development:

• Programming (frontend + backend)
• Clean Code principles, Code Smells and Refactoring
• Testing (automated unit testing, manual system testing, performance testing)
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• User Experience Design, Graphical User Interface Design, Usability Testing
• Software Architecture and Software Quality Definitions
• Setup and maintenance of the tool chain, including backup, build server and deployment

Ideally, a polyvalent team is required, which self-organizes all activities. The main activities of the
team are:

³ Implement and test user stories
³ Help the product owner write user stories
³ Specify user stories in more detail and break them down into smaller stories or tasks
³ Estimate effort for user stories
³ Define epics or do story mapping (see chapter 9)
³ Analyze, prioritize, and resolve bugs
³ Review software architecture
³ Test automation
³ Continuous Integration, Continuous Deployment (CI/CD)
³ Maintain network, server and tool chain
³ Backlog management (create, move, split, estimate, delete user stories)

8.4.2 Product Owner (PO)

The most important role in Scrum – besides the development team – is the Product Owner
(PO).

1. a PO can be a customer, a customer proxy or a ’Subject Matter Expert
2. there is exactly one Product Owner per Scrum project
3. a PO usually does not program and is also not a project manager
4. a PO is always clearly on the "customer wants" side, not on the development team side
5. a PO ideally sits in the same office as development team and is always approachable (and

now you might see a contradiction to point 4.

If a customer is very demanding and impatient, then the PO can act as a buffer between the
customer and developers by cushioning the outside pushes and dampening them a bit. Developers
are sometimes very sensitive creatures that are worth protecting (see also the discussion "Is there a
need for a project manager in Scrum?" in Section 11.3)

On the other hand, developers should not be isolated too much. If they program in a bubble far
away from reality, the resulting software will not turn out so well either. Developers should know
the reality "out there." It is a tightrope walk how much to spare and isolate developers or not.

8.4.3 Scrum Master

The term ’Scrum Master’ sounds very good, but is often misjudged and misused. A Scrum
Master:

• knows Scrum very well, helps the team with difficulties, especially with the Scrum process.
• helps the team to improve, especially with the Scrum process
• manages the Scrum process so that it is followed as well as possible
• can show the PO (and the team) how to write good user stories
• helps to set up the Definition of Done (and how to monitor it properly)
• shows how to best do backlog management and how often to do it
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A Scrum Master is not a project manager.
Scrum Master is a part-time job: one Scrum Master per about 5 Scrum Teams. �

The Scrum Master role is intentionally listed last because it is the least important role for experienced
Scrum Teams.

By the way:

A project manager is not foreseen in Scrum.
External testers are not foreseen in Scrum.
External collaborators, e.g. graphic designers are not mentioned in the Scrum guide.

8.5 Scrum Processes

Each Scrum Sprint starts with a Sprint Planning Meeting and ends with a Sprint Review. In between,
short daily Scrums – often called Daily Standup Meetings – take place.

Figure 8.12: Example of a two-week Scrum Sprint on a timeline starting on a Tuesday (weekend
red)

The defined events in Scrum are:

• Sprint Planning
• Daily Standup Meeting
• Sprint Review
• Sprint Retrospective
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8.5.1 Sprint Planning

Sprint Planning:

Sprint Planning: As much work as the
team can do in a Sprint is moved to the
Sprint Backlog.

In each Sprint, only work that is in the
Sprint Backlog is done. There are no
new tasks added to the Sprint Backlog
during a Sprint (however, new User
Stories can be added to the Product
Backlog anytime).

How does the team know how much fits into a Sprint? It is the team’s experience from past Sprints
(or at the start of the project, from past projects) that tells how much work can be done in a Sprint.
Over time, the team knows its velocity, i.e., the number of completed Story Points per Sprint (or, if
working with hours, the number of hours actually completed per Sprint).

Figure 8.13: Velocity: the speed at which the team is progressing determines the amount of User
Stories that are moved to the Sprint Backlog during the Sprint Planning meeting.

8.5.2 Daily Standup Meeting

Every day, ideally at the same time, the whole Scrum Team meets for max. 15 minutes and
discusses the situation. This meeting is called "Daily Scrum", "Daily Standup" or "Daily Standup
Meeting".

The Scrum Guide inventors really mean it: Standing up! When sitting down, it is too easy to get
into cinema mode and remain passive. The Daily Standup Meeting is best held in front of a large
Scrum Board – nowadays probably a projected image from a high resolution projector.
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Figure 8.14: Daily Standup Meeting: The team meets every working day for 15 minutes and
discusses the tasks.

The short daily meeting (Daily Standup Meeting) should take the following form:

Each person in turn speaks for a maximum of two minutes. Topics: "What did I just do/do
yesterday?", "What will I do next?", and "Are there any difficulties along the way?"

It is important that all team members participate and that everyone gets about equal speaking time.
Discussing problems and looking for solutions are not part of the Daily Standup Meeting and
should occur after the Daily Standup Meeting.

8.5.3 Sprint Review

At the end of each Sprint, the Sprint Backlog should be empty and all User Stories should be set to
’done’. Shortly before the end of the Sprint, the software should be available to the PO (and possibly
the customer) so that they can try out the new features before going to the Sprint Review.

During the sprint review, ideally all user stories are signed off by the product owner, i.e. the user
stories are set to ’done’ by the PO and thus disappear from the backlogs.

There might be discussions about what is really completed. Finally, the team and the product owner
should agree on the status of the user stories.

At the end of the Sprint Review the current Sprint Speed (in Story Points/Sprint) can be calculated,
you now know the amount of User Stories finished in the completed Sprint.

8.5.4 Sprint Retrospective

A Sprint Retrospective can take place regularly at the end of each Sprint, but can be very short
(for experienced teams) or can be omitted altogether. The focus of a Sprint Retrospective is on the
process, not on the technologies or the current User Stories. It is discussed whether you as a team
could run the Scrum process even more efficiently and with even higher quality.

• What went well?
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• What caused us problems?
• How can we improve team performance in the future?

This is where a Scrum Master can be at her/his most impressive.

8.6 Inspect - Adapt

The execution of a project is like a journey: you can plan, but something always comes up. That’s
why you have to be ready to adjust the course a bit at any time. You can’t just set the wheel to
"destination: north-northwest" and then move on to something else. Scrum uses the terms "Inspect
- Adapt" for this, i.e., you look at how things stand and adjust the direction if necessary.

A project is not like an arrow fired, but rather like a long journey:
You constantly have to react to changing circumstances. You do
make a plan, determine the rough stages, agree on a budget and a
schedule, but then:
. . a plane is delayed (fog in Los Angeles)
. . the hotel is overbooked (or with construction site, or ...)
. . a participant gets sick
. . the exchange rate changes

The motto ’inspect - adapt’ captures the essence of the agile approach very well. So: always be
attentive and react if necessary.

8.7 Maintenance of the Backlog

A backlog must be continuously well maintained, which means that superfluous user stories
are deleted (or pushed way down in priority), new stories are well formulated and inserted with
comprehensible acceptance criteria, stories that are too large are split (see Story Splitting Chapter 9),
and the effort for the top user stories is reliably estimated.
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Figure 8.15: Activities for maintaining a healthy backlog

In order for the product backlog to serve its purpose, it must be constantly maintained. It is best for
the team and the PO to keep an eye on the backlog so that they can see ideas popping up in time
and can react quickly to small discrepancies.

You can formalize backlog maintenance with regular meetings; at the latest at the beginning of a
new sprint, at the sprint planning meeting, the product backlog should be up-to-date.

8.8 The Estimation Game

For each user story that is high in the backlog (and will probably be implemented soon) the
development team has to estimate the effort. These estimates can be in Story Points or in person-
hours. For many teams, Story Points have become commonplace, and quite a few teams estimate
their efforts using the Scrum Poker. 1

The process of developers estimating effort for work packages is
equivalent to putting a price tag on a user story.

The product owner prioritizes the work packages primarily
according to the value for the users (Value for the Customer), but
also takes into account the price of each user story, because the
implementation budget per sprint is limited..

The question of whether it is better to estimate with story points or with work hours is discussed
in Section 10.7.2 – although not answered conclusively, because this is a hot discussion among
developers.

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planning_poker
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It is important not to confuse responsibilities: Prioritizing is done by the product owner, effort
estimates for programming & testing are done by the development team.

Developers make estimates
Customer prioritizes �

It’s like in a store when buying clothes: the store sets the prices, the customer chooses based on
price among other things (usually because of a limited budget).

8.9 Types of Backlog Items

Figure 8.16: Types of Backlog items

8.10 Definition of Done

The team needs to agree on what is meant by "done." A ’Definition of Done’ should be clear to
everyone on the team (at least for translating a user story into code).
Example Definition:

• Code compiled without errors and without warnings
• Unit tests run without errors
• Test coverage as defined (in separate documentation)
• No untidy (e.g. commented out) code
• Everything unfinished is marked with ’TODO:’.
• Code is commented where necessary, and the comments are correct.
• Code passes all linters (ReSharper, metrics, findbug), style checkers, and syntactic/semantic

tool checks.
• four-eyes-principle: either pair programming, or reviewed and review documented
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8.11 www.agilemanifesto.org

Manifesto for Agile Software Development

We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping others do it. Through
this work we have come to value:

Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
Working software over comprehensive documentation

Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
Responding to change over following a plan

That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the left more.



9. Story Splitting

The topics ’Minimum Viable Product’ and incremental delivery have already been discussed in
parts in the previous chapters. The strategy ’from MVP to fully developed product’ was also
described there. The same strategy can as well be applied to user stories that are too large.

If a user story is too big in the product backlog (remember: a story should be completed within one
sprint), then it has to be split: Story Splitting. An important (core) piece of the user story should be
programmed first, the less important parts are prioritized lower and delivered later.

Common to both scenarios ’project is too big’ and ’user story is too big’ is that it is usually not
obvious how to split the big chunk into manageable pieces. The goal of all these splitting activities
is to be able to hand over a working product to the customer very early on. The customers should
use and test the software. This is the only way to get real and valuable feedback. This is the main
purpose of agile development.

9.1 Scenario: User Story too Big

Especially at the beginning of a project, many user stories in the product backlog have an ’unknown
size’ (because you simply don’t know yet exactly how much work this story will be) or they are
marked ’XL’ because you already suspect that there might be a lot of work in this story.

It may be that a large User Story should be used as an Epic, i.e. it is then one abstraction level
higher and is used to group smaller User Stories (see Section 9.5).

Sometimes, during a project, a user story is not finished. The implementation takes much longer
than expected, it becomes more complex than expected, in short, at the end of the Sprint the User
Story is not finished, it cannot be accepted. Now you have to think about whether it would be better
to split the story up so that the most important part of it can be completed in the next sprint.
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9.1.1 Procedure for Splitting

A User Story that is too large is
removed from the Backlog (former
position marked in yellow) and divided
up – in this example into three parts.

Now we have thre smaller user stories
which can be reprioritized separately so
that the most important piece is done
first. This third of the old user story is
moved up in the backlog.

The two less important parts are
prioritized lower and thus pushed
down.

This leaves more room in the next Sprint
and better ensures that the now smaller
User Stories will actually be completed
in the following Sprints.

Figure 9.1: Story Splitting

In Fig. 9.1, a User Story is divided into three parts. In the example ’Product search in the online
store’ (see next page) there are 14 individual extensions after the basic version, which can be split
off and postponed until later. This is a significant relief for developers.

9.2 From the Basic Version to the High-end Solution

The basic recipe for splitting too large work packages is quite simple:

First, leave out all options, everything ’nice to have’. You get something working, but nothing else.
Later, more is delivered incrementally.

9.2.1 Example 1: US033 Login

We want to protect a website with a login as a security measure. For example:

0. Nothing at all: website is only accessible within the company.
1. Minimal: with .htaccess, can be coded in half an hour

http://www.askapache.com/htaccess/htaccess.html
2. 2nd expansion stage: implement by programming, with graduated permissions: not everyone

sees all pages and is allowed to do everything. Read user, roles and permissions from XML
file.

3. 3rd stage: users, roles and permissions are in the database and can be edited by admins via
web interface.

Each expansion stage can be ’sold’ as a separate work package.
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9.2.2 Example 2: US041 Product Search

Sprint Review: The User Story ’US041 Product Search’ has not been completed in this Sprint.
Thus, this story will show up again in the next sprint. But before we move on to the next topic, let’s
take a closer look at this user story. Couldn’t we split the user story ’US041 Product search’ in a
better way?

Figure 9.2: Search field in an online store

What would be a minimal version here?
What would be optional here, to be delivered later?

Please take a moment to consider your answers to these two questions before reading on.

For example, in a minimal version, the search with the typed text would only perform an ’exact
string match’ in all the description texts of the 850,000 items in the online store. This is a very
simple SQL query and is fully sufficient for many situations. Quick to implement, it works, you
can demonstrate it. A good basic version.

And what would be the further expansion steps?

• Searching also for partial words (’screw’ finds also ’screwdriver’)
• Search for: Universal Product Code (barcode), article number
• singular, plural (scarf, scarves)
• Cascading in all article fields (after unsuccesssful ’cheap’ search in the description field,

continue search in other fields, maybe also in attached PDFs)
• Similarity search (is "tablett" a typo for "tablet"? - and "oink"? ink?)
• Synonyms (hammer, mallet, gavel)
• Related terms (binoculars, telescope, magnifying glass, monocular, microscope...)
• Search in category terms ("home theater", does not exist as a product)
• Advanced search, e.g. category "External Hard Disks" explicitly selectable
• Suggestions appear while typing
• The result list is sorted by relevance
• The result list is never empty
• Promotional items land high in the results list
• Items with a large profit margin are placed high in the result list

These 14 extensions are all available later, as individually implementable steps to full expansion.
For each of the 14 extensions a work package (user story) is created. The customer can decide
during the course of the project which of the extensions should be implemented first and which can
wait.

9.2.3 General: Basic Functionality ++

This section lists a few enhancements, which are applicable in almost every software project, and
are often good for deferring:

+ Not only ’happy path’ but all variants implemented and exceptions handled.
+ The software reacts tolerantly and robustly to incorrect input
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+ Runs on different mobile devices and with all conceivable screen sizes, even very high-
resolution (Retina) ones

+ With encryption, security
+ Full internationalization (UTF8, texts translated, correct sort order...)
+ Makes nice error messages
+ Context sensitive help, also in all languages
+ Voice control
+ Wizards and intelligent configurators
+ Consideration of local holidays in date calculations
+ Images in different resolution levels (optimization of loading times)

All of the above can as well be made available later. If you postpone these ’nice to have’ things
until later, you can deliver a working software very early, the customer can test the software and
give feedback. This is much more important than implementing a nice-to-have feature.

More good ideas: http://www.agileforall.com/splitting-user-stories/

9.2.4 Basic Functionality vs. High-end Solution Works Almost Everywhere

The "from spartan to gold-plated" method can be applied to an entire project as well as to individual
work packages.

The technique of getting a relatively simple base version up and running first has great advantages:
customers get something useful quickly, developers get good feedback from real-world use, and
everyone (customer, developers, management) sees the progress and can be happy about it.

9.3 How Big Should a User Story be?

In the following sections I use the term work package, mostly as a synonym for User Story – but
only mostly, because especially in the discussion about work packages the terminology is unclear:
user stories, tasks and sometimes even sub-tasks are the elements in the Scrum Backlog. That’s
why I use ’work package’ when I don’t want to make the distinction between User Story, Task and
Sub-Task, but generally mean an ’entry in the Scrum Backlog’, no matter how big it is or what it is
called (see also Section 9.5.1 for the discussion of terminology).

How big should user stories (work packages) be so
that they can be used beneficially in the project?

9.3.1 Ideal Size of Work Packages in the Backlog

The size of a work package depends on how long a sprint takes in the project, because naturally
the size is limited by this duration: the work package should be finished within one sprint. And
because nobody can work 100% for a work package during the week, the following rule of thumb
applies:
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A work package should be a maximum of 50-70% as big as the theoretical work output of one
person in one iteration, so that the chance is sufficiently good that the work package will be
finished within the iteration. �

Because it is also true: work packages may only be ’not started’, ’started’ or ’finished’. And
if a work package is not finished, it goes to the next iteration. There is no such thing as ’95%
done’.

From the maximum size for work packages follows a rule of thumb for the average size:

Work packages have on average the size of about 25-30% of the theoretical maximum work
output of one person in one iteration. �

It follows that, on average, three to four work packages per person of the development team and per
sprint are taken into the sprint backlog. Example: we have a development team of five people, so
per sprint about 15-20 work packages are moved from the Product Backlog to the Sprint Backlog.
It’s as simple as that.

Here is a case study:

³ B2B webshop; 100,000 items available for order, CHF 60 million business volume per year.
³ New online shop software: 2 years development time, costs approx. 2.5 million CHF
³ Team of 5 developers plus PL plus PO (approx. 2500 person days development)
³ 940 User Stories, 47 Epics => average: 2.5 working days per user story

So with a sprint length of 2 weeks, the average working time on a user story was exactly 1/4 of the
sprint length. By the way: 1 User Story cost on average CHF 2500 (roughly USD 2500)

In this project, an average of 19 User Stories were worked on per Sprint (with a total of 50
Sprints).

9.4 User Story =?= Use Case

The two concepts ’Use Case’ and ’User Story’ are unfortunately often confused or equated. This
is not the case. Use Cases are much larger and provide more context. User stories are small and
implementation-oriented, because they should be completed within a sprint.

9.4.1 User Stories

User Stories are implementation-oriented, because their
purpose is to allocate work via the Sprint Backlog, and
for this they must a) be sufficiently small to be completed
in one Sprint, and b) be formulated in such a way that the
development team knows exactly what is to be programmed.

In addition to user stories, which are oriented around customer benefits, there are also technical
stories. User Stories are sometimes also less customer-oriented, because they are more oriented
towards the needs of the development team ("this is what we technically implement") and the
Scrum process ("this story is too big for a Sprint: make it smaller").

Because user stories are so small, they (unfortunately) often do not provide context.
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9.4.2 Use Cases

Use cases have the following characteristics, they:

• are customer-oriented, often without a view to imple-
mentation at all

• must not be too small (they often are, for the untrained
writer)

• often depict business processes (are therefore also
larger/longer)

• show actors and their motivation ("this is what I want
to achieve")

• show a process that consists of several operations and
interactions

• show functions in context, i.e. who is allowed to call
these functions and when, and also the correct order
of the calls

Many people have difficulty finding the right granularity (and thus the right use) for use cases.
Beginners usually write use cases too short, namely as one function or then as a sequence of
very few functions. Thus, a use case cannot serve its purpose: it should tell a story, describe the
motivation of the actuators, and provide context for the functions.

It’s easy to remember that "login is not a use case" (see Section 3.4)). And on this topic, perhaps
take another look at the picture in Section 3.3 The Right Level of Detail.
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9.5 Story Mapping

Conversely to Story Splitting, there is also Story Mapping. In this process, small user stories are
combined into larger topic areas (usually epics, sometimes use cases).

Purpose: Better overview, better focus on individual topics in terms of prioritization and progress. It
may be that the customer only wants to prioritize the Epics, not the individual User Stories.

Figure 9.3: The user stories can well be assigned to the higher-level Epics/Use Cases.

In the image above, you can nicely see two levels of abstraction, differentiated by color: 10 blue
Use Cases or Epics at the top, and the 30 smaller User Stories below.

The benefit of story mapping is so that you get more of an overview of "what’s done?" and "what
should we tackle next?". The customer may also want to prioritize only the higher level entities
(use cases/epics), the deep ones (user stories) may be too detailed and technical for them. Probably
in some cases there are too many of them to keep track of (see example above: online store with
940 user stories and 47 epics).

Another advantage of story mapping is that you can get a hierarchical cost breakdown – that might
not be that useful, depending on the look (interesting for accountants, less so for developers).

The difficulty with agile is that you always have to be able to distinguish "is this a scope-defining
feature or not?" for all requirements. If ’scope-defining’ (translates to ’essential’) then it should be
written down early, if not, then it comes up again later. This distinction is not simple. One clue for
attribution may be the degree of technicality: something very detailed technical is unlikely to be
’scope-defining’. An additional (hazy) description of a feature that the user wants must be closely
examined to see if it still fits in scope, or if it significantly increases the feature set. Again, the
distinction ’high level use cases’ (or scenarios of personas) vs. ’lower level user stories’ can help:
A use case is much more likely to be ’scope-defining’ than a small user story (but no guarantee of
success with this rule of thumb ;-).
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9.5.1 Epics - Use Cases - User Stories - Tasks

Depending on the size of the project (number of User Stories), it is worthwhile to build up story
hierarchies of different depths.

Figure 9.4: Three-level hierarchy of user stories. The blue labels on the right show the most common
terminology. (Image on the left with postIts: http://winnipegagilist.blogspot.ch/2012/03/how-to-
create-user-story-map.html)

The above figure shows the most common terminology. However, there are several different naming
conventions in use today: some would use ’Epic – Use Case – User Story’ to name the entities in
the above scenario. Others use the terms ’Use Case – User Story – Task’. Some even add the Term
’Topic’ as the top classification. Unfortunately, no uniform naming convention has been established
yet. What should be clear everywhere, however, is the order of nesting based on their size:

- Topic

- Epic

- Use Case

- User Story

- Task

9.5.2 Three Levels Are Enough

According to my experience it is usually sufficient to use a three-level hierarchy of user stories. No
project should be so big that it has to use four or even five levels of hierarchies. Three hierarchy
levels could result in: 20 Epics – 140 User Stories – 1000 Tasks (if you assume a span of about
seven between hierarchies). These 1000 Tasks would result in more than 100 person-months1

of work. That would be at the limit for a project which you can hope to complete successfully
(see 12.3). I personally even prefer a two-level hierarchy: projects should be that small.

9.5.3 The Meaning of Epics

An Epic should not be just an empty category term; it must have content: something like a detailed
Use Case, because then the Epic provides a context for the User Stories that reference the Epic.
Otherwise, the Epic degenerates into a placeholder for one or more User Stories.

1Calculation: with an average of two sprints per months -> 8 user stories per person and month (see 9.6.1). Therefore:
1000 divided by 8 = 125 person-months – which is more than a year with a team of ten.
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9.6 Sizing of Projects and Work Packages

Depending on the size of a project, different hierarchies of Epics - Use Cases - User Stories can
develop. In very small projects, there may be no hierarchy at all; in larger projects, intermediate
layers are often inserted, to facilitate customer-developer communication (see Section 11.2.2)

Figure 9.5: Examples of hierarchies in projects of different sizes

9.6.1 Size of Work Packages

Depending on the structure of the hierarchy, either a user story or a task (or in very large projects
with a four- or five-level hierarchy, a sub-task) is the smallest element that is processed in a Sprint
Backlog.

This smallest element is a work package and should be in average size about 1/4 of a sprint length
for a 100% working person. And since a lot of people have agreed on sprint lengths of 2 or 3 weeks,
this average size is usually similar:

Work packages often have an average size of 2-4 working days.



10. Project Planning

It is easy to not plan a project and simply declare it ’agile’. �

If it is indeed a fully agile project, you don’t need to plan much, you just work on the software and
see how far you get.

In the vast majority of cases, however, you can’t go pure agile. Often the customer has a limited
budget and still quite clear ideas about what should come out in the end (whether the ideas are
really clear canonly be determined over time). Sometimes the organization does not allow a true
agile approach, there are too many hierarchy levels, annual goals, process and quality regulations.
In these and many other cases a mixed approach is necessary: at the beginning some planning and
foresight work, and then, at a certain point (End of Elaboration), an agile approach according to
Scrum.

10.1 The Minimum of Planning

Nowadays everyone agrees that a lot of forward planning like in a waterfall model causes more
problems than benefits. Today, an agile, iterative approach is mandatory. In the meantime, it has
become clear that a purely agile approach without any planning also has its risks. What can be used
as a ’minimum planning’? The checklist ’End of Elaboration’ from the Unified Process lists the
following things, which are worth a closer look before you really get started:

• Requirements: try to capture what the end users want/need with e.g. use cases, domain model
and non-functional requirements. Goal: roughly define the functional scope – what will be
done, what not.

• Architecture: both system and software should get an adequate architecture. For this, tests
are made with prototypes, especially whether the non-functional requirements can be covered
(performance, security, usability...).

• Tool chain: Before you really get started, you should have the tool chain under control, i.e.
all developers are set up with (as a minimum) IDE, version control, unit testing framework,
continuous integration, metrics, static code analysis tools.

(The complete ’End of Elaboration’ checklist with all six items can be found in Chapter 7 Unified
Process)
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If the above three points have been satisfactorily resolved, then you can try to
- set important milestones
- define work packages (user stories)

10.2 Don’t Forget Anything

A good project manager will keep several to-do lists:

• Work packages for the development team (user stories, tasks) are best kept in a ticketing or
backlog tool such as JIRA, MS TFS, pivotaltracker or Redmine, because everyone must be
able to see and edit the tickets.

• Obstacles that have to be cleared out of the way (Impediments).
• Project management activities like "I still need to ask engineer X about...", "Peter hasn’t

entered his hours yet", "find date for second usability test", best as another ToDo list. This
list is not interesting for the team, therefore it is recommended to keep a separate list for such
entries.

10.2.1 Priority Levels

Customer Priorities: The simplest prioritization levels for work packages prioritized by the
customer (PO) mean:

Priority 1 means: „I absolutely need this feature, without it the software is not usable. And I need
this feature right at the beginning.“

Priority 2 means: „I absolutely need this feature eventually, but not right away.“

Priority 3 means: „It might work without this feature; would be nice to have.“

It helps when there are only three priority levels for customers to rank – decision time is reduced.
The application benefit is: Priority 1 items are in line to be implemented next, so the effort for those
should be estimated more accurately.

10.2.2 Sample Project Flow

Figure 10.1: An example project with 18 iterations

Total 8.5 months (37 weeks) in 4 phases:

1. Inception(green): 10 days
2. Elaboration (rot): (red): 8 weeks, 3 iterations (4 weeks + 2 x 2 weeks)
3. Construction (blue): 12 iterations of 2 weeks each
4. (yellow): 2 iterations of 2 weeks each (one iteration of which is rather intended as a reserve)
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This example project complies with the three thresholds that were established as rules of thumb at
the beginning (< 1 million, < 9 months, < 10 people, see Section 6.1.1). If you look at the figures
more closely, this is almost the recommended maximum – at most, you could work with two to
three more people, but still keep to the same schedule.

Figure 10.2: Example project: Number of people over time, plus costsn

An important personnel detail: the Chief Architect must be involved from kickoff to at least mid-
project, because it is the most important information source (next to the Product Owner).

10.3 Timing

Figure 10.3: Typical time allocation in a project

The percentages shown in the figure above are counted from kickoff, where the budget was
allocated. Note that the percentages refer to the project duration, not to the effort - which is higher
in Construction because of the larger team (see Fig. 10.2).

It should be clear that the percentages in the above figure are only approximate guidelines that can
vary greatly depending on the type of project: in an exploratory project with a lot of new things and
uncertainties, the elaboration phase will be longer (or you can even proceed in a completely agile
way); in a project that contains a lot of familiar things and that has already been carried out in a
similar form, the elaboration phase can be very short.
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From my personal experience in dozens of software projects I recommend using a flexible process
model, namely ’Scrum+’, see the sections on the Unified Process, on Scrum, and especially
section 11.6 ’Choosing the Right Process Model’.

10.4 Three Principles for Division of Labor

Many proponents of an agile approach ignore the fact that an agile
team should not be distributed. They do Scrum with half the team
locally and the other half team abroad (mostly outsourcing because
management assumes you can save costs). It is possible to do Scrum
this way, but it has to be well thought out.

For larger projects – either the team is larger than about 8 people, or the team is spread over more
than one location – then the following three rules apply:

If you want to distribute work among different team members (especially if the team is geo-
graphically dispersed), then you need to know what the client wants/needs before you can do the
work distribution. �

The rule above says that if you have a distributed team, you have to capture requirements first –
which would not be necessary according to pure agile doctrine.

If you want to distribute work to different team members (especially if the team is geographically
distributed), then the architecture must be clear to everyone before you can do the work
distribution. �

The second rule says that if you want to distribute work, you have to define the architecture
early on, otherwise some will go one way and the other part of the team will go somewhere else
entirely.

If you want to distribute work to different team members (especially if the team is geographically
distributed), then the tool chain has to be the same (or very similar) for everyone involved and
ready to go before you can do the work distribution. �

The third rule says that the whole team should work with the same tools and set them up together
(for example, the .gitignore file) so that everyone can work smoothly.

As a consequence, you have to work closely together until the End of Elaboration (small team in
one place) and the work distribution will succeed only after the End of Elaboration, at which point
you can start distributed development.

10.5 Setting Milestones

Customers like to see progress, and developers like to feel appreciated, so it’s worth some extra
time up front to plan some well-spaced milestones over the life of the project, where you can
demonstrate what you have delivered.
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Figure 10.4: Milestones and demos in a software project; a star means: demo and progress report
for customer/management

It is important to aim for a usable, minimum product as early as possible (see the discussions on
MVP, Minimum Viable Product) so that you can put the software in the hands of the customer
and do usability testing. Note that this does not mean that only the customer is doing usability
testing; the developers will too; the testing can proceed in parallel. This gives the best feedback the
developers could wish for, real feedback from real users of the software.

The planning of milestones, "what we can show when," may be listed in a project plan. Setting the
first few milestones keeps everyone in the project pulling in the same direction. However, if the
milestones are described in too much detail, there is a danger of falling back into the old waterfall
habit of planning too much ahead.

Once the milestones are set, they can be defined as software target versions/releases in the work
package management system (a project management tool with backlog such as Redmine, JIRA,
pivotaltracker).

10.6 Capturing Requirements

The requirements should be described in such a way that both the customer and the developers
know what is meant by them, i.e. the requirements should be clear, unambiguous and free of
contradictions. Ideally the requirements are also complete, i.e. no more requirements are added
later, but this is rarely the case in reality.

Requirements should at least describe these elements:

• Use Cases, or Personas with scenarios (half-formal, with template)
• Non-functional requirements (preferrably as a checklist)
• Domain model (UML plus glossary)
• User interface drafts (hand sketches or clickable wireframes)
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10.6.1 Use Cases

Use cases have the following characteristics and advantages: they are descriptions clearly from the
user’s point of view, i.e. they can be communicated well with customers and end users. Use cases
describe functionality in context (e.g., why, what in what order, how often), so they contain more
information than a mere list of functions (e.g., in the form of user stories). Use cases can be used to
define the scope of a function ("we do this, we don’t do that").

More information on requirements and thus also use cases and personas can be found in Chap-
ter 5.

10.6.2 Non-functional Requirements

Use cases describe only functionality. Non-functional requirements complement use cases and
domain model. Typical examples of non-functional requirements are quantity and quality require-
ments:

• Performance ("response times for a product search at 100,000...").
• Quantity structure ("50,000 articles; 200 concurrent visitors; ...")
• Security (firewalls, intrusion detection, logging, plausibility checks...)
• Extensibility ("Later automatic import of supplier data...")
• Ease of use ("Product manager introduction in 2 days...")

10.6.3 Domain Model

A domain model describes which data items we
manage during the runtime of the program, and
which we permanently store beyond runtime.

The domain model is usually complementary to the
use cases: In simplified terms, the use cases re-
flect the dynamics of the software, while the domain
model focuses on data storage (persistence = static).

Figure 10.5: Domain model example

More information about object-oriented analysis with domain model can be found in corresponding
books and also in chapter 4 ’Domain and Data Modelling’.

10.6.4 UX Drafts

UI designs have the special attraction that they are quickly understood and evaluated by end users.
But be careful: end users only form a reliable judgment when they use the software in their daily
lives, or at least in a well-simulated environment during usability tests.
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The designs for the user interface (UI) or user
experience (UX) can be created at an early
stage, perhaps only as paper sketches at the very
beginning, then later as clickable wireframes (with
tools such as Axure or Balsamiq).

Figure 10.6: User interface designs

10.6.5 Documents at the Start of the Project

The following figure shows an overview, which work results and data (mostly) arise at the beginning
of a software project – during the Elaboration phase.

Figure 10.7: Documents, which will be created at the beginning of a project

For a more detailed discussion of the documentation of a software project, in particular the software
architecture documentation see the separate chapter 28.6.

10.7 Conversion to Work Packages

Up to now we defined the requirements (at least roughly). Next we will discuss the conversion of
the requirements into work packages (User Stories to be put into the Product Backlog). This raises
a few questions:
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Why do we create work packages so early in the project?
What should be in the work packages?
How large should the work packages be? average? maximum?
How many work packages will be created in the course of the project?

Work package == User Story

As a rule, I use the terms ’work package’ and ’user story’ as synonyms in this book. The only
deviation from this rule is when the user stories in a project are additionally subdivided into tasks;
then the tasks are actually the work packages, and no longer the user stories. I always use the term
’work package’ for the smallest item which is assigned to a person and tracked.

10.7.1 Contents of Work Packages

• ID, title
• Short description, can be in the form "As AAA I want BBB, because CCC" (typical User

Story in Scrum).
• Acceptance criteria
• Estimation of effort or story size (in story points or hours)
• Priority for customer (business benefit, importance for customer)
• Hours worked (time sheet)
• Status (created, assigned, in progress, finished, tested) and accepted, completed, ...)
• Work category (requirements, programming, testing, infrastructure work, ...)

10.7.2 Story Points or Hours/Days?

There is an ongoing discussion in the agile community whether to specify the size of user stories in
story points or in hours/days. There is no consensus on this point, although ’Story Points’ seem to
be more common. Both are valid metrics, but on any given project, you should decide on a single
effort metric, and use it consistently.

The team has to decide at the beginning: do we use Story Points or hours/days?

Advantages of Story Points: it is an abstract measure for the size of a story, not for the hours to
be put in – and the hours spent can vary significantly with the experience of the programmers.
Team Speed in ’Story Points per Week’ is a measure that is (almost) independent of the hours
invested.

Advantages of hours: there is no need for mental mapping from Story Points to hours, but you have
to get used to the fact that estimated hours and actual hours spent never match. Team Speed in
’hours per sprint’ is usually well below the theoretically available hours.

From my personal experience, both work equally well. If the team has fun with story points and
estimation poker, then they do it that way. Conversely, you quickly get used to the fluctuations
between estimated hours and actual hours spent.

Work packages that are difficult to estimate because you still know too little about the subject, can
be estimated at least with T-Shirt Sizing: S - M - L - XL. This can be left until the work package
needs to be estimated more accurately when it has moved up in priority. Similarly, it is advisable to
look more closely at all L or XL work packages and try to divide them up, because smaller tasks
are usually more precisely outlined and easier to estimate.
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10.8 Organizing User Stories

• User Stories must be stored centrally in one place.
• User Stories must be able to be viewed and edited by everyone.
• User Stories must be prioritizable, i.e., they are frequently moved around.
• User Stories should contain estimates as well as actual times (time record).

=> Use a tool like Redmine, MS TFS or JIRA – XLS only in case of emergency.

10.8.1 Workflow for Work Packages

Here the term ’Work Package’ includes User Stories as well as bug reports.

Figure 10.8: Exemplary state diagram for work packages

10.8.2 Iteration Planning

How many work packages do we take into the next sprint? Enough work packages to keep everyone
on the team busy during the next sprint. It is important that the team learns to estimate themselves
and the size of the work packages well.

Exactly as many work packages are moved into the Sprint Backlog as the estimates allow them to
be completed within the Sprint. Within the team, the work packages are assigned independently,
possibly also dynamically distributed. (see also the section about Sprint Planning and Team Speed
in chapter 8 ’Scrum’)

Iteration == Sprint

Usually the terms ’iteration’ and ’sprint’ are used as synonyms in this book – Iteration when
referring somewhat more generically to any agile/iterative processes, Sprint when referring to
Scrum.
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10.8.3 Rules in Planning

As already described in the chapter ’Scrum’, it is very important to adhere to the following
rule:

Developers estimate the effort for the work packages
-> put a price tag on the product

Customer prioritizes the work packages
-> Customer selects goods, also according to price

Only exception: architecture-relevant work packages can be put into certain iterations by the system
architect, because otherwise the system could not be built smartly. But this has to be explained to
the customer/product owner and the customer has to sign off on it.

10.8.4 Pitfalls with Work Packages

One of the most common mistakes – at least at the beginning of the project – is to list almost only
generic work packages. Generic work packages are those that occur in every project, e.g., ’set up
tool chain’, ’do UX designs’, ’write use cases’. Non-generic ones are e.g. ’Define functionality for
saving shopping cart’, or ’Design level editor’.

Remember to also create work packages for non-productive activities, such as for meetings, setting
up the server, writing the test plan (sometimes listed separately as ’Chore’, alongside the other
work package categories ’Ticket’ and ’Bug’).

You might find it useful to formulate the work packages (as well as all requirements in gen-
eral) ’checkable’, i.e. so that they can be checked off => small enough and good acceptance
criteria.

10.8.5 Summary of Project Planning

Project planning also runs iteratively, alongside building the software. One starts with simple
sketches made quickly and then improves and refines later. It is important to have all aspects of
the requirements on the table as soon as possible and to be able to improve the requirements with
cross-references and cross-checks. If possible, design everything together. Don’t finish the personas
first, then tackle the architecture, and then make UI drafts.
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Figure 10.9: Iterative definition of the project scope

The requirements are best done iteratively, drawn as a circular process in the picture above, starting
with the use cases and moving through domain model and UI designs to the non-functional
requirements and architecture ideas. If you compare the different views with each other, you
quickly notice omissions and inconsistencies and can correct this immediately.

The recommendation is: "make the rounds" several times, even in the planning phase at the
beginning of the project. This way you will quickly have a basis for discussion. The diagrams and
texts will be revised several times, but the main points should be defined as early as possible, so
that the project work can be divided reasonably.

Quote from an HSR software engineering project:

"In the Elaboration phase, the design of the software was developed as well as many important use
cases were defined. During this phase it was essential to communicate frequently to make sure that
everyone was still going in the same direction and that domain model, use cases and wireframe
were consistent with each other. It proved very useful to review each of the three documents as a
whole team and make adjustments as necessary."

The only thing to add to this is that in most projects, software architecture and non-functional
requirements also play a very important role.

10.9 The Project Lead is the Keeper of the Scope

In software projects, the scope is often unclear at the beginning. One does not know how big the
project will be. One of the first and most important activities is to find out how big the project will
be, i.e. how much functionality is in it and how complex the task is.

If there is only one thing you want to get right as a project manager, it is this: Keep the project’s
feature set in check. "The project lead is the keeper of the scope". �
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The scope of the project must be fully defined by the End of Elaboration, at the latest. From this
point on, the project lead has to keep a sharp eye on not adding more and more features - unless
you are strictly agile.
If the project lead doesn’t keep the scope in check, you can have the greatest team, the cleanest
architecture, the best tools and techniques, but your project is doomed.

How do you observe/measure the functional scope of a project?

• Function Points (number of screens/masks, number of tables, number of external interfaces;
see 13.5).

• Number of Use Cases/User Stories (with an average size)
• Number of pages of requirements specification.
• Only conditionally: Number of lines of code.

10.9.1 Scope Creep

Scope creep happens when someone sneaks extensions into the functional scope. Reasons: unno-
ticed features, features that the customer takes for granted, changes in legislation, changes in the
environment (new tools/libraries).

2% "scope creep" per month is normal and cannot be avoided. (Source: Tynan, Dan. "Worst Case
Scenario: IT Survival Guide." InfoWorld. January 30, 2006. Vol. 28, Iss. 5). Logically, this also
means that a 20-month project will most likely be 40% more extensive than planned.

Rule of thumb: Don’t plan a project for more than nine months.
Should it become larger: Plan in parts (e.g. 3 x 7 months) and sell it that way. �

Example of scope creep in a large government project (source: Tagesanzeiger Zürich Jan. 11,
2017):

"The Swiss Army Command and Control Information System (FIS), launched ten years ago as a
prestige project of the Army, will definitely never work as intended. Therefore, the defense minister
said, an estimated 125 million of the 700 million swiss francs invested would have to be written
off."

"The security politicians were astonished. First, because of the sheer amount: with a loss of 125
million francs, the debacle at FIS Heer exceeds the write-off at project Insieme, the Swiss federal
government’s largest IT breakdown project to date, by 10 million francs."

"FIS Heer only works if a military fixed network connection is present, for example at major events
such as the WEF. But as soon as reconnaissance vehicles are disconnected from the cable, they
are blind. "The reason for this is the lack of bandwidth of the existing military transmission equip-
ment," the VBS (dept. of defense) dryly announced yesterday."

"Insiders attribute the debacle to the fact that the requirements for FIS Heer were continuously
increased during procurement. If the mobile outposts were supposed to send only very targeted
information to headquarters in the beginning, the project management soon dreamed of perma-
nent connections and a continuous flow of information, they said. In the process, Armasuisse,
the Federal Office of Armaments, overlooked the fact that the available bandwidth was not at all
sufficient for this."

When more and more new features are desired in a project, there are three things to keep in
mind:
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• If the project is hard-core agile, then the new feature requests are actually welcome and will
soon be implemented.

• If the project is not 100% agile and the wishes are expressed early (before End of Elaboration),
then the extra features can still be handled very well. The effort is estimated and it is decided
whether it should be implemented with high or low priority.

• If the wishes are expressed late, with high priority, and they significantly expand the functional
scope, in that case the implementation effort will also increase significantly. If you have a
fixed deadline or a cost ceiling, then it becomes difficult. Under such circumstances, you’ll
have to decide if the requested feature is part of the original functional scope. This would be
a case for the Change Management Board.

10.9.2 No Scope Creep

Figure 10.10: Exhibition on architecture and settlement planning at HSR, November 2017.

At this exhibition, the following text could be read under the pictures: "The expansion of Oerlikon
station is a decade-long project. As a total reconstruction of an urban hub in full operation, it sets
new standards. Those involved succeeded in implementing an outstanding overall solution despite
difficult construction conditions and demands that were constantly expanded during the planning
process."

Here it is important to see that this exceeding of the project goals was precisely not scope creep,
because the extended demands were announced in the planning process. New demands from a
customer are only bad if they are expressed late in the project and the customer is not willing to pay
for the extra effort. In software development, the planning process is the elaboration phase, and its
purpose is to at least roughly define the scope of the project. If you are completely agile, changing
and extending customer requirements is not an issue anyway.

10.10 The Four Project Variables

When a project starts anew, the key boundary conditions are usually given "Our new insurance app
should be ready by the SANI exhibition in mid-February at the latest. The team is set: Müller,
Rickli, Bächtold, Koller. The budget is EUR 200,000, and the requirements are clear, we defined
them in last week’s workshop."

This means that the time span (three months), the team size (four people), the budget (200K EUR)
and the functionality are fixed. What was not mentioned are the quality requirements, namely
usability, security, performance, etc. (see chapter 5 ’Quality of Requirements’). Together with the
functional description, these factors make up the key values or variables of the project.
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The four project variables are:

1. Cost/effort

2. Time

3. Functionality

4. Quality

If everything goes well, nobody complains, everybody is satisfied. But most of the time this is not
the case: either you have too little time, too few people in the team, or the budget is already used up
before you are finished.

What to do if the four project variables are over-determined 1 probably already at the beginning of
the project?
What would you do? first ask for more time? more money? more programmers? hastily cobble
together something that just so happens to run (most of the time)?

The solution is clear:

1. always reduce functionality first, propose simpler solutions (see also 80/20 rule, MVP,
staggered delivery, story splitting).

2. if this is not possible: extend the schedule.
3. only in the rarest cases does it work to put more people on the project (see Brooks’ Law

below).

Compromising on quality (quick & dirty; sloppy coding) never pays off, it leads to technical debt
and then collapse fast. A low-quality software system will contain many bugs and will become
unmaintainable in a short period of time.

Brooks’ Law: "Adding manpower to a late software project makes it later". F.P. Brooks, 1975 �

10.11 Project Control

The control of the project progress takes place on two levels: Budget control, i.e. the financial
aspects (easy to control) and progress control, i.e. how far are we in the project or how long will it
take to finish? This second set of questions is much more difficult to answer.

1In mathematics, a system of equations is considered overdetermined if there are more equa-
tions than unknowns. An overdetermined system is almost always inconsistent (it has no solution)
[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Overdetermined_system]
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10.11.1 Presence Creates Commitment

From my experience, the most important element is that of the physical presence of the project
management, and not just for spot checks, but preferably almost all the time. So you should practice
management by walking around. You will pick up a lot of information that would never have come
up in weekly progress meetings.

Does the team work together harmoniously? Is the interaction with each other and also with the
customers respectful? It makes a world of difference to the team and the success of the project
whether the team works together smoothly or whether a social malaise has crept in.

An example of subtly disruptive behavior: Particularly among programming teams, there is the
phenomenon of going off the grid. Some programmers do hide themselves in case of difficulties,
they want to have their peace in order to solve the current task. But be careful: if Jonathan hasn’t
been around for a long time (he often works from home), it could well be that he has lost his way
and that a healthy dose of pair programming would do him (and the project) good. A programmer
going off the grid for a long time is often a sign of a problem – and the project lead should follow
up on it.

10.11.2 Project History

As a project lead make sure that you collect and visualize important data as feedback for you and
the team, e.g. The rate and retention time of encountered bugs (sorted by priority), Burn down chart
(= completed user stories), or even the Technical Debt (see Section 17.16).

Create a project history by regularly writing down and filing the following data:
Milestones (achieved/missed)
Number of employees
Money spent
Difficulties
Special incidents

Tip: put all the data in folders, chronologically:
- Complete export of the backlog as CSV file at each review/milestone and at the end.
- Screenshots of milestones and difficulties
- The feedback data mentioned above, i.e. BugTracking History and Technical Debt.
- If available: Meeting minutes (especially with customers, this helps with scope discussions).

Please note: you need to weigh up which data from a previous project/employer you are allowed to
keep at all. Consult any Confidentiality Agreements in your employment contract.

If you regularly do some kind of dump of the whole project data, then you can track later how
the project went. You can look up details that would otherwise be lost: You probably won’t have
access to your old employer’s JIRA/Redmine three years later, so you can’t compare your current
project to the one you had back then. Likewise, with a ’dump’ of the data, it is possible to make the
differences between two points in time, or even create graphs of the history (e.g. number of bug
reports in the pipeline).

10.11.3 Target/actual Comparisons

Collecting project history data also allows you to compare actual progress with your then-estimated
target.
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Figure 10.11: Target/Actual comparison of hours spent per activity category

Such target/actual comparisons are not only useful after the project is completed, but also serve as a
guide during the project. But: do not make a pure instrument navigation like a ship in the fog – of
course the instruments (=KPIs, Key Performance Indicators) should also be used, but you should
not rely exclusively on them.

The one big stumbling block in the interpretation of these target/actual comparisons is: How robust
were the target estimates at the beginning of the project? Were the initial target estimates really
sound? Or were they politically motivated targets? Simply guessed at? Naive assumptions?

The ’lessons learned’ in terms of project management can be the following target/actual compar-
isons:

• Time
• Money
• Functionality (difficult, way out: user stories, burn down chart projection/actual, function

points)
• Quality (also difficult, but: a bug tracking system can tell a lot)

It is also equally important to identify the following "soft" factors:

• Employee satisfaction
• Customer satisfaction
• Most frequent sources of errors (both in the process and in the developed product)

10.11.4 Risk Minimization

In any project, it pays to identify the greatest risks and then possibly act preventively. In order to
identify the biggest risks, it is necessary to list all the risks and evaluate them. Risks can be related
to the team, to the people and their interaction, to the tools, and of course also within the created
software. It is not so difficult to identify the hot spots in the software: they are those features or
software parts that cause problems and therefore frequently (repeatedly) appear in the backlog for
error correction and revision.

One of the most frequently mentioned failure factors in software projects is the issue of misunder-
stood customer requests. Only feedback through active customer involvement and iterative, agile
development can help.
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10.11.5 Reviews

One last piece of advice on project management: Do reviews, namely requirements, architecture
and code reviews. Chapter 23 is devoted exclusively to reviews.

10.12 Long-term Perspectives

The second type of project from above (the one with Maintenance and Phase Out) still appears
frequently in the context of hardware, for example, software for an ATM, or for the control of a
blood analysis machine, both involving massive hardware that should probably do its job unchanged
for ten years (except for bug fixes).

For pure software projects (for example, an online store, or an Android app), a project sometimes
looks like this:

Figure 10.12: An ’endless project’: initial development seamlessly transitions into further develop-
ment.

Modern software development almost always launches an MVP, and then continues to develop and
improve it, bugs are fixed, and new releases are made. Thus, this project is never finished, but that
doesn’t matter, that’s what agile approaches are for, and Scrum is specifically good for such endless
projects.

10.13 No More ’Green Field’ Development

Greenfield means: there was nothing there before; you will experiment a lot during development,
the process will be highly agile.

These days, however, you very often have to replace a predecessor system, and that has far-reaching
consequences, because customers always want the new system to (continue to) work as before plus
a few changes and additions.
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• It takes a long time to grasp the functionality of the previous system. In the vast majority of
cases, you have to map the old system with the new one, so you have to determine what the
old system can do. Who pays for this specification effort?

• Consequently, an MVP is defined as "at least the functions of the old system," so Scrum
doesn’t work properly if you can’t get an MVP done that quickly that you can unleash on end
users (see also Chapter 2 Minimum Viable Product, MVP and the example in Section 11.8).

• The old system is very likely to contain a few unpleasant surprises that come to light late in
the process ("What about the part numbers with an asterisk after them?" "Oh, yes. That’s a
very special case...").

Highly agile approaches unfortunately only work for greenfield new products.

10.13.1 Greenfield vs. Replacement Product

A slightly different type of replacement products are the "me too" projects: we also want a piece of
an already divided pie. The requirements are largely known and fixed by the existing competing
products; it will not be easy to stand out from the competitors: what will be our unique selling
proposition (USP)?

In the initial development of, for example, WhatsApp, Tinder, Uber, Snapchat, agile certainly
worked well. But if you now want to build a snapchat clone, for example, as an MVP you first have
to replicate all of snapchat’s existing functions before you can go to market. So in such a scenario,
there is nothing for a long time with agile development - well, you can develop agile, but you don’t
have an MVP for a long time and therefore can’t test it on customers. On top of that, you come to
the market with your own solution later than the others - not an easy starting position.

10.13.2 ... but also More Options

If you cannot build on a greenfield site, you usually have four options:

• Gentle renovation (paint walls, insulate better, new roof tiles...)
• Replace parts (new heating, new kitchen/bathroom/pipes, new floors, ...)
• Gut and keep only the facade (more expensive than new construction...)
• Complete new construction (with old functionality++)

This is exciting because it is more difficult to decide correctly and get the maximum for the customer
despite the many constraints.



11. Scrum+

11.1 Scrum is Great

Scrum is well known and popular worldwide, probably the most popular way to run a software
project: almost everyone is agile, almost everyone is doing Scrum. The earlier chapter 8 Scrum
contained a short introduction to Scrum. Now I want to go into a little more detail about Scrum and
share some real-world experience.

What I find great about Scrum:

+ Iterative approach: Sprints (2 or 3 weeks) with incremental delivery and feedback.
+ User Stories with acceptance criteria (good work packages)
+ The Product Backlog, Sprint Backlog and Backlog Management
+ Sprint planning
+ Sprint reviews, sprint retrospectives
+ Roles/responsibilities of the Product Owner (PO) and the Scrum Master
+ Daily standup (if done correctly)
+ The concept of team speed ("42 story points per week")
+ Self-reliant, polyvalent teams
+ Developers estimate – customer prioritizes
+ Definition of Done (with inclusion of test code and testers).

11.1.1 Prerequisites for Scrum

Scrum is very easy to understand, it doesn’t force many rules on you, there are only three roles and
two backlogs. But for an agile approach with Scrum to work well, the following prerequisites must
be met:

V Team size of max. 10 people
V short project duration of max. 9 months (except for continuous development, there the

duration does not matter)
V Customer (PO) does not yet know exactly what he wants; no clearly defined scope, rather

experimental project
V Greenfield project, no replacement project, no ’mee-too’ project
V Development team covers all skills (no outsourcing with e.g. tester, UX/graphics)
V Whole team (developer + PO) sits in one place (same building)
V Frequent, verbal communication (advantage: same native language for all)
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V Customer/PO on team, constantly available; or in-house development.
V Customer wants and supports agile approach
V The customer trusts the team will "do it right".

If even a single one of these prerequisites is not met, Scrum will not work as well or at all. And in
many cases the prerequisites are not completely fulfilled. This means that you can’t do an ideal
Scrum then, you have to adapt Scrum to the circumstances.

Excellent article on the topic "Almost everyone is doing Scrum, but many are not doing it right":
http://www.yisela.com/your-bastardized-version-scrum-actually-harming/

11.2 What I Miss in Scrum

If you can’t meet all of the requirements for ideal Scrum (often: if it is a distributed team or a larger
project), then the following additions are useful:

– Checkpoint End of Elaboration (like in the Unified Process)
– Second, higher level of abstraction to the user stories in the backlog: Use Cases, Per-

sonas/Scenarios
– Additional role of the project lead, for everything that the product owner and the development

team do not cover, primarily the increased coordination effort.

These three points will now be explained in more detail in the following sections.

11.2.1 Ideal Scrum Knows no Advance Planning

In ideal Scrum, programming is started immediately so that a product can be handed over to the
customer as soon as possible. This way you get valuable feedback from the customer.

In this idealized process there are

• No requirements except for the user stories
• No planned architecture
• No project plan

But reality often forces you to deviate from this ideal path: there are deadlines and budgets; the
customer knows very well what she wants, and that is not small. Then you have to plan ahead and
think about the architecture.

"Despite all the planning, there are always surprises. That’s exactly why you need a plan: it’s not
about following it exactly, but knowing where you actually want to go if something goes wrong."
– Daniel Stiepleman in an interview in Tagesanzeiger Magazine No 13, March 28, 2020
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Figure 11.1: The proper measure of agility: in the middle, neither rigidly planning ahead
nor rushing off without setting goals. (Image based on an idea by Henrik Kniberg,
http://blog.crisp.se/author/henrikkniberg)

The milestone ’End of Elaboration’, which I favor, aims exactly at this green middle. Compare this
to the introduction of a ’Sprint 0’ in some agile projects, where a number of preliminaries are done,
including some planning and some architecture.

"If you’re going to get bad news on a software project, it’s best to get it early because of the
upstream/downstream effect on project costs."
– Steve McConnell in the book ’Software Project Survival Guide’

11.2.2 Ideal Scrum has no Abstraction of Requirements

In classical Scrum there is only one level of abstraction between the cloudy requirements of the
customer and the mercilessly formal code: the backlog with the user stories.

Figure 11.2: Classic Scrum with user stories in the backlog as the only means of control
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For general understanding and communication with the customer, there needs to be an additional
higher level of abstraction than just the backlog (cf. Epics, Story Mapping).

Figure 11.3: Often it is necessary to structure the requirements at a higher, second level

Hierarchically structured requirements are always necessary if the project is larger than a few
weeks and includes more user stories than, say, 300 stories. The level of abstraction of user stories
themselves is not high, nor can it be, because user stories need to be small enough to fit into a
sprint. Then it might be the case that the customer doesn’t like to think anymore because the user
stories are too detailed and too technical. That’s why there often needs to be a second hierarchy
level (e.g. Epics, Personas & Scenarios) where the customer feels comfortable and where she sets
the priorities, not on the individual User Stories.

On the developer side, the advantage of the higher level of abstraction is that it provides context for
the small-granular user stories. With well-defined context, there are fewer false assumptions and
misunderstandings.

11.2.3 User Stories - Epics - Tasks

So in larger projects it may be necessary to group the user stories (see ’Story Mapping’ at the end of
the chapter 9 Story Splitting). Commonly the term ’Epic’ is used to describe a longer story, under
which several user stories are subsumed. If you use Epics in your project, then make sure that the
Epic is not just an empty categorization, a supertitle so to speak, but that the Epic tells a story and
thus establishes the context for the small-granular User Stories.

An important rule in Scrum is: user stories are assigned independently in the team, no one dictates.
In doing so, the team sometimes has the freedom to break up user stories that are too large into
tasks, so that, for example, a user story can be distributed among several team members. Some
teams do this, especially if the user stories are deliberately left larger – about as large as use cases –
and it is then up to the team to divide up the piece that is too large.
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11.2.4 Prioritizing on a Higher Level

For planning purposes, it is often more practical to set priorities on a higher level than the User
Stories.

Figure 11.4: Prioritizing the work can be done with the UI drafts, for example, in which case they
can serve as a kind of ’epic’.

The UI drafts are usually available early on. If you are in a project that is strongly defined by the
mobile device UI, then you can set the first milestones with the UI screens: "First we make the two
screens that show us the participants, as well as the settings and the login dialog. Then we can give
that to the customer and see what she says about it."

11.3 Product Owner vs. Project Lead

Scrum only defines the role of the Product Owner (PO); there is no separate Project Lead (PL). This
works well when the PO is close to the team and the team has the necessary skills for successful
project execution.

However, the project lead often must take over certain activities that are not done by either the team
or the PO. Sometimes the developers are so introverted that they need to be insulated from the
harsh realities by the PL. Sometimes the team is geographically dispersed and the PO sits in only
one location; then a PL can take over the increased coordination effort.

Some issues that an additional project lead can solve:

• Product owner (PO) does not do active risk observation.
• PO usually does not do stakeholder analysis
• PO does not keep an eye on the scope, possibly this would even be a conflict of interest
• Who does the data migration planning?
• PO usually can’t assess quality or do code reviews, so they cannot effectively manage the

quality of the work products
• Evaluation of data quality (the PO could do that, but not assess the consequences)
• Who coordinates with external agencies (graphic designers, external programmers, UX

designers, crowd testers...)?
• Who makes implementation decisions in case of discrepancies?
• Who negotiates with the SAP team about the compliance with the performance requirements?
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• Who negotiates with customer IT if they don’t move forward?
• Does the PO take care of testing?
• Who does/checks timesheets and invoices?
• Who does time evaluation and target/actual comparisons?

The only alternative to an extra PL: empower the team (with courses and persuasion) to do all the
activities from the list above.

11.4 Healthy Product Backlog

Towards the top: Small work packages
Described in detail
Will be implemented next

Bottom: Large work packages
Few details
Not implemented soon

Figure 11.5: The main characteristics of a healthy, well-maintained backlog

The picture above shows the typical qualities of a healthy backlog: the top User Stories are small,
namely small enough to be well estimated and to fit into the next Sprint (see the discussion on
’Ideal Size of User Stories’ in Section 9.3).

The User Stories further down in the Backlog tend to be larger (in the sense of ’cost-intensive’) and
often not yet accurately estimated in terms of effort.
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11.5 Backlog Maintenance

A Product Backlog can become quite long: In the maximum project I postulated (10 people, 9
months development time) that is about 500 work packages (8 developers + PO + PL, 9 months
= 39 weeks = 19 sprints, per sprint 8 * 3.5 work packages; reason for ’3.5’ see section 9.3.1).
Writing 500 work packages, estimating their effort, prioritizing and ordering them means quite
some effort.

One of the key questions in a Scrum project is: Who does the backlog maintenance?

– The product owner?
– The development team?
– Both of them?
– The project lead?

Depending on the constellation, all parties are involved, but it may also be that the PO writes and
prioritizes the user stories alone.

What is clear is:
a) The PO is responsible for the content of the user stories and their prioritization.
b) The effort estimates for the work packages are made by the team.

Then there is also the question: how often do you go through the backlog and comb through
it? At least before the Sprint Planning Meeting you have to go through the Backlog and clean it
up, but also during the Sprint Planning Meeting the content and prioritization of the Backlog is
discussed.

It is best if someone (ideally the PO) constantly keeps an eye on the backlog and also permanently
adds new stories. It is extremely embarassing if the backlog runs empty because of a lack of user
stories. Then the development team also runs empty. Make sure that there are always enough stories
in the backlog for at least two sprints – the PO may want to take a vacation sometime.

11.6 Choosing the Right Process Model

Depending on the organization and the task, a different, adapted approach is recommended. If
a customer wants a 100% agile approach, then one can and should proceed puerly agile. If
a company wants a waterfall-like approach (mostly large companies with annual budgets and
long-term schedules), then you have little choice but to adapt.

The second criterion for the choice of the process model is the experience with the topic of the task:
if everything is new for everyone involved, then you should definitely choose an agile approach.
This is the best way to find the optimal solution. However, if you have already done the same thing
several times ("we have already implemented eleven online shops in the last four years"), then a
more planned approach is also OK, up to something waterfall-like.

In the vast majority of cases, a mixed approach is recommended, which even enhances the benefits
of Scrum with a few useful ideas from the Unified Process. The process model developed and
recommended at the HSR Computer Science Department is as follows:
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Figure 11.6: The mixed process model ’Scrum Plus’ preferred in this book.

One does basically Scrum, with Product Backlog, Sprints, Sprint Planning, Sprint Backlog, Product
Owner, etc. as it is written in the book. In addition to standard Scrum, you put extra effort
into the requirements at the beginning of the project (use cases, UI designs, domain modeling,
non-functional requirements) and you try to find the best architecture for the task early on. These
are prerequisites for introducing the ’End of Elaboration’ milestone with its checklist (see Section
7.4).

Likewise, one makes a milestone ’Feature Freeze’ towards the end of the project so that one can
reasonably finish and hand over the project. This is nothing more than the transition phase of the
Unified Process, with all the completion and handover work, such as user training, data migration,
user acceptance tests, and so on.

However, it has to be said that in agile approach – where users have been working with the
software since the first half of the project – there is not much classical completion work left.
Therefore, the following applies: long transition phase = many deferred tasks = near waterfall. �

Why is the Scrum+ model so promising?

• Because it is worth to see a bit clearer in the beginning regarding customer needs and
architecture.

• Because you can’t divide the work well before ’End of Elaboration’, because a) You have to
understand the customers, b) The architecture has to work and be clear for everyone, and c)
Everyone has to have the tool chain under control (see section 10.4 for more details).

• Because an orderly transition is usually important at the end - because there is always
something to clean up and hand over towards the end, you should allow time for that.

This mixed process model has proven itself in practice, especially when the teams are dis-
tributed.

How long the elaboration phase lasts depends strongly on the team’s level of expertise in the project
domain: a lot of experience with the topic, already done many times: short elaboration phase – little
experience, new topic: longer elaboration phase. In many cases, a project can be carried out in an
orderly and agile manner using this mixed process model.
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11.7 Gantt Charts in Scrum

Traditional project planning à la Microsoft Project contains: Tasks, dependencies, completion times,
critical path, and almost endless forward planning.

Figure 11.7: Two examples of Gantt Charts from traditionally managed projects.

In Scrum, the Gantt charts look
different. MS Project fans will be
disappointed.

Here the tickets are exactly aligned
with the releases/iterations.

This is a good thing in Scrum. The user
stories should have no (or hardly any)
dependencies among each other. Thus
the Gantt Charts lose their attraction
in Scrum. In Scrum, planning is
different: agile, short-term, adapted to
the situation at hand, not months in
advance.

In Scrum, the Gantt Chart can be used to
see which User Stories have been com-
pleted in this or that (past) iteration.

In Scrum, Gantt Charts have a different value than in traditional (waterfall) project planning.
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11.8 Successor System: Extreme Minimum Viable Product

If an existing system is to be replaced in its entirety, then Scrum cannot work properly.

Figure 11.8: A hospital information system covers many different areas

Let’s assume that the existing computer system in a hospital is to be replaced by better software.
Due to the pre-existence of a working solution, two major problems arise when proceeding in an
agile manner:

• How often can the new software be released, deployed and tested? Probably only once.
• Have the users working on two systems (old/new) in parallel? Never.

Conclusion: in such a case, you can only proceed in an agile manner to a very limited extent, there
is no MVP that you can test early on together with the customer, it’s all or nothing. The MVP in
this case is the entire system with the previous functionality - plus a few desired improvements. So
you are not really agile, the feedback from the customer through real use is missing. So you are
close to waterfall.

11.8.1 Possible way out

The only chance is to replace individual subsystems one by one – if the architecture of the existing
system allows it – while keeping the system as a whole running. So, for example, first rewrite the
software for all the processes within the in-house pharmacy, and do it in such a way that the new
parts work smoothly with all the other existing ones. That way, you can put one part of the new
software into productive operation. Then you tackle the second part, e.g. laboratory automation.
Again: new part, working together with the existing system.

This way, part by part could be implemented (see also chapter 6 Incremental Delivery). But this
only works if the old system was designed as a series of subsystems with responsibilities neatly
divided1, along with well-defined interfaces between them.

1Jim Haungs comment to "responsibilities neatly divided" in an old system: "This is, at best, an amusing fantasy."
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11.9 Degree of Written Communication

Actually, the basic principle is that communication within the development team and with the
customer is best verbal, along with examples, pictures, and diagrams.

Written communication is only for people who are far away, or in the case where an information
source has limited oral availability (customer, internal or external knowledge source) and many
addressees need to be reached (you can’t tell the same thing 26 times in a row, it’s also not cost
effective). Written also if something is to be communicated over a longer period of time.

The degree of writing depends primarily on the development process, the team size and the
geographical distribution of the people. �

11.9.1 Frozen Specification

The success of agile processes lies mainly in the fact that more emphasis is placed on dialog with
users than on a specification that is approved as early and as completely as possible.

Walking on water and programming to specification are easy – if both are frozen.

Stable requirements from start to finish are an illusion, because software is always something
new – old familiar things would be bought ready-made. �

Often the customers do not know exactly what they want. Only when they see the (almost) finished
product, they are able to form an opinion. And, it often happens that the software will change the
processes of the company, which will, in turn, trigger more changes to the software.

11.10 Impediments

Sometimes there are impediments or obstacles that prevent the team from making progress. When
these occur, it is important to document them, so they can be presented to the customer for
resolution.

Example: The Scrum team is working on an e-commerce system. There are interfaces to SAP (a
leading ERP system), which is maintained by another programming team. SAP is overwhelmed
with the real-time price queries of the new online shop, the answers have to be faster by at least a
factor of ten. But that is entirely the responsibility of the SAP team (which is overloaded at the
moment). Who clears such a difficulty out of the way?

Here, a project lead or the Scrum Master can intervene and explain the importance of the request
to the SAP team and possibly put some pressure on them. Such tasks should not be left to the
development team; the programmers should be protected from such (often politically difficult)
maneuvers.
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11.11 Management Wants Waterfall

As a development team, you act in an agile and iterative manner, yet management/customers want
a fixed end date and a cost ceiling.

If the deadline and costs are fixed, the customer must understand that this requires the functionality
and scope to be flexible. Together with the procedure "first basic functionality, then the other
features" and the 80/20 rule 2, this can work well.

Figure 11.9: Projects in large companies: Linear progress with gates

At each gate, a decision is made as to whether the money for the next phase will be spent. Especially
at gate 1, the proof of concept, it is still relatively cheap to drop out of the project if it has little
chance.

Now, if management strictly imposes these gates (or something similar), then you have little choice.
But it’s not that bad, you can still drive an agile process, you just have to stick to the gates, and
that’s less difficult than you think – see next page.

280% of the functionality can be delivered in 20% of the time, the remaining 20% functions need a disproportionately
large amount of time - a calculation that often works like this, sometimes just rather 70/30
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11.11.1 Agile with Phase Superstructure

It is usually possible for the development team to maintain an agile process, and still satisfy the
management with adherence to the phases or gates.

Figure 11.10: Mapping the gates to an agile process often works well

Keep your process agile, with its own phases and milestones (e.g., End of Elaboration). Often it is
enough to align with the gates in terms of deadlines, not methodology – you stay agile with the
development team, management gets its deliverables at the designated points in time.
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11.12 Scaling up Scrum

There are several approaches to using Scrum in large projects. The only reasonable approach is to
set up several Scrum teams, which you then must coordinate. This requires a certain amount of
advance planning.

Recently the so-called Spotify model got a lot of attention. It organizes the employees of a large
organization into Tribes, Squads, Chapters, Guilds (see e.g. https://www.atlassian.com/agile/agile-
at-scale/spotify).

Another convincing approach is the Scaled Agile Framework, SAFe.

Figure 11.11: http://www.scaledagileframework.com/

SAFe integrates the following techniques and methods: Value Stream with Epics, Release Train,
Program Increments, Kanban, DevOps. SAFe specifies the following roadmap items:

• Epics at the Portfolio Level
• Capabilities at the Large Solution Level
• Features at the Program Level
• Stories at the Team Level

Criticism of SAFe: The approach becomes more and more waterfall – but this happens inevitably, if
you have more teams, more people in the project, then you have to plan (in advance) and coordinate,
without that, it does not work. In such large teams, you can no longer work in a completely agile
way.

You probably remember the two rules:

If you want to distribute work to different team members (especially if the team is still geographically
distributed), then you need to know what the customer wants/needs before you can do the work
distribution.

If you want to distribute work among different team members (especially if the team is still
geographically dispersed), then the architecture must be clear to everyone involved before you can
do the work distribution.



12. Size Matters

This chapter is about software project size and success. Software projects are famous for massive
time and budget overruns, it is almost considered normal to miss targets, not only budget and
delivery date, but also customer satisfaction. It is very clear from data: Bigger projects fail more
often.

12.1 Horror Stories

Failed software projects:

• Lidl (big retailer in Europe) cancelled the ELWIS project (implementation of SAP HANA
for over 3000 stores worldwide) in July 2018 after 7 years and costs of over EUR 500 million
(c’t magazine 17/2018 www.ct.de).

• "Irish Personnel, Payroll and Related Systems (PPARS) was cancelled after it overran its
EUR 8.8 million estimate by EUR 140 million" (The Irish Times 2005).

• Bank Vontobel and PriceWaterhouseCoopers, February 2001, Online Banking Portal y-o-u,
canceled after costs of CHF 180 million (estimated figure, "not over CHF 250 million" was
communicated).

• Project «Insieme», a system for streamlining Swiss federal tax applications. A large Swiss
paper headlined it "The Mother of all IT Scandals in Swiss Administration": a complete
disaster, more than CHF 100 Million write-off, 2012.

This list can be continued endlessly.
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Not only software projects fail grandiosely, conventional large-scale projects can do the same, see
University Hospital Aachen: Construction time 15 instead of 7 years, costs 1050 million instead of
292 million EUR.

Further examples from the ’Brick and mortar’ department:

• Berlin Airport: construction was planned from 2006 to 2011, costs were estimated at 2.4 mia.
EUR (i.e. 2,400 million EUR) in 2008. The opening took place in October 2020 (nine years
late!), the costs amount to approx. 6 mia. EUR (construction time off by a factor of 4, cost
by a factor of 2.5).

• "Boston’s Big Dig Highway construction: estimated to $2.6 billion, finished for $15 bil-
lion, an overrun of 400%" (Associated Press 2003). Halfway through its completion, a
26-ton chunk of the tunnel ceiling came unglued, fell into traffic, and killed someone.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_Dig_ceiling_collapse)

• Elbphilharmonie Hamburg (concert hall): Construction started in 2007, planned to cost EUR
241 million and to be completed by 2010. New estimate in August 2010 ’over EUR 500
million’. Completed in October 2016 for a total of EUR 866 million.

Figure 12.1: Elbphilharmonie Hamburg, planned construction period 2007-2010 and estimated cost
EUR 241 million. Actual: 2007-2016, cost EUR 866 million, i.e. three times the construction time
and 3.6 times the cost.

In the case of the Elbphilharmonie Hamburg, it is no great wonder that they missed their targets by
far: such a complex building with novel façade elements, curved roof and a floating (!), acoustically
insulated, almost spherical concert hall was unique in the world, past experience was definitely
lacking.

However, it was hardly to be expected that the construction of the Berlin BER airport would get so
out of hand; after all, this was not the first construction of a major airport, and reference values
were certainly available.
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12.2 Success Rates of Software Projects

Because failure stories were so common (and still are), the Standish Group set out in the early
1990s to survey the success of completed software projects. From these surveys of hundreds of
companies, Standish Group published the first CHAOS Report in 1994, which was followed by
further reports every two years.

Figure 12.2: Standish Group CHAOS reports 1994 to 2009 (original graphic from McConnell’s
book "Software Estimation", years 2006 and 2009 added).

Roughly speaking: 30% of software projects were successful, 45% were too late or too expensive
or both, and 25% failed completely.

During the ten-year period 1996 - 2006, the Standish Group report makers thought things were
getting better (you can see a slightly positive trend in the data points for those years). But in 2008,
there was such a significant decline that the makers didn’t trust the numbers, they wanted to believe
in a continued positive trend. They followed up on all the interviews and spent months to verify
the findings. When they realized that the numbers were correct after all, they published the 2008
CHAOS Report, however, it had become 2009 due to the rework.

12.2.1 What Does "too expensive" and "too late" Mean?

"Standish Chaos Report" 1994 , survey of 365 companies, over 8000 programs:

• Average cost overrun +90% (52% of projects with +89% cost overrun).
• Average time overrun +20%
• Only 42% (large companies) to 75% (small companies) achieved the originally agreed

functionality.
• Successfully delivered software projects in large companies: 9% (overall average 16%).

This data is over 20 years old. Later figures show about 20% improvement.

One of the big criticisms of the CHAOS reports is their definition of success:
"Success means: Actual effort = estimated effort". This means that many projects that were labeled
as unsuccessful were actually successful, but they were estimated incorrectly at the beginning. The
CHAOS reports therefore primarily measure the accuracy of the project estimates. This much is
clear: there are very few companies or project teams that can accurately estimate the effort for a
software project.
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12.3 Size Does Matter

Right from the start, people suspected that success in software projects depends on their size.

Figure 12.3: Study by Capers Jones "Estimating Software Costs" 1998, quoted in Steve McConnell
"Software Estimation" 2006.

The above table shows that success is extremely dependent on size. The figures in the table have
been converted into a colored graph – and for simplicity the terms ’tiny’ to ’extra large’ have been
used for the projects:

Figure 12.4: Project success is strongly dependent on project size.

One sees clearly that the success up to the ’medium’ size is still to some extent calculable (green +
blue clearly over 50%). Above that medium size, the probability of successfully completing the
software project drops to 30% and even lower.

The size ’small’ corresponds to an effort of about 25 person-months/CHF 200,000 (for example
a team of five people for five months), the size ’medium’ corresponds to an effort of about 250
person-months/CHF 2 million (two years with a team of eight developers plus two positions for
project management and product ownership). The really big projects (’large’ and ’extra large’)
have virtually no chance of successful completion.
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12.3.1 Size-Dependent Success

The figures from the 2012 Standish Chaos Database show the same picture: smaller software
projects have a much better chance of success than large projects.

Figure 12.5: Success comparison ’small vs. large’ according to the Standish Chaos Database 2012,
published in https://www.versionone.com/assets/img/files/CHAOSManifesto2013.pdf
The figures were commented in the publication as follows: "Small projects are defined as projects
with less than $1 million in labor content and large projects are considered projects with more than
$10 million in labor content".

The two pie charts show that somewhere in the middle between 1 million and 10 million the chances
of success tilt drastically into the negative. With less than 1 million project effort one is well on the
safe side, with more than 10 million failure is practically preprogrammed.

For comparison: In the previous figure 12.4 (the five columns, which are not based on the same
data) the size ’medium’ corresponds to approx. CHF 2 million total expenditure. The size ’large’
in the diagram corresponds to approx. CHF 20 million. So if one combines the groups ’tiny’ and
’small’ in the figures from Capers Jones 1998 (and also ’large’ and ’extralarge’) then they make the
same statement as the figures from the CHAOS Report 2012:

For really large software projects, the success rate drops toward zero. �
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12.4 Hooray, I Can Build a House!

Imagine you wanted to build a shelter for the lawn mower in your backyard on a Saturday after-
noon.

You go into the garden with wood, a saw, a ham-
mer and nails, and with a little bit of tinkering,
you will build this shelter in a couple of hours.

Is it possible to build a bigger house
with the same material (wood), the
same tools (saw, hammer, and nails)
and the same methodology (visual
judgment, eyeballing)?

Does it simply require more people
working on the site? More lumber?
More hammers? Does it scale that eas-
ily? No.

12.5 Projects Do Not Simply Scale Up

With construction projects of varying sizes, it is clear to everyone that the challenges are size-
dependent. Not only do more people, more time, more materials need to be available, but also:

³ larger tools, different material
³ different methods
³ more planning, coordination, and communication

Figure 12.6: Construction projects at different scales: tiny – medium – large

A small cabin can be built in an afternoon with wood, a saw, a hammer, and nails. But if you try to
build a hospital skyscraper with this experience, material, and the same tools, you will fail grandly,
even if you can get 1000 people to work on it. On a larger construction site, you use different
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material, e.g. concrete, steel, aluminum – and no longer just wood as with the simple hut. Likewise,
you need bigger tools, such as a crane and trucks. Construction projects scale poorly, as do software
projects.

Figure 12.7: On a large construction site, the tools are bigger: not just a shovel and a cart.

In construction, as in software development, scaling up is not easy. Scaling down, i.e. using the
big tools and methods for smaller tasks is easy – maybe not always cost-efficient, but certainly
faster.

Downscaling always works better than upscaling. �

That is, if you have access to and can master the big tools, then a small project will go much faster
than with the small tools. The reverse is not true: scaling up is not as easy; what may have proven
successful on a small scale, often does not work on large projects.

12.6 Magnitudes of Software Sizes

20 LOC First programming experiments with e.g. Fibonacci numbers
4,000 LOC average student semester project at HSR

40,000 LOC average iPhone App
100,000 LOC Online shop; warehouse management/warehouse logistics

1,000,000 LOC Firefox, GIMP (2015)
10,000,000 LOC Linux 4.2, of which 60% in device drivers alone
45,000,000 LOC Microsoft Office 2013
85,000,000 LOC Mac OS X 10.4

100,000,000 LOC ’average modern high-end car’

(Figures mostly from: https://informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/million-lines-of-code)
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Figure 12.8: A non-fiction book with about 10,000 lines of content, some with formulas

Consider programming code like text in a book: 10,000 lines of code roughly correspond to the
non-fiction book in the figure above (300 pages with about 35 lines each), sometimes it is simple
text, sometimes more difficult to read with formulas. And now imagine trying to understand
10,000 lines of code like 10,000 lines of text, where every single line (if badly programmed)
might depend on every other line. So you would have to keep all 10,000 lines in mind when
programming. This is not possible without abstraction, i.e. with a meaningful subdivision into
subsystems (chapters, topics), which you learn to understand one after the other, in order to relate
them to their defined responsibilities afterwards. Without abstraction (subsystems, classes) you are
completely overwhelmed with the code, you’ll miss the ’big picture’, with even only 10,000 lines
of code.

And if you look at the table above, 10,000 lines are small fry. 50 million lines are 5000 books, and
thus a respectable library. You simply can’t capture all that with one brain. The only way out is a
clean structuring by means of subsystems, components, packages, layers and classes.

Figure 12.9: Table of the magnitudes in software projects and some of the associated effects

Also here one sees the quantum jump after the ’medium’ projects: everything up to this size is
manageable with good chances of success. The crucial point is that it is possible for a single good
software architect to oversee a medium-size project alone. The intellectual capacity of people varies
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over a wide range, but it can be said that even the best software architect will be overwhelmed with
the detailed understanding of 1 million lines of code. The humanly reasonable limit for grasping
and mastering a project is probably around 100,000 lines of code.

12.6.1 Communication Effort

Why do larger projects involve so much risk? Probably the most crucial aspect is communication
within the development team. How does the communication effort grow within a team, depending on
its size? For example: What is the communication effort between two people? five people?

Figure 12.10: Communication effort does not grow linearly with group size

In the figure above, the communication effort is symbolized by the square area. The effort is greater
by a factor of 10 in the group of five. Reason: the number of communication channels among the
team increases non-linearly with team size.

The formula for the number of
communication paths is:

n * (n-1) / 2

i.e. O(n2), which means that
the communication effort grows
quadratically with the group size.

Between two persons there is only one communication path. Between five persons there are ten
communication paths. Consequently: the communication effort grows more than linearly with the
group size.
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12.7 Non-linear Factors

Steve McConnell lists in his book "Code Complete 2" some factors in a software project that
increase non-linearly with the size of the project (non-linear here means: quadratic or even
exponential).

"Here’s a list of activities that grow at a more-than-linear rate as project size increases:

O Communication
O Planning
O Management
O Requirements development
O System functional design
O Interface design and specification
O Architecture
O Integration
O Defect removal
O System testing
O Document production"

– Steve McConnell, Code Complete 2, p. 655

12.7.1 Other Negative Size Effects

In almost every project there are frictional losses due to differences

– in vision
– in technical understanding
– in languages (for what percentage is English their native language?)

The geographical distribution of a project team:

– hinders communication
– promotes silo thinking: "I only look after my own backyard" or the ’not invented here’

syndrome

As the geographical distribution grows, the project effort always grows, mainly the communication
and coordination effort. Keep in mind the basic rule of agile that the team ideally sits in one place
(see ’Distance is expensive’ in Section 14.7).

Another side effect of the size of organizations is ’unintentional duplication’. In any large organiza-
tion, similar concepts and similar code may be developed for the same purpose in two different
departments out of ignorance. The same effort is thus duplicated.
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12.8 Small is Beautiful

Figure 12.11: Summary for the Facebook generation ;-)

Keep in mind:

• „Small is beautiful“ : „Keep it small“. If you do not have the size of your project under
control (the "scope", the amount of desired functionality), it will not matter if you have
excellent and highly motivated staff, do the most careful planning, and work with the best
tools and methods. You will most likely not succeed.

• Size in software has a lot to do with complexity. And with it, the difficulties grow. So the
best advice is: keep it simple.

• There are no miracle cures: for years the success rate of software projects has been about
the same. Neither AOP, TDD, MDA, MDD, etc. nor tool X or method Y improve success
significantly (exception: OOx, i.e. object-oriented analysis and programming).

Please observe the following rules of thumb as already listed in chapter 6 ’Incremental Deliv-
ery’:

Do not take on a software project that takes longer than nine months.
Do not start a software project that will cost more than a million.
Do not plan for a team larger than 10 people. �

The only workaround: A project that is too large must be split up, and executed and delivered in
separate parts.



13. Effort Estimates

Effort and size estimates are a lot more difficult in software projects than in conventional projects
without much software.

– In softwre plenty of new things are always desired and implemented (otherwise you could
just copy some existing software); projects are often at the limit of what is feasible today
(’bleeding edge’); experience with comparable, similar projects is missing.

– Software projects are inherently highly complex, comparable to a modern airplane or a
complex construction project (oil refinery, large hospital).

– Naivety on the part of project managers is usually coupled with a lot of optimism "we’ll
get it done" (where does this manager get the confidence that we are so much better than
average?) and encouragement/perseverance slogans "go the extra mile". You can of course
work overtime, but that doesn’t help, because to get ahead faster in software development
you don’t have to work longer, you have to work smarter.

– Software is invisible (see also chapter 14 ’The Project Lead is Blind?!’ in this book). On a
brick-and-mortar construction site you can walk around and see: "Oh, there’s no door to the
garage" or "That siding is crap, cheap material". In a software project missing things or a
lack of quality are often not at all obvious.

It is clear that software projects face a set of challenges that ordinary, non-software projects, do not
have.

13.1 Why Do We Always Get It Wrong When Estimating?

Factor number 1: The most important reason for getting it wrong is that we do not have enough
practice in estimating.

Figure 13.1: Process within a project with effort estimation and time tracking
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In any project, you should first (briefly) make a plan with an overall estimate. Throughout the
project, write down the actual hours spent. And as the project progresses, you should improve the
estimates for the individual parts. At the end, make a target/actual comparison so that you can learn
from the deviations for the future.

Do the game ’estimate – write down – target/actual comparison’ in three or four projects one after
the other and your estimates will improve considerably.

Estimation is a matter of experience. �

13.1.1 Programmers Think Only About Programming

Figure 13.2: Typical distribution of activity types in a software project

Pure programming (yellow slice) accounted for only 40% in the above example. Of course, there
are large fluctuations for this kind of figures, but it is certain that there are a lot of other things to do
besides programming.

Factor number 2: We forget that pure programming accounts for less than half of the effort. Even
the more non-technical activities that don’t directly contribute to progress – project and coordination
meetings, customer presentations, onboarding new staff, requirements reviews – can eat up a good
quarter of the time.

Programmers only think about programming when estimating. Most of the time, they don’t even
think about testing or reviews. So double the estimates of a naïve programmer.
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13.1.2 General Sources of Error in Estimation

The following factors contribute significantly to the fact that we repeatedly underestimate the effort
in software projects:

• Political requirements dominate, and are rarely realistic
• Too much optimism
• Lack of experience, because every system has completely new parts/aspects
• In a large team there are more schedule collisions and absences, the processes are more

complicated, everything takes longer
• Lack of diligence, lack of quality (quick & dirty stays), also due to lack of social control.
• Complexity and unexpected side effects destroy the plans

Good judgement comes from experience,
Experience comes from bad judgement.

– Jim Horning �

13.2 Effort: the Three Most Important Factors

The effort in a software project is mainly determined by:

• Size (functionality)
• Type of software (and thus complexity)
• Quality of the coworkers

To make matters worse, there is a non-linear relationship between the size and the effort required
for a software project: the effort increases disproportionately to the size (for the main reason: see
the number of communication channels in Figure 12.10).

13.2.1 Influencing Factors According to ISBSG

A similar assessment of the cost factors comes from a different corner: the International Software
Benchmarking Standards Group (ISBSG) lists the following factors as the most important cost
drivers for software projects:

1. project size
2. size of customer base (how many installations)
3. stability of requirements
4. cooperation with customer (customer in team)
5. team fitness/quality
6. complexity of system (real-time, distributed, multi-platform, edge of technology)
7. security and safety requirements (banking, medical)

Source: ISBSG, "Practical Project Estimation", International Software Benchmarking Standards
Group, 2005, ISBSG.org
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13.3 Top-Down Estimation

Top-down estimates use very few global parameters and a few formulas and assumptions. Typically,
top-down techniques are used at the beginning of a project. Later in the project, one can estimate
using more detailed bottom-up techniques.

The example we will use for top-down estimates comes from the construction sector. What does it
cost to build these two apartment buildings?

13.3.1 Top-Down Estimation According to SIA

SIA: Association of Swiss Engineers and Architects.

Cost per cubic meter (m3) of interior space for multi-family
houses, medium finishing standard, on flat land: 480 CHF;
for single-family houses: 580 CHF
(figures from 2002; 1m3 = about 35 cubic feet)

After 0.5% of the total construction cost, an architect can
give an estimate that guarantees the cost to within 15%.

"Standard: Normpositionen-Katalog der Schweizer Bauwirtschaft, Elementkosten-Gliederung der
Schweizerischen Zentralstelle für Baurationalisierung, SIA Ordnungen 102 und 103: Leistungen
und Honorare der Architekten bzw. Bauingenieure." which roughly says "Catalogue of Norms for
the Swiss Architects’ and Construction Engineers’ Society"

13.3.2 Simple „top down“ Calculation

With the figures from the SIA and the following assumptions, we can make a rough calculation for
the costs of the two apartment buildings:

• per floor 2 apartments à 100m2 = 400 m2 floor space
• 4 floors (incl. basement) of 2.5m height each = 10m total height
• => 4000 m3 building volume

Simple calculation:
4000 m3 * CHF 480 (as of 2002) = 1,920,000 CHF
with the inflation since 2002 that sums up to about 2.5 million CHF.

A simple rough calculation with a single parameter (m3) provides a sufficiently accurate estimate
for the beginning, as said, if carefully done, with an accuracy of 15% on the final result.
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13.4 Algorithmic Models

One of the best known top-down models for cost estimation in software projects is the old COCOMO
(Constructive Cost Model) by Barry W. Boehm, see his book "Software Engineering Economics".
The main parameter in this model is the ’Project Size’ in KDSI (= K Delivered Source Instructions,
i.e. 1000 lines of code, same as K LOC).

Person-Months PM = 3.2 * KDSI1.05

Development time = 2.5 * PM0.38

In addition, there are influencing factors as parameters, e.g.:

• Complexity of the subject/algorithms
• Real-time requirements
• Level of the team and experience with similar projects
• Time pressure (short schedule)
• ...

The next figure shows the list of influencing factors in COCOMO. Note that there is a rating of
factors which depends on different project criteria.

Figure 13.3: Factors in COCOMO, image from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/COCOMO

The procedure for estimations with an algorithmic model is as follows

1. take a model (COCOMO, SLIM-Estimate, www.construx.com/estimate, ...)
2. run the estimation with the given settings.
3. after project end: compare estimated with actual effort.
4. calibrate model (adjust parameters).
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All methods and models that rely on Lines of Code as the basis for estimates are criticized because
they take a measure of the final product as the basis. Yet one wants to make a reasonable estimate
at the beginning of a project. How do you know at the beginning of a project how many lines of
code you will produce?

13.5 Function Points

The function point method avoids the ’lines of code’ argument by counting things other than lines
of code that are easier to estimate at the beginning of a project.

• External inputs (data entry screens)
• External interface files (file-based inputs or outputs, in the case of XML or JSON, each data

object type would count as a separate interface file)
• External outputs (reports)
• External queries (message or external function)
• Logical internal tables (tables in the database assuming 3rd Normal Form)

The calculated numbers are weighted as follows:

External inputs 4
External interface files 7
External outputs 5
External queries 4
Logical internal tables 10

Example: System with 25 input masks, 5 interface files, 15 reports, 10 external queries, 20 database
tables:

25*4 + 5*7 + 15*5 + 10*4 + 20*10 = 450 Function Points

With this number of Function Points you can look up the formulas and tables (for an e-commerce
system): The projected effort is 82 person-months.

For more information about counting and evaluation see: http://www.ifpug.org/.

13.5.1 Calculate Function Points

Number of instructions in the programming language per Function Point:

Language Minimum Mid Max
C 60 128 170
C++ 40 55 140
C# 40 55 80
Java 40 55 80
Second Gen (FORTRAN, Cobol) 65 107 160
Third Gen (FOR 90, Ada 83) 45 80 125

– Sources: Jones 1998, Boehm 2000, Stutzke 2005; as compiled in McConnell "Software Estimation"
2006

With these numbers we can back-calculate the above example (25 input masks, 5 interface files,
15 reports, 10 external queries, 20 database tables = 450 FP) in two ways and try to determine the
LOC.
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1st calculation: 450 FP x 60 (from above table) = 27,000 LOC
2nd calculation: 82 person-months x 400 LOC per person & month = 32,800 LOC

The "400 LOC per person & month" figure is justified later, see Section 13.11.4. It can be seen that
the two calculations take different paths to arrive at pretty much the same goal, even though the
underlying assumptions come from quite different sources. So the order of magnitude of 30,000
LOC may well be correct.

13.6 Countables and Proxies

Here is some advice from Steve McConnell in his book "Software Estimation".

13.6.1 Count, Compute, Judge

Trying to estimate size or features:

• Find something to count that’s highly correlated with the size of the software.
– early in the project: marketing requirements, use cases, features, story cards, function

points.
– in the middle of the project: engineering requirements, change requests, Web pages,

reports, dialog boxes, screens, database tables, etc.
– later in the project: code, defect reports, classes, tasks, test cases, etc.

• Find something to count that’s available sooner rather than later in the development cycle.
• Find something to count that will produce a statistically significant average. You will need

something that gives you at least 20 data points.
• Find something you can count with minimal effort.

If you can’t directly count your target quantity, try to find a quantity which is closely related to your
target quantity. Use conversion factors.

Example: Standard components

Standard Component LOC per Component
Dynamic Web pages 487
Static Web pages 58
Database tables 2437
Reports 288
Business rules 8327

– Source for the section of text above: McConnell "Software Estimation" 2006

13.6.2 Calibration and Historical Data

Collect historical data that allows you to compute estimates from counts. Using historical data
allows you to calibrate your estimates. Examples:

• Our developers average X lines of code per staff month.
• A 3-person team can deliver X stories per calendar month.
• Our team is averaging X staff hours per use case to create the use case, and Y hours per

use case to construct and deliver the use case.
• Our testers create test cases at a rate of X hours per test case.
• In our environment, we average X lines of code per function point in C# and Y lines of code

per function point in Python.
• On this project so far, defect correction work has averaged X hours per defect.

– Source for the list above: McConnell "Software Estimation" 2006
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Actually, it doesn’t matter what you estimate and how you weight it: Screens in an Android app,
classes in the domain model, number of use cases. The main thing is that the metrics determined
are relevant to the project. The important thing is to take entities that can be easily counted and
determined early on, so that the estimates can be made continuously and automatically. Then you
can run the model with its parameters and weightings frequently and tune it to your own needs.
Only with the calibration (target/actual comparison at the end of each software project) does such a
model become valuable.

By the way: this is about project metrics, in contrast to product metrics, which got their own chapter
in this book (number 17 Metrics).

13.7 Bottom-Up Estimates

You need:

• All requirements
• A (preliminary) design (architecture, design, tools).

Then make a list of the work packages (Work Breakdown Structure). It consists of the list of
all software development work (coding, UI design, data design, ...), and of all non-programming
work (testing, documenting, meetings, setting up tools, meetings with customers, prototyping,
performance evaluations, setting up a test database...).

Once the list of work packages is reasonably complete, you can estimate the effort required for
each element. Estimates should range from half a day to three days per work package. If a package
is estimated to be larger: break it up and estimate the parts again.

A project planning tool with Gantt Chart, for example MS Project (see picture below), contains the
list of work packages in the left column. In agile projects, the right side, the Gantt chart can be
ignored.

In traditional project management
tools, the work packages with the
effort estimates are arranged (in blue
on the right) on a timeline. Including
dependencies and ’who-does-what’.

We are only interested in the list of
work packages on the left (framed in
red): list the work items as completely
as possible, estimate their effort, add
them up (that’s why this is called a
bottom-up methodology)

13.8 What is Often Forgotten...

When estimating at the beginning of the project, one focuses mainly on the functionality, on the
features that one wants to implement. In the process, secondary activities are often forgotten.

• Creation of test data
• Participation in reviews
• Coordination with (sub-) suppliers
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• Analysis and maintenance work on pre-existing systems
• Performance analysis and improvements
• Learning new development tools
• Administrative work related to bug tracking
• Coordination with testers (for developers)
• Migration of data from the old system
• Answering questions from quality assurance
• Providing information for the user manual and help texts

The following scenarios are particularly difficult to estimate:

E Data quality, data cleansing, data migration: work on this topic should never be offered at a
fixed price, or then only after careful evaluation.

E The exact functionality in a legacy system to be replaced is often unknown, hidden, strangely
implemented and poorly understood. But the customer often wants exactly what was in the
legacy system again plus some new features.

E Troubleshooting in distributed systems with parallel processes and multi-threaded programs
is extremely difficult. That’s why such projects are more risky: plan for more reserve time.

13.8.1 Unproductive Time

The effective time to do productive project work is never 100% (never 40 productive hours per
week, never 260 working days per year). If you calculate in days and months, then "The month has
15 working days" is a good assumption, if you calculate in hours, then you should remember "The
day has 6 hours" (or better yet "The day has 5.5 hours"). Then you have priced in the unproductive
hours.

Figure 13.4: Total project times productive and unproductive

Programming in the broader sense (coding, testing, architecture) accounts for less than 50% of
the total project effort in this view (see also the diagram in Section 13.1.1). Do you remember
the sentence "Programmers think only of programming when estimating"? Because of this and
according to the figure above, the following advice is not so far-fetched: Double the estimates of a
naive programmer.

It helps a lot if you can fall back on an old project in which you have carefully kept all work packages
in the backlog, with the estimates and the actual effort used. Then you can draw comparisons and
extrapolate with similarities.
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Figure 13.5: Redmine, a project management tool focusing on tickets in the agile backlog

With a tool like JIRA or Redmine, you have a valuable experience in the backlog of work packages,
so you can estimate the effort of future projects much better.

13.9 Psychology of Negotiations

When estimating a software project, two worlds collide: the optimistic management, which wants
the new software so fast and cheap, and the techies, who only have programming on their minds.
McConnell describes the implications of negotiating the price of a software project thus:

"Technical staff tend to be introverts. About three-quarters of technical staff are introverts, com-
pared with about one-third of the general population.
Managers, on the other hand, are trained negotiators, and are often at least ten years older and
higher placed in the organization.
No wonder that technical staff look forward to software estimate negotiations about as much as
they look forward to getting their wisdom teeth removed without anesthesia.

You can negotiate the commitment, but don’t negotiate the estimate."

– McConnell "Software Estimation" 2006

13.10 Top-down vs. Bottom-up

Figure 13.6: Top-down estimates at the beginning, bottom-up estimates afterwards

At the beginning of the project, in the inception/elaboration phase, top-down estimates are made.
Typically, these estimates are off by up to a factor of four. In the second half of the Elaboration
phase, you can start to estimate bottom-up. For this purpose, the list of work packages in the backlog
is used. In the best case, you will achieve an accuracy of +/- 20% at the end of the elaboration
compared to the final result.
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After the Elaboration phase, one takes the accumulated costs plus the estimates of the remaining
effort using the bottom-up method. It may be that individual parts still need to be estimated
top-down, because one has less precise information about them.

At the end of the software project, one will archive the data, make a target/actual comparison and
calibrate the parameters for the model used.

13.11 Definition: „Lines of Code“

This is about the number of lines of code as a ’metric in context’, i.e. what you can do with this
number. In the chapter on metrics (Section 17.9), the definition of ’Lines of Code’ LOC is given
and it is shown how the number is arrived at and what should be considered when counting.

The definitions of LOC and DLOC are repeated here for the sake of readability:

• Number of lines of code written by the developer, excluding test code, excluding prototypes
(hence sometimes called DLOC: Delivered Lines of Code).

• Counted as "all lines minus comment lines minus blank lines".
• Documented, well tested and reviewed code, high quality
• (Unit) test code reported separately

13.11.1 Programmers’ Productivity

Per programmer per month, approximately the following numbers can be expected:

O 80-150 LOC for difficult real-time projects (number from IBM, Space Shuttle)
V 200-600 LOC on average with a good, not too large team
O up to about 1000 LOC only with small top teams
- over 1500 LOC is untrustworthy (botched, miscounted, lots of copy/paste, generated)

When measuring the LOC per person and month, one takes the performance of the whole develop-
ment team, including requirements, technical lead, graphic designer, tester over the whole project
duration, from kickoff to acceptance. As defined: ’delivered lines of code’, i.e. without test code,
high quality, ’minimalistic design’, no copy/paste, carefully tested and documented.

The ability to produce many lines of high quality code varies wildly: top programmers can be up to
four times faster than average, and are often up to 20 times faster than weak programmers.

It is worth looking again at the table of software sizes (12.6 – The table goes up to 100 million
LOC) to see these productivity numbers in context.

13.11.2 LOC/Month from Other Sources

The following is a listing of "number of lines of code per programmer" data. For simplicity, all
figures have been converted to LOC per person per month (the converted figures at the end of each
section in bold).

o Book by Ludewig, Lichter "Software Engineering": 16 DLOC/day => 240 DLOC/month

o Courses by Steve McConnell’s company: small projects (10K) 12-130 DLOC/day, large
(1M) 3-56 DLOC/day (cited from: Putnam Meyers 1997, Cusumano 2003) => 45-1800
DLOC/Monat
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o Book "Software Engineering Economics", by Barry W. Boehm (for a short summary see:
wikipedia.org COCOMO): nominal small projects (10K): 3200 DLOC per staff year, large
projects (1M) 2000 DLOC/SY
This corresponds to about 270 and 170 DLOC/month.

o http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Source_lines_of_code
"David A. Wheeler studied the Red Hat distribution of the GNU/Linux operating system,
and reported that Red Hat Linux version 7.1 (released April 2001) contained over 30 million
physical SLOC. He also extrapolated that, had it been developed by conventional proprietary
means, it would have required about 8,000 person-years of development effort and would
have cost over $1 billion (in year 2000 U.S. dollars)."
This translates to 312 LOC/month.

o http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_engineering_economics
"Commercial developers typically write 12,000 lines of code per year [citation needed].
Government developers typically write 1,500 lines of code per year [citation needed]."
This results in between 120 and 1000 LOC/month per programmer..

It can be seen that these numbers range from 100 to 1000 LOC/month per person - with one single
outlier.

13.11.3 Type of Software and Productivity

Various sources – including my own experience – show that productivity in a software project
depends very much on the type of software: a simple web application with a proven framework is
much smoother to program than, for example, software for real-time recognition of traffic signs
under all weather conditions and in all countries.

McConnell and Boehm cite orders of magnitude of influencing factors: in Boehm’s COCOMO
model, the complexity of the software has an influence of about a factor of 4 (factors ’product
complexity’ and ’required reliability’ taken together); in McConnell’s model, the productivity
figures vary depending on complexity from 40 to 800 lines of code per person and month (for a
medium project size), i.e. by a factor of 20.

Note: a maximum of about 1500 DLOC/month (=100 DLOC/day) is reasonable, higher values are
certainly unbelievable. You can see in the table that practically all figures are smaller than 1000
LOC/month – except for very small projects in the optimal case.

13.11.4 Time Horizon: One Year

Programming is always a marathon, not a 100m sprint.

Therefore, even if you have produced a lot of code once in a short period of time, it does not mean
that you will be able to keep up this pace for the whole year. And that matters.

The normal productivity of software developers is
100 – 1000 delivered lines of code per person per month. �

Recommendation: if you have no other empirical values, then assume 400 DLOC per month per
developer (if it’s a big project, then this may be optimistic).
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13.12 Example for Rough Estimation

On one project I worked on in the insurance sector, the running software, installed at dozens of
customers, more and more problems appeared during maintenance and feature enhancements: the
causes for reported bugs were not found or not fixed properly (the system had grown too much,
nobody had the overview anymore), the compilation of a release build took more than a week,
mainly because of merge conflicts, customers were dissatisfied because bugs were fixed only with
much delay and new features appeared only rarely.

To get to the root of the problems, the software was analyzed by an external consultant. The
conclusion was "The software is hardly visibly structured anymore, obviously ’organically grown’
for too long, the source files are much too large and too complex, the build system is set up
incorrectly. A major refactoring of the architecture and code is needed."

Instead of doing a lengthy architecture rebuild, management also looked at the possibility of a
complete rebuild. Management asked developers: what would a complete rebuild of the software
cost? Technology may be chosen freely, programming team(s) could be assembled.

What is the best thing to do in this situation?
1. You say "A good estimate takes time. I’ll get you an answer in two days. OK?"
2. You do an estimate. In two days. But how?

13.12.1 The Rough Calculation

Today, the software consists of a total of 90,000 lines of code (this number could be easily
determined).

Assumptions:

• Rewrite 90,000 lines of code (LOC), partly less LOC because better programmed and better
language, partly more LOC because new functions are required.

• Team performance: 400 LOC/person-month (PM); 1 PM costs 15,000
• Spelled out: e.g. 20 pers, 11 months = 1 year with large team
• Approximate calculation: 90,000 LOC / 400 = 220 PM = 3.3 million CHF
• Hidden features well known because long-time employees are in the team.

If one would translate these numbers directly into a project plan, then two of the three basic rules
would be violated (max. 1 million, max. 10 people, max. 9 month), because the costs are over
1 million and the group size is over ten. What can be suggested now as a reasonable course of
action?

13.12.2 Possible Approaches

Take the best ten programmers. Then divide the project by customer domain: Four parts can be
identified, so about 4 * 6 months (with three it would also have worked, then 3 * 8 months). With
this, one arrives at reasonable boundary conditions.

Communication for the management:

• It costs a total of about 3.5 million CHF, total two years
• A team of about ten people will be working on it (in one place)
• There are four sub-projects, which are delivered every six months: 1. core functions plus real

estate insurance, 2. vehicle insurance + household contents, 3. remaining property insurance,
4. life insurance
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13.12.3 Why Not Do it in One Year?

To finish in one year would mean 20 developers in two teams. Minimum.

Arguments for management not to do it in a year:

• Twice as many developers are twice as hard to recruit. Plus a second capable software
architect plus a second PL.

• Outsourcing costs at least 40% more in terms of effort (geographical distribution, language
barriers), i.e. two teams are not enough.

• Coordinating two teams costs +20% effort, so it does take longer than 1 year, or you need 25
people, and then we are back to three teams, with even more coordination effort.

Of course, you can work in parallel teams, but then it becomes more expensive, communication
effort dominates, and the chances of success decrease significantly.

13.13 Industry Average

Estimation and calibration data for effort in a software project can be:

• Industry average (e.g., the 400 LOC/month/person mentioned above).
• Historical data of your company (if data was ever collected).
• Ongoing data of the project (the most accurate available, if it’s collected).

The above three items show the data sources in ascending order of accuracy and relevance: the
best is the data you collect in the current project, second best is data from past projects in that
organization, and least significant for your (new) project is industry average data.

According to a study by Boeing ("Improvement of Estimation in Boeing Company" - cited in
McConnell "Software Estimation" 2006), there was a clear correlation between the CMM maturity
level1 of a company, and its ability to estimate effort. From CMM level 3 on, the estimates matched
the actual achieved values really well.

In other words, those with a good grip on the software development process also deliver good cost
estimates.

13.13.1 Collecting Key Figures

Having the development process under control means, among other things, collecting data about
the software and the process ("how big is the software, how many developers, how long worked on
what..."). If you have never collected project and software metrics, then you are unlikely to be able
to make accurate estimates about the cost and progress of a software project.

If you don’t have historical data on your company, then that’s an indication that your estimating
is, at best, average. �

In other words, if you do not have any empirical data in your company to estimate, then you should
take averages, or even more pessimistic ones (because a company that has not collected any data is
probably not yet at a high maturity level, but only at the beginning).

1CMM is Carnegie Mellon University’s Capability Maturity Model, a system for assessing the maturity of software
processes (later renamed CMMI for ’integration’).
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13.14 Progress Metrics

Managers always ask: What percentage are we done at? When will we be completely done?

. . . because for the last four months it’s been "we’re 95% done".

We never find a linear relationship between what we measure or count and project progress – a fact
that overwhelms most managers, because managers often can’t do anything with an exponential
progression, let alone a sigmoid curve.

13.14.1 Optimistic View

Blue: current curve of completion (e.g. percentage User Stories completed), red: extrapola-
tion

At time ta things are going very well, you are optimistic "we will be done soon!". You extrapolate
the time tb at which you will be finished.

13.14.2 Typical Completion Curve: Sigmoid

In fact, however, it takes five times longer (until tc), because cleaning up the "last little leftovers"
costs disproportionately much (mainly due to the 80/20 rule)

13.14.3 Why a Sigmoid Curve?

Reasons for the slow finish:
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• Difficult things are (unconsciously) postponed, or not estimated accurately enough, the
surprises come later. Things that were thought to be easy turn out to be more difficult.

• Implemented functions work, but cause problems elsewhere.
• Customer sees the software working, and then comes up with corrections and changes.

Deployed software (even on a trial basis) changes business processes and thus requirements.
• Refactoring improves the code without more functionality being visible: the customer does

not see the progress.
• Improvements to non-functional requrements, such as scalability or security cost a lot of

work, but do not lead to more visible functionality.

13.14.4 Linear Extrapolation: also Too Optimistic

Even a linear extrapolation based on the percentage of completion (green), not on the current speed
of progress (red, first derivative), is still too optimistic: about 70% too low.

Most engineers understand non-linearities; most managers think linearly.



14. The Project Lead is Blind?!

In every major project, there are people who are ultimately responsible for its success. On software
projects it is the project management (with Scrum the whole development team plus PO), on
construction sites it is foremen, architects, and site managers, depending on the situation.

If someone is responsible for a construction site, then there is the one important, good advice: Go
to the construction site every day

14.1 Go to the Construction Site Every Day

As a project lead, you should go to the construction
site regularly, preferably daily, and look around:
"Management by walking around"

Questions:
- Who is on site?
- Who is doing what?
- What is the quality of what has been built?
- Are all the people optimally deployed?
- Are we using the right tools?
- Are the tools being used correctly?
- How far are we?
- Are there any problems coming our way?
- When will the shell (floor, walls, and roof) be
finished?

By being on the job site every day, you can respond to problems in a timely manner and organize
remedies. In addition, there is the effect that those working on the construction site are motivated to
do their job properly by the presence of a leader, because "presence creates commitment". Anyone
who has built a house knows how important daily attendance is to ensure that everything runs
smoothly.
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14.2 Hypothetical Mission

Imagine that you are responsible for the construction of a commercial building with apartments.
You are the project manager with overall responsibility for the budget (plan: 20 million) and
adherence to the schedule (construction time planned 1 year).

14.2.1 Entry Prohibited

. . . and imagine that you are banned from the construction site.

Yes, that’s right: you are not allowed to enter the construction site. Never. (also no photos, no
videos, no 3D model . . . no visuals for you).

What now?
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14.3 Another Assignment (close to reality)

• A software project of non-trivial size
• A development team of eight people, all experienced programmers
• A project lead, at the same time Product Owner
• One customer
• Development methodology Scrum
• The project lead has some project experience, but does not know how to program.

This is a very typical starting situation. Many software projects are carried out this way. It is
rare to find a person responsible for the project who can program (in the language used in the
project).

14.3.1 See Nothing - Experience Nothing

A project lead who cannot
program cannot go to the
construction site.

He is blind

At every Monday meeting, he
must be told what the con-
struction site looks like.

Drawing Daniel Keller; after Hergé, based on an idea by Felix Schaad www.tagesanzeiger.ch

What is the software construction site? And how do you see, for example, how many people are
currently on the programming site? And whether they are working - or just drinking Red Bull and
checking Instagram? And whether the project is on schedule?

. . . if you as project lead are not allowed on the construction site?

14.3.2 What is Visible on a Software Construction Site?

What you can see V or just not see � on a software construction site if you are not a program-
mer:

� Program code, test code (plus config): How much code is there? Is everyone programming?
Is everything in high quality? all compilers and libraries up-to-date? enough unit tests?

� Code versioning system (git, SVN) "who did what on the code when", so you can see e.g.
who makes the most commits and which code parts (classes, packages) are stable, which
ones are often reworked

� Configuration/XML/script files, localization files
O Build server output (build fails, test coverage, metrics tools). Some of this data is easy to

interpret, some is not.
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V Backlog (JIRA, Redmine or similar tool)
V Graphical designs for user experience (UX): screens, outputs, reports
V Issue/Bug Tracking Tool: How many bugs with what severity? How long does it take to fix a

bug on average?
V Test templates (unit tests, integration & system tests), test protocols: how much automated

testing? how much by hand?
V Architecture documentation (the plan of the house that is being built).

14.4 First Officer on Deck

A project lead who cannot program needs a "first officer" whom he trusts.

Characteristics of this first officer:

• Must be able to program in the languages used.
• Must be proficient in the tools used (version control system, IDE, build and integration

servers, libraries/frameworks).
• Must be able to communicate well with both programmers (technical terminology) and

managers (visualizing, facts & figures) - and be accepted by both.
• Must be present throughout the duration of the project.

14.5 Make the Invisible Visible

Software is opaque to non-programmers. Actually, only the final product, or the prototypes before
it, are visible. The rest, the actual software, the program code is invisible.

How can you communicate important facts to management? It is the art of project management
to make the invisible visible. What can be made visible, and who is the target audience? Three
perspectives:

• For the customer and management: where are we? Any problems?
• For the developers: what to do next? What is the target architecture? Any problems?
• For the IT infrastructure managers: Is everything running smoothly?

Useful diagrams for visualization:

• Context diagram - very high-level view of the system and its environment (see 28.3.1)
• Domain model - size, partitioning, progress (see chapter 4)
• State Diagram - for important entities as basis for workflows (e.g. contract) (see 5.4.2);

hardware-related systems (e.g. ticket machine in parking garage)
• Sequence diagram - for complex system interactions, e.g. for elaborate initialization (see ??)
• Package/Layer diagram - software architecture core view (see 25.5 and following)
• Deployment diagram - how the software is distributed to the hardware (see 19.5 ff.)
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14.5.1 Dashboards

The non-programming project lead cannot interpret much of the information available. Some
information can be made visible with dashboards. But that is still flying blind, just flying blind with
a few instruments - better than nothing.

Figure 14.1: Sonarqube screen shot: HSR Engineering-Projekt 2016 ’meditab’

14.5.2 Trends are Better than Absolute Values

Difficult number to interpret: "This week we handled 23 customer request tickets (bugs or enhance-
ments)". Is that good or bad? Is that normal?

A graph with average and trend is much easier to understand than an isolated value or a table of
values. In addition, the trend shows whether we are moving in the right direction.
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Numbers suitable for visualization in a graph with trend:

• Number of open bugs
• Average resolution time of bugs (until solved, tested, and deployed)
• Completed user stories
• Completed customer requests tickets
• Number of build breaks per sprint
• Sprint Speed (Velocity)

14.5.3 No Visible Trend: also a Statement

Figure 14.2: Screenshot (detail) of a dashboard with the strongly fluctuating Scrum Speed (Velocity).
The very irregular velocity indicates that something in the development is not running smoothly.

In every project the number of completed user stories fluctuates; that’s normal, but the fluctuations
should stay within a certain range. Even in well-coordinated teams, the values can fluctuate by
plus/minus 30%. In the above graphic, however, the fluctuations are so extreme that one should
investigate to determine the causes.

In the project in question, the velocity (aka. sprint speed, number of story points per sprint) of
the team was so irregular because the team had to fix a lot of high-priority bugs in the delivered
software. And fixing bugs is work that doesn’t count toward Sprint Speed. The second explanation
was that the process stopped working because the Product Owner’s role was incorrectly defined.
Third factor were bad choices made when hiring new members for the development team, which
led to misunderstandings and tensions – perhaps even the main cause of the increased incidence of
bugs.
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14.5.4 Progress Visualization with Mobile Screens

Suppose we are developing a mobile app with a total of 21 screens. The screen designs are ready,
and the development team is working.

Figure 14.3: Visualization of progress using mobile screens

Here we can easily visualize the progress based on the completion of the screens (including
functionality behind them): The number of completed and unfinished screens is very easy to
understand, this is also easy to communicate.

14.5.5 Hierarchy: Epics – Stories – Tasks

Figure 14.4: Two-level story map with use cases as epics and the assigned user stories below them.

If you have a hierarchy of work packages and their superordinate topics, then you can also make
progress visible quite easily.
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Figure 14.5: In the upper left corner, a story map with three hierarchy levels. The top two levels
(highlighted in light yellow) are marked in the progress diagram with a completed check mark and
a percentage to visualize the current status.
Story Map: http://winnipegagilist.blogspot.ch/2012/03/how-to-create-user-story-map.html

Story maps can be presented to management, showing the completed stories checked off in green,
and the percentage remaining of the tasks in each Epic.

14.5.6 Burn-Down Chart

These charts are available as Sprint Burn-Down Chart (see figure below) and as Product Burn-Down
Chart for the whole project.

Figure 14.6: Burn-Down Chart for a Sprint in a Scrum Project

The chart above shows how the number of open Story Points decreases during a Sprint (the Story
Points ’burn down’ like a candle). At the end of the sprint there was one user story with 3 story
points still open - to be taken up again in the next sprint.

The Sprint lasted two weeks and went from Tuesday to Tuesday. At the beginning a Sprint Speed
(Velocity) of 38 was assumed, at the end a Sprint Speed of 35 Story Points/Sprint resulted.
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14.5.7 Progress: Assessing Satisfaction

If – as shown in Section 6.5 of the chapter Incremental Delivery – a project is divided and prioritized
according to roles, then progress can be visualized for the ’happyness’ of the roles. Let’s assume
we define four levels of satisfaction for the roles: "zero, I got nothing", "basic, I can do my work,
but I am not happy yet", "silver, happy, with a few wishes left", and "gold, super!"

The four levels "Zero, Basic, Silver, Gold" symbolize the satisfaction of the people in the different
roles. This is not a proper quantification, but it is sufficient for goal setting (prioritization of work
packages), and also as a rough classification of progress.

14.6 Software is Communication-intensive

A lonely programming genius can be successful if he programs alone, even if he is autistically
inclined. If one has however a larger programming task before itself, one must solve it with a
development team. Then it’s no use throwing several autistic programming geniuses together and
giving them the task of solving the problem. It won’t work because team programming is highly
communication-intensive.

In a development team, the three big ’C’s apply: communication, coordination, cooperation.

Coordination is dividing the work among several people and making sure that the pieces fit
together when they are finished. The team should agree on the architecture and the
tools, they divide the work among themselves, they agree on interfaces and they
discuss the responsibilities of the persons as well as the single responsibilities of
the system parts.

Cooperation Within the team, people help each other out, they do pair programming, they learn
from each other, they do reviews together, they solve a tricky problem together,
they hold workshops on new topics and make sure that they achieve the goals of a
sprint together.

Communication is what makes coordination and cooperation possible in the first place. Com-
munication takes place: a) between the customer/PO and the team, and b) within
the team: What are the priorities, which of the upcoming tasks (user stories)
are sufficiently well formulated and estimated in effort. The team has the Daily
Standup Meeting every day, but they also talk to each other unplanned at the coffee
machine.

All the positive aspects of teamwork fall flat if you don’t communicate enough.
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14.6.1 What Promotes Communication

• It is a great advantage to have the team in one place.
• See that as many as possible can communicate in their native language.
• Organize joint lunches, as well as a machine with free coffee and a central water dispenser,

this creates places for informal communication.
• Communicate a lot and regularly (e.g. daily standup meeting). Use Skype, Zoom, WebEx or

similar only if necessary.
• If possible, avoid formal document handovers (e.g. requirements engineer writes specification

and sends it to developer).
• The most important concepts (architecture, data structures, interfaces), must be well visual-

ized so that they can be clearly communicated.

Figure 14.7: Team wall in project A and B

A team wall (or something equivalent on the intranet, e.g., Confluence) contains important informa-
tion for the team.

14.7 Distance is Expensive

It is ideal if the entire development team, including the product owner, works in one place. If this
ideal case does not exist, then you have to expect higher costs. My rule of thumb for surcharges
goes like this:

Ideal: everyone is in one place (co-located team)
100%: Everyone works in the same building, on the same floor
+10%: All work in the same building, but no longer on one floor
+10%: All work in the same neighbourhood, but no longer in the same building
+10%: All work in the same country, but no longer in the same town
+10%: All work in the same time zone, but no longer in the same country
+10%: ... no longer the same time zone, time difference more than 4 hours.

+20%: Not all have the same mother tongue (= language of communication).

P.S. It is understood that the surcharges add up.
P.P.S.: If the employees do not all work for the same company, then add an extra 20% for each
additional company involved.

There is also the psychological aspect of distance: if a remote job site is not supervised, there is a
great risk that the quality of the work will quickly decline. A hired team in another country does not
have the same motivation for high quality and target fulfillment as the team based at the customer’s
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site – with frequent contact to the customer and the PO. After all, the outsourcing team works on a
daily wage. For example, with fixed compensation, it may even be advantageous for the remote
team to do an unnecessarily complicated implementation – that yields more money.

Figure 14.8: Dr. Dobb’s Journal, December 02, 2008, http://www.ddj.com/ „The Distributed Agile
Team - Communication challenges are your greatest risk“, by Scott W. Ambler

The figure above shows the success rate of more or less distributed project teams. The ’Co-
Located’ teams (green bar: teams in one place, not distributed) clearly perform best. ’Far-Located’
projects (red bar), i.e. projects with outsourcing to distant countries, perform worst in terms of
success.

14.8 Handovers are Expensive

In some organizations there are disjoint roles, for example ’Requirements Engineer’, ’Programmer’,
’Tester’ and ’Quality Assurance’. From each role to the next, the work products have to be handed
over in writing. This can be cumbersome and expensive; and it can also be error-prone, due to the
likelihood of ambiguity and unspoken assumptions in the documents.

– If you have to hand over a job to someone else, it costs a considerable amount of effort, and
communication errors are to be expected.

– The effort and error rate is higher the further apart you work.
– The effort and error rate is significantly higher if the handover partners cannot communicate

in their native language.

You can remedy this:

• Don’t split up the roles too much. Hire multi-functional people instead (example ’full stack
developers’).

• Use the principle pilot/copilot for important roles
• Encourage (or mandate) pair programming and reviews, namely code, requirements, and

architecture reviews
• The software architect must be involved early in the project to know the requirements well.
• Local, physical proximity favors information exchange, so create frequent meeting opportu-

nities for all.



15. Diagrams and Documents

Code is not the only product of a software development project. During the project a whole
slew of intermediate results are produced: project plan, use cases, domain model, work packages,
prototypes, test cases, test data, etc. In addition, at the end of a software project not only the desired
software is delivered. The delivery also includes documentation, such as installation and operating
instructions, as well as a user manual.

This chapter makes a summary of all document and diagram types in a software project. It does not
go into details, these can be found in other chapters of this book, e.g. software architecture, domain
modeling, requirements descriptions.

15.1 The More Formal, the Better

The earlier you formalize your documentation, the more time you save later. UML’s formal
diagrams help to capture an issue clearly and unambiguously.

For example, as soon as you start drawing the domain model, questions pop up: you realize when
you don’t know something. If these questions appear (and are answered) early, it is a big time saver.
Imagine you start programming, then you test, and only now, after extensive tests, you realize that
something is wrong. You would be happy to have discovered this earlier.

Semi-formal texts are also a help because they provide a structure that leaves less room for
interpretation: Use Cases, Risk List, Tests. Just words are often not enough.

Diagrams can save a project because, especially as UML diagrams, they describe the facts more
precisely, offer less room for interpretation, and can often show connections that are invisible in a
text document.
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15.2 Diagrams are Communication Tools

Diagrams are there to explain relationships that you cannot see directly in code. Good exam-
ples are a data model (E-R diagram) or a sequence diagram of the startup interactions among
subsystems.

Diagrams are also ideal for visualizing a concept, e.g., to make the assignment of responsibilities
visible (see 25.6).

UML diagrams are primarily communication tools,
not for intermediate design, not for code generation. �

15.2.1 Diagrams Should Have a Normalized Meaning

If you need a diagram just for yourself, then you don’t have to adhere to any conventions (UML),
then you may draw what you want (well, maybe after a few months you will be happy yourself
when the meaning is quickly clear to you again thanks to conventions).

Conversely, if a diagram is used for communication, then it should adhere to a set of universally
valid conventions, otherwise it’s just a bunch of boxes, arrows, and buzzwords that have to be
explained every time. Therefore UML is preferred.

15.2.2 Diagrams Must be Discussed in the Team

You can’t just create a diagram and then send it around by mail "This is the domain model for our
project". That doesn’t work. Diagrams need to be explained. That’s the only way someone can
understand a diagram.

A diagram always has to be discussed in the team and only when everyone has understood it
and the diagram has been improved by this team process, it can be published. Then it might be
understandable even for newcomers without much explanation.

15.2.3 Diagrams Cannot be Arbitrarily Large

Diagrams must be limited in size, otherwise you lose the overview - which you just wanted to
create with a diagram. Diagrams, since they should be communicable, must also be printed out
again and again or shown on the projector/screen. Logical conclusion:

Diagrams must not exceed a certain size, otherwise they are no longer easy to print and show.

Approximate maximum size: printed A3 so that the smallest font is still readable (because A3
printers are reasonably affordable). If the diagram is well readable on A3, then it is also readable
on FullHD projectors or screens (FullHD = 1920 * 1080). In that case the diagram (in A3 portrait
orientation) is completely visible in its width and one must make only two PageDown presses to
see all of the diagram (FullHD = approx. one third A3 high). This is still somewhat reader friendly,
horizontally there is no need to scroll.

This is the same A3 rule as in section 16.4. Look at the giant poster (4 x A0) there.

Diagrams must be communicable.
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15.3 Intermediate Results in Software Projects

The colors and shapes all have a meaning, see legend below.

Assignment criterion of the elements
to a Unified Process (UP) phase is the
time of the first productive use (first
review, first team discussion in the
team, meeting with customer...)

The relative position of the elements
within a quadrant does not play a role.

"Practically always applicable" means:
in more than 80% of the projects, this
intermediate result is very useful.

"Use when needed" means: depending
on the type of project, this intermediate
result can be useful - or not.

Figure 15.1: Legend for diagrams and document parts
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Not to forget, but in the above picture not included:

• The software (code, config files, data, test cases...)
• Documentation for the software: user documentation, installation instructions

15.4 The 4 Quadrants of the Documentation

In principle it does not play a large role, how the documentation of a software project is structured
into documents or folders. There are only two orthogonal criteria for the diagram and/or document
assignment:

The first distinguishing criterion is: Product or project documentation? (vertical dividing
line)

The second distinguishing criterion is: Planning vs. actual execution (horizontal dividing
line)

With the two criteria, there are exactly four places where a diagram or document belongs. However,
this division is only a rough guide. In detail, each organization will do it differently and have its
own designations for each document. The four quadrants above are an initial decision-making
aid.

15.4.1 The Fifth Element

The four quadrants are a good idea for roughly assigning documentation in a software project.
During the project, however, there is a fifth type of data, and that is the transient intermediate results
such as: Work packages in the backlog, bugs, impediments, and the results from the CI server
(build success/failure, metrics evaluations, test coverage, etc.).

These transient intermediate results appear in large quantities and are mostly processed and checked
off during the course of the project. This data is valuable as a ’memory’ of the project, so it is best
to move it to an archive.
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15.5 Documents in the Course of the Project

Figure 15.2: The four areas of documentation, plus transient/intermediate results.



III Tools and Techniques



16. Clean Code

The chapter title is a tribute to Robert Martin’s excellent book ’Clean Code’.

Software engineering is often about establishing some reasonable guidelines on how to code
together. The goal is to program together in a group in such a way that all members of the group
can easily read and understand the code. The goal is not for everyone to program the way he or
she wants, but to create a common programming style whose first quality is readability. The code
we write should survive as long as possible, should perhaps be reused, and should be of as high a
quality as possible.

Code must be readable and understandable to others. �

How can we achieve the goal of good readability and understandability?

Best Practices

To illustrate, let’s look at an example from medicine. In a hospital, there are rules for staff during
surgery. One of these rules is to disinfect hands before surgery. This is part of the best practices in an
operating room, as is the rule to use only sterilized surgical instruments and sterile clothing.

These rules and a few others are meant to ensure the success of the surgery. Just following the rules
does not guarantee success. But if one violates these rules, then the result is very likely to be worse,
and the operation will fail more often.

Programming in a team works in the same way. There is a set of best practices that have been
established over the years. In the following, a few of these instructions for "good programming"
are listed.
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Let’s start with a programming example. What is not good about the following two code frag-
ments?

Figure 16.1: Two not very felicitous pieces of code

In the listing above, we see two pieces of code that have some weaknesses: "What’s wrong here?"
The resolution of what might be criticized about these pieces of code can be found at the bottom of
this page, in footnotes 1 2 3 4 5.

16.1 Rule: Tidy construction site

As we saw in the last code example, there are some aspects that go under the heading ’clean up
your workspace’. The following is a list of aspects that contribute to a spotless programming
construction site. They do not affect the code per se, but they lay the foundation upon which good
code can be built.

Tidy construction site means:

• Consistent layout
• A minimum of TODO, FIXME or similar comments (NO FIXMEs in a release version)
• No commented out code (we have git or SVN)
• Clearly visible, what is finished and what is not (just: mark unfinished parts e.g. with TODO

or FIXME comments, then everyone knows: this is still a rough draft, still needs to be cleaned
up)

Do it like the boy scouts: clean up the campsite, put out the fire and leave the campsite as you
found it: clean – or even cleaner than you found it.

1Inconsistent layout: a) indentation and b) blank lines
2commented-out code. Why?
3The ’if’ could be shortened to ’if (i==1) .. else’, because 100 is set twice.
4The numbers 100 and 400 ("magic numbers") should be declared as constants and commented
5TODO = under construction, not yet finished
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Make it a habit to clean up the site at the end of each work day. Then you can be more productive
the next day.

16.2 Rule: Coding Guidelines

The previous example was obviously not cleanly formatted, The following are three examples of
clean formatting, but done in different shades.

Figure 16.2: Formatting/layout variant A

Figure 16.3: Formatting/layout variant B

Figure 16.4: Formatting/layout variant C and C#

Which of the three variants do you think is best?
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The lesson we can learn from a discussion about these three variants (you had discussions about
these layout issues, right?) is that it doesn’t really matter which variant you choose; in the case of
layout, it’s largely a matter of taste, as long as the team agrees on a variant and follows through with
that style consistently. A consistent coding style is easy to achieve: the team uses an automated
style formatter which has been configured to the team’s taste. Every major programming language
has such a valuable tool.

16.2.1 It is Important that the Team Agrees on a Set of Coding Guidelines

As mentioned, it does not matter which style the team prefers, but it is imperative that all members
of the team code consistently. Why? Once you get used to a certain programming style, you
get distracted if the layout is different – you stumble while reading and you are not as quick
in understanding the code. Therefore you should remove all obstacles that could disturb you
while reading, because this slows down your productivity, and these disturbances are completely
unnecessary (See also the section "Good layout increases readability" towards the end of this
chapter).

The team must agree on a set of coding guidelines.
No project without coding guidelines.
Adherence to the common guidelines is checked regularly during reviews – or better yet,
automated during code checkins. �

The real world analogy to this is:

We in Central Europe drive on the right side of the road. There are countries where you drive on
the left side of the road. That’s a convention you have to follow because you’re not driving alone.
So if you change countries with your car, you’d do well to stick to the new conventions, even if it’s
inconvenient for you at first.
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16.3 Rule: Don’t Repeat Yourself (DRY)

There is an old programming rule: copy/paste is evil. This can involve duplication in code, in
documentation, and sometimes in both.

Figure 16.5: A fragment of PHP code

Figure 16.6: ... and a bit further down in the same PHP file

Why is duplication in a project bad?

• Every now and then programmers copy some code and forget to change a detail. Subtle bug.
• A programmer copies something without understanding it completely. But it works – to

begin with.
• Regardless of whether it’s your own code or someone else’s, when you need to change

something, you will probably need to change it in all instances of the copied code. Even your
own code is often difficult to remember a few months after you’ve written it, so if you wait
long enough, the "find all instances" aspect applies even to your own code.

• Which version of the code is the latest? The best version?
• Code gets bloated. More code = more time for maintenance, more bugs.

Again, because it’s really important: Don’t Repeat Yourself!
:-)

16.3.1 Expert Advice on DRY

Though DRY is generally a sound practice, there’s a certain point where DRY should not be dogma.
Sometimes, variations on a thing happen naturally even when they all start from the same clone.
An example might be views in a web app. Sometimes the effort to force browser and phone
versions into the exact same code is more trouble than just letting them diverge.

It’s quite easy, even for expert programmers, to abstract themselves into a corner when an ab-
straction works well for the first few instances, but then breaks on something that was not thought
of initially. I’ve had this happen to me many times.

SwiftUI views are just different enough across platforms that it’s more trouble to try to keep them
the same than it is to let them organically become different.

– Jim Haungs
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16.4 Rule: Manageable Sizes

Figure 16.7: How do you communicate this in the (distributed) team? This DB diagram was printed
so large that the attribute names in the classes were just readable. There were four A0 sheets that
had to be taped together by hand. Larger paper sizes than A0 could not be printed even in this
internationally active, large company.

A diagram of this size is no longer communicable. Sure, you can send it around as a PNG or PDF,
but in order to benefit from the advantages of the diagram – primarily to see connections – you
need a large area. You’d have to project it on a really large screen or wall. The projector resolution
is nowhere near enough for that, even with 4K resolution (4K could project about one eighth of this
diagram). Alternatively you can print it out. Well, that’s what we did: plotted it four times A0 and
glued them together. The result was a 4m2 diagram.

As a simple rule you can remember: if a diagram can be printed on A3 and it is readable, then it
is OK. Then it can also be shown on a FullHD projector with scrolling down twice (horizontal
scrolling not necessary). �

There are a few limits and orders of magnitude to which you should adhere as a programmer.

• Diagrams (overviews) max. A3 (because of printers and projectors)
• Code lines: max. 120 characters long (because of screen resolutions)
• Max. Indentation/nesting depth: 5
• Methods (functions): max. one screen, i.e. max. about 30 lines
• Classes: max. approximately 300 lines
• Packages: max. 20-50 classes, can vary strongly, depending on function/responsibility
• Layers: max. 7
• Tiers: max. 4 (performance, security)

Of course: there are always exceptions to these rules. And there are other opinions about ’how big
should a method be’, there are people who propagate a maximum of 10 lines of code for a method
and 100 lines for a class. That’s OK, too, main point: it’s small and manageable. I personally don’t
mind if a method gets a bit longer, for me the limit is, as mentioned above, about 30 lines of code
per method and 300 lines per class.
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16.5 Rule: No Errors, No Warnings

Be firm: Compiler warnings should never be ignored. Every build must pass without compiler
errors and without compiler warnings.

For example, if you want to ignore Java’s "serializeable UID" warning – and this can be useful in
many projects – then configure the compiler switches that way. But otherwise, no warnings should
appear. And if they do, you have to take them seriously.

All too quickly, you get used to warnings popping up and don’t take them seriously anymore. Then
one day an important warning goes by – and because you are so used to see a heap of warnings
every day, you basically ignore them. One month later...
Do I need to spell out the rest of the story? If you have been in this situation. you will never again
ignore compiler warnings. The same applies to warnings from lint, ReSharper, checkstyle, metrics,
findbugs and Co. Configure your tools so that every warning (and error) that you see is significant.
After that you will live happily with the motto "no errors, no warnings".

16.6 Rule: Keep it Simple

"Keep it simple" or "Make it as simple as possible, but no simpler". This is often easier said than
done. The Japanese art of flower arrangements ’Ikebana’ always comes to my mind when I hear
these sayings: very simple, very elegant, and somehow inimitable.

"There are two ways of constructing a software design:
One way is to make it so simple that there are obviously no deficiencies,
and the other way is to make it so complicated that there are no obvious deficiencies.
The first method is far more difficult.“
– C.A.R. Hoare

Unnecessary complexity often occurs in long-lived programs with multiple authors. Nobody dares
to simplify the code of others ("it works, let’s leave it alone").
With single authors, unnecessary complexity often arises because of premature extensibility, i.e.
trying to solve a future problem that has not yet occurred (and may never occur).

How can you determine whether a piece of code is simple or not?

Quite easily: show the piece of code to another programmer, and it will become clear very quickly
what is simple and what is not. If the code is poorly readable, if a lot is incomprehensible, then it is
obvious that the code needs a rewrite.

That is why it is important that all code is read by at least two programmers. This way, one has a
minimal assurance that the code meets the "Keep it Simple" criterion.
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16.7 Rule: Positive Conditions

"find book in catalog"

IF "book found" THEN

"check for availability of book"

IF "we have a copy in stock" THEN

"search for customer"

IF "customer found" THEN

"calculate price"

"calculate order total"

IF "order total <= credit limit" THEN

"fulfill order"

ELSE

"credit limit exceeded"

END;

ELSE

"unknown customer"

END;

ELSE

"book currently not in stock"

END;

ELSE

"unknown book"

END;

It is advantageous if the IF conditions in the code are goal-oriented, i.e. if you formulate positively
what you expect, like in the code example above.

16.7.1 Negative Conditions

"find book in catalog"

IF "book not found" THEN

"unknown book"

ELSE

"check for availability of book"

IF "no copy of this book in stock" THEN

"book currently not in stock"

ELSE

"search for customer"

IF "customer not found"

"unknown customer"

ELSE

"calculate price"

"calculate order total"

IF "order total > credit limit" THEN

"credit limit exceeded"

ELSE

"fulfill order"

END;

END;

END;

END;

If you formulate the conditions negatively, the result is a less readable code. Often one must then
also think hard "what do we want now, what is valid now?". Moreover, it is not always said that
the negative condition is as easy to formulate as the positive, the expected condition. Normally,
I advocate ’think positive’ in programming, i.e., formulating the expected, positive conditions
(exceptions to this rule follow immediately below).
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16.7.2 Quick Exit

Figure 16.8: Example of two guard clauses, from the book "The Art of Readable Code".

So-called ’guard clauses’ (i.e. IF-conditions that immediately make a ’return’) at the beginning of a
method can help to make the logic clearer and to keep the code less indented.

16.7.3 Complementary Sets

A fast exit is OK if the decision sets are exactly complementary, i.e., if the opposite of the decision
exactly describes the complementary set. Remember that this is not always the case.

Ying and Yang: two perfectly complementary sets.

In real life, however, not all sets are complementary, so it may not be
possible to negate the condition formulated for the fast exit just like
that.

Compare the situation to whitelisting vs. blacklisting: whitelisting tells which sites/IP numbers can
be trusted, blacklisting excludes the bad ones. But these two sets ’whitelisting’ and ’blacklisting’
are not complementary: to infer from a blacklist to the whitelist is not possible, also the reverse is
not true.

Another way to look at it: compare this decision puzzle with preparing a salad. You can use one of
two methods: 1) Pick the good leaves, dry them, and put them into the salad bowl. The remaining
rest you consider to be not edible, and you put it on the heap of compost in your garden (this is the
’positive’ method, you’ll only eat clean and healthy leaves). Method 2) Pick out the bad leaves and
proclaim the rest to be edible (this is the ’negative’ method). Both methods do work, but you see
the point of a bad leave slipping through with the negative selection method.

In the same way, positive conditions are as easy to formulate in programming as negative conditions,
but if one defines only the negative conditions, it is possible that a previously unknown bad case
slips through at the negative condition. If one had formulated all conditions positively, the bad case
would have been detected.
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16.7.4 Quick Exit is Sometimes OK

public boolean looksLikeMovedFiles() {

for (FileInfo fi: copyFromClient) {

String filenameOnly = FileX.extractFilenameFromFullPath( fi.relativePathFilename );

for (FileInfo fj: copyFromServer) {

if (FileX.extractFilenameFromFullPath( fj.relativePathFilename ).compareTo(filenameOnly) == 0) {

return true;

}

}

}

return false;

}

The ’return true’ in the above code can save some iterations.

16.7.5 Hasty ’return’

Here follows an example where the quick exit with a ’guard clause’ is, in my opinion, less nice
than the positively worded version.

@Override

public void mouseDragged(int oldx, int oldy, int newx, int newy) {

if (!headUpDisplayLogic.isEnabled())

return;

setXoffset(getXoffset() + transformToMap(oldx - newx));

setYoffset(getYoffset() + transformToMap(oldy - newy));

}

It is probably nicer to formulate the condition differently (positive!), then the hasty return can be
omitted:

@Override

public void mouseDragged(int oldx, int oldy, int newx, int newy) {

if (headUpDisplayLogic.isEnabled()) {

setXoffset(getXoffset() + transformToMap(oldx - newx));

setYoffset(getYoffset() + transformToMap(oldy - newy));

}

}

Definitely better this way, without guard clause and without extra ’return’. The ’if’ now says under
which condition the code should be executed, namely when the head-up display is enabled.
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16.8 Rule: Pay Heed to Coupling and Cohesion

Coupling: calls from one class to another, from one package to another. There is always a certain
amount of coupling, but excessively tight coupling (e.g. the code smell "feature envy") is not
good.

Cohesion: how tightly knit are the elements within a class or within a package "why are we together,
what is the common purpose? what are we responsible for?" (Assignment of Responsibilities).
Cohesion within a class must be present or it is a design flaw. Cohesion within a package is
somewhat less important than low coupling among packages, although this may depend on the
nature of the package: in a library package, cohesion may not be so important; in a subsystem,
cohesion is usually important.

For a more in-depth discussion, see also the topic of coupling and cohesion in the architecture
chapter, e.g. in Sections 25.5 and 25.6.

16.8.1 Desirable: Low Coupling and High Cohesion

That’s the right structure:
- Little code per class
- High cohesion within a class
- Low coupling, only what is necessary; with calls exclusively from top to bottom – or to my
neighbour.

Principles:

• You can’t do completely without coupling, but coupling (=dependencies) should be mini-
mized.

• The dependency may only go from an upper layer to a lower layer, never upwards.
• Cohesion should be a given, otherwise things should not be in the same class, in the same

package.

Often good cohesion and low coupling go hand in hand: if responsibilities are well distributed, then
cohesion is usually high, and coupling can be kept low.
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16.8.2 Beginner’s mistake: High Coupling, High Cohesion

Figure 16.9: Disadvantageous high cohesion due to spaghetti code: UI and business logic mixed

How to avoid or resolve this mistake is explained in the last part of the book (software architecture)
on more than 50 pages.

16.8.3 Undesirable: High Coupling, Low Cohesion

The class in the middle has too little cohesion, shown with three color-coded parts of code that
don’t have much to do with each other. Each one of these parts is strongly coupled with some
other classes. This means that refactoring is needed here: probably split the class into three parts,
possibly move parts of the red functionality to the other class next to it.
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16.9 Rule: Single Responsibility Principle

Also known as:
Assignment of Responsibilities
Responsibility Driven Design
Separation of Concerns

When assigning responsibilities, the rule is "Only be responsible for one thing at a time, not for
multiple things".

For methods: ONLY ONE SINGLE responsibility, always!

With classes: MOSTLY ONE SINGLE responsibility, usually, as ’good practice’.

But one can easily find classes that have more than one responsibility, this can be quite a reasonable
OO design: a class consists of data and the operations on it, then the operations will also do different
things.

16.9.1 Examples of Different Responsibilities

Output: user interface (UI) e.g. warning popup, display data series as a curve, open output window,
redraw content of a window...

Formatting of output: e.g. country specific language strings, add HTML/XML tags, format
numbers as table

UI logic: which button/menu entry is enabled/disabled, what is the next step in a dialog, who is
allowed to see this window

User input from keyboard, scanner, voice or UI (pure hardware encapsulation, data forward-
ing)

Input validation after reading, e.g. parsing of strings into numbers, checking valid ranges "must
be a number between 0.01 and 100"...

Program logic/flow logic: interaction steps, what happens when, how often is something repeated
(loops), decisions and branching (if, case)

Business logic: who has what rights, after how many days is a reminder sent, how is the discount
calculated, after how much time may the data be deleted

Algorithms: Mathematical calculations e.g. sorting, matrix calculation, numerics, trigonometry,
curve smoothing, filtering out outliers

Encapsulation of hardware: e.g. control of a proximity sensor, barcode scanner, heart rate
sensor

Persistence: permanent storage of values, e.g. in database, as XML or JSON file, ini file, serialized
objects.
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16.9.2 Single Responsibility Violated

Figure 16.10: Large class with four different/distinct responsibilities – should be broken up.

When ’Single Responsibility’ is violated, a class usually becomes too large, and then the following
negative effects pop up:

• Coupling to other classes increases - not desirable.
• Several developers edit the same large, ’important’ class: frequent collisions with SVN/git

check-in, many merge conflicts.
• Large classes are harder to test: unit tests become really complex or almost impossible.
• Bug fixing more easily leads to side effects and new bugs.
• Class is constantly in process: very frequent regression testing is needed.

16.10 Rule: Program to the Interface - Not to an Implementation

It is recommended not to define a specific data structure directly when programming, but to choose
a more abstract data structure when defining the type of a return value or a parameter (method
calls). Use a more abstract interface whenever possible, e.g. in Java: List <MyDataStructure>

without specifying the concrete type of List, i.e. not defining ArrayList<MyDataStructure>.
This decouples the implementation from the caller.

Dependency Inversion Principle ad absurdum:
There are cases where I find it unnecessary to add an interface to an implementation, especially if
there is only one implementation and if the implementation is unlikely to ever change – but usually
"program towards an interface" is a very good tactic.
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16.10.1 Isolate What Changes

The "Isolate What Changes" rule, postulated by some, could be rephrased: it may be better to ask
not "what changes?" but, "what stays the same?" and then model an interface that hopefully stays
the same over time. Then you can hide changing implementations behind the interface.

Example group calendar: we want to decouple the storage of data from the rest of the software, i.e.
most code in the future should not care if data is stored via local file, in-memory DB, remote DB,
cloud storage via REST services, etc. Let’s now look at the functions that implement storage but
should be storage type independent.

Question: "what kind of functions do I need for the group calendar?". Answer:

• "give me all entries of employee X in week Y".
• "Give me all entries of all employees in week Y".
• "Save (new/changed) entry Z"
• "Find a free slot of length A in time period B-C for employee set S"
• "CRUD employee"

(and then the whole thing again for the monthly view). With these functions we achieve the desired
decoupling, the type of data storage is thus isolated.

16.11 Rule: Smart Data Structures and ...

“Smart data structures and dumb code works a lot better than the other way around.”

– Eric Raymond, The Cathedral and the Bazaar, Chapter 5

“Show me your flowcharts and conceal your tables, and I shall continue to be mystified. Show me
your tables, and I won’t usually need your flowcharts; it’ll be obvious.”

– Fred Brooks, The Mythical Man-month, chapter 11

"I’m a huge proponent of designing your code around the data, rather than the other way around,
and I think it’s one of the reasons git has been fairly successful [. . . ] I will, in fact, claim that the
difference between a bad programmer and a good one is whether he considers his code or his
data structures more important."

– Linus Torvalds

16.11.1 Why the Data Model is so Important

Be aware that data and data structures have a very long, tenacious life.

In a large Swiss bank, the rule of thumb has long been:

2 : 5 : 20
2 years of lifetime for the UI

5 years of lifetime for the business logic

20 years of lifetime for the data

Changes in the central data management (in the data structures) always lead to very widely spread
changes in the code, from business logic to UI. Everyone moans. And rightly so.
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16.12 Rule: Program for Humans - not for the Compiler

Code is read far more often than it is written. Therefore, code must first of all be easy to read. A
review with other developers shows if the code is well readable and understandable.

Look at the two examples below: they are functionally 100% identical and the compiler will
produce exactly the same output, but for humans, who should read and understand the code, there
are worlds between the two examples:

16.12.1 Good Layout Increases Readability

//

// converts a byte number into a

// bit string and shows the overflow at

// 128, or the underflow at 0 resp.

//

class Test {

public static void main( String[] args ) throws java.io.IOException {

Integer intObj = new Integer( 0 );

byte b = 125;

for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) {

System.out.println( "number " + b + " - " + intObj.toBinaryString( b ));

b++;

}

b = 5;

for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) {

System.out.println( "number " + b + " - " + intObj.toBinaryString( b ));

b--;

}

}

}

16.12.2 Bad Layout Reduces Readability

/*

converts a byte number into a

bit string and shows the overflow at

128, or the underflow at 0 resp.

*/

class Test {

/************* main: ********************/

public static void main( String[] args )

throws java.io.IOException {

Integer intObj = new Integer( 0 );

byte b = 125;

for (int i=0; i < 10; i++) {

System.out.println( "number " + b + " - " + intObj.toBinaryString( b ));

b++;}

b = 5;

for (int i=0; i < 10; i++) {

System.out.println( "number " + b + " - " + intObj.toBinaryString( b ));

b--; }

}}
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16.13 Rules for Good Names

: Names must be pronounceable (see below for examples)
: The name expresses a meaning (hopefully known to all developers).
: Naming is consistent: not ’location’ in one place and ’place’ in another location
: Methods have a verb in their name (e.g. showFullUsername())
: Methods that return a value can be without a verb (e.g. remainingDebt())
: Methods and variables for a boolean value have an ’is’ in the name (e.g. isEmpty()).
: Short names are only allowed if the scope is small.
: Do not abbreviate if you save only 3 characters
: Use only 7 bit ASCII characters

16.13.1 Pronounceable Names

What do you think about names like:

x, ir2q, n, p0, p1, xx, grp, cfv

It is worthwhile to make the names pronounceable:

16.13.2 No numbers in names

A number can easily be confused with a letter:

0 and O, 1 and l, 2 and Z, S and 5, 8 and B

Bad example from a Computer Science textbook:

i = l;

That was – really! – a variable named ’l’ (small ’L’) :-(

If you need three pointers in a program p1, p2, p3 should they not be declared as array [0..2] of
pointers then? Or even better be called previosPtr, currentPtr, nextPtr if that is their meaning?

In the program code of a report system one could read the following declarations

String text, text1, text2, text3, text4;

Hmm?

What the real meaning was:

String titleText;

String pageHeaderText;

String bodyText;

String pageFooterText;

String endOfReportText;

So: there is hardly any reason for numbers in names - except maybe the laziness of the program-
mer.
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16.13.3 No Anonymous Constants

This rule is also known under the name No magic numbers.

Never like this ("what’s the 27 for? why 27?"):

for (i = 1; i < 27; i++)

instead write something along the following lines:

const int MAX_OPEN_FILES = 27; // Limitation by OS

for (i = 1; i < MAX_OPEN_FILES; i++)

16.14 Rule: Write Only Useful Comments

public static String addDoubleQuotesToString( String s ) {

// s may contain itself double quotes - they will be escaped by '\'

s = s.replace( "\"", "\\\"" );

return "\"" + s + "\"";

}

The method name should tell what is being done.
The statements in the code show how it was done.
A comment (if any) should explain why exactly so. �

16.14.1 Comment with Care and Caution

Comments should be written infrequently. Better make the meaning clear in the names.

JavaDoc comments are only useful for lower-level functions (usually in a library) that a programmer
should be able to call correctly without reading the code, just by looking at the JavaDoc.

"Comments often are used as a deodorant." (Martin Fowler, Kent Beck)
"This [...] occurs when you use comments to explain code, rather than making your code self-
documenting or intention-revealing."

"Comments are lies waiting to happen." (Kent Beck)
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16.14.2 Completely Superfluous Comments

A comment should never describe the obvious ("the variable name contains the name of the
person").

More superfluous comments:

} /* end if */

/** Constructor: creates a new instance of ItemContainer */

public ItemContainer() {

// getERPOrder()

public ERPOrder getERPOrder() {

// Load register state for current process

currentProcess.loadRegisterState();
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16.14.3 Misleading Comments

Misleading comments are not only annoying, they can also be the cause of errors. Better no
comment than a wrong comment.

// Conversion to Windows-1252 because Excel cannot open CSV with UTF-8

// directly

$content = mb_convert_encoding($content, "ISO-8859-1");

The above comment makes a wrong claim: the conversion is to ISO-8859-1 as the code shows, not
to Windows-1252.

Likewise, the comment below is wrong: the enumeration in the code consists of only four entities
(USMN is missing), not five as the comment reads.

16.14.4 Useful Comments

On occasion a comment can be useful. Remember the rule: a comment should explain why
something is done in this particular way. But before writing a comment, try to first rewrite the code
to be more self-explanatory. Sometimes a comment next to a declaration can state some important
fact.

const int MAX_IDENTIFIERS = 100; // how many identifiers can be

// stored per segment

int emptyRecords = 0; // counts records with euroAmount == 0

const int OK_BUTTON = 1; // the creation order of the buttons is

const int CANCEL_BUTTON = 2; // important!! Check it in the "Layout"

// tool with "Edit/Creation Order...".

// Must be "OK" .. "Cancel" .., then

// all others

The above comments explain a logic which is otherwise not obvious, purely from reading the code.
Therefore these comments are important and helpful.
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if (ftpClient.login( sp.ftpUsername, sp.ftpPassword )) {

Log.add( "OK. Connected to server " + sp.serverURL );

// if we do not set the file type to binary, the ftp protocol

// (even with FileZilla!) transforms CR/LF to LF for *.txt files,

// therefore:

ftpClient.setFileType(FTPClient.BINARY_FILE_TYPE);

ftpClient.changeWorkingDirectory( sp.serverRootDir );

Log.add( "OK. Set working directory to: " + sp.serverRootDir );

}

else {

ftpClient.disconnect();

Err.add("FTP server login failed: " + sp.ftpUsername );

ftpClient = null;

}

The comment here is useful because it points out why the transfer type must be set to BINARY,
even for plain TEXT files. Without this comment, someone might later wonder "why does the file
type need to be set to BINARY? that’s unnecessary".

16.14.5 Better Names Instead of Comments

private static String ip; /* the address of the Logger */

private static int port; /* the port of the Logger */

The better solution is to build the ’value’ of the comments into the variable names, so you can get
along without comments. Then the code is also better readable in the rest of the code (not only in
the declaration) and leads to less misunderstandings.

private static String loggerIpAddress;

private static int loggerPort;

16.14.6 Better Names for Better Understanding

public boolean wait( int i ) {

}

better:

public boolean wait( int time ) {

}

even better:

public boolean wait( int sleepTimeInMilliSec ) {

}
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16.15 Closing Remarks

Often code should be reworked, improved, extended, but is thrown away because "this thing is not
maintainable".

Settling for "Hooray, my code compiles bug-free and it runs!" (and therefore assume that the code
is without flaws) is a rookie mistake.

Write code the way you want to encounter it yourself. �

Kim Goodwin

"All great craft disciplines share this trait: while their essence can be expressed in a few simple
aphorisms, the mastery required to put those aphorisms into practice can take years to learn and
decades to master."

"Design is not - and never will be - a science. It will also never be a cookie-cutter process that
anyone can do with an appropriate checklist in hand - the method doesn’t make the design, the
designer does."



17. Metrics

When you’re managing a software project, the same questions keep coming up:

– How much progress have we made?
– What about the quality of the software?
– Could we do more automated testing?
– Are there still many bugs in the software?
– Is the performance sufficient, even under heavy load?
– Will we finish in two months?

One fact up front: there are no easy, quick answers to these questions.

If you want to answer these questions well, you need to have deep insights into the project – and
deep knowledge of programming plus the current tools to do so. However, metrics can help with
these insights. There is a whole range of tools – depending on the programming language used –
that analyze the code and help identify problematic areas.

17.1 Checkup

The procedure for screening a software project is similar to a medical checkup.

One is received by a medical professional, answers some questions about oneself and current
condition (anamnesis). Next, one is sent to the laboratory. There, some measurements are taken:
Weight, height, blood pressure & pulse, exercise ECG, blood draw followed by blood analysis, lung
function test, possibly ultrasound, X-ray, MRI, EEG, etc.

As soon as the laboratory results are available, the results are discussed, a report is given and
recommendations for action are made: "You should exercise more, drink less alcohol and lose ten
pounds".
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17.1.1 Analysis of a Software Project

The procedure for the screening of a software project can be described in analogy to a medical
checkup as follows:

1. problem determination, "where are the pain points".
2. determine values/metrics to be measured
3. make a diagnosis
4. suggest treatement, provide instructions

You see, it’s really very similar to a medical checkup: first the history and physical, followed by lab
readings and the diagnosis and advice.

Identifying the problem areas is simple: ask the people involved. In the vast majority of cases, the
programmers already know where the shoe pinches. These hints help to focus when determining
the metrics to be measured.

17.1.2 In Search of Facts

If you are given the task of analyzing a larger project, it is best to start with some basic data:

O What documentation is available? Is it up to date? Read it, and try to find out, e.g. with ran-
dom samples, whether the described architecture matches the actual one. Have requirements
been captured? Non-functional requirements? Use cases? Is there a domain or data model?

O What languages are used for programming? What kind of files are available? Here it is
easiest to do a search for *.* and sort the found files by file type. Counts per file type, file
sizes and date stamps of the last changes also tell something.

O What tools are used? Version control? Continuous integration or at least nightly build? Static
Code Analysis like findbugs/ReSharper/ESlint, cobertura...

O Libraries, frameworks used (too few? appropriate to the problem and architecture?)
O Are the tools & libraries used up to date (outdated compiler? legacy DB? no longer supported

Unix version?)
O Unit tests? (sufficient coverage, meaningful tests?)
O (Un)tidy site? (inconsistently formatted, TODOs, dead code, ...)
O Which source files are checked in and out most often?
O Find largest classes (with tool like ’countlines’, if not available, resort to file size in KB)
O Determine complexity (metrics, if necessary search for compound conditions with ’&&’ or

’and’ and ’or’) and have a closer look at the most complex classes.
O Who are the busiest committers?
O What about the readability of the code? Are coding guidelines available and followed?
O What about extensibility, security, robustness, ...?
O Are there test protocols? System tests based on scenarios? Usability tests?
O What about performance? Automated load tests?

Helpful for answering the above questions are/would be the tools in the following list. The marks
in green say ’exists’, the marks in red mean ’does not exist as a tool’.
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Figure 17.1: Listing of tools for determining metrics and general characteristics

After the broad facts are established, one can turn to specific metrics and examine some suspect
facts in more detail. In the following, individual metrics will be presented and provided with a
classification – especially regarding their usefulness.

17.2 Software Metrics

Metrics can be divided into product metrics (the software is examined) and project metrics (numbers
and facts about the project, e.g. number of persons, duration, costs, project obstacles and their
removal, number of errors in the bugtracking system, etc.).

Figure 17.2: Categorization of metrics (Image: Hans Rudin)

This chapter focuses exclusively on product metrics, such as size, complexity, maintainability. The
useful project metrics have already been presented in previous chapters (especially chapters 10 and
13).
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17.2.1 Structure of Software Quality Metrics

Figure 17.3: Structure of software product quality characteristics according to the international
norm ISO/IES 25010.

ISO 25010 has eight product quality characteristics (the square yellow ...ilities in the diagram above),
and 31 subcharacteristics (see diagram next page). In an ideal world, each of the subcharacteristics
can be quantified and measured with automated metrics, as proposed below for the characteristic
Maintainability with its subcharacteristics Modularity, Reusability, Analyzability, Modifiability,
Testability.

Figure 17.4: How metrics can be structured and calculated, example with quality characteristic
’Maintainability’. (Image: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO/IEC_9126#Developments)

The above diagram shows that a subcharacteristic can be quantified by several metrics, and that
there is no proposed metric for the subcharacteristic Modularity. All the metrics contribute to an
overall score for ’Maintainability’.
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Figure 17.5: Here is a fuller picture of ISO 25010 with its 8 characteristics (yellow rectangles) and
the corresponding 31 sub-characteristics (in the white rectangles).

Ideally each of the sub-characteristics can be quantified and measured with a set of metrics. In the
real world we are far from this ideal. The remaining sections of this chapter focus on some of the
available metrics and their usefulness for software development.
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17.2.2 Metrics and Classification

Figure 17.6: Metric: measurement value/key figure and classification level, according to the ISO
9126 norm (ISO 9126 is the older Software Quality norm which was replaced by ISO 25010 in
2011).

The classification ranges must be defined for each quality attribute in each project (yes, the metrics
ranges can vary depending for instance on the computer language used in a project). Over time,
sets of accepted values have been established for some metrics, see for instance the table 17.1 in
the next section.

17.3 Metric: Cyclomatic Number (McCabe Metric) V(G)

The McCabe metric measures the complexity of the logical structure of a program. To determine
the cyclomatic number, one proceeds per method as follows: Draw the so-called control flow graph
G of the method. Then take the number of linearly independent paths of the graph, subtract the
number of nodes, and add the number 2 (for a single program or subroutine or method, P is always
equal to 1).

Let’s have a look at an example of the calculation of the cyclomatic number according to Mc-
Cabe:
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Figure 17.7: Example for the calculation of the cyclomatic number according to McCabe.

When drawing the control flow graph, make a node (round or oval) for each instruction. If a node is
a statement with condition (if, while, for, ...), then this node has two arrows going out:
a) If the condition is true, the following instructions are executed.
b) If the condition is false, the following statements are skipped.
If a node is an unconditional statement, then the only arrow leading out leads to the next statement –
and in the case of the last statement of a loop, this is the loop header with the condition.

The if in the above example skips the statements in the false case and goes to the end of the if
statement and also to the end of the inner loop (without executing a statement) and thus automatically
back to the loop head.
Likewise, in the false case, the for 2 goes to the end of the loop and thus also to the end of the outer
loop, returning to the decision of the for 1.

A switch/case statement is treated like a series of if ... else if ... else if ... else.

Vc = E - N + 2 = 13 - 10 + 2 = 5 (or 11 - 8 + 2 = 5 if the green parts are omitted)

17.3.1 Evaluation of the McCabe Metric

For a single method, the following simplified counting method can also be used: V(G) = number of
branches (while, for, if, case) + 1

The McCabe metric (cyclomatic number):

+ is a simple complexity number to calculate.
+ yields the minimum number of test cases for 100% branch coverage
– simplifies too much, e.g.

– does not consider nesting of conditions
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– does not consider compound conditions
– simple switch statements lead to high value

There are various further developments of this metric. Nevertheless, the original is often used.

Rule of thumb: if V(G) of a function/method is more than 10: assess the code to see if simplification
is possible.

Cyclomatic Complexity Risk Evaluation
1-10 a simple program, without much risk
11-20 more complex, moderate risk
21-50 complex, high risk program
greater than 50 untestable program (very high risk)

Table 17.1: Classification of the McCabe Complexity Metric. From C4 Software Technology
Reference Guide; Carnegie Mellon University: http://www.sei.cmu.edu/reports/97hb001.pdf

17.4 Metric: Lack of Cohesion of Methods LCOM*

LCOM* variant according to [Henderson96], also known as LCOM3. There are currently four
different definitions of the metric LCOM, of which LCOM* or LCOM3 is the best known.

This metric looks at how many methods access the variables (attributes, fields) of the class. If every
single method accesses all attributes, then all methods have these attributes in common, so cohesion
is high, which is good.

Examples:

• Each method accesses only one attribute
-> LCOM* = 1 -> low cohesion (bad)

• Each method accesses every attribute
-> LCOM* = 0 -> maximum cohesion (good)

Example: 5 methods, 3 attributes and all methods access each attribute: ref(a) is calculated 3 times,
is then 5 for each attribute; mean(ref(a)) is therefore also 5, as a consequence (m - mean(ref(a))) is
zero, so in this case LCOM* is also zero, an ideal case.

Attention:

– Semantics is not considered
– getter/setters degrade LCOM*, because each getter/setter accesses only one attribute.

Estimation:
A weak value of LCOM*, i.e., a value close to 1, is an indication that the methods in the class do
not share attributes, i.e., access little shared data. This can be a sign that these methods have too
little cohesion and consequently do not belong in the same class.
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17.5 Metric: Afferent and Efferent Coupling

Robert Martin introduced these two metrics. It is simply the count of how many classes a package
depends on.

In one case the incoming coupling (afferent coupling) is measured, i.e. one counts how many
classes outside this package are dependent on classes in this package ("how many classes are
dependent on me?").

In the other case the outgoing coupling (Efferent Coupling) is measured, i.e. one counts the number
of classes in the package which are dependent on classes outside of the package ("how many classes
in my package are dependent on outside classes?").

Ca = number of classes outside a package that depend on classes inside the package (In the example
above left: 2 classes)

Ce = Number of classes within a package that depend on classes outside the package (In the
example above right: 5 classes, because you don’t see that there are five classes within the package
that depend on the three classes below)

With these two measures, Robert Martin has now defined a metric: Instability.

17.6 Metric: Instability I

Figure 17.8: R. Martin calls the constellation on the right in the picture the "Ideal package
configuration"
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The rule that generalizes the metric ’Instability’ is called "Depend in Direction of Stability".

If you layer the packages and classes nicely, then the packages in the lower layers are the more
stable packages according to this metric and the packages higher up are more unstable according
to this definition. This should also make it clear that the "Depend in Direction of Stability"
recommendation is correct, because in a well-stratified architecture the dependencies are always
top-down.

17.7 Metric: Abstractness A

17.8 Metric: Normalized Distance from Main Sequence Dn

Figure 17.9: Definition of the metric: Normalized Distance from Main Sequence (as an example,
the red point (I=0.14, A=0.63) with the blue distance Dn=0.23 from the diagonal is drawn)

The metric Normalized Distance from Main Sequence shows whether the examined package is
(purely computationally) within a ’normal’ corridor or not. The center of this corridor is defined by
the diagonal in the upper right image.

One endpoint of the diagonal is at (0,1), i.e. I=0 and A=1, in plain language: Abstractness is
1, i.e. all classes in this package are abstract (or an interface), and instability is zero, i.e. Ce
(efferent/outgoing coupling) must be zero, i.e. none of these abstract classes in this package depend
on a class outside/below this package. In sum: this package consists only of abstract classes or
interfaces. It usually sits way down in the layer hierarchy and only defines things needed by the
classes above it, no dependency on other classes below (the ’Stable’ package at the top left).
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The other endpoint of the diagonal is at (1,0), which means I=1 and A=0. In plain English:
abstractness is zero, i.e. there are no abstract classes in this package, and instability is 1, i.e. Ca
(afferent/inbound coupling) must be zero, i.e. nobody depends on the classes in this package. In
sum: there are only concrete classes in this package, which have outward/downward dependencies,
but nobody accesses these classes from outside/above. This is an extreme position, but it can
happen (one of the packages ’Instable’ in the picture above left).

The Zone of Pain is defined by the values close to (0,0), i.e. Abstractness and Instability are both
zero, i.e. there are only concrete classes in this package, and none of these concrete classes depend
on any class outside this package. In plain English, everything is implemented concretely, and the
package sits way down in the stratification (no dependencies further down). It is not a wise design
decision if the classes above depend exclusively on concrete implementations. Therein lies the
explosive potential for many changes in the dependent classes above if there is a change in one of
the concrete base classes.

The Zone of Uselessness is defined by the values close to (1,1), i.e. Abstractness and Instability
are both 1, meaning there are only abstract classes or interfaces in this package, and Ca (affer-
ent/inbound coupling) is zero, meaning: nobody accesses the classes in this package. Exactly: this
is something that is completely useless, all definitions of interfaces and nobody needs them.

17.8.1 Examples for Abstraction-Instability Chart

The usefulness of the Normalized Distance from Main Sequence graph with the Abstraction and
Instability axes becomes clearer if you look at an example that shows multiple packages on this
graph. The following example is from the makers of the PHPDepend 1 metrics tool and shows the
analysis of Wikibase source code in 2015.

Figure 17.10: Analysis of Wikibase source code, on the left the original graph, on the right in black
and white the diagonally mirrored and compressed version of the same graph so that the abstraction
axis is the vertical axis (as in the original definition by R.Martin).

You can see in the above image on the right that there are many packages which have Abstraction
zero, no interfaces, no abstract classes – all packages which are ’at the bottom’.

In the Zone of Uselessness there is only one package (top right), you would have to look at that to
see if that was designed/programmed correctly.

1https://pdepend.org/documentation/handbook/reports/abstraction-instability-chart.html
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In the Zone of Pain at the bottom left there are some packages, here you would have to see if
you could make them a bit more abstract to make the classes above them in the layer model less
dependent on these (too) concrete implementations.

Figure 17.11: Two more examples of abstraction instability charts and the metric "Distance
from Main Sequence", respectively. On the left (with the axes reversed compared to the original
definition): http://stan4j.com/advanced/sap/ in green the packages close to the ’main sequence’, in
yellow those in the two undesired zones.
Graph on the right with the desired corridor in green and many packets outside:
https://www.hanselman.com/blog/ExitingTheZoneOfPainStaticAnalysisWithNDepend.aspx
It is suspicious that hardly any abstraction can be seen, all packets gather around the lower third of
the graphic. many of them in the ’Zone of Pain’ – a clear signal to take a closer look there.

17.9 Metric: Delivered Lines of Code DLOC

The definition of ’Lines of Code’ (LOC) is usually as follows:

• Number of lines of code written by the development team, without test code, without
prototypes (therefore sometimes also called DLOC: Delivered Lines of Code).

• Counted as "all lines, minus comment lines, minus blank lines".
• Documented, well tested and reviewed code, high quality
• (Unit) test code is shown separately, as it is not delivered.

The number of lines of code alone says little about a project: it is a measure of size that is relatively
easy to determine – this fact alone makes the number pretty useful.

17.9.1 Measurement Method and Classification of DLOC

However, the DLOC figure can be fuzzy or even misleading in several respects:

– Do shell scripts and config files count as code? (mostly: yes)
– Problem ’generated code’ (e.g. by UI Builder): maybe introduce a factor "generated UI code

counts only 50%", because the effort per generated line is lower than e.g. for Java code.
– How to count XML, HTML, CSS files that may have many lines with little payload? (possibly

also weight with factor).
– There are many metrics tools that count comment lines to code as well, which may falsify

the statement depending on comment frequency.
– There are different ways to format code, with implications on the number of lines as well (do

you count a single opening bracket ’{’ on a line as a line of code?).
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– (D)LOC says nothing at all about quality (unless an unusually large number of lines of code
were produced per person, in which case one suspects that either a lot of copy/paste was
done, or then quality was severely neglected in favor of quantity).

– It can be useful to determine the number of classes together with LOC. Then you can calculate
the average LOC/class, which - depending on the environment - should be at most 100 (as an
average. Max. LOC/class maybe at 300). Possibly ’LOC/method’ is also a useful metric.

As an analogy to DLOC in the real world, one can take e.g. the number of square meters of an
apartment (also says nothing about the location and the quality of the interior work) or the number
of kilometers driven (odometer reading) for a used car. Both square meters and kilometers are
important data and flow into the price calculation or purchase decision, but they are not the only
decisive factor. Fortunately, these figures (DLOC, square meters, mileage) are easy to determine,
because they provide a high benefit/cost ratio of quantification.

For more on software project size, LOC, and programming productivity, see Section 13.11 of the
Effort Estimates chapter.

17.10 Coupling

At the architecture/package level, the suspects for high, too-tight coupling are as follows:

• Unclean layering with cycles/tangles (accesses from bottom to top).
• Single responsibility not well respected
• Spider class in the middle: everyone accesses it, it accesses everything (exception: facade

pattern)
• Smell ’Indecent Exposure’ (one package, one class shows too many innards as ’public’)

On class/method level, the signs of undesirable high coupling are as follows:

– Direct access to data structures of another class (Smell ’Inappropriate Intimacy’)
– Sharing a global variable
– Many different method calls of another class (Smell ’Feature Envy’)
– High number of complex parameters in calls

In general, there is no universally accepted metric for ’High Coupling’. The following three metrics
can be used as indications of undesirably high coupling:
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17.11 Metric: Cycles, Tangles

A tool like Structure101 (http://structure101.com/) or STAN (http://stan4j.com/) can visualize the
dependencies between classes and packages. This automatically assumes a downward dependency
in the normal case – as in a good layering practice. If the resulting graph is a DAG (Directed Acyclic
Graph), everything is in order. If some party in a lower layer references back to an upper layer, an
unwanted cycle results, the tool signals these incorrect accesses with red color. Structure101 then
speaks of ’tangles’.

Figure 17.12: On the left: A tangle with the ’ui’ package in the center framed in red - several
dependencies from bottom to top (red arrows). The graph on the right shows the same progam after
successful refactoring. Image: http://structure101.com/

If an analysis tool shows such tangles, they should be fixed with a high priority (apart from
well-founded exceptions). A good architecture should contain zero dependency cycles.

17.12 Metric: Number of Parameters NP

Most metrics tools can count the number of parameters of all methods. If a public method exceeds
the specified limit (usually defined as max. 5), this will almost certainly lead to increased coupling,
and countermeasures should be taken.

/**

* Sends a FW telegram with given values.

*

* @param ID The identification number. Max. 20 chars

* @param source The place where the carrier starts

* @param destination The place where you want the carrier be moved to

* @param priority A digit between 0 - 9. 0 is the highest priority

* @param sequence The sequence number. Positive number up to 8 digits

* @param dimension The module type number for hight, width, length and weigth

* @param dimensionType H for hight, W for width, L for length, G for weigth

*/

public boolean sendTelegram(String ID, String source, String destination, int priority,

int sequence,int dimension, String dimensionType) {

Sometimes the definition of a type that combines several parameters with fields can help, sometimes
it is violations of the single responsibility principle that lead to such high coupling – then one
should consider a target-oriented refactoring.

In the code example above the conclusion is quite clear: the unit ’telegram’ should be a separate
class/object.
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17.13 Metrik: Depth of Inheritance Tree DIT

DIT - Depth of Inheritance Tree = distance of a class
to the class Object in the inheritance hierarchy.

Inheritance is a relatively strong coupling: the
inheriting class relies on the underlying classes
for many things. So if the inheritance hierarchy is
deep, then you have strong coupling across multiple
classes.

Problem of the ’Brittle Base Class’: a change way
down the hierarchy has potentially very far reaching
consequences. So hardly anything may be changed
later on in a base class.

The picture on the right a shows an inheritance hier-
archy of depth 3.

ahttps://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/system.web.mvc.viewresult(v=vs.118).aspx

A UI class library such as Java Swing has some deep inheritance trees. Example: javax.swing.JFrame

javax.swing.JFrame

java.awt.Frame

java.awt.Window

java.awt.Container

java.awt.Component

java.lang.Object

In this example, the hierarchy depth is 5. Whether a certain depth is considered dangerous depends
a lot on the circumstances: A well-tested and much-used library can tolerate deeper hierarchies than
something home-made. Often it is better to follow the motto "delegation instead of inheritance",
because then the coupling is looser. Inheritance is a strong coupling – not always welcome.

17.14 Metric: Test Coverage

Determining test coverage technically belongs to dynamic code analysis (not static code analysis)
because code must be executed to determine test coverage: The code is instrumented, each
executable line gets a counter. Now all unit tests are executed and the line counters count up by one
each time a line is actually executed.

After the unit tests have been executed, an accounting is performed: Lines with counter value zero
were not executed by any unit test. The metric ’Statement Coverage’ is therefore:
Number of lines executed by unit tests / total number of executable lines.

The topic of test coverage is discussed deeper in Chapter 20 so only a brief explanation is provided
here.
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17.15 Static Code Analysis: Style Checker, FindBugs, ReSharper

For Java, there are several programs (checkstyle, PMD, FindBugs) that help to find coding guideline
violations and potential error locations in the code, in C# the dominant tool is ReSharper (followed
by NDepend, FXCop). For C and C++ there is lint, for TypeScript TSLint, ESLint – in every
common computer language there are such tools. The things that are flagged by such tools
include:

O Duplicate code: Checks for the presence of duplicate code.
O Checks to see if the formatting of the code meets the specifications
O Empty catch blocks or no logging on error detection in catch block
O Potentially dangerous type casts
O Potential null pointers
O Checks for correct use of annotations
O Checks for correct use of access modifiers
O Notes on code smells such as ’magic numbers’, ’large class’.
O Complicated compound conditions with && and || (’and’, ’or’)

Figure 17.13: Example for potential null pointer. Image: https://www.sonarqube.org/

These analysis tools need a careful configuration, otherwise they report too many violations of the
rules, and if too many error messages appear, they are no longer taken seriously. So it is important
to configure the tools well and then not tolerate any violations, true to the motto "No errors, no
warnings" (see Chapter 16 Clean Code).

Unfortunately the following situations are really hard – in fact mostly impossible – to find program-
matically:

• Bad naming of classes, methods and variables.
• Superfluous comments
• Inconsistent error handling (some throw exceptions, others report an error case via return

pameters, the third only logs)
• Many code smells like ’Feature Envy’, ’Refused Bequest’ or ’Oddball Solution’.
• Excessive use of inheritance (instead of delegation)
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17.15.1 Duplicate Code Finder

Detecting duplicated code is not so easy to automate, all tools do this task more or less well. But
every hint is valuable, so it is always worth to run these tools regularly.

Normally there should be no tolerance for duplicated code. However, exceptions can be made in
two situations:

1. Unit tests should be easy to understand. Therefore, it may be reasonable here to duplicate
tests with small variations. If you factor out too much commonality in unit tests, making
them more complicated and less readable, you are not doing yourself or other programmers
any favors. In my opinion, it does not matter if unit tests are not programmed according to
the rules of ’minimal code’, each unit test should stand on its own, be simple and easy to
understand.

2. with certain types of UI code (e.g. HTML, CSS) duplicated code can often occur, although
the situation here has become much better thanks to Less/Sass, for example.

17.16 Consolidation and Visualization: SonarQube

The SonarQube tool (https://www.sonarqube.org/) bundles a whole range of analysis tools and
presents the results as easy-to-read dashboards.

Various aspects are displayed graphically when possible: Code quality, Unit Test coverage, dupli-
cated code, potential bugs, complexity, and more.

Figure 17.14: SonarQube dashboard https://www.sonarqube.org/

The analysis of SonarQube contains also a computation of the Technical Debt (in days) after SQALE
(software quality Assessment based on Lifecycle Expectations) see http://www.sqale.org.
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17.17 Benefits and Classification

The use of metrics and code analysis tools helps to substantially improve the quality of software.
Metrics built into the build process and the IDEs help early during development by providing clues
to necessary refactoring.

Structural analysis helps reduce dependencies, avoid cycles, and adhere to architectural specifica-
tions regarding layering.

17.17.1 Metrics as a supplement

Metrics are not a panacea; they should be used to complement reviews and pair programming.
Nothing improves programming skills and code quality more than being able to develop software
together with experienced colleagues.

Microtesting and the use of integration tests are also an integral part of high-quality software
development. Metrics are not a substitute for unit tests.

17.18 The Grand Systematization Theory

At the beginning of this chapter, we briefly introduced the theory by which quality attributes
are broken down hierarchically so that by measuring specific attributes a metric for a quality
characteristic can be derived, see the following (repeated) figure:

Figure 17.15: How metrics are constructed (same image as at the beginning of the chapter).

This is a great idea, but unfortunately it could not be realized, despite 25 years of research in this
field. There are too few good quality metrics to make that grand scheme work. The dream of the
systematic, fully automatic collection of software quality by metrics cannot be realized since only a
few metrics fit into the ISO scheme, thus the quality of software cannot be determined in such a
way.

Consequently, there is nothing left to do but to get to know the existing (useful) metrics and to use
them pragmatically, without a larger, comprehensive system.
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17.19 Metrics Need Careful Interpretation

There is another point where the theory of metrics is thwarted by reality in real-world use: The
metrics captured are usually not so easy to interpret. It’s never as trivial as "you exceeded the speed
limit by 13 kilometers per hour" when the police stops you. For example, there are always good
reasons why a class has become larger than a stated threshold – and may remain so.

It’s like medical tests: lab values need to be assessed by a
professional.

Metrics can alert one to a problem. And that should be
investigated more closely.

In software development there are at least as many
exceptions and borderline cases as in medicine. There, too,
you can’t simply use ten measurements to automatically
determine a person’s overall health.

It can be dangerous when managers interpret the software
metrics themselves or when actions are taken directly de-
pendent on threshold values.

Measurables can only be used to define simple goals. �

Caution: Managers love KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) and would like to have software
metrics to go with them. However, it is almost never a good idea to use metrics for (immediate)
project control, because everyone is then quickly tempted to manipulate the metrics in order to look
good (see also the topic "bonuses and quarterly statements" in the daily newspapers).

Just like medical laboratory data, software metrics must be interpreted by experts. The context
must be taken into account and the values must be related to one another – this can only be
achieved with sound specialist knowledge and some experience. �
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17.20 Metrics as Project Target Parameters

Managers immediately think of metrics as a means to control the development process (KPIs).
They would also like to use metrics as a bonus when the project is well underway.

Here’s a story on that from Alistair Cockburn. 2

17.20.1 The Dandelion Story

By Alistair Cockburn in
the book "Agile Software
Development: The Coop-
erative Game".

A. Cockburn, a family man with three children aged ten and under, lives in a house with a large
meadow all around. The meadow is full of dandelions, which father Cockburn would like to get rid
of.

He motivates the children to eradicate the dandelions: "I’ll pay one cent for each yellow flower,
10 cents for each white one". The children diligently collect and get paid for it. Everything looks
good, everyone is happy.

17.20.2 Two years later . . .

Quote from Alistair Cockburn:

„For five to ten dollars a year, I thought, we’d get rid of dandelions in a
few years.“

„On the third year, I commented to my now 12-year-old, Cameron, that it
looked like we had more dandelions than the previous year.

He said, “Sure. Last year I ran around, dancing and waving all the white
dandelions around. When Sean asked why I wasn’t just putting them into
the bag, I said, ‘I’m planting money for next year!’”

2Alistair Cockburn is a well-known software professional and the author of several books.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alistair_Cockburn
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17.21 Metrics + Rewards = Disaster

Whenever a certain behavior is desired and rewarded – even with good intentions – over time the
situation will arise that people want to get the reward without performing the desired behavior, they
try to trick the system, to "game the system".

What should software developers be rewarded for?

• Lines of code written?
• Fixed bugs?
• Low error rate?
• Lines of Code Re-Used?

Once a metric is defined, most people involved will try to look good by that metric – and will
neglect the real goal of delivering good work.

Never use any project or product metric in an incentive/reward system. Never. �

17.22 Metrics Summary

� Metrics can quickly point out the pain points in the software.
� Metrics can show whether improvements are going in the right direction.
� There are not many really good software quality metrics; remedy: reviews.
� Metrics are a matter of interpretation – thus a matter of experience and a matter for specialists,

and therefore not for managers.
� Never link metrics to rewards.



18. Metrics Case Study

The following describes an example from the author’s consulting practice. A long-established
software showed signs of aging: it had become complex and confusing – no wonder with more
than 150 person-years of programming, the last three years of which without a software architect
with a guiding hand.

The most obvious sign of the uncontrolled proliferation of complexity was the fact that a complete
build gave up to three weeks of work for three people, because there were always way too many
merge conflicts. Daily build was a long-forgotten dream. Up until two years ago the team could
still get a weekly build done. But now the release cycles for customers had to be extended to three
months, because the builds and subsequent quality assurance tests and reviews could no longer be
completed in two months.

Questions from management to the consultant: What’s going on here? How do we get back into
favorable waters? How long does a refactoring of the software take? What would it cost?

Initial Collection of Metrics

Code analysis tool:
TOAD software CodeXpert
for PL/SQL Code

The metrics tool produced a CSV file
with 2200 rows, a snippet of which is
shown on the right.

The readings showed:
Many ’violations’, i.e. metrics out-
side the recommended limits (marked
in color) at:

• Size
• Complexity
• Maintainability Index
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Due to the high number of individual results (table with 2200 rows), it was imperative to condense
the data in order to be able to make concise statements.

By the way: the package names and the names of the functions are unreadable in order not to allow
any conclusions to be drawn about the customer.

18.1 Visualization of the Metrics

On the right, the table of all 80 pack-
ages, sorted by number and severity of
’metrics violations’.

Red: at least one critical violation
Orange: at least one major violation
Yellow: at least one minor violation
White: no violations

Blue: sum of Halstead volume metrics
(a measure of code size) for all func-
tions within a package.

The rightmost column contains the
number of lines of code per package.

The largest 6 of the 80 packages (7.5%
of the packages) contain 35% (!) of the
code.

The largest 6 packages use 29 other
packages, and are used by 36 other
packages.

Red: about 74% of all code (25 of the
largest packages) is marked red, i.e.
contain at least one ’critical violation’.

The summary table above shows: There are too many extremely large packages, 25 packages
are over 1000 lines long, while a package (in PL/SQL a package is more like a class than a Java
package) should normally not be more than 300 lines long.

The consequences of these much too large packages are:

• The code in such huge packages is confusing. It is therefore very difficult to program
reasonable extensions. Likewise, debugging and bug fixing in such huge packages is many
times more difficult than in reasonably sized packages. Depressingly difficult.
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• Such large files contain a lot of functionality (the 6 largest packages contain 35% of the
code, average size: 4,000 LOC), so they are often under development by the programmers.
Logically, especially the top 6 packages are repeatedly in parallel processing by several
programmers. This often leads to conflicts that result in weeks-long merge orgies.

• The absence of the organizing hand of a competent software architect, together with the
too large packages, also led to high coupling of the packages among each other: potentially
everything is connected to everything else. This does not make troubleshooting and resolving
the merge conflicts any easier – to put it mildly.

18.2 Extremely Coupled Packages

To visualize the coupling of the packages among each other, the ’A uses B’ relations were examined
in more detail, quantified and finally converted into images.

Figure 18.1: Dependencies among the 80 PL/SQL packages, with zoom-in on the right.

The software included 88,000 LOC in 80 packages. There were about 400 dependencies among
the packages, of which more than 20% were in the "wrong" direction, i.e. from bottom to top (see
zoomed-in details on the right side of the image, seven arrows pointing upwards, marked with four
red circles).

How this picture was created:

1. the information "which package uses which other package" was delivered as a file from
Oracle (names 1:n)

2. manual verification and consolidation of the raw data in Excel
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3. conversion from Excel/CSV to Enterprise Architect 7 XML import format (mainly using
XSLT)

4. import into Enterprise Architect 7 UML tool – as drawing tool
5. tuning of the representation via rules (what is at the top, what is at the bottom)
6. manual fine tuning of the representation (types of connections, drawing modes)
7. saving as PDF in A2 format, so the details were just readable.

For the whole metric analysis including visualization, a total of about eight working days were
spent by two people (D. Keller + apprentice).

In Java you can do the same with STAN or Structure101 – maybe the same tools are available for
PL/SQL today.

18.2.1 What is a PL/SQL-Package?

In the discussed project PL/SQL was used, mainly because the project was very database-oriented
at the beginning and with an Oracle DB the language PL/SQL offered itself. In retrospect, this
decision was perhaps not very farsighted.

For the consideration of the metrics it needs an explanation why the term package means something
different in PL/SQL than e.g. in Java.

• PL/SQL was first introduced by Oracle in 1988. Purpose: procedural extension of SQL (SQL
invented 1970..79).

• A PL/SQL package contains the code that can be executed in an Oracle (PostgreSQL)
database.

• PL/SQL does not know classes, only methods (PROCEDURE or FUNCTION, i.e. with-
out/with return value).

• A PL/SQL package is a source file, like a .cs or a .java file, mostly with the extension SQL
This file now contains a number of methods.

• Such a SQL file is the basic unit for editing, compiling, checking in/out in git/SVN. This
(indivisible) source file is unfortunately also called a package, and this is not the same as a
Java package (which consists of several separately compilable classes).

• So PL/SQL lacks a structuring unit like a class in OOP.

18.3 Diagnosis and recommended action

The present example is an obvious case of architectural neglect. For years, only additions to the
code were made, never any serious refactoring or re-design.

The diagnosis in this case was quite clear: a) The PL/SQL packages are much too large, and b) The
PL/SQL packages are much too strongly coupled, with many forbidden cycles.

Recommendations for action

• Reduce dangerous coupling: No dependencies from a lower layer to a higher layer. This is
quite often just (well... "just?") a matter of shifting code from one package to another.

• Make packages smaller, if possible by a factor of 10; best cutting strategy: consider allocation
of responsibilities according to the single responsibility principle.

• Reduce the complexity of the packages – after having reduced the size of the packages – in a
targeted manner: identify the most complex packages first, then organize reviews of these
packages.

The Chapter Code Smells and Refactoring shows (s. section 19.4), how relatively easy it would be
to perform an architecture refactoring in this case.
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If one now decides to tackle the rebuild, metrics can indicate if the refactoring is moving in the
right direction.

Goal 1: Number of accesses from bottom to top (tangles) should decrease.

Goal 2: The average size of the packages should decrease steadily.

Goal 3: The number of packages with average complexity > 25 should go to zero.

Important: all three metrics can be determined easily and automatically.

18.4 Interesting Side Observation

In analyzing the metrics for this project, it was noticeable that the largest packages were also the
ones with the most rule violations.

Complexity, Volume Metrics, Lines of Code

These three metrics are highly correlated.

The table on the right shows for the 80 packages the
red/yellow metrics violations (mainly due to high complex-
ity), the Halstead Volume in blue and the number of lines
of code in the last column.

The entries in the table are sorted by the size of the
packages (Lines of Code, rightmost column).

You can immediately see that Lines of Code (LOC) and
Halstead Volume correlate extremely well, so there is a
very strong similarity between these two metrics.

The high correlation between Halstead Volume and LOC
is not really surprising, since both are size metrics. But
now the question also arises: How are size (LOC) and
complexity correlated according to McCabe in this case?
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Figure 18.2: Correlation between code size (LOC) and McCabe complexity. Table on the left: The
25 largest packages, with complexity measure and Lines of Code (LOC), ordered by LOC; in the
graph on the right we see LOC correlated to complexity measure (McCabe).

The statistical analysis shows a very high correlation of 0.91 between Complexity and Lines of
Code (LOC). Of course, this single case is not a scientific proof for the strong correlation, at least a
good indication.

So one can conclude: If you have tools that can determine Complexity metrics and Halstead Volume:
good. If you don’t have such tools: take Lines of Code LOC as a first approximation, that works
fine in 95% of the cases.

The largest files are practically always the most complex files.
The biggest files cause the biggest problems. �



19. Code Smells and Refactoring

This book does not contain very detailed information on the subjects ’Code Smells’ and ’Refac-
toring’, there is only a short introduction to these two topics and a few examples. The reason for
this brevity is that this book is based on the teaching materials at HSR where the students were
recquired (at least until 2020) to learn these topics individually with the help of video tutorials
from www.industriallogic.com (time required 3-6 hours each). The five eLearnings were called
’Microtesting’, ’Faking & Mocking’, ’Test-Driven Development’, ’Code Smells’ and ’Refactor-
ing’.

This chapter therefore contains only little information about code smells and refactorings, because
this knowledge is excellently conveyed in the tutorials of industriallogic.com.

19.1 Code Smells

"In computer programming, a code smell is any characteristic in the source code of a program that
possibly indicates a deeper problem. Determining what is and is not a code smell is subjective,
and varies by language, developer, and development methodology. The term was popularised by
Kent Beck on WardsWiki in the late 1990s. Usage of the term increased after it was featured in
the 1999 book Refactoring: Improving the Design of Existing Code by Martin Fowler."

– https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Code_smell

"If it stinks, change it."
Kent Beck’s grandmother on
diapers.

"A code smell is a surface indication that usually corresponds to a deeper problem in the sys-
tem."

– Martin Fowler, Kent Beck
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The six most important/common code smells from my perspective:

• Duplicated Code
• Long Method
• Large Class
• Conditional Complexity
• Comment Smell
• Switch/Case (especially if instanceOf() or other type information is involved)

19.1.1 Example of Code with Smells

The following four smells are not present in the code in my opinion, the justifications for them
should clarify the points:

• Conditional Complexity – There are only two loops and one if, and all three constructs are
necessary, so no excessive or unnecessary complexity.

• Magic Numbers – String literals in the code, that’s true. But a refactoring wouldn’t make it
better.

• Inappropriate Intimacy – this is usually a matter between two classes, when one makes
direct accesses to ’private parts’ of the other class.

• Indecent Exposure – is defined as: Something is public that should be private.
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19.1.2 The Two Sides of the Coin

Code Smells are actually only the other side of the coin Clean Code. One side propagates clean
programming with a set of rules and guidelines, the other side is a listing of typical errors that are
the result of violating these rules and guidelines.

19.1.3 Broken Windows

"The broken windows theory is a criminological theory that states that visible signs of crime, anti-
social behavior, and civil disorder create an urban environment that encourages further crime and
disorder, including serious crimes. The theory suggests that policing methods that target minor
crimes, such as vandalism, loitering, public drinking, jaywalking and fare evasion, help to create
an atmosphere of order and lawfulness.
The theory was introduced in a 1982 article by social scientists James Q. Wilson and George L.
Kelling."

– https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Broken_windows_theory

The ’Broken Windows’ theory states that it takes
little for decay to begin.

A vacant house is left alone for a long time. But once
a window is broken or the first graffiti appears, the
house quickly becomes a victim of burglars, squatters
and looters.

In the 1960s, Philip Zimbardo experimentally studied the course of vandalism in the Bronx in
New York: if a car is parked normally on the street, nothing happens for a long time. But when
Zimbardo parked a car without license plates and with the hood open at the side of the road, it took
only ten minutes for the first looters to arrive and start stripping the car. After one day, the car was
completely disassembled.

It’s the same with program code: when the first signs of neglect appear, no one really tries to keep
the code clean anymore, and the decay accelerates. That’s why it’s important not to let any traces
of neglect show up in the first place.
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19.2 Refactoring

Refactoring is the activity that makes code smells disappear. A refactoring typically describes a
smell and then the rebuilding steps to get rid of the smell. Also important are the associated unit
tests, which provide assurance that nothing is broken during the rebuild.

In this kind of refactoring cycle you
wear two hats: one for the re-design,
the other one during the refactoring:

During the re-design, you primarily
think about the requirements for the
program (draft unit tests/microtests)
and the structure of the code.

During refactoring, one keeps the
requirements – the microtests – un-
changed and one only rebuilds the
code to achieve improvements (per-
formance, understandability, security,
etc.).

The picture above illustrates the approach known as ’red - green - refactor’.

Refactoring is Test Driven Development (TDD) in pure form: first you do the unit tests, on the one
hand ’green’ tests, which ensure the functionality. On the other hand you write ’red’ tests, which
become green only after the refactoring. This way you can work your way in baby steps from
smelly code to a nice solution.

The complete catalog of Martin Fowler contains 68 refactorings; here as examples six of the most
important/most frequent refactorings in my opinion:

• Extract Method
• Rename
• Move Method (including pull up/push down)
• Change Method Signature
• Replace Inheritance with Delegation
• Replace Magic Number with Symbolic Constant

19.3 Technical Debt

What happens if you buy a new TV on credit?

Cash price: CHF 1000.-

Installment price: 12 x 96.- = 1152.-

Advantage of buying on credit: quick satisfaction of the need. Disadvantage: the price is higher,
the pain is only postponed. Usually one lacks the money in the future as much as now. This is the
seductive illusion of quick satisfaction of need.
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Sure, sometimes there are good reasons to buy something on credit.

19.3.1 Copy/paste as the Most Common Technical Debt

Suppose you implement a new feature by copying existing code, briefly adapting it, briefly testing
it, and then leaving the code as is. We now have duplicated code.

This is like a credit: you get a working solution quickly, but the refactoring that is actually needed
is not done or is postponed until later. Later either way the price (refactoring) has to be paid, but in
the meantime we already pay interest: bloated code, irritations ("which is the right solution now?")
and possibly introduced/triggered errors.

In the frontend, copy/paste is still prevalent, but it’s getting better, e.g. with Sass/Less, CSS is
becoming much less repetitive, not so much copy/paste.

19.3.2 Four Types of Technical Debt

Technical debt is not only bad code (the ’debt’ then is having to refactor the code). The following
four factors all contribute to technical debt:

Figure 19.1: The four types of technical debt

It is not easy to quantify Technical Debt. SonarQube reports a number that they calculate represents
technical debt, in work days. This is interesting, descriptive, but not complete, as based only on
code.

For the calculation of Technical Debt (days) according to SQALE (Software Quality Assessment
based on Lifecycle Expectations) see http://www.sqale.org.
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19.4 Architecture Refactoring

You remember the completely tangled example from the metrics case study? (see section 18.2)
Remedy: refactoring the architecture.

19.4.1 Step 1

First, start – very carefully – introducing layering (green lines). The layering must be ’clean’,
i.e. there must be no accesses from lower to higher levels, only downward accesses (calls and
references).

At the beginning, the two edge layers are very thin, only a few classes meet the criteria. But that
doesn’t matter, we will improve this step by step.

19.4.2 Step 2

Now the first cycles (accesses from lower to higher levels) are resolved, so that more classes/packages
can be moved to the top or bottom layer.

You have to refactor here until there are no more bottom-up accesses across the green layer
boundaries. The two edge layers are now distinctly wider and the fat middle layer has shrunk a
bit.

We do this refactoring until all classes/packages belonging to the ’Services’ are actually in this
layer. Ditto for the top ’Controllers’ layer.
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19.4.3 Step 3

In this step, the middle layer is untangled:

– Separate logic from business services and place each in its own layer.
– Possibly move domain classes (data classes) to a separate layer.

Again: no bottom-up accesses across layers: much and large-scale refactoring is necessary: pack-
ages and classes are broken up and moved.

19.4.4 Step 4

Now we tackle the cross-connections: We start partitioning (see chapter 26 Partitions). In the
process, classes are also split up and elements also move to a lower or higher layer again and
again.

Don’t forget: Observe metrics. They tell us if we are moving in the right direction and give us a
measure of progress (see Section 18.3).

Main goals achieved! We now have clean layering, better distribution of responsibilities, and no
more illegal access from a lower layer to a higher layer.

(Side note: the background image is the same for all four steps. In fact, the classes and their
relations to each other would change a lot).
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19.5 Architecture with Deployment Variants

Figure 19.2: Two variants of how a system with an identical code base can be deployed.

Deployment diagrams can be created in several variants, often because one wants to scale the
performance with different deployments.

It is quite often the case that the deployment variants can be implemented without changes to the
code because, for example, you only move the parts that communicate asynchronously over TCP/IP
anyway, and then you only need to adjust IP addresses in a configuration script.

19.5.1 Architectural Changes for Higher Performance

Figure 19.3: Here you can see a major architectural refactoring to a higher performance solution.
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Sometimes an architecture change may be necessary for a desired deployment: In the case above,
there were major changes to the architecture and code to enable this new (higher performance) form
of deployment. The previous system (left) was a monolithic system, serving users and receiving
data from sensors. If suddenly many sensors reported back to the system with massive data (and
this happened quite often, the data usually came in batches), the system could thus be flooded
with sensor readings. This delayed the response times for the users, the system was then hardly
accessible for humans for a while.

Solution: Separate the sensor data reception completely, and put this so-called HWIntegrator
("HardWareIntegrator" = sensor data receiver) on its own computer. This way, the loads are
decoupled and the users can operate the system smoothly at any time, completely independent of
the incoming data volumes.

Figure 19.4: New deployment variant: Multiple instances of HWIntegrator, with load balancer.

The above variant and the next one are again two deployment variants, which did not require any
further changes to the code.
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Figure 19.5: Special deployment variant: An extra server only for one sensor type

One sensor type (red-yellow) with very high performance requirements gets its own tuned HWInte-
grator. All other sensors report to HWIntegrator 1 as before.

19.5.2 Tips for Architecture Refactoring

1. Break up cycles, because these are the worst violations
2. Separate layers cleanly
3. Smart assignment of responsibilities: see that single responsibility is observed (signs e.g.

code smells ’large class’ and ’duplicate code’)
4. Reduce coupling further, e.g. by introducing partitions and eliminating code smells ’Indecent

Exposure’, ’Inappropriate Intimacy’, ’Feature Envy’.
5. Always refactor towards ’simple and elegant’, away from complexity

Automatic integration tests (unit tests without mocking) help refactoring not to break functionality.
If they are placed at as high a layer as possible, you don’t have to change them so often during
architecture refactoring. Microtests do not help much with such large-scale refactoring, and if
they do, then only at the lowest two architectural levels (see the next chapter ’More than Unit
Testing’).



20. More than Unit Testing

This chapter is called "More than Unit Testing". However, we will start with the topic of unit
testing, because we need to clarify what exactly unit testing is.

Unit testing is a widely used, useful, and recognized technique. There will hardly be a serious soft-
ware project in the world where unit testing is not being used. Unit testing emerged during the advent
of Extreme Programming (first published for Smalltalk in 1989). In 2013, JUnit was "the most com-
monly included external library" on GitHub (source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JUnit).

Unit testing is understood to mean two things:

1. A piece of test code that uses an XUnit test library, e.g. JUnit for Java, xUnit or NUnit for
C#, pytest for Python, etc.

2. A unit test (as defined in 1.), but which tests exactly only one method of a class in isolation.
Some programmers call this a microtest, in order to make clear the difference to more general
unit tests, which could be also integration tests over several classes.

20.1 Principle: Unit Testing/Microtesting

By now, probably every decent programmer knows what a unit test is, and how unit testing basically
works. There is:

– code under test
– unit tests written for the ’code under test’
– an automatic sequence of tests with a traffic light at the end, green: OK / red: not OK.
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Unit tests should have the following characteristics:

• easy to create
• fully automated execution
• fast execution time
• simple result, easy to verify

20.1.1 Microtesting

The term ’microtesting’ is used today to describe a very specific type of unit testing:

The code to be tested is always only one method, and one wants to execute the method to be tested
completely isolated. As soon as the method has dependencies, i.e. it calls other methods, then one
must isolate the method to be tested with Faking & Mocking (short explanation see below). If you
write and run unit tests on such an isolated method, this is called microtesting.

If the method under test is not isolated, then it is called Integration Testing. Both microtesting and
integration testing remain unit testing in essence, but pursue different goals.

In microtesting the unit tests should be fast running, must be ready in a few seconds each, so that
you can do ’test - change/improve code - test’ many times.

Integration tests have more dependencies, and this means that they test more parts of the system
and thus have more significance. Negative impact: Integration tests run more slowly.
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Example for Microtesting: The code to be tested consists of a method with three lines, the method
has no dependencies, thus it can be tested completely in isolation:

public static String floatWithTwoDigits( float f ) {

return String.format( "\%6.2f", f );

}

A few sample unit tests for ’floatWithTwoDigits’.

public void testFloatWithTwoDigits() {

f = 34.5678F;

expResult = " 34.57";

result = Helper.floatWithTwoDigits(f);

assertEquals(expResult, result);

}

public void testFloatWithTwoDigitsRounding() {

float f = 2.009F;

String expResult = " 2.01";

String result = Helper.floatWithTwoDigits(f);

assertEquals(expResult, result);

}

public void testFloatWithTwoDigitsLargeNegative() {

f = -456.789F;

...

...

Under what circumstances can microtesting be done well? A first answer is provided by the layer
diagram of an architecture.

The higher layers have more de-
pendencies towards the bottom,
therefore often Faking/Mocking
(see next section) is used to
isolate the part to be tested as
desired.

In general, it is easier to test the
classes and methods in the lower
layers in isolation, because the
lower layers tend to have fewer
dependencies.

So the characteristics of microtests are:

• Automated unit tests (automation is a must, otherwise it is not a unit test).
• The code unit to be tested is a single method (rarely a whole class)
• The method to be tested is tested in isolation i.e. often with faking & mocking
• The tests run within seconds, so that the cycle ’test - change/improve code - test’ can be run

frequently, and so that Continuous Integration can actually work.
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20.2 Faking & Mocking

Fakes (sometimes called ’stubs’) are a simple replacement for the method called by the test code.
Mostly, fakes consist only of returning a fixed value. Thus, testing is easy because you know what
the external routine will return.

Suppose we want to test a method for stock price analysis. Suppose further that we want to raise
an alarm when the stock price of a stock exceeds a certain ’fall rate’ in a certain period of time.
The software relies on an external provider of stock market prices. This must now be faked by
providing the same time series of stock market data each time through the fake. Now we can write
the unit tests to see if the method under test detects the rapidly falling prices – repeatedly.

Mocking means a) that the mock (as a supplier of data) can deliver somewhat more complex data,
e.g. intelligent return values that fluctuate more realistically, for example, and b) that we also look
for or verify with which parameters the mocked part is called. Mocks are thus more complex blocks
that do more than just simply return a fixed set of data.

Figure 20.1: Mocks & fakes shown schematically.

For those who want to know more - there is a sophisticated methodology and taxonomy in the field
of faking & mocking - you can google the terms fakes, mocks, stubs and simulators or read an
article by Martin Fowler https://www.martinfowler.com/articles/mocksArentStubs.html

20.3 The Value of Microtesting

Unit tests provide confidence when doing code changes and refactorings.

Unit tests can serve as documentation of exactly what the code does and does not do.

If you have a good (preferably formal) specification of what the code to be written should do, then
you can write the unit tests first and then the code. Even without a good specificateion it can be
good practice to write unit tests first and then the code. This approach is known as Test Driven
Development (TDD).

In order to integrate an external library and use it successfully, it is recommended to write a series
of unit tests with the expected usage scenarios. Two birds with one stone: a) We now understand
what the library does, and b) We have even tested the library with a few concrete cases. It works
as expected. Pretty useful also when new releases of the library come out: does it still work as
expected? Unit tests will tell you.

When an error occurs: Write unit test(s) that reproduce the error (unit test turns red), then fix
the code, and the unit test should now be green. This error is also guaranteed not to show up
again.
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Anyone who has learned to write unit tests well has learned about harmful/unnecessary/minimal
coupling and becomes a better programmer.

It is quite clear that unit tests play a very important role in contemporary software projects. A
project team that does not do unit tests is acting negligently. But a project can have major quality
deficiencies despite many unit tests. This chapter tries to highlight a few important things related to
testing.

20.4 Integration Testing

Integration tests are unit tests "on
the upper floors", up to just below
the UI.

Unit tests (as integration tests) build
on each other from the bottom up,
often without mocking

Microtests + integration tests
complement each other

Third-party systems are usually ex-
cluded with faking or mocking if
their responses must be determinis-
tic for a unit test to pass with pre-
dictable results.

20.4.1 Integration Test Example

Let’s look at an example where, in a unit test, we make a call to:

This call will then invoke a whole bunch of other
routines, finally even down to the database *) And
if everything is returned correctly, then this unit test
will be green. Now you see – I hope – why this is
called an integration test.

*) In the database - for this to work - the correct test data
must be inserted first, otherwise the test is not reproducible.
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20.4.2 Higher-level Unit Testing

Integration tests check the interaction of
classes - where many misunderstandings can
arise, despite static type checking: e.g. order
of calls, value range of parameters, error
handling, ...

Integration tests at the top level (directly
below the UI) test the system as a black box:
this can be defined early e.g. with system
operations and contracts.

Integration tests directly under the UI can au-
tomatically test the functionality of the system
as defined by requirements.

20.4.3 Advantages of integration tests

Integration tests are often much more valuable in practice than microtests. Reasons:

• Integration tests detect more errors because they test more realistic scenarios.
• Integration tests are more durable than microtests because they test higher level code inter-

faces that (hopefully) change less frequently, i.e., integration tests do not need to be rewritten
as often as microtests.

• Integration tests offer the possibility of using a DSL (Domain Specific Language) and
involving users in formulating automated tests (e.g. cucumber.io). This could be worthwhile
for integration tests.

• Integration tests can replace some of the non-automatable end-to-end tests (UI, browser) -
and the remaining ones then focus purely on rendering.

• Integration tests rely on fewer assumptions than microtests - whereas mocks are programmed
under many assumptions.

Rajiv Prabhakar (https://rajivprab.com/) has written a highly interesting article on ’How to test
software carefully’. He was originally a hardware test engineer at Intel who later moved into
software development at Google and Amazon. In "Rethinking Software Testing: Perspectives from
the world of Hardware" 1 he describes from his experience what software engineers could learn
from hardware testers. He also advocates increased integration testing and lists good reasons for
doing not only microtesting.

20.4.4 The Only Disadvantage of Integration Testing

Integration testing can result in long runtimes, i.e., a build with extensive testing takes longer than
a few minutes, possibly longer than an hour. True continuous integration (build/test after each
commit) is then no longer feasible. If that’s the case, then you have to shift the long-running tests to
the night, which is also not optimal, because then some bugs are only discovered during the night,
and not immediately with each build.

In my opinion, however, this is the only real disadvantage of integration tests.

1https://software.rajivprab.com/2019/04/28/rethinking-software-testing-perspectives-from-the-world-of-hardware/
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Example of time-intensive integration tests:

1. Push the data for a scenario into the DB (is in the range of 20 seconds to minutes each time).
2. Then run a couple of unit tests in combination.
3. After that: next scenario.

20.5 Microtesting: Limits and Criticism

Microtesting by definition tests each piece of code individually and in isolation.

Figure 20.2: A car disassembled into parts as a symbol for microtesting.
Based on an idea by Fabian Oefner "Disintegrating" – fabianoefner.com

The main criticism of microtesting is that the significance of microtests can be severely limited,
especially when the interaction of the individual parts is important - and this is often the case in
software. The picture above with the individual car parts shows it nicely:
Microtesting is when you test all parts individually ...
... and then you leave the parts and say "everything works, everything is tested properly".

Please look at the car parts picture again. Do you notice anything? Take another close look.

Did you notice that the engine is missing in the above picture? No?

20.5.1 Possible Weaknesses in Microtesting

• Even a very high test coverage does not say much - but you feel safe.
• Unit tests are (unfortunately often) meaningless ("2+2 = 4")
• Testing in isolation does not show the weak points of integration.
• Unit tests often mislead you into refactoring in a way that you get stuck on a local minimum -

you don’t get to the better solution, which would require more far-reaching refactoring.
• Unit tests usually do not survive structurally more extensive refactoring - wasted effort.
• Microtesting works well with libraries (lowest layers), above that you have to mock: a source

of errors, because mocking is always a simplifying simulation with assumptions.

Be at least a little skeptical about microtesting. Microtests without large-scale integration tests are
not always very meaningful.
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Interesting (heretical) article by James O. Coplien "Why Most Unit Testing is Waste":
http://rbcs-us.com/documents/Why-Most-Unit-Testing-is-Waste.pdf

20.5.2 To Paint Yourself into a Corner with Microtests

Unit Tests, and especially microtests, focus on the small characteristics and may cause you to lose
sight of the big picture.

Figure 20.3: With certain strategies, one gets stuck in the local maximum and does not find the
global optimum (Graph created with MATLAB)

Microtests are a very useful tool. But they can sometimes be a hindrance, for example when a
major refactoring would break a bunch of microtests. Some programmers then prefer to stay in
the safety of their microtests instead of doing the necessary, broader refactoring. They have, so to
speak, walled themselves in with the microtests and no longer find the better solution, which would
require a major rebuild, "because all the unit tests are so nice and green right now".

Microtesting is a very valuable technique, but it should always be complemented with automated
integration testing, otherwise you might get stuck in the thicket of thin things

20.6 When is Enough Testing Done?

Very often, as a developer, you ask yourself - or it is asked by management - the question:

Do we have enough unit tests? Or should we test more?

There are several possible answers to these questions.

"We can’t spend more time on testing".
"More than 40% of our code is unit tests"
"We haven’t found any bugs in the last five days"
"We have achieved 83% test coverage"

Which of these answer(s) is/are good?

20.7 Types of Test Coverage

There are four types of test coverage, slightly simplified:

Statement Coverage percentage of statements covered with executed unit tests
Branch Coverage coverage of different branches in a program
Decision Coverage each ’if’, ’while’ ... condition is analyzed for test coverage,

especially complex compound conditions
Path Coverage coverage of all possible execution paths in a program
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For many practical purposes, only the first type of test coverage – statement coverage – is relevant.
Most tools can only determine this number.

If you take into account branch and decision coverage, then you can use it to make better unit tests,
you get good ideas for test data selection.

Path coverage is impossible to realize in any real-world software. The number of paths grows expo-
nentially with size, making it practically unachievable to cover all combinations with tests.

20.7.1 Can You Find the Errors Here?

The above piece of code still contains two errors - despite 100% test coverage. Lesson learned:
don’t be blinded by high test coverage numbers. The solution can be found in Sectiont 20.7.5.

20.7.2 Is that good: "83% test coverage"?

100% instruction coverage of the entire code base can almost never be achieved. Reasons:

• UI code can usually not be unit tested.
• There are code parts that are extremely hard to cover with unit tests, e.g. exceptions: how do

I fake a "disk full" exception or a "connection lost" exception? (mind you: reliably repeatable
during a unit test).

So what is the answer to the question "Have we tested enough?"

20.7.3 Valid Negative Statements

Strong statements – unfortunately in the negative:

– "Approximately 4% of our code is unit tests".
– "We have achieved 23% test coverage"
– "3% of our effort went into testing, including usability testing".

These three statements all point to insufficient testing efforts.
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However, it could possible that the 23% test coverage refers to a subproject that produced almost
exclusively UI code. In that case, even the 23% may be very good.

20.7.4 Positive Statement Difficult to Make

Not very meaningful (although positive, but ...):

O "45% of our code is unit tests".
O "We have achieved 95% test coverage"
O "40% of our project effort was for testing".

None of the above statements is suitable as a positive statement "now we have tested enough".

The best advice: do a review of the tests (unit, integration, system, usability, security...). Experienced
developers have gathered a wealth of experience over the years that allows them to make a statement
about the quality and quantity of tests.

A high test coverage is a necessary but not a sufficient condition. �

So: aim for high test coverage, but don’t be satisfied with the number alone.

a) Do integration tests rather than microtests only.
b) It is the quality of the test cases that matters, not the coverage, and as is often the case: real

quality can only be achieved with peer reviews.

20.7.5 Solution to "Errors Despite 100% Coverage"

Test the method with the value 4.999 for the float parameter.
What does the hoursInFloatToString() method return then? "4h60".

There is a second error in it: the input with the float value -1 leads to the output "0min." instead of
"-1h00" as probably desired. Maybe you wouldn’t count this as an error, still this is something I
consider to be inadequate.

20.7.6 Concluding Remarks on Microtesting

Please don’t get me wrong: I think unit testing is a great thing (microtesting too). Every software
developer needs to master this tool. I just think that more emphasis should be put on integration
testing, and that microtesting should be done only where it makes sense, e.g. on the lowest layers
of a system.
Microtesting and integration testing complement each other. Add to that automated end-to-end
tests like espresso for Android and tests of the REST interface with swagger.io (as of 2020) and
your project’s test setup is perfect.

20.8 „Unit Tests“ for the Database

It is an interesting idea to protect not only the code against bugs with unit tests, but also the data in
the database (DB). You can check consistency conditions of a DB by program, analogous to unit
tests, for example:

• Are there customers where the name field is empty?
• Are there order items without a purchase order?
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• Are there any unfinished orders older than 60 days?
• Are there order documents that have a status ’canceled’ and still have order items that still

block articles?
• Are there watch lists with invalid/outdated item numbers?
• Are there invoices with invalid references to purchase orders?

These kind of queries on a database can be done well via SQL. For each such query you create an
SQL file with a) the first line as a comment "what does the script test", and b) the remaining lines of
the SQL query. Each SQL statement should return zero in the good case; mostly these are queries
with LEFT OUTER JOIN to find out "where is something missing?".

Now you put all the SQL tests you want to run into a special directory that contains only such SQL
query files. A special program, a kind of ’SQL Test Runner’ now takes one file after the other and
executes it. If the query returns zero, the test is marked green, otherwise red.

Figure 20.4: On the top left, schematic of the SQL query directory, on the right the UI of the Test
Runner – usually embedded in the monitoring of the running system.

Examples of such ’unit test’ queries:

-- translations without a matching name key.

SELECT * FROM TRANSLATION LEFT OUTER JOIN NAMES ON UPPER_STRING = NAME WHERE NAME IS NULL

-- are there roll-out instructions that have an invalid location.id?

select inst.id, inst.statecode from instruction inst, location loc

where inst.statecode in ('R', 'A', 'P') and inst.type = 'A'

and inst.fromlocationid (+) = loc.id and loc.id is null;

-- is this article in locations that are not 'single material' locations?

select c.id, c.code, a.code from carrier c, stockeditem st, article a, location loc

where st.articleid = a.id and st.carrierid = c.id and c.locationid = loc.id

and c.locationid in (select unique loc.id from stockeditem st, article a, carrier c, location loc

where st.articleid = a.id and st.carrierid = c.id and c.locationid = loc.id

and a.code = 'F00C3E2045') and a.code <> 'F00C3E2045';

The program was home-made by the company stoecklin.ch (warehouse logistics), it consisted of
14 Java classes, included a total of 720 LOC and had cost a total of about ten working days of
development.
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The software was used on all automatic warehouses. The special value was that in case of an error,
the support people could first test the customer’s database for consistency, very quickly, while the
customer was still on the phone reporting a fault in the warehouse management system. With each
error case that led to new findings, a test was added so that the same error would be found more
quickly the next time (even with other customers’ warehouse). This tool saved countless hours in
support and development.

20.9 Daily Build

As soon as you work in a team, it is no longer enough to just type your code into a great IDE, and
use no other tools. At that moment you have to use at least a version control system (git, SVN) and
a separate build server.

Figure 20.5: Development environment with a dedicated build server (and a git server)

In every development team you should have an integration server that runs the "Daily Build". In the
more modern version the build system is run as "Continuous Integration (CI)", i.e. continuously,
not just once in 24 hours.

Daily (or Nightly) Build means that once a day the Build Server fetches all source code (including
unit tests) from the version control system, compiles the source data and assembles the software.
Then the build server runs the unit tests and all software checkers (see enumeration in the picture).
If everything is OK, the team is informed about the positive outcome (usually with publication on
a website). If any of the tests has failed (unit test red) or any of the metrics violates a predefined
limit, then the build is considered unsuccessful (aka Build Break) and the team is also notified, this
time probably with emails in addition to the build results website.

In Continuous Integration, builds are done every time someone pushes a change to the main
branch of the repository, which can – and should – be several times a day or even several times an
hour.

20.9.1 The Usual Tools

In any ’more-than-one-person’ project, you should use at least the following tools:

1. Version control tool (git, SVN, etc.).
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2. Work package management (JIRA, Redmine, or similar tool; user stories in scrum backlog,
at least as to-do list)

3. Bug tracking tool (possibly also in JIRA/Redmine)
4. Unit testing framework
5. Metrics and code checkers: findbugs, checkstyle, ESLint, ReSharper, etc. possibly with

dashboard (SonarQube)
6. Separate build server with daily build or continuous integration (CI)

Professional developers always use all six tool types.

20.9.2 Build Breaks and Branches

To have a build break once in a while is normal. In my past projects we often had no more than
three or four build failures per month, but that may vary wildly, depending on the number of people
on the project, the nature of the project (experimental or standard) and a bunch of other factors.
Just watch the numbers and react when you observe a spike. A project frequently failing a routine
build is an alarm signal. You may have to investigate the cause for these frequent failures – and
you’d have to define what ’too frequent’ would be in your environment

One of the most common reasons for a build break ist the sort of collision that results from merge
conflicts due to different branches – even after the merge conflicts themselves have been solved
(it is relatively straightforward to merge the conflicting source code lines so that the code can be
compiled). Finding bugs which are caused by different ideas or interpretation are much harder
to find and repair. You may have an inconsistency in the order of calls in a call sequence for
instance.

Figure 20.6: A versioning system like git allows branches to be created, perhaps too many open
branches at any one time.

"To Branch or not to Branch": It is advisable not to have too many (central) side branches open,
because branches can greatly blur the point of "where are we?". Actually, all feature branches
should be closed by the end of the sprint. Correspondingly the associated user story should be duly
closed, in compliance with the Definition of Done rules.

Going underground is not a good sign ("Alex has been working on the new SAP interface for
four weeks and I haven’t heard from him in a long time"), no matter if it’s on their own branch
or not. Keeping many branches open for too long a time can lead to a flurry of conflicts, when –
towards the end of the sprint – everybody wants to close their stories and their feature branches.
It is good practice that all team members commit their changes regularly (after two days at the
latest), otherwise you lose track of the state of things. Having branches open means that progress is
muddled.

Your team needs to do at least a daily build plus regular releases: Every 2-3 weeks you make a
release for the team and the product owner at the end of the sprint; every couple of months for the
end customers for testing. Rollouts for end customers sometimes happen even less frequently, it
depends a lot on the environment. In some situations you may want to deploy to customers at the
end of each sprint. It all depends.
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20.9.3 Automatic Tests that Run Longer

The test duration for larger systems - especially if database scenarios are also loaded - can quickly
take more than 30 minutes. If a single build takes longer than a few minutes and the team commits
frequently, then Continuous Integration (i.e. triggering the build server with every commit to the
main branch) is not so easy anymore, especially in larger teams: The frequent commits trigger a
build, which is aborted after seconds with the next commit - or many builds run in parallel.

Possible solution: the Integration Server only makes a run every three hours. But that is not real
CI. Another strategy could be "mixed" CI: all fast tests run at every commit, all slow tests run
additionally at night or every three hours.

In my opinion, it does not help or is even harmful when a team only runs microtests, just because
integration tests take longer to complete.

20.9.4 Continuous Integration

There are different gradations from Daily Build to Continuous Integration:

Daily Build, Nightly Build Once every 24 hours (because the build and tests take a long
time, e.g. 6 hours)

„Daily Build“ Every three hours (because the build with integration tests takes
about one hour each time)

Continuous Integration Every time a ’commit’ is made on the main branch (because a
build takes less than 10 minutes and the dev. team is small)

"CI mixed" Continuous Integration with all fast/cheap tests during the day,
full tests at night (or every three hours)

20.10 Hierarchy of Test Servers

The server setup in a larger company with a lot of software development typically looks like this:
there are four levels of test machines, with the following meaning.

Figure 20.7: Server environment in a larger environment with tiered testing

PROD: Production environment, must be stable, no experiments! New releases only every few
months (unless the company is called Amazon).
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STAGE: ’Staging’ (sometimes also called ACC Acceptance): manual testing by customer/PO and
external testers; Hardware and test data as much as possible the same as PROD (except
for deployment changes); STAGE is also perfect for performance testing.

TEST: Stable test environment for developers. All automated tests. First performance tests.

DEV: Developer system (relatively stable for all developers), Daily Build / CI Machine.

20.10.1 Migration of the Newly Developed Software

Migration of new code and server setup to be done with scripts wherever possible. Goal: Migration
to the next level at the push of a button, without manual intervention.

20.10.2 Migration of Test Data

Test data should be as similar as possible on all systems, in quantity, type and structure.

Test data usually comes from the productive system, test data usually has to be anonymized.

Again, it is important to automate data migration because it is likely to be performed more often,
not just once.

20.10.3 Automated Migration

Prerequisite: the test systems should be as similar as possible to the production system, in both
aspects:

a) Hardware (expensive! virtualized only can be deceptive)
b) Data (anonymized)
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As mentioned several times, in larger developments it is worthwhile to automate the code and data
migration processes. One develops:

Scripts for running code in another environment (quick test)
Scripts for copying and anonymizing test data
Scripts for resetting environments
Scripts for migration executables from DEV up to PROD

The tools available for this in 2018 were Puppet, Chef, Ansible, Vagrant ...

20.11 DevOps

Figure 20.8: Responsibility for servers is shared between developers and IT staff.

DevOps is the smooth transition and closer collaboration between developers and IT/server main-
tainers, circled in blue in the image above.

The big advantage of this closer collaboration is faster testing and deployment, up to and including
Continuous Delivery (CD), i.e. as soon as the developers are done with a release – and in extreme
cases this can be daily – the software is tested on various levels in a highly automated way (including
regression and load testing) and automatically deployed.

A video of Scott Prugh’s remarkable talk on DevOps and Continuous Delivery can be found on
youtube, and the accompanying slides on slideshare, see the links in section 31.2 at the end of the
document.



21. Performance Monitoring

Only when you measure can you more accurately classify an observed phenomenon. Performance
measurements are not that easy to carry out, but they are very helpful. It may look easy to initiate
performance measurments, yes, but there are quite a few pitfalls lurking in the process.

21.1 Measure First, then Optimize

Premature optimizations are counterproductive. There are programmers who want to optimize too
early. But the rule is: always determine first by measurement "Do we have a problem?" Only then
optimize.

The golden rule is:

When you add a new feature to the software:

1. First get it working in a minimal version (sunny case) so that it is usable or demonstrable.
Get feedback on functionality.

2. After that do everything ’right’, i.e. robust, bug-free, also for all borderline cases, interna-
tionalized, nicely designed and arranged UI, Balloon Help, ... Recall the advice "from the
minimum version to the full version" from the chapter ’Story Splitting’.

3. Only now take care of any performance problems – if at all necessary.
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The three-step approach does not mean that we build in the dumbest possible algorithm at the
beginning, only to optimize it later. As a software engineer, one should work in a resource-saving
way right from the start and not make such beginner’s mistakes.

21.1.1 Measure First, then Try to Optimize

"Compare the runtimes between sequential and parallel processing on your system. For example,
on my MacBook Pro with a Core i7 2.2 GHz, the sequential variant of filtering for 1 million int values
with about 37 ms runtime is almost twice as fast as the parallel one with about 70 ms! The whole
thing only changes when the amount of data is greatly increased: For 1 billion entries, I measure a
runtime of about 4.5 seconds for sequential and about 1 second for parallel filtering. According to
this, parallel processing can only show its advantages with very large amounts of data. You should
always keep this in mind before rashly trying to increase performance by calling parallel()."

Quote from the book "Michael Inden: Java 8 – Die Neuerungen Lambdas, Streams, Date and Time
API und JavaFX 8 im Überblick" (quote translated from German by DeepL.com)

21.2 Performance Profiling (white box)

Example TimeTracker, a self-written program for time recording: Turning the page from week to
week took too long: every time you wanted to change the week, it took almost two seconds until
the new week was displayed. In a Java program with 47 classes and 3200 lines of code, how do you
quickly find the culprit that’s eating up time?

Figure 21.1: The UI of the TimeTracker program

So the key question is: Why is the program so slow to jump from week to week? Which piece
of code is responsible for the high CPU load? To answer these kinds of questions, it is best to
use a profiler. This instruments the source code with time measurements and displays the results
graphically after the run.
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Figure 21.2: The TimeTracker program in the NetBeans Profiler

The analysis with the Profiler in NetBeans for Java showed that a single routine was responsible for
more than 70% of the CPU consumption.

The recompilation of the code with the profiler and the analysis took only a few minutes. The
culprit could thus be found with very little effort.

21.2.1 Small Refactoring, Big Effect

Once the piece of code with the high resource consumption was identified, the next step was to
look for a faster solution. The ’slow’ routine involved only a few lines:

private int minutesOfDay( Date dayAndTime ) {

return (int)((dayAndTime.getTime() - myDayZeroHours.getTime())

/ Const.MILLIS_PER_MINUTE);

}

After some googling and a bit of trial-and-error, a much faster solution was found in no time. The
resulting code looked like this:

private int minutesOfDay( Date dayAndTime ) {

Calendar cal = Calendar.getInstance();

cal.setTime( dayAndTime );

return cal.get( Calendar.HOUR_OF_DAY ) * 60 + cal.get( Calendar.MINUTE );

}

After the refatoring, the profiler no longer showed any noticeable spikes, and scrolling through the
TimeTracker program felt three times faster. Mission accomplished!
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21.3 How Does a Profiler Work?

For a profiler to work, the source code must be available (yes, it works without, but then you only
have statistical data, nothing exact, see JVM Monitoring below)

• A timer field is attached to each method call.

• It is compiled again with this instrumentation.

Now you can run the program with the instrumented code.

• With each method call the timer field is counted up with the execution
time of the method.

• At the end, the time used in each method can be displayed this way.

Profilers can sometimes be set to do the timing and evaluation even on each single line of
code.

21.3.1 Profiling in a Large Project

If you are in a really big development project, then a profiler is indispensable. Below is an example
from a 100,000 line software where performance analysis helped to make the program substantially
faster.

Figure 21.3: Evaluation with a profiler: overview with the deep call stack, below a detail showing
the method which should be optimized.
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As you can see in the above images, the call stack is stunningly deep in such a comprehensive piece
of software. Without the help of a profiler, you would be completely lost and never find the piece of
code responsible for the performance deficit. With a profiler, however, this is not very difficult to
achieve.

21.4 JVM Monitoring with Profiler

While a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) is running, one can watch this JVM from a remote computer
and query certain variables. The result is a similar evaluation as before.

Figure 21.4: A JVM profiler observes the operation of a JVM on a remote machine.

The results of remote JVM profiling are based on regular samples, not on instrumented code.
Advantage: cheaper/faster, disadvantage: less accurate.

Besides the somewhat limited free version in NetBeans, there are also commercial tools, with
many more useful features: JProfiler, AppDynamics, NewRelic, to name just three well-known
representatives of this tool family.

21.5 Load Measurements (Black Box)

Answer to: "Which load will bring the server down to its knees?"
Useful for: Web servers, databases, exposed services (REST, SOAP).
Tools: gatling.io, JMeter
Mode of operation: Submit HTTP Requests, parameterizable, massively parallel
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Figure 21.5: Load measurement with the tool gatling.io

The above output of gatling.io shows the list of response times using the example of a website. You
can see how many requests were answered in what time, and also how many requests (only one in
this example) were dropped due to overload.

21.6 Repeated Performance Measurements

Answer to: "Are typical response times still about the same?".
Useful for: Web servers/shops, exposed services (REST, SOAP),

Regression testing after each release.
Tools: Selenium (possibly JMeter/gatling, but they can’t do JavaScript).
Mode of operation: ’headless browser’ (can do JavaScript), programmable.

There are also specialized companies that offer cloud services for load testing (e.g. loadstorm.com;
this is not a recommendation, just an example of one company among many, a volatile mar-
ket)

21.6.1 Problems With Test Data

Suppose you want to repeatedly test a web shop for performance. What do you take as test
data?

Presumably you always simulate a lot (e.g. 300) of simultaneous users on a Sunday evening, who
on the one hand navigate via content categories, on the other hand retrieve pages via product search.
When a product detail page is found, a percentage (30%) of the simulated users order something
(three items each) in the store – via special test accounts, so that the system does not trigger real
orders.
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Because we want it to look as real as possible, we have an additional problem:

The distribution of data is very often not random, because popular items are requested much more
often. The situation is aggravated by caching in the shop software to deliver the data and images
for popular items more quickly – and the whole thing usually works in virtualized environments,
which also cache memory pages.

There is no one-size-fits-all solution to this problem, because you have to have some kind of control
over whether or not the software can maintain its performance even after several releases. In order
to have repeatable performance tests one must keep the environment as stable as possible. This
requires a standard set of operations and fixed set of test data.

21.7 Monitoring with Dashboards

Answer to: "How is our infrastructure doing?"
"How is our production system doing?"

Useful for: Monitoring servers in operation.
Tools: Grafana/Graphite (geared toward server infrastructure).
Mode of operation: Data collection plugins plus specialized time series DB.

Figure 21.6: Dashboard of an online shop (partial view). A carefully set up dashboard provides a
lot of useful information about the hardware and software landscape in operation.

A real-world example: In the picture above you see a dasboard from a web shop with multiple
servers (load balancing, DB). At 16:28h (4:28pm, yellow arrow) you notice a significant drop in
Hybris-2 CPU, as well as Apache Successful hits and MySQL queries.
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A detailed log analysis showed that the maximum limit for parallel MySQL threads was set too low
for this application. This configuration was corrected on the same day and the bug was fixed.

21.7.1 Three Target Groups for Dashboards

Dashboards can be made for three different target groups:

• Business (e.g. sales figures; effect of marketing actions).
• Application Development (e.g. length of message queues; size of tables)
• Server Infrastructure (e.g. CPU and network utilization; number of threads)

21.8 Application Telemetry

Figure 21.7: Atlas V Launch (U.S. Navy photo courtesy of NASA by Patrick H. Corkery/Released)

There are thousands of sensors in a rocket that are NOT needed for immediate flight control.
Purpose: to have a lot of information at hand in case something goes wrong, especially to localize
the errors.

Scott Prugh gave a very interesting talk at a DevOps conference (see links in section 31.2 at the end
of the document) in which he showed how continuous deployment could be accelerated significantly
with a few cleverly chosen parameters. He also used the example of the rocket with the many
sensors.

You can/should do something similar in production software: Instrument the code with ’sensors’,
write meaningful data to the log and produce output for dashboards.

21.8.1 Aircraft Data Streaming

Not only for rockets but also for airplanes it is common practice to collect a lot of data during the
flight. On the one hand, it can be used to monitor the health of the system, and on the other hand,
collected data provides valuable clues to possible causes if something ever goes wrong.

"Qatar Airways, for example, said last November [2015] that it had been streaming black box data
for some time in order to always know if everything was running normally," he said. "All the data
from all our flights is streamed directly to our Operation Control Center," explained Qatar CEO
Akbar Al Baker. Three specialists sit there, continuously keeping an eye on all flights. Every five
seconds, the planes send data from the air to the ground. Every 15 seconds, these are checked.
If there is the slightest deviation from the norm, the affected plane is contacted immediately."
(German text translated by DeepL.com)

– http://www.aerotelegraph.com/neue-regeln-icao-wegen-mh370
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"Virgin Atlantic IT director David Bulman said: "The latest planes we are getting, the Boeing 787s,
are incredibly connected. Literally every piece of that plane has an internet connection, from the
engines, to the flaps, to the landing gear [...] each different part of the plane is telling us what
it is doing as the flight is going on. We can get upwards of half a terabyte of data from a single
flight"

– www.hardware.slashdot.org

21.8.2 Mode of Operation of a Monitoring Dashboard

Figure 21.8: Schematic diagram of how a monitoring dashboard works

The example dashboard for the online store (Fig. 21.6) is structured exactly as shown in the diagram
above: Several Data Collectors gather metrics and send them to the Graphite database. On top of
this is the Grafana tool, which can be configured quite easily to display nice history graphs, almost
no programming is needed for this.

It is important that the screen with the dashboard hangs in a place where it is seen by as many
people as possible. This way anomalies can be detected early.



22. UML Diagrams

This chapter focuses on the usefulness of UML diagrams, no basic knowledge of UML is pro-
vided

I consider the following UML diagrams to be relevant to the process of software creation, and they
appear in various places in this book:

Domain and Data Models (see Chapter 4 Domain and Data Modelling)
Use Case Diagrams (see Chapter 3 Understanding the End Users)
State diagrams (see Chapter 5 Quality of Requirements)
Sequence diagrams (see example in Section ??)
Deployment diagrams (several examples in Part IV: Software Architecture)

There is a huge selection of books that try to familiarize the readers on modeling using UML. I do
not want to recommend one particular book. If interested, pick one for yourself, because the level
of detail and the narrative style differ a lot.

I don’t share the optimism of many authors of UML books: the UML diagrams (as well as the rest
of the UML specifications in language form) are of rather limited use. Most importantly, they do
not live up to the claim of being a design tool.

22.1 UML as a Design Notation?

One could easily be tempted to create a design by means of diagrams and subsequently have the
code generated – in analogy to ’first design a bridge by drawing a plan, then build it’. Many believed
in this approach at the turn of the millennium, there was a hype around UML and modeling with
diagrams at that time, there were a number of so-called CASE tools (Computer-Aided Software
Engineering). The software engineering tool chain was thought of as a UML diagram editor, where
you draw diagrams and the code is generated more or less automatically from the diagrams.

From Wikipedia: (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer-aided_software_engineering) "CASE is
the domain of software tools used to design and implement applications. CASE tools are similar
to and were partly inspired by computer-aided design (CAD) tools used for designing hardware
products."

There are tools that can generate code from diagrams (and vice versa):

• Class diagrams <-> code classes (any UML tool can do this).
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• Class diagrams <-> database tables via DDL statements
• Sequence diagrams <-> methods and calls (e.g. Enterprise Architect)
• State diagrams -> executable programs (IBM Rhapsody)

Figure 22.1: Software design: from the real world (left) via object-oriented analysis (OOA), to
object-oriented design (OOD) which results in a so-called ’design class diagram’, from which the
code can be generated. This is how many people thought programmers should organize their work,
an ideal from around the year 2000.

Why do I recommend the direct jump from requirements to code – together with the application of
design patterns and careful software architecture? Why do I ignore ’UML design’ as propagated in
so many books? Many see UML diagrams as a useful refinement step, an intermediate step before
coding.

The idea that one can first draw formal diagrams and then to have code generated from diagrams
has shown to be unfeasible: the ’executable specification’ concept has turned out to be pretty dead.
In rare cases this technique is applicable, most likely in semantically strongly limited areas. In any
case, this method is far from universal applicability.

It has also become apparent in the meantime that the procedure ’UML Design -> Generating code’
is not that helpful. Having UML automatically converted to code only works for small examples.
For all practical (not tiny) projects, mapping diagrams to code is hardly constructive - neither code
generation from diagrams, nor reverse engineering (diagrams from code), because:

– Automatic code generation is not that straightforward: one has to provide the associated
translation rules (’compilers’), except for the most simple cases.

– The Design Class Diagrams do not have a higher level of abstraction than code, the same as
with formal specifications (unless one specifies a higher-level domain-specific language with
translation rules – and this is a lot of non-trivial work).

– You can never generate all code automatically, I don’t know of any diagramming tool where
you can get by without additional hand-written code snippets. Thus a design using UML is
at best a hybrid: part diagram, part hand-written code.

– As soon as a class diagram becomes too large, it is difficult to handle, it is no longer
communicable (see the "max. A3" rule in Section 16.4), therefore it loses its value.
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– The design of an architecture needs – despite class, state, sequence diagrams – a clean
structure and high-level documentation (with the necessary abstraction, not 1:1). A class
diagram generated from code is worthless in the vast majority of cases, because it will be
too large (in real projects) - and: "What is the point of a map on a scale of 1:1 ?" Quote by
Umberto Eco.

The only diagramming tool I have seen successfully in action in a real project is IBM Rhapsody.
It allows to draw state diagrams and a) execute them right in the tool, i.e. simulate them, and b)
generate code for them. The project was a hardware-related machine control, where modeling with
statecharts makes sense in many places.

22.2 Difficulties with Diagrams

Dealing with diagrams, as opposed to code in text form, presents some challenges.

• What is a diff of two diagrams? e.g., how do you communicate a change?
• How do you merge two diagrams? can’t do.
• Consequence: only one person can work on a diagram at a time.
• Finding duplicate code lines is not so difficult. Duplicate diagram parts?
• There are no refactoring rules for diagrams.
• How to debug a diagram in case of error?
• Maintainability? (Find errors; modify, extend; do a refactoring (!)).

These difficulties led me away from a heavy use of UML diagrams in a software project.
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22.3 Criticism: Too Close to the Code

In many places UML was used to create a design for the code (before programming). However, this
doesn’t pay if we do not reach a higher level of abstraction. Let’s look at an example for missing
abstraction elevation:

Figure 22.2: Sequence diagram for calculating the total in a shopping cart.

From this (and with another class diagram) the code was derived, as follows:

public class ShoppingCart {

private List<Purchase> purchasesInCart;

...

public Money getTotalPriceOfCart() {

Money sum = new Money();

for (Purchase purchase : purchasesInCart) {

sum.add(purchase.getPrice());

}

return sum;

}

...

The above example shows the conversion of the diagram into code. However, the diagram is too
close to the code, namely it is the 1:1 mapping of the code, and thus it brings no abstraction, and
thus no benefit.

If you see or draw a diagram that is practically a 1:1 mapping of the code, then you should ask
yourself, is this necessary? is this helpful? In most cases, the answer will be "no". �
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22.3.1 Exceptions to the Rule "diagram:code relation 1:1 is pointless"

The most common exceptions to this "too close to code is uesless" rule – and thus a potentially
useful effort – are the following usage scenarios for UML diagrams, even in the 1:1 situation:

V Domain/data model, because a) it shows nicely the relationships between classes and b) it is
possible to generate the DDL (Data Definition Language, for example "CREATE TABLE
Customer...") from the diagram automatically (and also vice versa, except for the spatial
layout).

V A sequence diagram is useful when it shows the interaction of more than three classes. This
can be advantageous if you want to show who calls whom (and thus who depends on whom)
without having to read the code in X files, which takes time even in a good IDE – and then
you might have lost the thread after the seventh window change.

V State Machine: can be a good basis for workflows, because it helps tremendously to define
the states well, before a workflow is being implemented.

22.4 Classification of UML Diagrams

Name close to
customer?

Useful
Details?

Evaluation (IMHO), application Scenarios

Use Case
diagram

yes - Helicopter view, scope; also shows (indirectly) roles and
authorizations

Domain model yes (yes) Almost always useful, shows responsibilities and collabo-
ration; basis for a glossar (can be up to 80% of its contents)

Data model (yes) yes Almost always useful, shows relations and context of the
persistent items; DDL can be generated; often very similar
to domain model

Design class
diagram

- (yes) Hardly ever useful, because 1:1 like code; only useful if an
abstraction of classes/packages is shown as an overview

Sequence
diagram

- yes Sometimes useful, when more than a few (>4) classes
cooperate, e.g. to explain a complex startup sequence; can
be generated from code

State diagram yes yes Sometimes useful for central objects (e.g. product life
cycle in online shop) or for machine control applications

Activity
diagram

yes - Sometimes (IMO rarely) useful addition to complex Use
Cases

Package
diagram

- - Shows structure (layers), always useful in Software Archi-
tecture Documentation (SAD)

Deployment
diagram

(yes) (yes) Shows the runtime distribution on tiers, often in variations;
important for operation and maintenance

Component
diagram

- (yes) Can -– if the system has been designed that way -– show
an overview and the interfaces of the main players

Table 22.1: Classification of the most important UML diagrams: the author’s personal opinion
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22.5 Diagrams are for Communication, not for Design

Diagrams are useful when they show relationships that would otherwise be difficult to be seen in
code or documentation without a diagram. Examples:

: Use Case diagram – UCs and actors/roles; partially access rights

: Class diagram – which class references which other class, and for ordered diagrams: in which
direction do dependencies exist.

: Context diagram – interaction with the surrounding systems, who does what via which
interfaces.

: Deployment diagram – overview: how is the system structured, what are the main compo-
nents.

Diagrams are primarily for communication among developers, to visualize concepts and to show
relationships – and not to generate code. �



23. Reviews

This chapter mainly discusses code reviews. Two other forms of reviews – requirements reviews
and architecture reviews – also get a short treatment at the end of the chapter.

23.1 How Does a Code Review Work?

The most common form of a code review is:

O A group of several people (3 - 6) meet to review code.
O Several members of the group must be programmers. A review without peers (i.e., without

software developers in code reviews) is almost useless. In that case only form is checked
instead of content.

O There are defined roles (moderator, author, peers, note taker).
O One piece of code is designated for review, typically about 500 lines of code.
O Limited time for review, typically two to three hours.
O Author walks through code step-by-step (code walk-through); ideal: each has code in IDE

plus projection on a good projector
O In the event of anomalies (errors, ambiguities), a report is made or the bug tracker is fed

directly
O There is usually rework which is checked again.

Figure 23.1: Code Review: A group of specialists examines the source code
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A simple comprehension question from a reviewer ("I’m not clear why a getter is used here when
we have the object instance available in a variable") is probably answered briefly by the author in
the review. You can leave it at that, or you can discuss whether you could improve the code (rename
it? comment it? refactor it?) so that this question does not arise again. In general, in a review you
primarily try to point out weaknesses and do not discuss alternative solutions - it can quickly come
down to justifications by the author, and you lose too much time.

23.2 Example of Reviewing a Piece of Code

Imagine that the following piece of code has been designated for review, and you are part of the
review group. What do you notice about this piece of code? What questions would you have for
the author of this code?

private String getRandomSoundFile(String directory) {

File dir = new File(directory);

Random rand = new Random();

int min = 0, max = 0;

FileFilter onlyFiles = new FileFilter() {

@Override

public boolean accept(File pathname) {

return pathname.isFile();

}

};

File[] list = dir.listFiles(onlyFiles);

if (list == null || list.length == 0) {

logger.debug("Did not find any soundfile in directory: " + directory);

return "";

}

else {

max = list.length - 1;

int randomNum = rand.nextInt(max - min + 1) + min;

return list[randomNum].getAbsolutePath();

}

}

private void loadConfiguration() {

BufferedInputStream stream;

configuration = new Properties();

try {

stream = new BufferedInputStream(new FileInputStream("./config/feli.properties"));

configuration.load(stream);

stream.close();

}

catch (FileNotFoundException e) {

}

catch (IOException e) {

}

}

There are a few questions that pop up with this code, the most obvious being: why are there two
empty catch blocks? The questions that come up are discussed in the group, and if the discussion
leads to something that should be improved in the code, then that item is included in a log.

An example protocol can be found in the figure below.
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Figure 23.2: Example protocol for the preceding piece of source code.

Some teams handle it in such a way that the items are not written into a log, but are directly added
to the bug tracking system (for bugs) or are added to the normal Product Backlog as a work package
(for improvements that are not bugs).

23.2.1 The Most Important Points in a Code Review

• The most important thing about code reviews is that they are done at all. The following
sections show that code reviews are very cost effective. They are definitely worthwhile, even
if it seems at the beginning that they only cost time.

• In every review, i.e. also in architecture or requirements reviews, experts, preferably ’peers’
(equal expert colleagues) must be present. If there is no expert understanding of the subject
matter discussed - and this is often the case with external QA staff – then a review will yield
next to nothing. So: In a code review, several programmers must be present, otherwise it is a
mechanical ticking off of a checklist and thus a worthless review (close to the "Cargo Cult":
Imitating the form without understanding the content – and logically without achieving the
desired goal).

• All developers should take their turn with their code. Then all are once in the role of the
criticized author. Most programmers then learn the rule "never pick on the author", instead
one should only point out potential weak points in the code.

• A review only serves to uncover weaknesses, so there should be no discussion of solutions
during the review. Any lengthy discussions about the best course of action for improvement
should be held after the review.

• Any weaknesses/bugs that are found are noted, either in a log or directly in the bug tracker or
backlog tool.
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23.3 Why it is Smart to Find a Bug Early On

Assume that someone in the team has produced a bug, either as a programming error (e.g. ’off-
by-one’ bug), or then as a misinterpretation of a requirement or even as a wrongly recorded
requirement.

Figure 23.3: The time span between the cause of the error and its discovery is crucial for the costs
to fix the error (picture of a Scrum project with several sprints).

If a requirements error is discovered late, it becomes really expensive, because then potentially a
lot of corrective work is due.

• Which code is now redundant/wrong?
• What code needs to be redesigned and rewritten?
• What are the implications for the rest of the (hopefully unaffected) code?
• Does the architecture need to be reworked?
• Did others (graphic designers, suppliers) also rely on this wrong requirement?
• The documentation must be adapted
• The affected tests need to be adjusted
• The acceptance tests (UAT) have to be repeated.
• If the error is found after UAT, it becomes again more complicated and more expensive:

Inquiries with customers, updates and reinstallation with all customers . . .

Figure 23.4: Costs for error correction in relation to the time of error detection. Figure from
K.Frühauf, J.Ludewig, H.Sandmayr: Software-Prüfung. vdf 2000
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There are many indications that the costs grow disproportionately with the distance between error
cause and error correction (sources: B. Boehm; R. Dunn; Frühauf/Ludewig/Sandmayr).

It is clear that it pays to find a defect as early as possible. The longer an error remains undetected
in the system, the more expensive it is to eliminate it. Reviews are an effective means of tracking
down errors in a timely manner.

23.4 Error Costs in Regulated Environments

A ’regulated environment’ means a field where regulations put an increased demand on the cor-
rectness and security of the software, for example in banking, medicine/pharmaceuticals, aircraft
software, autonomous vehicles, control of nuclear power plants, collaborative robots, etc. In other
words, wherever you have to prove to an external body that there are no (significant) errors in the
software and that the software (traceably!) exactly meets the requirements: the software is verified
and certified. And every time an error is discovered, it has to be re-certified again.

So when a bug scenario happens in a regulated environment, it gets much more expensive. Usually
it is not the development team who exclusively tests the software. There are also external quality
assurance people who spend a lot of time in extensive testing (including regression testing), plus
the careful documentation for the attention of an official certification body, e.g. the FDA (Food
and Drug Administration, responsible in the USA for medical devices, among other things) or the
FAA (Federal Aviation Administration, responsible for the certification of aircraft, among other
things).

23.4.1 A True Story

In a company operating internationally in a regulated environment, two reviews of newly written
code were performed, the first code reviews in quite some time. They wanted to revive an old
tradition – and they were successful.

Effort for two reviews:
Review 1, code fragment A: group of 6 people for 5 hours
Review 2, code fragment B: group of 5 people during 3.5 hours

Total effort:
48 person-hours for review

+25 person-hours for error correction and rework (indeed only 25 hours!)

Result: the groups found
31 serious programming errors

105 minor bugs
35 cosmetic issues

i.e. 136 bugs found and fixed in 73 person-hours
=> 73 * CHF120 / 136 = cost of 65 CHF per bug fixing

23.4.2 Assumptions for the Cost Calculation

After the reviews, the team tried to calculate the costs that would have been incurred without
reviews so that the costs with/without reviews could be compared. To do this, the team had to make
some assumptions.
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Assumptions Made:

� 1/4 of bugs are found by programmers themselves: Cost close to zero.
� 1/4 of the bugs are found by testers: Cost: Investigation, report writing, retesting.
� 1/4 of the bugs are found by customers: Costs: Escalation, Internal Investigation, Complaints

Review Board (CRB) meeting, Quality Assurance (QA), Tester etc.. if critical bug: even
more expensive efforts.

� 1/4 of the errors are never discovered, either because they occur only very rarely in very
specific configurations, or because the errors are inconspicuous.

23.4.3 If a Customer Finds a Bug...

If a bug is first discovered by an end customer in the delivered software, an extensive machinery is
set in motion – this is normal for regulated environments.

³ First point of contact for a customer is a field service engineer. Subsequently:
³ Field Service Engineer verifies the bug and opens ’case description’.
³ 2nd level support receives case description and tries to reproduce the error (remote access,

data dump...)
³ 2nd Level Support sends the error to Internal Investigation
³ Internal Investigation tries to locate the error, plus risk analysis
³ Internal Investigation escalates the bug: ticket with report
³ Developers receive ticket, reproduce and locate the bug
³ QA gets involved ("how could this happen?")
³ Complaints Review Board (5 people) evaluates bug (potentially critical?)
³ Developers fix and unit test the bug
³ Testers do integration and regression testing

Defects judged to be ’critical’ require additional effort:

³ Internal Investigation writes a report for the attention of QA
³ QA makes a critical issue meeting (4 persons, approx. 30min per case)
³ 2nd level support writes a bulletin for the attention of the customer.

The concrete cost estimate was calculated with the given assumptions as follows:

Estimated cost of major errors (assuming no review was done)
8 bugs found by programmers (cost 0)
8 bugs found by testers (cost 8 x 3h) 24h
8 bugs found by customer, one of them is ’critical’ (7x24h + 70h for ’critical’) 238h

Estimated cost of minor bugs (assuming no review was done)
25 bugs found by programmers (cost 0)
25 bugs found by tester (cost 25 x 1h) 25h
25 bugs found by customers, but only 5 were reported at all (5 x 7h ) 35h

260 hours effort for major bugs
60 hours effort for minor bugs

——
320 hours effort for bug fixing (assuming no reviews, under the given cost assumptions)
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23.4.4 Cost Comparison with/without Reviews

48 hrs in reviews + 25 hrs of bug fixing saved 320 hrs (very conservatively estimated) in consequen-
tial bug costs, not to mention potential reputational damage.

Actual and estimated cost:

CHF 65 per error with reviews
CHF 280 per error without reviews

This results in (conservatively estimated!)
approx. 75% savings through reviews.

This example actually happened in the real world, the reviews were performed as described and the
subsequent cost calculation was done by the team as detailed above.

23.5 Practical Guide to Code Review

The following are some detailed points that should be considered for the successful execution of a
code review.

23.5.1 Common Q-Measures 2020 Before Code Review

In every project, one should describe exactly what the team intends to do in the area of quality
assurance. The following list provides some quality assurance options. Depending on the project
and team size/skills, not all items can or must be checked off.

: Coding Guidelines defined and accepted by the team
: Definition of Done made and accepted by the team
: Bugs are always entered in Redmine or JIRA (or similar tool)
: Time tracking on the backlog work packages (so you can compare target and actual)
: Code reviews are planned and performed (preferably before each major milestone).
: Unit tests (microtesting and integration tests) of good validity and coverage.
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: Static code analysis tools run on the Continuous Integration (CI/Build) server at every build
(findbugs, Lint, checkstyle, ReSharper, ...).

: Metrics always run on the CI/Build server (and reasonable limits defined).
: github workflow with feature branches & pull requests as minimal four-eyes principle
: Usability testing: early with paper prototype, later with real software
: Manual system tests defined, e.g. with conversion of use cases to test cases. Tests are logged.
: Tests automated if possible (Android: Espresso; Web Browser: Selenium, cypress.io,

Cucumber).
: Dashboard such as SonarQube used.

23.5.2 What do You Need to do Before a Code Review?

The following activities have to be done in preparation to a code review (about one week be-
fore):

• Select piece of code (class). Approximately 500 LOC for 2h review.
• Invite participants, send link to code.
• Send links to: Requirements specification, System architecture document, Detailed Design

(if available) for this piece of code.
• All participants should prepare: read at least superficially everything relevant (code and doc).

23.5.3 Checklist for Starting a Code Review

Before starting a code review, the following points (preconditions) must be fulfilled:

V Code is cleanly formatted according to the guidelines (e.g. Java checkstyle).
V Code compiled without errors, without warnings
V All metrics are in the green area
V findbugs/Lint/ReSharper/etc. without warnings and errors
V All unit tests are green
V All defined Q-measures (see section 21.5.1) have been performed
V Relevant documentation (design/architecture) is up-to-date

The Definition of Done agreed upon by the team may specify even more precisely when a piece of
code is ’done’.

One question is discussed often among developers: review with or without unit tests? The
recommendation is to do the review of a piece of code with the associated unit tests, i.e. the group
also reads and comments on the associated unit tests and also pays attention to the test coverage
(through EMMA, cobertura, dotCover etc.).

23.5.4 Conducting the Code Review

The team composition for a code review is usually as follows:
Review Lead + Author + Peers [+ Recording assistant].

The process should proceed approximately as follows:

– Go through code line by line
– Record comments from participants
– Focus on finding errors. Suggestions for solutions can be made, but are not the most

important.
– The team should be careful to stay objective and not pick the author to pieces.
– Stop after two, at the latest three hours.
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– At the end, the group should agree on: "accepted – accepted with rework – rejected".

23.5.5 Most important questions for code review

This is what you should pay special attention to:

• The number one criterion for code is readability/understandability. It is a warning sign when
not everyone understands the code.

• The choice of names for methods, variables, packages; no software tool can check this.
• "Code smells" (the usual suspects)
• Conformity with architecture ideas and diagrams

It is indispensable to have an experienced person in the group who knows all possible code smells
and also recognizes them in real code. You may have a checklist of items to look out for. e.g.
https://dzone.com/articles/java-code-review-checklist

23.5.6 Format of the Protocol

The protocol contains in the header:

• Participants and their roles, time, location.
• Identification of the code piece and relevant documents (possibly just a reference to the

review meeting invitation).
• Table with the open points
• Distribution of tasks: Who does what until when. Probably best to enter everything into the

bug tracking system or into the backlog (Scrum).
• Verdict "accepted – accepted with rework – rejected".

The table of log entries should contain at least the following columns:

Figure 23.5: Req.Ref. = reference to the corresponding requirements; Rem. = remarks.

The following four terms are suitable as designations for the severity of the anomalies found:

Critical show stopper
Major Error with far-reaching consequences, but with work-around
Medium Error with limited impact, with or without work-around
Low Cosmetic

23.5.7 Follow-up Actions

At the end of the review, the protocol is written and filed.

For each programming error found one should:

• Write at least one unit test that provokes the error
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• Fix the error (and/or refactoring) and document it
• Unit tests must be OK now
• Re-test with integration and system tests
• Update bug tracking
• Follow up with review leader: are all bugs fixed?

If the found issues were directly recorded as work packages in the backlog, then the control of the
rework is unnecessary, because the work packages have ended up in the normal work flow of the
Scrum team.

23.6 Degree of Formality of Reviews

Figure 23.6: Informal to very formal review types

The degree of formality does not necessarily correlate with usefulness. Formal code reviews were in
vogue for a while, especially in larger companies. For example, at IBM, so-called inspections were
regularly performed for critical pieces of code: One or two very experienced software developers or
architects, together with a moderator and a person to take the minutes, conducted a fixed structured
review based on checklists, i.e. the ’code inspections’. The team size, team structure and roles, the
checklists and the procedure were fixed.

Nowadays, agile teams tend to emphasize good and close collaboration, where team members help
each other. However, this only works well when all team members are in the same room.

So there are very different strategies for doing effective reviews:

23.6.1 Strategy: Lots of Pair Programming

Since the emergence of the agile approach – first described as Extreme Programming in the nineties
– the technique of Pair Programming has been known. Here, two software developers sit together
in front of a screen and program together. This technique works amazingly well, because the two
programmers continuously learn from each other.

Mostly the pairings are thrown together, i.e. one does not always program in the same pairing
together. Often there is also a mix of pair programming and individual programming: as a pair for
code that is important or difficult, individually for code that is considered less challenging.
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As I said, this method works well only when the team is very close to each other, in the same room
or at least on the same floor. Then spontaneous pairings also result from specific questions, "Can
you please show me how to get a tabbed view right with Xamarin Forms?" Thus, two programmers
spontaneously sit down together for a limited period of time to solve a specific problem.

23.6.2 Strategy: Regularly Scheduled Reviews

An interesting idea is to carry out regularly scheduled reviews, whereby only the time is fixed, e.g.
"Mondays 3 to 5 p.m." and someone decides shortly before the meeting, which piece of code is to
be reviewed. These regular reviews at a fixed time can be very helpful, because you have a certain
time reserved for this purpose, and the reviews do not get lost in the hustle and bustle of everyday
life.

In smaller groups (less than, say, eight people) such regularly scheduled code reviews work well.
For larger groups, you can organize a similar form of reviews, but then it will be more like interactive
coding sessions, along the lines of: someone has prepared a topic and presents it in the manner of
"I’ll show you something". This will result in more of a lecture situation where code is shown and
there is a lot of discussion.

23.6.3 Strategy: Important Parts are Identified for Reviews

Often reviews are done irregularly. Someone with authority determines which piece of code should
be reviewed and when. Then the review is scheduled, prepared, and performed.

The criteria for what should be reviewed and how often vary highly. It can be an external reason,
for example, that a class appears in the bug tracker more frequently than average, i.e. you might
suspect that there is a quality problem with this class. It can also be that an important piece of code
has been completed and you want to review it before it goes into production "We have completed
the major refactoring around the sensor proxies, we now use a factory pattern to deliver the correct
type of proxy. We would like to look at that together in a review."
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23.6.4 Strategy: GitHub Pull Request as Review

Figure 23.7: Code to be reviewed in a pull request. Red: deleted parts, green: newly inserted code
parts. Image: https://github.com/features

A short cross-check by an experienced programmer using a pull request and diff on GitHub is very
valuable, but does not always replace a review in the group. Small changes can be handled this way,
but the intensity and learning effect are not as high. Important, central classes should always be
reviewed in the group.

23.7 Code Analysis Tools

As a supplement to a manual review there is a set of code analysis tools, which examine the
source code automatically for errors, anomalies and weaknesses. There are – depending on the
programming language – different types of analysis software to support code reviews:

• Code metrics (how many lines, classes, parameters, inheritance depth, ...).
• Checking the programming style (indentation, whitespace, ...)
• Checking for anomalies and possible errors (empty catch block, variable not initialized,

potential null pointer...)
• Finding duplicated code
• Evaluation of test coverage (statement and branch coverage by unit tests)

Some of the most popular analysis tools: lint, metrics, checkstyle, ESLint, ReSharper, SonarQube,
PMD, NDepend, STAN, findbugs, cobertura, EMMA, structure101, ...

These tools should run automatically on every build, if possible on every developer machine with
the same setup as on the build server – in any case before every review. Most analysis tools mark
deviations from (configurable) target values with strong colors, so that potential problem areas are
clearly highlighted. A review should not begin until the analysis tools report "all green".

Remember the "no errors, no warnings" policy. If an analysis tool incorrectly chalks up something
as a violation that you consider normal in your environment, then you should reconfigure the tool
until it only strikes in those situations that you consider anomalies. Don’t ignore warnings.
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Automatic code analysis is useful, but it has its limitations: Many weaknesses only show up in a
review, for example: Single resposibilty met? Good naming and good comments? Low coupling
and high cohesion? Design of crucial interfaces adequate? That’s why it is recommended to do
both: automated code analysis and reviews.

23.8 Cost/benefit of Code Reviews

The first few code reviews you do when you are new to an organization can feel like they drag on
forever. The reviews take a long time and cause correspondingly high costs, and the management
is not happy. Over time, however, the team settles in: they have agreed on a programming style
(even for the not-so-easy programming topics), they develop a common understanding of what
"good code" is, the team knows the architecture of the system better and the programmers improve
continuously - in short, there are far fewer discussions. After a few weeks the reviews become
significantly faster and more efficient.

After a short time, reviews become shorter because:
a) The team has agreed on "clean code/good code".
b) The team has become better overall, makes fewer mistakes

Cost:
Off the cuff: Reviews make up maybe 5% of the coding costs.
But there are about four times less costs than if the errors are discovered later.

Code reviews have a triple benefit:
1. Errors are found earlier => significant cost savings
2. Programmers become better => code quality improves
3. Know-how (particularly of the system architecture) spreads in the team �
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23.9 Requirements Reviews

Figure 23.8: Requirements analysis and review

Goals of the requirements process:

• "Ping Pong with customer": Trying to get from the customer’s cloudy wishes to the most
formal requirements specification possible.

• Knowledge transfer from the customer to the developers
• Feedback to customer "We (developers) think we have understood this, and that is what we

will implement".
• First important step for more reliable cost estimates.

Goals of requirements reviews:

• Common understanding between customer and developers "this should be done".
• Requirements should meet QA and testing requirements (complete, consistent, traceable,

testable)
• Know-how transfer "how to write requirements"

23.9.1 Cross Checks on Requirements

x Use cases with domain/data model: can all necessary data be stored or retrieved for display?
x Use cases with UI designs: is there a screen/page design for each user interaction?
x Use case diagram with user access rights: should match
x UI designs with Use Cases: is there a descriptive passage in the Use Cases for each interactive

element (button, field to fill, menu item...)?
x UI designs with state diagrams: are all entity states visible and mapped the same in all

screen/page designs (e.g. colors, text, icon)?
x UI designs with user access rights: is it defined for each screen/page design who is allowed

to access it?
x State diagrams with data model: are all states mapped or stored in the data model? (so that

e.g. states can be restored)
x User Access Rights with data model: is it defined who is allowed to see which data?
x Activity diagrams with corresponding use cases: 100% match.
x Domain/data model with use cases: what about the data NOT used in the use cases? (do they

show up in the non-functional requirements?).
x Non-functional requirements and data model: are there data fields that help to fulfill non-

functional requirements, e.g.: e-shop with sales statistics and profitability of items, warehouse
logistics with information on accessibility (speed) of individual storage compartments,
timestamps for access statistics so that performance analysis and optimization can be done.
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23.10 Architecture Reviews

During architecture reviews, pay particular attention to the following:

1. Is the architecture appropriate to the task? (simple, no over-engineering, nothing contorted).
2. What were the non-functional requirements (NFA) and how did they influence the architecture,

or how are the NFA met by the architecture? (e.g. security and performance, but also
maintainability/extensibility).

3. Is the architecture adequately and legibly described? depending on the case with:
– Layer/package diagram
– Deployment diagram
– Data model, persistence
– Parallelisms (threads, processes)
– sequence diagram, e.g. for a complex startup sequence of several processes
– Interfaces, e.g. REST interface

4. Core characteristics of the system must be well visible, e.g. metaphors like ’blackboard’,
’pipes and filters’ or ’DB centered system’.

5. Does the architecture documentation match the actual code?
6. Is the architecture flexible and extensible? - can we scale up in case we have unexpected

success with the software, for example. (Extensibility and scalability belong to the quality
requirements and may have already been covered under point 2 above. It is recommended to
ask these questions for any architecture because they are core features, especially in agile
approaches).

23.10.1 Sample Questions During Architecture Review

During the review, some detail questions should also be asked, and for quality features it can
be valuable to run ATAM (Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method) scenarios, see the following
examples:

• For all interfaces, are not only the static aspects (file/live call, parameters, types) defined but
also the dynamic aspects (when, how often, in which order, roles and rights)?

• Assuming we would extend the planned intranet to a kind of social network, what would the
architecture look like?

• How can we scale the performance if the number of visitors would be 50 times higher than
planned?

• Are the characteristics of all processes defined (e.g., single-/ multithreaded, stateful/stateless,
etc.)?

• How is error X handled? (X = e.g. network failure, DB inconsistency, missing data). What
is the logging and exception handling like? Consistent everywhere with the same patterns?
Error detection easy (logging, log file analyzers)?

The following are some general rules for reviews, regardless of the type of review.
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23.11 Peer Reviews as a Matter of Principle

All reviews, whether requirements, architecture, or code reviews, must always be conducted with
subject matter experts (preferably peers). If the technical understanding is missing, it is ’form
over content’, a pure ticking off of checklists without understanding the intentions of the check
points. Example item on the checklist: "Are there unit tests?". Without programming knowledge
the answer will be "Yes, can be checked off" - but in fact the existing tests are pretty worthless
because they are not very meaningful (unit tests of the kind "2 + 2 = 4").
Next item on the checklist: "Is the test coverage above 95%?". Answer Yes - but there are still
serious bugs in the software that the team has not been able to locate yet - as you can see well in
BugTracking.

Such empty rituals are often performed in large companies with their own quality assurance
department. The book "Adrenaline Junkies and Template Zombies: Understanding Patterns
of Project Behavior" (Tom Demarco, Peter Hruschka, Tim Lister, Suzanne Robertson, James
Robertson, Steve McMenamin) beautifully describes such errors.

In plain language:

• In the team for a code review several programmers must be present, at least one of them must
be senior.

• An architecture review must be supported by a second software architect, in addition to the
author.

• A requirements review should always be done with the product owner/business engineer and
experts (so-called subject matter experts).

Then it helps to also consider the following two points:

a) Always conduct reviews between peers from your own department, otherwise it becomes an
assessment/audit.

b) Appoint the authors in turn, so that everyone gets a turn at being under scrutiny.

23.12 Timing of Reviews

In the picture below is a suggestion of how the different reviews could be arranged in time during
the project. Code reviews can be done almost all the time, usability testing can only be done when
testable software is available, and requirements review should be done early in the project.

Figure 23.9: A possibility, how reviews could be arranged on a timeline
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23.13 The Positive Effects of Reviews

There are many good reasons for reviews, and hardly any against them. Here is a summary of the
best arguments for reviews:

23.13.1 Saving Costs through Early Defect Detection

Reviews are proven to be very cost-efficient: Early feedback - in many cases reviews are the earliest
possible opportunity for feedback and corrections. It doesn’t get any faster, better or cheaper.

The time interval between the cause of the error and its occurrence is crucial for the follow-up
costs. The earlier an error is discovered, the cheaper it is. �

For requirements and architecture/design, reviews are practically the only way to improve quality
and detect errors early (for code, we have unit tests and analysis software like findbugs, lint,
ReSharper and structure101 - for documents, there is hardly anything, except the metric ’readability
index’).

23.13.2 The Team Gets Better, the Software Gets Better

During a review much knowledge is exchanged:

• The team learns how to formulate good requirements ("how to write good user stories").
• Good software architects learn from each other during a review.
• All developers learn what ’good code’ means, always by example.
• Experienced programmers point out code smells.
• The coding style of all team members first aligns, then improves. Everyone learns by

explanations and examples why one should code this way.
• The quality terms concretize themselves, e.g., extensibility, or maintainability
• Trade-offs are discussed, e.g. "security vs. performance".

Reviews have double benefit: the software gets better and the team gets better. �
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24. Architecture: Size and Structure

This introduction will familiarize you with one simple fact: The bigger the software, the more
structure it needs.

When you are beginning to learn to program you always start with the fundamental constructs
of a programming language: variables, statements, if-then-else, while, for, constants, functions,
parameters, scope, code blocks, return values, and many more details. This keeps you busy for
the first few months. As a next step you will get an introduction to object-oriented programming,
meaning: classes, methods, local variables, access modifiers, and – of course – inheritance.

The next level of maturity in programming is reached when you master algorithms and data
structures. In addition you will learn near-programming things like databases, web technologies,
security, containers, and the current frontend frameworks. Most curricula at universities also include
a set of more theoretical lectures, like: predicate calculus, linear algebra, O(n) notation, information
and coding theory, cryptography, and more.

In all these months and years you will never hear about one of the main problems in today’s larger
software adventures: How can I create a viable software architecture? How can I communicate the
software architecture of a larger system? What is ’good’ software architecture?

24.1 Size Revisited

In chapter 12 Size Matters we saw the correlation between project size and project success. We
therefore already saw one of the negative consequences of software size. The following chapters
will deal primarily with software size and structure – namely the architecture of the whole code
base.

Software architecture comes into play when we have to structure larger software systems, i.e. how
can bigger code parts (classes, packages of classes, layers, tiers, modules, subsystems) be arranged
in such a way that the whole system is understandable and that its total complexity is as low as
possible.

Let’s get a feeling for the different sizes of programs, and let’s start from the bottom up: with very
small examples.
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24.2 Tiny Code Example

The following code – written in C – is for an Arduino processor, a common platform for hardware-
dependent programming. The code is used to dim an LED in a projection clock: at night the time
projection in its original form was way too bright. I decided to add a little hardware (Arduino, costs
less than $20) to be able to dim the LED and to completely turn the LED off in bright daylight (via
photocell) – I only wanted the projection clock to be on at night, with a very soft glow, adjustable
by potentiometer.

const int DELTA = 2; // try to keep the brightness value steady, do not fluctuate +/- 1
const int BUFFER_INIT = 512; // we start off with a middle value

const int DARKNESS = 50; // The thresholds between day and night, incl. hysteresis.
const int DAYLIGHT = 70; // Photocells deliver higher values (0..1023) in bright light.

// With the hysteresis we don't have to worry about A/D conversion jitter
const int potentiometerPin = A0;
const int fotocellPin = A4;
const int ledPin = 9; // PWM pin
const int range = 5; // buffer size; must be < 30: potential int overflow when summing up

bool theLedIsOn = false;
int fotocellValue = 0;
int brightnessAverage = 0; // eliminate jitter by using a rolling average for the...
int rollingBuffer[range]; // ... potentiometer values: A/D conversion fluctuates a bit
int bufferIndex = 0;
int steadyValue = BUFFER_INIT / 4;

void setup() {
pinMode(potentiometerPin, INPUT);
pinMode(fotocellPin, INPUT);
pinMode(ledPin, OUTPUT);
analogWrite(ledPin, 0);
for (int i=0; i<range; i++) {

rollingBuffer[i] = BUFFER_INIT;
}

}

void loop() {
fotocellValue = analogRead(fotocellPin);
if (theLedIsOn) {

if (fotocellValue > DAYLIGHT) { // it's daylight - no use for projection clock
analogWrite(ledPin, 0); // turn off the clock's LED
theLedIsOn = false;

}
else { // smoothing the curve: try to remove jitter/fluctuation

rollingBuffer[bufferIndex] = analogRead(potentiometerPin);
bufferIndex++;
if (bufferIndex >= range) {

bufferIndex = 0;
}
int sum = 0;
for (int i=0; i<range; i++) {

sum = sum + rollingBuffer[i]; // sum up values 0..1023
}
brightnessAverage = sum / range / 4; // calculate average in moving window of last 'range' values
if (abs(brightnessAverage - steadyValue) >= DELTA) {

steadyValue = brightnessAverage;
}
analogWrite(ledPin, steadyValue); // should be a value 0..255

}
}
else if (fotocellValue < DARKNESS) { // it must be dark now: turn on the LED

theLedIsOn = true;
}
delay(100);

}

This is all the code there is for this little project, 52 lines of code. It does not even use the concept
of a ’class’. Just two functions, one called at startup time and the other called repeatedly, infinitely,
in a loop.

Developing such a small programm is a matter of a few days. Trying to understand its function as a
new reader, even such a small program forces you to think carefully for quite a while. This tiny
example should show you how only 52 lines of code can cost you a decent amount of brain activity,
both when you write it, and also when you are not the author and you try to understand it.
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24.3 Very Small Example

When we want to talk about code within a team – for instance when we review code, or when
someone wants to show a particular solution – we will group around a big screen or we will use
a projector. No problem when the program is 52 lines of code. As a step further, let’s now take
a piece of software with 2000 lines of code1. This is 34 times bigger than the code in the tiny
example above, but 2000 lines of code still count as ’very small’ in the wild (see chapter 12).

Figure 24.1: Zoom-out of a program with 2000 lines of code, the blue area showing a section of
100 lines of code

On a screen or a FullHD projector you can usually see 40 to 70 lines of code at the time. When
looking at the above picture, you will realize that the presentation of 2000 lines of code can become
a challenge2. With 2000 lines of code to understand, each participant will want to have their own
laptop ready, free to jump and scroll though the code. The projection then only serves as a reminder
of focus for the discussion.

A program of 2000 lines of code means about 20 classes and 200 methods (I just picked round
numbers, their order of magnitude should be OK). For an experienced developer it would still be
relatively easy to oversee the whole project and extend this software or confidently start fixing
bugs.

Do we need more structuring here? Sub-systems? Some sort of modules? or a group of libraries to
be used by others? Actually, no, we do not need further structuring or grouping here. This (2000
lines of code) is just about the maximum code size where we do not need higher structural entities
than classes. It would certainly be nice to have some contours for more clarity, but one can get
away without additional structure at this small size.

1The ’lines of code’ measures mentioned in this book are always ’net lines of code’, meaning: only delivered lines
of code, not counting empty lines and comment lines, and omitting unit tests and prototyping.

2This is one of the reasons for the restriction to 500 lines of code in a review. The other reason is the suggested time
limit of two hours for a review – more will adversely affect the teams’ concentration
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24.4 The Magical Number Seven

An interesting detour into human psychology: Research showed that human working memory
capacity has pretty clear limits: in various scenarios test persons showed the ability to keep
approximately seven ’chunks’ of information in their short-term memory – ’chunks’ being numbers,
letters, or words in the experiments (the original article from 1956 distinguishes between ’bits’ – the
same as our bits today, and ’chunks’ – several bits of information, as for instance in a word).

"«The Magical Number Seven, Plus or Minus Two: Some Limits on Our Capacity for Processing
Information» is one of the most highly cited papers in psychology. It was written by the cognitive
psychologist George A. Miller of Harvard University’s Department of Psychology and published
in 1956 in Psychological Review. It is often interpreted to argue that the number of objects an
average human can hold in short-term memory is 7 +/- 2. This has occasionally been referred to
as Miller’s law."

– fromWikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Magical_Number_Seven,_Plus_or_Minus_Two

We can find numerous manifestations of Miller’s law in our everyday’s lives:

• Many people are confused when having to choose from a large range of choices, e.g. when
you are in a foreign country and stand in a huge supermarket and you have to pick one out of
37 shampoos. Which one is right for me? If you are in a small shop and have to pick one
shampoo out of only four, this is definitely easier. You can read the the labels on all four
bottles and actually compare their information – not possible with 37 bottles.

• Large organizations have several levels of hierarchies where every supervisor usually oversees
five to ten subordinates or subordinate groups (see chart below).

• A navigation hierarchy in an online shop should be structured with a span of five to ten entries
at each hierarchical level, otherwise customers are more likely to get confused and pick the
wrong categories (and leave the shop altogether). Example top level categories: Kitchen,
Sports, DIY+Garden, Fashion, Pet supplies, Health+Beauty, IT+Multimedia, Supermar-
ket. Under ’Health+Beauty’ you will subsequently find the following eight sub-categories:
Fragrances, Health, Hair care+Styling, Hair removal, Face care, Body care, Dental care.

Figure 24.2: Organization charts usually spread out by a factor of five to ten at each hierarchy level.
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24.5 Even Bigger, But Still ’small’

The following picture is a visualization of 10,000 lines of code. This can be programmed by a
single competent programmer in less than a year; a team of four good programmers could develop
this in less than half a year. As you may remember from chapter 12 ’Size Matters’, a software
which consists of 10,000 lines of code ist considered to be still ’small’.

Figure 24.3: Listing of a program with 10,000 lines of code.

This code base is clearly of a size which could use some structuring. 10,000 lines correspond to
about 70 to 100 classes and a few thousand methods. An unordered heap of 100 classes – without
some grouping or clustering – is too much to comprehend. Human beings need some kind of order
when dealing with a large number of entities.

Every class in this big heap calls methods from other classes – this is the nature of programming
– thus creating dependencies between classes. A high number of calls from one class to another
therefore leads to a dense web of dependencies, which is unwanted high coupling, leading to high
complexity. It is the goal of every good software architect to minimize dependencies. No system
can exist without dependencies, that much is clear. But if class-to-class calls can grow unrestrictedly
the result will be a wad of spaghetti – at the system level – even if all the individual classes are
programmed properly according to the rules of clean code.

24.6 Clusters of classes

Some computer languages provide larger constructs than classes. Java for instance supports the
entity ’package’, the latest versions of Java (from v9 on) support ’modules’. Here you can group a
few classes into a package or a module, so that a) you can model the assignment of responsibilities
to a set of classes, and b) you can define the access rights within and across packages.
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Figure 24.4: The program with 10,000 lines of code, now structured for better comprehension: two
subsystems, plus several classes bundled into packages.

24.6.1 Medium-Sized Software

Schoolbook examples have to be small, otherwise they would not fit into a book. Even university
students of computer science or software engineering hardly ever see real-life projects; all they
know is to program in-the-small. Unfortunately, reality is far away from these schoolbook examples.
Real-life software systems contain 50,000 or 100,000 lines of code or more. This amount of
information cannot be handled without careful structuring. Most of the time software architects
will use some kind of hierarchical structure, for example:

System – Subsystems – Packages – Classes – Methods

With this hierarchy we can handle pretty large software: let’s assume 150 lines of code per class,
plus a group size of ten at each hierarchy level. Therfore we can get a grip on sizes up to 150 * 10 *
10 * 10 = 150,000 lines of code.

For programs of non-trivial size, we need more structuring than classes and methods. �

24.7 Outlook

The terms coupling and cohesion have been first mentioned in chapter 16 Clean Code. In the
subsequent chapters, the following concepts will be introduced:

• Layers
• Tiers
• Assignment of responsibilities
• low coupling – high cohesion revisited with a focus on structuring
• Partitions within one layer or across layers
• Clusters of classes, components, packages, modules
• Processes and Message Queues
• Pipes and Filters
• Graphics to visualize the concepts
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Layering is (after classes) the most common structuring technique in software engineering. Fre-
quently an additional layer serves as an abstraction to the underlying layers. Nearly all layers add
functionality to the functions in the lower layers.

25.1 The Common Three-Layer Architecture

Layers allow you to assign responsibilities to a group of classes. This mechanism (also called
’separation of concerns’) leads to more independent development of the software parts.

Figure 25.1: Three-layer model (blue boxes) with alternative designations (text on the right)

The three-layer architecture is very common, but the number of layers can vary from two to eight,
probably up to ten (remember the magical number seven).

Unfortunately, there is no uniformly accepted naming for the layers. One of the reasons is that
the naming of the layers should reflect their purpose (responsibilities). It is completely up to the
software architect to group classes, assign responsibilities, and name the layers. Therefore, we have
to live with a variety of names for the layers. Some of the common alternative names for layers are
listed in the figure above.
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25.2 More Layers

In the following diagram you will see the naming and the rationale for six layers. I guess over time
the community of professional software developers could agree on some naming conventions for
layers, but as of 2022 this has not bee realized yet. We have to live with ’reasonable’ and ’not so
reasonable’ naming, alas. Here is one of the good examples:

Figure 25.2: Classic six-layer architecture (from Larman’s book)

Good question on the side: what is the respective degree of reuse in the layers? The answer is
clear: in lower layers we find more generalized, more universal functionality. That’s why functions
from the lower layers can be reused more often. The upper layers are more application-specific and
cannot be reused as easily.
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25.3 Asymmetric Dependencies

Figure 25.3: Customer code and service provision, an asymmetric dependency relation

If you look at the code, you will see that the roles are clearly distributed: on top sits the ’customer’,
below (like in a vitrine, a showcase) lies the service, which can be accessed from above. The
arrangement ’above and below’ results in a dependency: the calling code (customer) is dependent
on the service, the inverse is not true – an obvious asymmetry.

Figure 25.4: Dependent and independent; layering is always asymmetrical. The lower-level service
does not care who calls it, it does not need to know the calling code, that’s why the deeper layer is
independent from the calling layer.

Another inequality (as shown above with Larman’s six layers) is that a function placed higher up
tends to be more app-specific and thus less reusable. Functions lower down are more general-
purpose and reuse is more likely.

Another interesting feature: functionality higher up is more likely to need manual testing, as
opposed to functionality in lower layers, which can more easily be automatically tested with unit
tests.

The relative position within the layering plays an important role in relation to coupling, re-use,
and testability. This is why good layering is so important. �
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25.4 An Example of Layering and Responsibilities

As a practical example to start with, let’s look at a student project, namely the HSR engineering
project ’BugShooter’: 6000 lines of code, 125 classes, and approx. 600 methods. This size of
project already requires meaningfully divided packages. Please note that this kind of project –
although a large one for the students – still ranks among the very small software projects in real
life.

Figure 25.5: Package diagram, 4 layers, as a rough overview, first draft for ’BugShooter’.

Implementation note: The layers can be drawn as packages in UML. Classes and subpackages are
then drawn within packages.

The package diagram shows the top level of abstraction, i.e. layers/packages in the first draft. Here
we see the following responsibilities distributed across four layers:

• Views, UI
• Application logic (application controllers)
• Game objects (domain)
• Network and utilities, helper classes

25.5 Criteria for the Division
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Among the most difficult decisions in the software architecture is the assignment of the responsibil-
ities "which part is responsible for which functionality?" It helps immensely, if the responsibilities
are clearly localizable, be it in classes, packages, layers.

Figure 25.6: Architecture with 5 layers: Project BugShooter (HSR Software Engineering student
project), 16 packages; shown are the 24 most important classes (out of a total of 125 classes).

The above diagram gives us a good overview of the project: the layers are well formed, the accesses
are always from top to bottom. You can see that it is not a ’strict layering’, the top two layers access
directly the lowest (service) layer.

In layer 4, you can see arrows accessing other packages from the bottom. This was done to save
vertical space, otherwise there would have been another sub-layer – an acceptable decision (perhaps
it would still have been better to draw the layering consistently top/bottom).

By the way, diagram 25.6 is of a size which can be communicated well. Although it is already
borderline large for a projector, you can just about read the package and class names when the
graphic is scaled to fill the screen width at FullHD 1920x1080 resolution. Even when printed on a
sheet of paper (A4, or legal size), everything is still legible.
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25.6 Responsibilities

Figure 25.7: Architecture of BugShooter, with responsibilities drawn in.

Note that the responsibilities are not mapped 1:1 to the layers. This is quite normal: several
responsibilities may be found in one layer, and sometimes (rarely) a resposibility reaches across
two layers.

For an exemplary listing of responsibilities, see Section 16.9 ’Single Responsibility Principle’ in
the ’Clean Code’ chapter.
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The goal of any software architecture should be to achieve the lowest possible coupling of ele-
ments so that elements can be developed and tested as independently as possible, possibly even
reused.

The search for small coupling goes hand in hand with the goal of a high cohesion, i.e. the things,
which sit together in a class or package, should really have something to do with one another, they
are not merely coincidentally thrown together, they have a common responsibility for a specific
part of the functionality of the system.

Figure 25.8: Example of four or six layers

Whether an architecture has three or six layers is not that important. What is of fundamental impor-
tance, however, is whether the responsibilities in the layers are well assigned. The responsibilities
should then also be expressed in the names for the layers.
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25.7 Inheritance

Inheritance is the most overrated concept in object-oriented programming. It was very useful
when the fist UI frameworks appeared. It can still be useful in libraries which provide standard
functionality (like UI libraries did). But other than in special cases the world is better off with
interfaces and delegation.
Footnote: Inheritance is easy to model in a data model, but a pain to implement. Do you use ’table
per class’ or ’table per hierarchy’?

25.7.1 Base Class at the Bottom

Traditional layering shows the following main property: at the bottom are the low-level services,
building up above them are the more and more complex services. Analogously, object-oriented
layering places the base classes at the bottom and the dependent classes (= classes that build on
them) above them.

In an object-oriented environment, the "top-bottom" arrangement is the obvious one for a "derived
class – base class" relationship. But in all textbooks about object-oriented programming you see
an inheritance tree with the root (!) at the top and the derived classes hanging below. Logically,
however, in object-oriented programming the base classes should be at the bottom, and the derived
classes above.

Figure 25.9: In the case of inheritance, the base class (here ’Game’) always sits in a lower layer
than the classes that derive from it (here ’Monopoly’).

The above figure shows the placement of base class and derived class in a layer hierarchy. The
example is taken from the ’Template Method’ design pattern, as described in
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template_method_pattern

This nicely illustrates the reason why I like to draw the parent class (mother class) at the bottom and
the derived (daughter) class higher up in the inheritance graph. It corresponds to the deployment
scenario: given the base class from a library (below), a programmer puts the derived class at a
higher layer.
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25.7.2 Asymmetric Dependencies in Inheritance

A derived class is dependent on all base classes/mother classes in the inheritance hierarchy (see
figure below with 4-level inheritance hierarchy). Dependencies between classes are predominantly
asymmetrical, this is especially true with class inheritance.

Figure 25.10: Example of a deep inheritance tree.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.web.mvc.viewresult(v=vs.118).aspx

The derived classes are dependent on the base class, conversely a base class knows nothing about
derived classes, it does not know them. A change in a base class affects all dependent, deriving
classes. This is known as the ’Brittle Base Class Problem’: a change way down the hierarchy has
potentially very far-reaching consequences. Once there is a lot of code that has derived from a base
class, one may hardly change the base class. That’s why a notably high value on the ’Depth of
Inheritance Tree’ metric can indicate a problem.
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Figure 25.11: A seemingly upside-down world, but actually correct: hierarchy with inheriting
classes, base class at the bottom.

This "natural ordering", however, clashes so strongly with the very widespread practice, where
object-oriented inheritance is drawn like a family tree in genealogy ("ancestor on top"), that it
hardly makes sense to require programmers to follow the opposite practice, even if it would actually
be the correct choice.

25.7.3 Asymmetry of dependencies in the data model

In the data model, the master data are the "base classes" at the bottom.

Figure 25.12: Data classes n:1 arranged top:bottom

Example: ’Order’ has the foreign Key ’customer_ID’ and references the Primary Key ’ID’ in the
table ’Customer’.

Why do I draw the one-class at the bottom and the n-class at the top for one:n relationships in pure
data classes? Because this corresponds to the dependency relation: The foreign key in the n-class
(above) references the primary key in the one-class (below). Not the other way around.
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You will find a detailed discussion about the ordering of a data model in chapter 30 ’How to Order
the Data Model’.

25.8 Degrees of Coupling

The following list is ordered: top = strong coupling, bottom = weak coupling

• Direct access to data structures of another class
• Sharing a global variable
• Many different method calls of another class
• High number of complex parameters in calls
* Inheritance
* Creating an object and holding the reference
* Holding a reference to another object
* Implementation of an interface
* Type dependency
* Simple calls with few parameters

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coupling_(computer_programming)

All entries above inheritance are such strong couplings that they should be avoided. The issue
’Many different method calls of another class’ is known as teh Code Smell ’Feature Envy’, the
coupling ’Direct access to data structures of another class’ is the smell called ’Inapropriate Intimacy’
– just to name two well-known smells and tie them to the concept of ’coupling’.

25.9 Layers and Tiers

Sometimes people use the terms ’layers’ and ’tiers’ interchangeably. Actually, that is not correct:
Layers show the dependencies of program code, tiers show the deployment of the software.

Figure 25.13: Layers (logical structuring, left) vs. tiers (physical distribution, right)
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In a system, n layers are usually mapped to n-x tiers, for example 6 layers to 3 tiers. Both are two
different views of the same architecture: class/package or layer diagram (showing dependencies in
the code) and deployment diagram (showing on which machines the code is running).

Another very typical example of a multi-tier system architecture is the ’Browser – load balancer –
web server – database server’ architecture.

Figure 25.14: Clearly visible the 4 tiers in this diagram (C) uml-diagrams.org
The same example will be shown again in section 29.2.3.

25.9.1 Shared Code on Multiple Tiers

Figure 25.15: Example of server and client with shared code base: the bottom two layers appear
almost identically in both the client and server software
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Common, shared code - as a typical example: libraries and services (in the above example the
lowest two layers) - can run on several tiers (=machines)

25.9.2 Communication in Layer & Tiers

Figure 25.16: Communication across layers and between tiers

See: "Avoid Chatty Interfaces Between Tiers" by David Hayden: Tiers should be minimized -
impact on performance, scalability, security, fault tolerance, and complexity.

It is a far-reaching decision how one distributes the pieces of software to different independent
tiers, because it affects performance (asynchronous communication), security (communication over
the network brings new points of attack), availability (what if one of the tiers fails?) and other
aspects.



26. Partitions

Stacking layers on top of each other is a pretty obvious method to structure code. It is also a widely
used and accepted method. This chapter now introduces a concept which may be new to many
software developers: vertical code partitions within a layer.

26.1 Reducing Dependencies with Partitions

When a software system grows, it may become necessary to break down the layers even further.
Layers may contain relatively independent clusters of classes with unconnected responsibilities. It
can therefore be advantageous to introduce vertical ’walls’ within a layer.

Figure 26.1: Example of a layered diagram for an ERP system with five partitions: the five coloured,
rounded boxes in the middle. Each partition has its own set of responsibilities.
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A partition is a vertical subdivision, i.e. the packages/classes remain at the same level (or layer,
resp.), but have as independent responsibilities as possible. Ideally no item located in one partition
accesses an item in another partition of the same layer. All dependencies should only exist
downward.

Partitions create independent functional blocks:

+ Clean partitioning results in better reuse.
+ Debugging is easier because the search field is limited (fewer dependencies)
+ Testing/validation after debugging is easier: no need to retest everything
+ Functionality in partitions can be marketed and sold separately
+ Partitions can often be easily distributed to separate tiers

26.1.1 Example of Partitions in UI and App Logic

Figure 26.2: Software with five partitions, each spanning two layers (example cinema reservation,
a school example from the HSR)

In the picture above, each of the different activities can be assigned to one partition: on the
left (in green) the views which help to make a reservation, plus the ReservationController with
the corresponding logic; next (in blue) the UI to compose the program for next week with the
matching logic in the WeeklyPlanner. Other functionality: statistics (in orange); the rest, e.g. user
administration, data export, communication with the external payment provider, etc. sketched in
light blue (without content).
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The ReservationController e.g. ensures that each seat is assigned only once, that reservations which
are not picked up 25min before the start of a movie can be sold again ...

The WeeklyPlanner contains the logic to make sure that no two films are shown at the same time in
the same auditorium, that there is a 15min break between two films in the big auditorium (10min
break between two films in the small auditorium) ...

The views communicate with their logic/controller classes on the application level. From the
Application Logic layer, all logic classes access the domain where the relevant data is held. The
domain data layer is the common storage area for all the data, which are accessed from the code
above.

The Term ’Controller’:

Now, if you are a bit confused about the controllers from MVC terminology: don’t worry. In
MVC terminology, controllers are mostly just simple command receivers that respond to a click or
gesture, such as a button or swipe (and these controllers are usually encapsulated within the UI
elements). You can’t compare MVC controllers to the more complex controller classes shown in
the logic layer of the above diagram.

26.2 Practical Example: Missing Partitions

While working as a consultant, I once encountered the following system (120,000 LOC, 20 person-
years), briefly characterized in the figure below:

Figure 26.3: A larger system with layering but no partitioning, each square representing a translation
unit (mostly PHP files). Everything is potentially linked to everything else: The yellow lines are
only symbolic, they are meant to show the dependencies between compilation units; in reality there
were thousands of dependencies, and not just from top to bottom.

As you can see, the rule that "dependencies across partitions should be avoided" (see next sec-
tion 26.3) was not observed; the rule was unknown to the developers. In fact they did not know the
concept of partitioning the code vertically, they only knew layers. Consequently there were five
clean layers, but unfortunately the coupling among classes within the top layer was noticeably too
high.

Layering Alone is Not Enough

Effects of the lack of partitioning in this real example were as follows:

– Changes often had unexpectedly far-reaching consequences (change to A affected B, even
though B is "far away" from A)

– Prolonged development times (because it is not always clear where the responsibilities lay;
too little encapsulation by partitions, especially for bug finding)
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– Updates of the base software (Linux, Apache, PHP, Zend Framework, MySQL) were not
done for a long time, because the system was caught in a deadlock: update everything or
nothing. Updating was not possible, because one single library (orange in the picture above)
only ran on an older version of the Zend Framework. This in turn did not run on a newer
Linux version, because that required a newer PHP version, to which the newest framework
was incompatible. This unfortunately meant that updates were already up to six years old
and the system as a whole was highly exposed to widely known security vulnerabilities in
PHP and MySQL (which all got fixed in newer versions, but not in the out-of-date versions
used in this system).

Encapsulating functionality in partitions would have helped in this case. At least it would have
been possible to bring larger parts of the system up to date. But this way the one sore point could
not be isolated enough and had an impact on the whole system.

By the way: An ’extra layer of indirection’ above the (orange) library in question would not have
helped either, unless one had wanted to replace the library in question, which would have been
possible with great effort, but – as there was no similar library available – was estimated to be much
too expensive to be built from scratch.

Partitions are important because they create a structure beyond pure layering.
Large systems absolutely need this. �

26.3 Rules for Dependencies

The following diagram shows which type of dependencies, especially their direction, are acceptable,
and which ones are not desirable. Dependencies can be calls from one class to another, but can also
be just the import of a type definition.

Figure 26.4: Five important rules for dependencies in a software system
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Note: The ’Application’ layer is divided into three partitions, the ’Libraries’ layer into two.

26.3.1 Strict Layering

It is possible to mandate so-called ’strict layering’. This means that from each layer only the layer
directly below may be accessed. In ’Strict Layering’, skipping over a layer is forbidden (blue arrow
(2) in the diagram above).

This rule is rarely observed, because it results in a set of pass-through methods in each layer that do
nothing but pass data and calls on to the layer below/above. In my estimation, this extra code is
unattractive and only bloats the overall program code. It adds layers of zero functionality.

On the other hand, the chosen architecture may require strict layering. The advantage is that the
layers are cleanly decoupled – which may be justifiable e.g. when one forsees the later need to
swap/replace a complete layer. Each software architect must decide on cost–benefits tradeoffs of a
’Strict Layering’ policy.

26.3.2 Relocating Dependencies

Dependencies between classes in two partitions of the same layer should be avoided (orange
dependency type 4 of the diagram in section 26.3 above). What is the best way to fix these
unwanted dependencies?

Figure 26.5: Accesses across partitions should be avoided

Let’s assume that we have two code packages, where the blue one on the left accesses some (yellow)
routine in the red package on the right. This a dependency which is usually undesirable.

Figure 26.6: First relocation step: isolate shared code

Obviously the yellow code piece is also used by someone within the red package as well – otherwise
the yellow piece of code could (and should) be moved to the blue package. Step one: isolate the
code so that it can be moved to another package or layer.
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Figure 26.7: Second relocation step: move shared code to the layer below (left) so that it can be
accessed by all packages residing in the layer above.

If, within the red package, there are multiple dependencies on the yellow piece of code (symbolized
by the three arrows on the right), you could leave a small ’stub’ (narrow yellow rectangle, just a
forwarding interface) in the old location and redirect all calls from the stub to the shared code in
the layer below.

Good layering with well assigned responsibilities goes hand in hand with resolving unwanted
dependencies. �



27. Simple Model with own Data Layer

A very simple software architecture is presented here: The data model is implemented 1:1 in its
own layer. Controller classes, which contain the logic and execute the operations on the data, are
located in a layer above the data model.

27.1 Domain Model vs. Data Model

Briefly, let’s review the differences between a domain model and a data model.

Domain Model:

• Created very early as a means of communication between customer an developers.
• May serve as the core of a glossary.
• Presents information mainly from the customer’s point of view
• Not optimized (still 1:1 relationships, inheritance, . . . )

Figure 27.1: Domain model for ’Cost Tracking’ (time and cost tracking in projects).
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Data Model:

• Is ideally a revised, simplified domain model – hopefully still close to the domain model
• Pure data classes, without operations
• Image of data storage (persistence), direct translation into a relational DB possible

Figure 27.2: This is how the resulting data model was created from the domain model ’Cost
Tracking’.

Note the differences from the initial domain model to the simplified data model: five classes were
omitted because they were not needed for hourly billing, and the attribute ’atCustomerSite’ was
added, as well as three new attributes for Subproject.

27.1.1 Pure Data Classes

For the following considerations it is important to know that the data model consists exclusively of
pure data classes. These data classes usually do not contain any methods except setters and getters
(a further exception would be e.g. a toString() method).

In order to achieve something useful we have to devise some classes which contain the action:
controller classes hold the methods and the logic to create valuable services as an application.
These controller classes are placed above the data classes in a higher layer.

Note: This kind of controller classes has nothing to do with the ’controllers’ in the MVC pattern, in
MVC the ’C’ are mostly pure command receivers/executors, i.e. a button, menu item or a gesture
like a swipe. Here in this model, the controller class is more like the manager for a use case (it
handles all the operations of a use case) or a facade (in the facade pattern).

27.2 Simple Architecture: Data Model as Layer

The following suggestion comes closest to the topic ’UML as design notation’. It shows with an
example, how one can take the domain model as starting point, create the data model from it, and
finally push the data model as its own layer into a kind of standard architecture. Voilà! A very
quick path to an architecture draft. In many cases this simple solution could be perfectly acceptable
– and easy to implement.
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Figure 27.3: Simple architecture draft with data model as own layer

The first step is the conversion of the domain model into a pure data model. Only the data objects
are drawn, as the data objects are stored (for example in a relational DB, with an object-relational
mapper).

The second step is to push the data layer into a very classic four- or five-layer model: user interface
on top, services at the bottom, data layer approximately in the lower third.
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27.3 Example of Correct Layering

Figure 27.4: Example of a data access layer with domain knowledge (simplified example from an
online shop)

It may seem strange that a Data Access Layer sits above the Domain Layer, but in some cases
this is correct: the Data Access Layer sits above the Domain in this example because it must have
knowledge about the data types and structures in the Domain, otherwise it could not return the
correctly typed data (see as an example the call getOrderHistoryOfCustomer(x), there you must
know what a Customer is, what an Order looks like and what an OrderHistory looks like).

If a data access layer does not need to know about the domain data – e.g. because you do all DB
accesses via ODBC – then the data access layer will be located below the domain.

If you fetch and store the data using O-R mapper, then a data access layer can disappear completely
– but it doesn’t have to be, because you might still program such ’convenience’ methods like
getOrderHistoryOfCustomer(x) despite O-R mapper and then you have the domain dependency
again.

All in all, the above proposal can be the blueprint for a small system architecture – straightforward,
easy to understand and implement.



28. Visualizing and Documenting

An architectural presentation of a software project is best approached top-down: first describe
the placement in the universe and the main functionality: Helicopter view of the system: context
diagram, demo or ’stills’ (user interface (UI) and main use cases). We should assume that the
audience has a good understanding of the purpose (requirements) of the software we are looking
at.

28.1 Visualizing Architecture

Orientation, structuring (’the map’):

• Layers (UI - Logic - Libraries)
• Deployment
• Interfaces (especially between UI and the rest of the software)
• Data structures (data model, only higher-level abstraction, if necessary)
• Data storage

Classification, facts and figures:

• Statistics: Number of classes, LOC lines of code, languages, team size, effort.
• History, yearly figures
• Libraries and components used (e.g. react, node, PostgreSQL ...)
• Important design decisions and rationale for them
• How the non-functional requirements have been taken into account while designing the

software architecture

The following information should not be repeated here: requirements, vision, domain model, target
audience for the software, use cases, non-functional requirements.
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28.1.1 Points of Interest and Tour

Just like showing your hometown to a friend who has never been there before: Show some highlights,
make a tour of the most important sights in your town.

In a software architecture this could be, for instance:

Special features:
� Parallel processes and MQ, distributed NoSQL DB, high security, plug-in system.

Tour (1:1 experience):
� UI - Models&Logic - DB - Models&Logic - Display (demo and sequence diagram).

28.2 Definition „Software Architecture“

Architecture is the sum of design decisions that are of great consequence, and that live longer –
decisions that will hopefully remain unchanged throughout the lifetime of the system.

28.2.1 Architecture Definition According to IEEE

Figure 28.1: IEEE STD 1472 definition – from DoD Architecture Framework (DODAF), Version
1.0; https://www.dau.mil/

28.2.2 The Big Decisions

Architecture is also the division in the large, i.e., the division of a system into subsystems with
clearly assigned responsibilities.

• Separation of concerns, assignment of responsibilities ("which part does what")
• Single points of reference (data & code & documentation; DRY Don’t Repeat Yourself)
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• Separation: platform/core - project/customer specific
• Interfaces (e.g. message queues, XML files, calls & parameters of API)
• Database, data model

Examples of specifications that shape the architecture:

: Interfaces between subsystems
: Interfaces between independent processes, REST API
: Data structures, because "data lives forever". If central data structures have to be changed,

as a consequence usually a massive portion of the code must be adapted to the new data
structures.

: Big architecture characteristics like ’database-centric design’, ’rule-based system’ or ’pipes-
and-filters’.

: Cross-cutting concerns, i.e. things that pop up across the whole system, typically: Security,
Logging, Exception Handling.

28.2.3 Typical IT Landscape

An ’IT Landscape’ usually consists of many pieces of standard software, which are configured and
linked by appropriate means.

Figure 28.2: Today, a larger system is always composed of independent systems.

Modern IT systems often consist of several individual systems that communicate and cooperate
with each other, e.g., via an Enterprise Service Bus:

• ERP Enterprise Resource Planning (e.g. SAP)
• SCM Supply Chain Management
• CRM Customer Relationship Management (e.g. SalesForce)
• PIM Product Information Management
• MAM Media Asset Management (fotos and videos)
• Collaboration: calendar/mail/scrum backlog/Slack/common document storage (e.g. JIRA/Confluence)
• PLM Product Lifecycle Management
• Miscellaneous: Warehouse Management, LDAP, Portfolio Management, Issue Tracking,

Time Recording, Helpdesk, Financial Planning, Marketing Planning ...

This IT landscape is configuration and consulting intensive, there are hardly any standardized
interfaces, i.e. programming is often still needed for in between the (sub)systems - some call this
the ’glue code’.
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28.2.4 Architecture Considerations

Some of the architecture decisions have implications for many parts across the system. Here is a
list of cross-cutting concerns regarding the software architecture:

• Error handling, Exception handling
• User interaction, user experience UX, corporate identity guidelines
• Programming language(s)
• Logging (fascinating topic when across multiple machines/containers)
• Transaction handling
• Concurrency/threads
• Networking
• Internationalization
• Data storage, backup, deletion of superfluous data, e.g. log entries in DB
• Deployment

Quality:

• Performance considerations (quantities, time, speed), possible real-time and space constraints
• Security and safety considerations
• other quality considerations (extensibility, platform portability, availability...)

28.3 Building Blocks for Describing Software Architecture

So far we have only talked about what constitutes software architecture in a more theoretical sense.
In an ongoing project, we would have described mainly the requirements so far – no architecture
yet:

• Description of the surrounding systems (IT landscape, interfaces)
• Process descriptions (dynamic, "what’s going on?", with use cases, personas with scenarios)
• Data modeling (static, "what do we remember?")
• Users, roles and rights
• Requirements for security, performance, usability, portability... (non-functional requirements)
• further constraints (political, legal)
• UX specifications and UX designs (browser only or native for mobile?)

The following is a list of diagrams – formal with UML or informal drawings – which can be used
to describe the software architecture, once we get past the requirements.
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28.3.1 Informal Context Diagram

For the introduction to the documentation of the software architecture a so-called context diagram
is best suited. It shows the system and the interactions with the surrounding systems from a high
altitude – some also call this the ’helicopter view’ or the ’orientation in the universe’.

Figure 28.3: Example of a context diagram (from the magazine c’t 13/2004, with friendly permission
of the Heise publishing house www.heise.de). The diagram shows the environment of the new Job
Card system being developed in Germany at that time.

The context diagram is usually an informal diagram, which requires some creativity to create
because of the high degree of abstraction: you want to show the most important things at a glance,
so you have to leave out many details.

This diagram should give you an idea of what the system is used for (in the picture above, "electronic
card for job placement") and in which environment it is embedded. This is a good introduction to
the following more detailed description of the system with all internals.

As a rule, it is very helpful to draw in the system boundary – indicated in yellow in the figure
above. It delimits the contents and functionality of "our new system" from what lies outside the
new system. Outside the system means practically always also "outside our sphere of influence"
during the development.
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28.3.2 Second Example Context Diagram

Informal overview diagram:

Determine the position of de-
vices based on WiFi fingerprints
(relative position and signal
strength) on the HSR site.

Anyone with the software in-
stalled on their laptop or mobile
device can be located on the HSR
site, using the signal strength
profile of all WiFi access points
at the HSR campus.

HSR Software Engineering
student project CAMPUSition
(2010)

Figure 28.4: Overview with system boundary.

Most of the time, the context diagrams show the system boundary (the dashed line in the image
above), which shows what is done by the project’s software and what data and functions need to be
available from outside for the team’s own written software to work.
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28.3.3 Interfaces to Surrounding Systems

A kind of context diagram is also drawn when focusing on the description of the interfaces to
peripheral systems.

Figure 28.5: Visualization of the 25 interfaces from/to an e-commerce system

The overview diagram is then followed by a list that enumerates all interfaces and provides details
about them.

Tabular enumeration of all interfaces with:

ID, name, description, direction (uni-/bidirectional), type (batch, real-time), technical details
(WSDL, file structure, XML, ... ), responsibility (who defines, who uses), security, further docu-
mentation and sources of information.
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28.4 Use Case Diagrams

Figure 28.6: Example of a Use Case Diagram

Use case diagrams are often useful because they can show relationships that a textual version
cannot.

A use case diagram can:

• give an overview: how many use cases are there? How many actors are involved?
• show the system boundaries: what do we do - everything within the system boundary -, what

do we not do - everything outside the system boundary
• Interactions: what kind of information goes back and forth between actors/external systems

and our system.
• Prioritization: if you e.g. color the simple CRUD use cases differently (see also the section

on ’Prioritize Use Cases’ in the chapter ’Story Splitting’), then you can use this to show what
is considered less important and will be implemented later. This way you can focus on the
important use cases first.

• Show the roles and their rights (at least partially), namely: ’who is allowed to execute which
Use Case’.
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28.4.1 Use Case Diagram - Slightly Larger

Figure 28.7: Image: Stephan Müller, foryouandyourcustomers.com

A rather unusual use of a use case diagram in a real project:

Company with 30,000 employees, task: replacement of the product information system. You can
see how extensive and interconnected the systems involved are. Each yellow rectangle represents
an independent system, e.g. production planning, customer relationships, catalog production,
website. Likewise, one sees the numerous actuators, how they have to gather information in
completely different systems in order to be able to make decisions and to pass on information to
other systems.

Here in this book, it is not important to be able to read the details in the diagram. It’s just to show
you what else you can do with a use case diagram, which is to give an overview of the systems, the
main functionalities, and the actuators. Indirectly, it also shows the access rights of each actor (who
is allowed to access which systems/use cases).

On the right you may have noted the red rectangle. This contains all use cases which were not
considered in this project. This kind of negative list helped to define the scope of the project.

Purpose of the diagram:

• Definition of Use Cases
• System delimitation
• Roles and rights
• Visualization of complexity
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28.5 The Structure of a Software Architecture

For all the description with context, use case, and activity diagrams, we haven’t done much
designing yet, we really have just documented the environment and some requirements of the new,
to-be-built system. This kind of description of what exists around the new system is not terribly
difficult. The difficulty so far has been deciding what to document and to what depth.

Up to now we haven’t made many architectural decisions (except maybe for the design of interfaces).
Instead, we have described the environment of the system, and also the requirements using use
cases and activity diagrams.

In the following, we describe the inner structure of systems. After an overview, we zoom into the
system step by step. These topics follow now.

28.5.1 Overview with Deployment Diagram

A deployment diagram shows which software (components, objects) runs on which hardware
(nodes, computers), i.e. how they are configured and which communication relationships exist
between the software components.

Figure 28.8: A deployment diagram shows where which parts of the software system are running

The deployment diagram can serve in many cases as first overview diagram. It shows, of which
parts the software consists and on which tiers the software can run. This is a good supplement to
the static code view with the layer architecture (next section).
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28.5.2 Scope and Benefits of Deployment Diagrams

• Description for a view of the software architecture (deployment view).
• Deployment scenarios visible (often several scenarios with different deployments)
• Abstraction for e.g. performance discussion (where can one optimize?)
• Visualization for a security discussion: many attack points are clearly visible in the deploy-

ment diagram
• The UML deployment diagram can be generated with tools like Vagrant, Chef, Puppet – if

they happen to have been used to automate deployment.

28.5.3 Internal Structure with Layer Diagram

Figure 28.9: Four examples of layered architectures: The static view of the code

The above figure shows the programmers’ static view of the code, defined by the interdependencies
(imports) of the classes. The layers (packages) are sometimes subdivided into sub-packages. These
architecture pictures show nicely the distribution of responsibilities and how the parts build up on
each other, from bottom to top.

28.5.4 Dynamics of UI Interaction

Finally, there is the possibility to describe the dynamics of the interaction between the user and the
system with the help of a navigation map (which screens can be called from where).
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Figure 28.10: Navigation map: Graph of navigation options "how do I get from here to there".
Source: http://developer.android.com/training/design-navigation/wireframing.html

28.6 Contents of Software Architecture Documents (SAD)

Sample tables of contents (templates) fulfill only the one purpose: One is reminded of what one
could write, and in which order. This also meets the expectation of experienced readers, who now
no longer have to guess "where can I find information on X?".

When creating the document, one must keep in mind the characteristics of the project: each
architecture ticks differently and must be described differently. So pay attention to what the core
characteristics of your project are and describe them. It is also important to write down the reasons
for the architecture decisions, otherwise the decisions may not be justifiable or plausible later.

28.6.1 www.arc42.de Template

Gernot Starke and Peter Hruschka, both well-known experts in the field of software architecture,
founded arc42.org. arc42 is a template for software architecture communication and documentation.
A few years ago the founders put all their documentation templates and help into the public domain.
arc42 is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License:
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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Figure 28.11: Overview of the arc42 templates, see: https://arc42.org/overview/

Here, the division into different views is particularly noteworthy: building block view (classes,
packages and layers), runtime view (sequence and process diagrams), deployment view (deploy-
ment).

28.6.2 Your Own Structure

My advice to you: create your own table of contents for the SAD. Pick what is good for your
project, be creative. Each project has its peculiarities. Examples:

o In one project it may make sense to describe the UX as well (e.g. with navigation map and
many screen shots).

o In another project there is almost nothing to say about processes and threads.
o A third project has very important concepts of roles and rights for the customer.
o In another project security is the main focus (e.g. personal health app).

28.7 Success Criteria for Software Architecture

• Simple, understandable - and therefore easy to document and communicate
• Stable, i.e., forward-looking, durable
• Scalable, e.g., through different deployment variants
• Well divided, and thus easily programmable by team members in parallel
• Well testable, e.g. through well visible interfaces
• Extendable (later, with additional functionality)
• Adequate (no over-engineering) for: Performace, Security, Stability ...

If you think good architecture is expensive,
try bad architecture.
– Brian Foote and Joseph Yoder �



29. Software Architecture Configurations

29.1 Technical Architecture Design Patterns

The following are some typical architecture patterns (3 x deployment, 3 x inner structure) that you
will see again and again, with exemplary applications, plus advantages and disadvantages of each
decision.

29.1.1 Single User Desktop Program

Figure 29.1: In the past, this type of programs was widely used (note the CRT monitor).

At that time, people hardly knew anything else: programs that you bought (once!) and installed on
your own computer – without connection to a server, without connection to the Internet.

Examples of the species of single user desktop programs: Adobe Photoshop (in pre-2013 versions);
Microsoft Word 2007; Astah UML tool, Print Layout, Music Recording and Edit (Digital Audio
Workstation), Video Editing.

Main advantages:

+ UX, performance, low latency, security, availability, low system complexity.

Disadvantages:

– Team capability, deployment/cloud/work everywhere, portability.
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29.2 Multi-Tier Architectures

From here on, various types of distributed systems are described. What they all have in com-
mon is that they are spread across several computers at runtime and that they use asynchronous
communication (pseudo-synchronous calls a la RMI or Remote Objects are hardly ever used
nowadays).

Figure 29.2: Three Tier Architecture, a classic arrangement

Main advantages of multiple tiers:

+ Scalability, performance: each tier can be optimized according to its capabilities and re-
sponsibilities, e.g. hardware can be chosen and upgraded appropriately, and also software
optimizations, to the point of picking the best-suited operating system.

+ Distributed and coordinated working.

Disadvantages:

– Performance (asynchronous, non-deterministic response times).
– Availability (multiple systems and networks = higher probability of failure)
– Security (vulnerable at more points than a single system)

29.2.1 Fat Client + Server

Figure 29.3: Architecture common in the 2000s: fat client + server. Examples: Programming IDEs
(Eclipse, IntelliJ etc), CAD, Adobe InDesign, Sparx Enterprise Architect (UML tool), corporate
accounting, MS Office, until about 2015.

Main advantages:

+ Top User Experience possible (UX with arbitrarily high complexity and user-friendliness,
not just browser based).

+ Performance (fast, sleek, responsive)
+ Security (in the case of proprietary protocols between computers)

Disadvantages:
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– Deployment: individually to each workstation, i.e. laborious and expensive
– Portability to different platforms
– Availability (probability of failure higher due to more systems involved)

29.2.2 Mobile = „Fat Client“ + Server

Figure 29.4: Almost standard today: server access via mobile devices

Mobile clients: Android/iOS apps are the new fat clients – if programmed natively, and not
HTML/browser-based.

Main advantages ’native’:

+ better UX
+ more security, as non-standard connection protocols possible.

Disadvantages:

– Deployment (must run via PlayStore or similar).
– more expensive because not portable (Android, iOS, desktop).

29.2.3 Thin Client: Browser-based + Server

Figure 29.5: Load balanced and clustered deployment of a web application (C) uml-diagrams.org
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Main advantages:

+ Deployment/Cloud/Work Everywhere
+ Load scalability
+ Portability

Disadvantages:

– Performance
– UX, Browser Compatibility
– security
– availability
– testability (many components, high variability)

29.2.4 DB-centric Architecture

Figure 29.6: Hier dreht sich alles um die Datenbank, inklusive Code (PL/SQL) in der DB

The DB-centric architecture can be seen as a kind of ’blackboard’ architecture.

Main advantages:

+ Simple design, small-scale extensibility.
+ Load scalability

Disadvantages:

– Extensibility, maintainability, because as soon as a system like this gets bigger, it quickly
becomes confusing; there is a risk of sprawl, just because it is so simple at the beginning.

– Hammer-Nail-Syndrome (everything is done via the DB, also the logs and message queue...)
– At the mercy of the DB vendor (vendor lock-in)
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29.3 Multi-process Architectures

Architecture design with multiple processes operating in parallel offers some advantages, but also a
whole bunch of challenges.

29.3.1 Producer -> Consumer

We can encounter the situation that a ’producer’ interacts with a ’consumer’ in various everyday
situations. Examples:
Newspaper production: printing machine -> folding machine; farmers cutting gras -> grass drying
machine; ERP -> CRM (e.g. SAP -> SalesForce).

O Either the consumer is always faster than the producer
O or it doesn’t matter if the consumer ’drops something’ – see VoIP/UDP with ’stuttering’.
O or then queues are used to communicate as buffers. This needs synchronization or mutual

exclusion.

Figure 29.7: Producer and consumer, with a queue in between as compensation

If producer and consumer want to work as independent processes in their speed, then they need
a queue as a buffer in between. But even then, the consumer must eventually be faster than the
producer, otherwise the queue grows to infinity – or you assign as many consumers to the same
queue until it works.

29.3.2 Message-based Systems

Figure 29.8: Distributed processes communicating asynchronously via message queues.

Main advantages:

+ Scalability
+ Higher performance is possible through clever design and parallelization
+ Separation of Concerns/Single Responsibility very well implementable
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Disadvantages:

– Complex design (traps like deadlock, starvation and performance losses lurk)
– more difficult debugging (logging helps!)

29.3.3 Characteristics of Processes

Characteristics that must be carefully defined per process and message queue:

: stateful or stateless
: singlethreaded or multithreaded
: request and response: asynchronous or synchronous (per request)
: first-in/first-out or priority queue
: point-to-point/multipoint or broadcast communication

Figure 29.9: The characteristics of communicating processes must be carefully designed

The analogies to process and message queue characteristics can be described as follows:

stateful or stateless:

• stateful: ’knowledge’ that is lost after a restart
stateless: ’I don’t write anything down’, restart without problems

singlethreaded or multithreaded:

• Question: just one or more teller windows in a bank?
Single thread or worker threads (pool), up to ’thread-per-request’.
If multithreaded, requests must not be competing for resources (race conditions).

Request and response asynchronous or synchronous:

• Synchronous = call someone on the phone, ask a question, then wait for an answer
Asynchronous = write a letter and drop it in the mailbox, check yor inbox later to see if an
answer has arrived yet.

first-in/first-out or priority queue:

• first-in/first-out: everyone is treated equally
priority queue: VIPs do not have to wait in line, they can jump to the head anytime

point-to-point or multipoint/broadcast:

• point-to-point is the normal case (process-to-process communication)
broadcast can be done, but does not scale up well.
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29.4 Enterprise Integration Patterns

The book by Hohpe/Woolf presents diagrams and recipes/patterns for message-based systems. In the
patterns presented, one can see a strong leaning towards the Unix ’pipes and filters’ system.

Figure 29.10: http://www.enterpriseintegrationpatterns.com/

The Spring Framework (Java) implements many of the patterns shown in the Enterprise Integration
Patterns book, see e.g.
http://projects.spring.io/spring-integration/.

29.4.1 Orthogonal Structures

Note that ’despite’ the pipes-and-filters architecture, the code within an element (router, receiver,
endpoint, translator, etc.) can be layered – indeed must be, if the element consists of many thousands
of lines of code. One spatial structuring (Pipes-and-Filters Architecture) does not exclude the other
(Layered Architecture); both structuring patterns can occur in the same system.



30. How to Order the Data Model

30.1 When You Should Manually Rearrange the Data Model

In practically every software application it is necessary to store data, be it as a text file, structured as
JSON or XML objects, in a relational database (DB) or a NoSQL DB for graphs and documents. In
the vast majority of cases, it is worthwhile to first create a data model. This can be done within hours
or at most a few days and creates many insights (see chapter 4 Domain and Data Modelling).

Here are some tips on how to quickly improve a data model, namely by rearranging and structuring
it. If the data model consists of more than just three classes, then the minimal effort required to
rearrange it will pay off immediately. If the data model is larger than about ten classes, then an
ordered arrangement becomes mandatory in my opinion.

With two simple techniques you can order the data model. This will help you to:

: assign the work in the team more clearly
: define a Minimum Viable Product MVP
: get a handle on large amounts of data
: define a backup strategy
: facilitate UI design
: properly prioritize the implementation order.

Technique 1 is top/bottom ordering of classes in the data model, namely n:1 relationships are
ordered top:bottom (like layers in a static code view model).

Technique 2 is partitioning the data model, analogous to partitions in the architecture of program
code (see Section 26.1 Reducing Dependencies with Partitions).

Figure 30.1: Layered code/data on the left; layered and partitioned code/data on the right
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A data model can be structured horizontally and vertically in almost the same way as program
code. The following sections describe these two techniques and list the points where and how
improvements can be achieved everywhere with them.

30.2 Rules for Arranging Data Classes

As long as a data model is small (less than 10 classes), it can be easily surveyed and understood;
there is no need for further structuring. However, as soon as the data model grows, you have to
start organizing things a bit. With about 10-30 classes a data model is still successfully manageable,
but must be already carefully structured, so that one understands it properly (analogous to a heap
of unordered classes, which also needs structuring to be understood). When a data model grows
beyond 50 classes, it becomes problematic. So make sure that the data model stays small, otherwise
it becomes neither understandable nor manageable (see A3 rule, section. 16.4).

The next four pages are mainly about the vertical arrangement of classes (= database tables),
analogous to the dependencies in a layer diagram.

Figure 30.2: Example of a data model with ordered relationships

The rules for ordering relationships in a data model are as follows:

1. One-to-n relationships: n on top, one on the bottom.
2. One-to-one relationships: at the same level (horizontally)
3. n-to-m relationships: at the same height, always with intermediate class above them
4. Derived classes: Base class below, derived above �

The data model above shows rule 1 in the relations ’Order - Customer’. Rule 2 is shown by the
relation between Order and Delivery (well, in reality one order could be broken down to several
deliveries, but I left that out). Rule 3 is exemplified in the n-to-m relation between Order and
Article (most orders will contain several articles; also many articles will appear in many orders).
The OrderPosition is the intermediate class which sits above the two n-to-m classes. 1

1The intermediate class contains (apart from IDs) the ’quantity’ field. As a rule of thumb: in n-to-m relations you
will almost always need an intermediate class with useful attributes to make the relation work. Therefore rule 3.
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Example:

Figure 30.3: Microsoft Access "Northwind" example (not ordered)

Each 1:n relationship is a "primary key - foreign key" relationship.

Figure 30.4: The same "Northwind" example, this time rearranged (ordered) according to the four
rules.

In the next few (seven) pages I will present the reasons for ordering relationships in a data model
using the four rules from above. Be patient, there are six good reasons (advantages) to do it.
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30.3 Advantage 1: Quantities and Volatility

Figure 30.5: The "Northwind" example simplified (attributes omitted)

If a data model is ordered, then you can derive the following information from the diagram:

The classes at the bottom rarely change and live long (these are the master data). For the
classes/tables at the bottom, objects/rows can be added easily (no constraints); they are also
rarely deleted (because of existing dependencies from above).

Classes at the top are numerous and rather short-lived (these are the transaction data). They are
frequently added, sometimes quickly deleted. Be careful here because of potentially huge quantities
(affecting performance, table space) and insert/delete/archiving costs.

30.4 Advantage 2: Fill and Delete Order in a Database (DB)

When generating a set of test data for different scenarios, for integration tests on top of a relational
database, it is important to place the INSERTs in the right order.

The order of the INSERT INTO ... statements is critical, otherwise you get "unresolved foreign key
references". The correct procedure is:

Z Fill: from bottom to top
Z Delete: from top to bottom

As long as you follow the above two rules you won’t get any error messages from the DB concerning
foreign key integrity.

30.5 Advantage 3: Compare, Diff, Merge

Tricky question: what is a "diff" of two diagrams? What works smoothly with texts is almost
impossible with diagrams.

However, diagrams can be compared quite easily if they are both ordered by the same rules. We
will use an example to illustrate this point.
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Figure 30.6: Data model with a similar task as "Northwind", let’s call it the "Boston" model

Again in comparison with the "Northwind" model:

Which of these two data models is better, "Northwind" or "Boston"? And what does ’better’ mean?
Try to figure out what each chart does and compare the two.

Not an easy task – unless you put the charts in order: we’ll rearrange the two diagrams according
to the four rules mentioned at the beginning.

Below are the two diagrams shown side by side (simplified, without attributes) and ordered
according to the given rules (n:1 top:bottom, without multiplicities drawn in). Now they can
be compared. The fact that the diagrams are ordered would also give you a chance to merge
them.
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Figure 30.7: Two diagrams, better comparable because they are ordered.

Which of these two data models is better, "Boston" (left) or "Northwind" (right)?

It is noticeable that "Boston" makes an inheritance hierarchy (unnecessary in my opinion) for the
addresses. If you look at the associated attributes (see previous page), the inheritance doesn’t
make much more sense either. Second, there are three relationships between PurchaseOrder and
Supplier; in the detailed diagram you can see ’orders’, ’pending orders’ and ’shipped orders’ (partly
useful, except ’orders’ also between PurchaseOrder and Customer: what is the difference to ’orders’
between PurchaseOrder and Supplier?). No entity for ’Product’ (!) (description of an article in the
store). Items do not refer to Suppliers, so who can deliver what? Last but not least, the Supplier
seems to deliver directly to the Customer, a modern concept, but that exclusively so? There are
more open questions ("what is the meaning of ’previous Order’?), but the questions asked so far are
sufficient for an assessment.

In sum, I consider the "Boston" model to be a rather botched up and nonsensical construction,
seems to have been an academic exercise. In contrast, "Northwind" is (IMO) commendable.

Back to the ordering of the data models: the ordered layout made the comparison possible in the
first place.

30.6 Advantage 4: Loop Detection

A data model should always be in the form of a directed acyclic graph (DAG), which corresponds
to a tree with cross (downward) references, but without backward references. Consequently, there
are no loops in the (DAG) graph, it can be traversed from top to bottom only once – possibly on
different paths.
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Figure 30.8: Comparison: tree - DAG - short circuit

Loops would be a big mistake in a data model:

• possibly infinite running or invalid SQL statements (joins, inserts)
• unwanted/unpredictable trigger dependencies (possibly endlessly firing cascade)
• reduced chances to partition the data model: coupling too tight
• contradicts the intentions of layering

Note: UML Design Class Diagrams (which show code classes, not DB tables) may contain loops
in exceptional cases.

Figure 30.9: Can you find the loops here? Real example of a data model: about 90 classes/tables in
a system that has hardly been maintained for a long time – practically impossible to find cycles or
multiple paths here.
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30.7 Advantage 5: Multiple Path Detection

Figure 30.10: Is there a loop hidden in here?

Whenever you find a polygon (usually rhombus) in your data model, it’s time to take a closer look:
it might be OK, it might require extra care (extra constraints) to make it work, or it might just be
wrong.

You always need an explanation for multiple paths. �

When you arrange the data model, you can immediately see if the rhomboid is a "double fork"
(usually OK) or if it is still a rhomboid that needs to be looked at more closely.

Figure 30.11: Typical "double fork" caused by two consecutive transactions: the order and the
delivery (shipment). This construction is fine, no loop (still a DAG).

Figure 30.12: Multiple paths can be perfectly OK (the newly added "Shipping Category": fragile
products go with specialized shippers)
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Here we should look closer at
the multiple paths:

The "default WorkCategory"
is questionable. Is this really
reqired? Convenience?

The "person responsible" may
need more programming:
- not all people are allowed to
sign time sheets
- is someone allowed to sign
for everyone in the group or
only for those in the same
(sub)project?
- no one should be allowed to
sign their own time sheet.

Figure 30.13: Example data model Time Tracking.

Here it is worth looking more closely at the multiple paths. It may be that they are superfluous or
objectionable, it depends on the exact requirements.

30.8 Advantage 6: Complexity of the User Interface

The ordered data model gives you the chance to find out more about the complexity of user
interfaces for editing data table contents.

Figure 30.14: Simple CRUD interface: the number, type, and labels of the fields can be generated
from the DB, the layout is always the same: all fields below each other, with labels on the left
(example from a warehouse management system, created automatically).
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Operations on the entities at the bottom of an ordered data model are practically always very simple
"Create, Read, Update, Delete" (CRUD). Such a UI can be made with generators, some databases
provide such a tool – if not, an easily scriptable task.

Figure 30.15: How easy it is to implement a user interface (top/bottom = complex/simple)

When the data model is ordered, you can see at a glance for which tables a user interface
(add/edit/delete) is simple: at the bottom (master data) there are no dependencies, so the basic oper-
ations here are very simple; the UI can possibly even be generated from the table structure.

The classes at the top require much more effort because there are several dependencies to existing
classes that need to be set up/connected correctly (see example below).

Figure 30.16: Example screen of a weekly planner (based on the above mentioned data model Time
Tracking) implements mainly the complex operations ’Show CostItems’, ’Enter/Delete CostItems’.

Entities at the top of an ordered data model usually need very elaborate UIs. Here’s why:
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• For the top entities you need UIs which facilitate input, because operations on the top items
are very frequent – often added, often changed.

• Entities at the top of a data model usually have many dependencies downwards.
• UIs for top entities require many checks and rules because there is a lot of business logic

underneath.

30.9 Why order "top-to-bottom"?

One can also arrange a data model well from left to right. This could be especially useful or better
accepted in data-centric systems, e.g. a LEFT JOIN is well visualizable in this form.

Figure 30.17: Data model "Northwind" arranged left/right instead of top/bottom.

DB specialists might prefer the left/right arrangement because the foreign key to primary key
relationships (n:1) can now be visualized nicely.

Figure 30.18: Image of three tables with data, each with foreign keys in the last columns on the
right. Every table has its primary key ID in the first column.

DB specialists are used to tables where the ID comes first (primary key in first column) and where
you put the foreign keys on the far right, last, so in a DB-centric environment you may prefer the
left/right arrangement of tables in the data model.
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30.10 Partitioning the Data Model

Sometimes one wants to distinguish the data storage classes according to the life expectancy, e.g.
data items at the top could be only "in-memory", those in lower layers persistent (for example in a
real-time measurement processing system).

Sometimes it is useful to divide the whole data area vertically, e.g. to separate order processing
(ERP) from physical inventory operations (warehouse logistics) to clearly assign who is allowed to
create/modify/delete entities in each partition. Read access is granted for all on all entities.

In both cases, with one cut, one would like to sever as few lines (dependencies) as possible. A tree
is ideal for vertical partitioning, DAGs are not so easy to slice anymore, and loops can make it
impossible to find a working partition of data.

Figure 30.19: Data model of an online shop, simplified, without attributes, 1:n relations low:high

Data and thus responsibilities can often be well partitioned, i.e.: which department is responsible
for the correctness of the data? Article data: purchasing department; Orders: store team; Catalogs
and ads: marketing department.

An intersection should cut through as few relationships as possible.
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Figure 30.20: Data model online shop, now partitioned

The colored cut lines in the above graphic show the most probable partitioning cuts. The first three
cut lines from the left all cut through the relationships in the same direction. The fourth cut line
(red) cuts through two relationships in the 1:n direction (OK), but a third relationship is cut in the
opposite n:1 direction (if you look from the center of the graph, in the sense of "who is dependent
on me, or, who am I dependent on?"). Life is much easier when all relations affected by a cut line
are unidirectional.

When you partition a data model, you do it for one of two reasons:

(a) You want to have a core that you can implement first (MVP). This core must be able to live in
isolation, must not have any dependencies (n:1) on other data. The non-core parts, i.e. the optional
parts that you want to implement later, will then have n:1 dependencies (foreign keys) pointing
towards the core. Thus it can be planned well, which parts of the software are to be implemented in
which order (see example PopPins, figure 30.22).

(b) You want to distribute the responsibilities, e.g. "Process A is responsible for the customer
data and marketing, Process B for the invoices/reminders, and Process C for the logistics chain
(warehousing, shipping and reorders)". Then you can divide the data model into these three parts,
and further determine, for example, that the processes are only allowed to write the data in the parts
assigned to them (reading of all other is always possible). This way you can avoid write conflicts,
improve performance (less DB transactions needed), and better link the data to the code, which
among other things also makes debugging easier.

A detail for attentive readers: the article classes in the middle of Figure 30.20 between the green and
the blue line could just as well be in a layer below. The article classes are only referenced by the
other classes with n:1 relationships, but they themselves do not reference any other classes. So the
article data group is an ideal candidate to start the core of the system, if you don’t want to implement
everything at once. Later the other data classes (and code) can be added successively.
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30.10.1 Partitioning Based on Access Rights

Figure 30.21: Data model from an industrial project, in the form of an inverted tree, 21 classes in
four partitions, analogous to the colors.

Here the data was partitioned (green - blue - beige - red) to regulate access rights: who is allowed
to write where? This simplified the code, because it eliminated the need for DB locking.
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30.11 Example of Successful Data Partitioning

An HSR engineering student project called PopPins aimed to program a shared apartment software
with the following goals (The data model of this project already served as an example in Chapter 6
’Incremental Delivery’):

• Create and edit flat-sharing communities, consisting of different persons, e.g. four students
living together in one apartment.

• Manage and assign work orders (chores/tasks: cleaning, shopping, cooking...)
• Evaluations of the tasks’ execution quality by the other persons living in the apartment.
• Keep a central (grocery) shopping list
• Allow the exchange of money (mainly after purchases like grocery shopping)

The result was a web-based software in Java with the Play Framework and with responsive design,
so that it was as easily usable on mobile devices as on desktop computers.

Figure 30.22: This data model (19 classes) was created in the first weeks of the project. It then
served as a starting point for an experiment: how well does rearranging the data model help?

Early in the project it became clear: this data model is too big for a software engineering project
(limited time budget: one full day per student and week; team of 4 students, 14 weeks). So we had
to prioritize: what do we do first? and what do we do only when we have enough time left?

The team sat down and first organized the diagram according to the well-known rules (see start of
chapter). Then they identified individual parts and colored the diagram to make the parts stand out
from each other (see next image).
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Figure 30.23: The same data model as above, but this time ordered and colored (be assured that
this is semantically exactly the same data model as in figure 30.22, just arranged differently, and
colored).

The layering and partitioning helped determine the implementation order.

1. Basis is the management of shared-flat communities and their members (red)
2. The assigned work orders (tasks) rely on the basis (yellow-green, middle row center)
3. Access to the system must be regulated (authorized) (blue)
4. Shopping list (purple)
5. Clearing/exchanging of funds (brown)

The team managed to implement parts 1-3 almost completely (only TaskRating was missing), and
was able to implement parts 4 and 5 to some extent.
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With small data models it often doesn’t matter how you arrange them. For bigger models (more
than 10 classes/tables) it is worth to arrange the data and relations (top/bottom) and to partition
them. �

For very large models (over 30 classes) you are probably lost without layering and partitioning
- the same has been known for a long time for code structuring, where you also use layers and
partitions.

30.12 Data Modell and Software Partitioning

Figure 30.24: Two examples of data model partitioning.

Most programmers know about layering code (e.g., three layers: UI, business logic, libraries) and
distributing responsibilities. A good software architect also knows partitioning as an important
structuring tool. And if you are really good, you also know the techniques of layering and
partitioning in the data model (see, for example, the diagram on the right in the image above).
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Figure 30.25: The partitioning of the data model (below the green dividing line) can be mirrored
in the partitioning of the layered architecture (above the green dividing line). Simplified example
online shop, from left to right: marketing:red, article data maintenance:green, orders:yellow,
delivery fulfillment:blue

If you now look closely at the partitioning of the layers and the partitioning of the data model, you
will see two things:

1) The rules for dependencies are the same (e.g. do not reach across from one partition to another,
but only from top to bottom), and

2) The partitioning of the data model and the layer architecture can be similar. It is often simpler to
partition first the data model (which is usually done before the layer architecture, and data modeling
is also clearly less effort), in order to introduce afterwards the partitions in the code architecture
analogously.

Small hint of the data model to the implementation sequence: Green (product data maintenance)
should be made first, because red (marketing) and yellow (orders) refer in each case via n:1
associations to the articles. The green classes could even be placed in a separate, lower layer.
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30.13 Summary

As a good software architect, you should master the four basic techniques of structuring:

Layering in the code (correct top/bottom dependencies)

Partitioning within layers of the code

Layering in the data model (arrange n:1 top/bottom)

Partitioning the data model

In small projects (with less than 10,000 lines of code, or less than two person-years of effort), the
impact of good or bad structuring is not that significant.

In larger projects, the right structuring can be match-winning.
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31. Books, Sources, Links

31.1 Books

To start with the four books that are thematically closest to this document: All four are highly
recommended – they have different emphases, overlapping and complementing each other in many
topics.

The Art of Readable Code, Dustin Boswell, Trevor Foucher, 2012

The Pragmatic Programmer, Andrew Hunt & David Thomas, 2000

Code Complete 2, Steve McConnell, 2004

Clean Code, Robert C. Martin, 2009

31.1.1 Exceptional book about cost estimation in software projects

"Software Estimation - Demystifying the Black Art"
Steve McConnell, 2006

This book deserves a special mention because, to my knowledge, it is the only one on the subject of
effort estimation. And I find it an excellent book, lots of good advice from a practitioner.
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31.1.2 Books and eLearnings on Testing

For the topic Unit Testing and Test-Driven Development (TDD) there are very recommendable
tutorials/eLearnings from www.industriallogic.com.

There are also many books on the subject, here are three of them:

Andy Hunt and Dave Thomas with Matt Hargett: Pragmatic Unit Testing

Kent Beck: Test Driven Development (a good introduction by one of the pioneers)

Roy Osherove: The Art of Unit Testing

31.1.3 Books on User Interaction Design and Use Cases

Kim Goodwin and Alan Cooper: Designing for the Digital Age, Wiley, 2011

Alistair Cockburn: Writing Effective Use Cases, Addison-Wesley, 2000

31.1.4 Reviews Literature

Peopleware: Productive Projects and Teams (3rd Edition) April 2016, Tom DeMarco und Tim
Lister

Peer Reviews in Software – A Practical Guide by Karl E. Wiegers, Addison-Wesley Professional,
2002

31.1.5 Books on the Subject of Software Metrics

Brian Henderson-Sellers „Object-Oriented Metrics – Measures of Complexity“ Prentice-Hall,
1996

Stephen H. Kahn: „Metrics and Models in Software Quality Engineering“ Addison Wesley,
1995

Mark Lorenz, Jeff Kidd: „Object-oriented software metrics: a practical guide“ Prentice-Hall,
1994

31.1.6 Great Books on Various Topics

Eric Freeman, Elisabeth Robson: "Head First Design Patterns"

Joshua Kerievsky: "Refactoring to Patterns"
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Steve Krug: "Don’t make me think" and "Rocket Surgery Made Easy"

George Fairbanks: "Just Enough Software Architecture"

Craig Larman: "Applying UML and Patterns"

31.2 Links

Rajiv Prabhakar, a former hardware engineer, switched to software at Google and Amazon; excellent
advice, backed by years of experience:
https://rajivprab.com/

Scott Prugh at a DevOps conference:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f4et0EGvKXAhttps
https://de.slideshare.net/ITRevolution/tuesday-940-scott-prugh-final

http://joelonsoftware.com/articles/Unicode.html
and many other articles by Joel Spolsky – one of my heroes

http://www.simonbrown.je/
simon.brown@codingthearchitecture.com

James O. Coplien:
http://www.rbcs-us.com/documents/Why-Most-Unit-Testing-is-Waste.pdf

Coplien and Martin Debate TDD, CDD and Professionalism:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KtHQGs3zFAM
Transcript:
http://www.infoq.com/interviews/coplien-martin-tdd

Is TDD Dead? 09.05.2014
David Heinemeier Hansson, Kent Beck, Martin Fowler
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